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Whilst treating PKU early dramatically reduces impairments caused by excess Phe, 

individuals with early-treated PKU demonstrate mild impairments in cognition, well-being, 

neuropathology, and neurophysiology. Information in the current literature about how 

metabolic control can impact these impairments in adulthood, however, remains limited. 

Furthermore, there remains a lack of understanding about how these impairments may 

interact with age-related neuropathological and neurophysiological alterations as early-

treated adults with PKU begin to reach older age. This thesis includes two empirical 

investigations and one systematic review. The first empirical investigation compared 

impairments exhibited by young adults with PKU and healthy older adults to extrapolate how 

impairments may interact as adults with PKU reach older age. This investigation identified 

key overlaps in the profiles of cognitive impairment demonstrated by each population, in 

particular in the domains of speed of processing and executive function. The second 

empirical investigation explored whether middle-aged adults with PKU demonstrate 

accelerated effects of ageing on neuropsychological function by comparing outcomes in this 

population with both age-matched controls and younger adults with PKU. Overlaps in 

impaired cognitive domains between young and middle-aged AwPKU were identified, as well 

as poorer well-being in the middle-aged cohort compared to age-matched controls. The 

severity of impairments compared to healthy controls of the same age, however, was less 

significant in middle-aged cohorts. In addition, no significant impact of adult metabolic 

control on outcomes was identified in the middle-aged AwPKU included in this study. Finally, 

a systematic review considered within-participant studies investigating the effects of 

manipulating metabolic control on cognitive, well-being, and neurological outcomes in 

children and adults with PKU. The review indicated that metabolic control has a significant 

impact on all outcomes in both children and adults with PKU, as well as demonstrating that 

impairments in these domains may be reversible through decreasing current Phe levels at 

any age. 
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treatment, metabolic control  
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Chapter 1: General Introduction and Literature Review 
 

Introduction 
 

Phenylketonuria (PKU) is a metabolic disorder affecting between 1 in 10,000 to 1 in 

12,000 births (Christ, 2003; Scriver & Kaufman, 2001). Individuals with PKU are lacking in 

the genetic component required to code for the enzyme phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH) 

which is essential for the hydroxylation of phenylalanine (Phe) from the diet into tyrosine in 

the liver (Choo et al., 1979; Güttler & Lou, 1986). This partial to complete enzyme inactivity 

therefore results in a lack of Phe hydroxylation, leading to a lack of tyrosine in PKU. Tyrosine 

is a known precursor for dopamine; therefore the lack of hydroxylation has a significant 

effect upon frontal lobe dopamine levels (Albrecht et al., 2009). The interrupted hydroxylation 

process also causes an accumulation of Phe in the blood, known as hyperphenylalaninemia, 

as well as in the tissues and other body fluids. The resultant increased levels of Phe passing 

through the blood-brain barrier has then been found to have an impact upon white matter 

structures, leading to lesions and demyelination of multiple neurological structures (Blau, van 

Spronsen, et al., 2010; Surtees & Blau, 2000). Left untreated, PKU can cause significant 

neurological impairment including intellectual disability, microcephaly, seizures, and 

behavioural difficulties (Albrecht et al., 2009; Blau, van Spronsen, et al., 2010). 

 

In the 1950s, a low-Phe diet was introduced which has been proven to reduce blood-

Phe concentration in people with PKU (Scriver & Kaufman, 2001), and consequently to 

dramatically reduce the cognitive, neurological, and behavioural impairments associated with 

the disorder. Following a low-Phe diet is now universally prescribed to infants diagnosed with 

PKU, with Manta-Vogli et al. (2020) stating that “dietary management with restriction of Phe 

intake remains the mainstay therapy of these patients” (p.628). Whilst maintaining low Phe 

levels during childhood is universally agreed to be of utmost importance to allow 

neurodevelopment to occur as unimpaired as possible, once the critical stage for 

neurodevelopment has passed, many individuals with PKU choose to abandon their low-Phe 

diet (Bekhof et al., 2003; Bowersox & Panel, 2001; Crone et al., 2005; Olsson et al., 2007; 

Rocha & MacDonald, 2018), with the proportion of patients attending clinics found to 

decrease once patients reach 13 years of age, and Phe levels found to significantly increase 

in adolescents with PKU from the age of 15 (Berry et al., 2013; Walter et al., 2002; Walter & 

White, 2004). Studies investigating why so many adolescents abandon their diet have 

suggested that children following the diet often have to eat separately from friends and 

family, leading to a loss of ‘family-time’ communication and rapport, or bullying from other 
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children when eating in a school or social environment (MacDonald, 2000). Studies 

surveying patients with PKU, and their caregivers, have also identified time constraints, 

stress associated with food preparation and record-keeping, and the restrictions that 

following a diet impose onto patients’ social lives as the key obstacles to following a low-Phe 

diet as children move into adolescence (Bilginsoy et al., 2005). Furthermore, decreased 

motivation may result from an absence of immediate effects of abandoning a low-Phe diet, 

with family members often noticing the negative impacts on a patient’s mood, attention span, 

and health before the patient themself (Macleod & Ney, 2010). The potential repercussions 

of abandoning a low-Phe diet in later life remain a subject of much debate. 

 

This thesis aims to better understand the impact of early-treated PKU on cognitive, 

behavioural, and neurological health in adulthood, and the effect that metabolic control can 

have on these domains. The relationship between ageing and PKU-related impairment is 

investigated, as well as the potential reversibility of neurological damage caused by high Phe 

levels. The results of our investigations increase our understanding of the potential 

interactions between older age and PKU, as well as providing evidence of the impact of 

resuming or abandoning a low-Phe diet on cognitive, neurological, and well-being outcomes 

throughout the lifespan. The relationship between early-treated PKU and middle-age, 

however, remains unclear, with further investigations required with this age group before 

conclusions can be drawn about the impact that moving from young adulthood to middle-age 

has on adults with PKU (AwPKU) with varying levels of metabolic control. This research is 

vital to help clinicians better understand the impact of early-treated PKU on neurological 

health in later life and to allow them to provide their patients with the most informed advice 

possible regarding the impact that lifestyle and metabolic control may have on cognitive and 

behavioural well-being in middle- and older-age. 

 

PKU treatment diet 
 

The prescription of a modern PKU treatment diet is described by the PKU Dietary 

Handbook (MacDonald et al., 2020) as having three main aims: 1) to ensure strict control of 

patients’ natural protein and/or Phe intake, to prevent excessive accumulation of Phe in the 

blood, and therefore in the brain; 2) to replace natural proteins with safe, Phe-free 

substitutes (both synthetic and naturally-occurring), and amino-acid supplements; 3) to the 

ensure that the treatment diet contains a balanced intake of necessary nutrients and energy, 

using vitamin and mineral supplements. 
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A standard low-Phe diet restricts patients’ protein/Phe intake by at least 75% when 

compared to a regular diet. Phe comprises approximately 4-6% of all dietary protein-

containing foods (Manta-Vogli et al., 2020), therefore such a significant reduction of Phe 

intake requires patients to avoid or limit all high protein foods, including but not limited to: 

meat, fish, animal milk and derivatives, cereals, Quorn, soya, pulses, gelatine, plant algae, 

aspartame etc. Regular foods which are very low in protein (<=25mg/100g Phe), such as 

vegan cheese, butter, sugar, and jams, can be eaten without measurement. Most fruits and 

vegetables (excluding potatoes), however, are slightly higher in Phe levels (<=75mg/100g) 

and therefore may still contribute to patients’ daily Phe but shouldn’t affect their blood Phe 

control (MacDonald et al., 2020). Other low-protein foods, such as potatoes and cereals, can 

also be consumed, but only in very restricted amounts that are limited to <50mg/100g of Phe 

(Manta-Vogli et al., 2020). Infants with PKU are treated with a low-Phe diet by restricting 

their protein intake through natural breast milk and regular formula, supplementing this 

instead with a specifically designed Phe-free infant formula. 

 

As the regular foods available to patients following a low-Phe diet are significantly 

limited, a number of supplements and substitutes are required to encourage natural growth 

(Rocha et al., 2013), prevent protein and tyrosine deficiencies in children with PKU (van 

Spronsen et al., 2017), optimise metabolic control (MacDonald et al., 2003), block Phe 

transport across the blood-brain barrier (Pardridge, 1998), and help prevent neurological 

disability (Blau et al., 2011). Patients can also supplement their diet with synthetic low-

protein foods, such as breads and pasta, which can provide up to 50% of their required 

energy intake (Pena et al., 2015). These synthetically manufactured foods, however, are 

often quite expensive, and may not be an option for patients whose access to them is not 

covered by government or insurance funding (MacDonald et al., 2020). 

 

A low-Phe diet can be followed in one of two ways: 1) by prescribing a patient’s total 

daily allowance of Phe and calculating all Phe-containing food into this allowance; or 2) by 

using a Phe exchange system wherein patients are given weighted portions of different 

foods, all of which contain the same amount of Phe (Ahring et al., 2009). Individuals with 

PKU can then use this low-Phe diet to reduce their blood-Phe concentrations to target levels 

set by their clinicians. Target blood-Phe levels vary across different countries. The current 

European PKU guidelines recommend target blood-Phe levels of 120-360µmol/L in children 

under 12 years and 120-600µmol/L from 12 years onwards (Van Wegberg et al., 2017). To 

reach these target levels, most people with PKU are able to tolerate less than 500mg of 

dietary Phe per day (MacDonald & White, 2015). The Phe tolerance of people with PKU, 

however, varies both between and within individuals, and can be impacted by a number of 
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factors, including the severity of their PKU (e.g. classical vs. mild PKU), their dosage, 

adherence, daily distribution of protein substitutes, their use of accompanying 

pharmaceutical treatments, growth rates, pregnancy, and catabolism (i.e. protein 

breakdown) during periods of illness. The severity of a low-Phe diet, therefore, can vary from 

person to person, based upon each individual’s Phe tolerance. Dietary Phe intakes are often 

initially prescribed based upon patients’ diagnosis, with patients with classical PKU (pre-

treatment blood-Phe levels of >1200µmol/L) prescribed a Phe intake of <20mg/day, patients 

with moderate PKU (pre-treatment blood-Phe levels of 200-1200µmol/L) prescribed an 

intake of 20-25mg/day, patients with mild PKU (pre-treatment blood-Phe levels of 600-

900µmol/L) prescribed an intake of 25-50mg/day, and patients with mild 

hyperphenylalaninemia (HPA; pre-treatment blood-Phe levels of <600µmol/L) not usually 

requiring any dietary Phe restriction (Manta-Vogli et al., 2020). Clinicians will often try to 

maximise patients’ Phe intake based upon their observed Phe tolerance, in an attempt to 

make the diet more acceptable to patients by reducing the practical and social burdens 

associated with it, and increasing the nutritional benefits gained through consumption of 

natural, vs. synthetic, protein intake (MacDonald et al., 2020). 

 

As touched upon earlier, as well as dietary intervention, pharmaceutical interventions 

are available for use in tandem with a low-Phe diet to decrease blood-Phe levels in people 

with PKU. One such intervention currently available in the USA and Europe, and to children 

with PKU in the UK, is sapropterin dihydrochloride (Kuvan®, BioMarin Pharmaceutical Inc., 

Novato, CA, USA), a synthetic formulation of tetrahydrobiopterin (6R-BH4), commonly 

referred to as ‘BH4’ (Feillet et al., 2014; Muntau et al., 2019). BH4 is an essential co-factor of 

the phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH), tyrosine hydroxylase, and tryptophan hydroxylase 

enzymes, meaning that all three of these enzymes require BH4 for catalytic activity to occur 

(Manta-Vogli et al., 2020). Between 20% and 60% of people with PKU are thought to be 

BH4-responsive, meaning that oral administration of BH4 in these individuals will result in a 

decrease in blood-Phe levels of 30% or more within 8-14hrs (Blau, 2013; Blau, Hennermann, 

Langenbeck, & Lichter-Konecki, 2011; Steinfeld et al., 2002; Trefz, Burton, Longo, 

Casanova, Gruskin, Dorenbaum, Kakkis, Crombez, Grange, Harmatz, & Et Al., 2009). 

Dietary Phe intake in BH4-responsive patients taking supplements, therefore, can be 

increased by up to 4x whilst still maintaining target blood-Phe levels in some individuals, 

although others have reported reaching target Phe levels after an increase in dietary Phe of 

less than 2x baseline intake levels (Singh, Jurecki, & Rohr, 2008; Trefz, Burton, Longo, 

Casanova, Gruskin, Dorenbaum, Kakkis, Crombez, Grange, Harmatz, Lipson, et al., 2009).  
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Parental control of children’s nutrition often means that dietary adherence is good in 

infants and children with PKU (Blau, Bélanger-Quintana, et al., 2010). As children with PKU 

reach adolescence, however, adherence often begins to waver, leading to decreased 

metabolic control in this age group (Crone et al., 2005; Walter et al., 2002; Walter & White, 

2004). Whilst pharmaceutical treatments such as BH4 are able to reduce some of the 

restrictions placed on individuals following a low-Phe diet, most BH4-responsive patients are 

those with mild PKU or HPA, who retain some residual PAH enzyme activity (Fiege & Blau, 

2007). Responsiveness in patients with classical PKU, who have little to no residual PAH 

activity, remains low (Blau, 2013). Furthermore, there remains a lack of uniformity across 

countries with regards to BH4-responsiveness testing and availability guidelines (Muntau et 

al., 2017). Even in instances where pharmaceutical supplementation is available, many 

adults with PKU find dietary adherence particularly difficult to maintain, citing reasons such 

as social pressures, family cohesion issues, lack of knowledge of the disease, and lack of 

reimbursement for supplements as the cause of dietary abandonment (Bekhof et al., 2003; 

Bowersox & Panel, 2001; Crone et al., 2005; Olsson et al., 2007; Rocha & MacDonald, 

2018). 

 

Impact of PKU and ageing on cognition 
 

Whilst the PKU treatment diet has been proven to protect people with PKU from 

profound intellectual disability, early-treated individuals with PKU have been found to still 

demonstrate some level of impairment in a range of cognitive domains. Research is still 

required, therefore, to better understand how cognition is impacted in both adults and 

children with PKU who have received treatment from birth, and how it may be affected by 

metabolic control throughout the lifespan.  

 

A recent review of cognition in PKU was conducted by Canton et al. (2019) 

considering performance of early-treated children and adolescents with PKU on measures of 

IQ, perception, visuo-spatial processing, visual construction, motor skills, memory, executive 

functions, and processing speed across 54 studies. The ages of participants included in this 

review varied significantly, ranging from 5 to 20 years. Cognitive measures, however, were 

largely consistent across studies, with a variety of around three to four different assessments 

in each domain. Deficits were reported in the domains of IQ, visuo-spatial attention, motor 

tasks, memory, and speed of processing, with mixed findings emerging in language 

performance, and no impairment observed in measures of visuo-spatial and visual 

construction abilities. Hofman et al. (2018), meanwhile, reviewed cognitive performance in 

early-treated AwPKU aged 18+ years across 22 studies and reported impairments in speed 
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of performance across tasks, as well as deficits in the domains of sustained attention, 

working memory, visuo-spatial attention, and some measures of executive function across 

the same assessment measures as reported by Canton et al., plus additional measures that 

were not included in Canton’s review. A similar review of cognition in early-treated AwPKU 

was carried out by Burlina et al. (2019) who also reported significant deficits in executive 

function, speed of processing, and attentional outcomes across 28 studies, using a similar 

range of assessment measures to Hofman et al.’s (2018) reviewed studies. It is important to 

note, however, that Burlina and Hofman’s reviews included 13 of the same studies, therefore 

a significant overlap in findings is to be expected. 

 

The effect of high blood-Phe levels on cognition during childhood has also been well 

documented, with multiple between-participant studies establishing an increasing impairment 

with decreasing metabolic control in cognitive domains including sustained attention, 

executive function, speed of processing, IQ and visuo-motor coordination in CwPKU (e.g. 

Azen et al., 1991; Holtzman et al., 1986; Huijbregts, de Sonneville, van Spronsen, et al., 

2002; Jahja et al., 2013; Leuzzi et al., 2004; Schmidt et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1990; 

Waisbren et al., 2007). Findings of increased cognitive impairment in CwPKU with mean 

blood-Phe levels above 620µmol/L, compared to those with mean blood-Phe levels of 

250µmol/L and below, have been reported (Schmidt et al., 1996) as well as poorer 

performance on the Mental Development Index from CwPKU with blood-Phe levels above 

360µmol/L during their first year of life, compared to those with levels below 360µmol/L (de 

la Parra et al., 2017). 

 

Metabolic control has also been found to influence cognition in adulthood (e.g. Bik-

Multanowski & Pietrzyk, 2011; Brumm et al., 2004; Jahja, van Spronsen, et al., 2017; 

Palermo et al., 2017). Burlina et al. (2019) systematically reviewed 30 studies investigating 

the relationship between metabolic control and cognition in AwPKU in terms of performance 

on executive function and attention tasks. Included papers demonstrated deficits in 

sustained and selective attention, as well as working memory, inhibition, and verbal fluency 

in comparison to healthy controls. Despite variation in findings across studies, an overall link 

between concurrent blood-Phe levels and executive function, attentional control, inhibition, 

and some memory abilities was identified, with AwPKU who maintained good adulthood 

dietary control performing better across tasks in these domains than those with poor control. 

Working memory was also found to be affected by metabolic control in childhood, however 

the relationship between dietary control and working memory in adulthood was conflicting 

across included studies. 
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 Beyond the need to increase our understanding of the role of metabolic control in 

mantaining cognitive health in PKU, a further key consideration for research is the notable 

similarity between the profile of cognitive impairment observed in young AwPKU and that 

observed in healthy adults as a natural product of ageing. Older adults have been found to 

demonstrate impairments in the domains of visuo-spatial attention (Kramer et al., 1996), 

processing speed (Bucur & Madden, 2010; Der & Deary, 2006), visuo-motor coordination 

(Hamilton et al., 2018; Volkow et al., 1998) and executive function (De Beni & Palladino, 

2004; Delaloye et al., 2009), suggesting that there may be some commonalities between the 

mechanisms underlying cognitive impairment in these two population groups. The following 

narrative literature review considers evidence regarding the impact of PKU and ageing on 

performance across cognitive domains. 

 

Intelligence 
 

One key cognitive domain affected by PKU in childhood is intelligence. Studies 

investigating IQ impairments in CwPKU have suggested that impairments are significantly 

mitigated by metabolic control at this stage in life, with negative outcomes found to occur 

once blood-Phe levels reach somewhere between 800µmol/L and 1300µmol/L (Azen et al., 

1991; Holtzman et al., 1986; Smith et al., 1990; Waisbren et al., 2007). The relationship 

between metabolic control and IQ in early-treated CwPKU was demonstrated by Smith et al. 

(1990) whose regression analyses indicated that age at start of treatment, average lifetime 

Phe levels, and duration of blood-Phe levels <120µmol/L are all significant predictors of IQ at 

4 years old. Meanwhile, Holtzman et al. (1986) found that the age at which dietary control 

was lost (defined as blood-Phe levels reaching 1326µmol/L) was a significant predictor of 

the magnitude of differences between CwPKU aged 8 to 10 years and their unaffected family 

members (Aged 8: r=0.51, p<.001; Age 10: r=0.47, p<.001). Between-participant t-test 

comparisons of CwPKU also found that IQ scores increased progressively as dietary control 

lasted longer, with the greatest differences between CwPKU and unaffected siblings found in 

children who lost dietary control the earliest (control lost<= 71months, p<.001), and the 

smallest differences in those who maintained control the longest (control lost >=96 months, 

p=non-significant).  

 

Metabolic control in childhood has also been found to impact intelligence in AwPKU. 

A review by Burgard (2000) suggested that IQ is strongly affected by dietary control in early 

childhood, with each 300µmol/L increase in blood-Phe levels resulting in IQ decreasing by 

approximately half a standard deviation. A review by Waisbren et al. (2007) further reported 

significant correlations between concurrent IQ and both mean blood-Phe levels within the 
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first 12 years of life, and concurrent Phe. This review found that each increase in blood-Phe 

level of 100µmol/L during this age range was predictive of an average decrease in IQ of 1.9 

to 4.9 points (within the range of 394-666µmol/L covered by the included studies) while each 

100mol/L increase of concurrent blood-Phe levels predicted a drop in IQ of 0.5 to 1.4 

points. Burlina et al. (2019) found no such impact of dietary control at time of testing or 

current Phe levels on IQ in AwPKU, when comparing reports of IQ across 47 papers. A 

relationship between adult IQ and childhood and adolescent blood-Phe levels was identified, 

however, suggesting that, whilst dietary control in early life plays a key role in IQ 

development, intelligence remains stable once adulthood is reached, regardless of 

metabolite levels. 

 

Whilst a slight decrease in IQ is commonly associated with PKU, findings that 

vocabulary appears to remain unaffected, or in some cases to even improve with age, 

suggest that crystallised intelligence, at least, is not negatively impacted by increasing age. 

A study by Kaufman and Horn (1996) used the Kaufman Adolescent and Adults Intelligence 

Test (Kaufman & Kaufman, 1993) to investigate the effects of ageing on fluid processing and 

crystallised knowledge in 1,500 participants aged 17 to 94 years. Fluid intelligence was 

assessed by collating scores from the Rebus Learning, Logical Steps, and Mystery Codes 

tasks, whilst crystallised intelligence scores were a combination of Auditory Comprehension 

and Double Meanings scores. Covariance analyses were used to ensure that any impact of 

education and gender were accounted for. ANOVA analyses of results from this study found 

a main effect of age on both fluid and crystallised intelligence scores, however the pattern of 

decline differed significantly between the two. Crystallised intelligence was found to increase 

slightly from late adolescence to middle age, and then to be maintained through older 

adulthood until around 70 years, after which it began to decline. Fluid intelligence scores, 

however, peaked with the age group 20-24, then dropped and continued to decline steadily 

from age group 25-29 through to group 50-54 years. After 50-54 years, the decline became 

more rapid, with performance dropping through the remainder of the lifespan. 

 

Similar findings regarding the impact of age on intelligence have been found by 

studies using the WAIS measures for Verbal and Performance IQ. Averages for Verbal IQ 

have been reliably found to increase up to 60 years of age, before plateauing and then 

gradually dropping towards the end of the lifespan, whilst Performance IQ averages are 

found to peak in the early 20s and then drop steadily through the remainder of adulthood 

(Botwinick, 1977; Dixon et al., 1985; Matarazzo, 2013). 
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Executive function 
 

Executive function refers to a set of top-down cognitive skills that play a key role in 

setting and maintaining goals, resisting temptations and/or primed responses, and 

preserving concentration in situations where ‘automatic’ functioning needs to be overridden 

(Miller & Cohen, 2001). Miyake et al. (2000) established that there are three core domains of 

executive function; inhibition (including inhibitory control and interference control), working 

memory (including updating), and cognitive flexibility (including task switching and set 

shifting).  

 

In addition to impaired intelligence, a comparison of 33 studies investigating cognitive 

function in both early-treated children and adults with PKU vs. healthy controls found 

significant differences in performance on measures of executive function (DeRoche & 

Welsh, 2008). These differences were found to be more marked in measures of executive 

function than in tests of IQ, suggesting a greater impairment in executive function in PKU 

than in overall intelligence. Moderate effect sizes were produced for tests of working memory 

and planning, whilst larger effect sizes were evident in tasks requiring flexibility and 

inhibition. The heterogeneity found in effect sizes across measures of executive function 

suggest that PKU affects some areas of executive function more significantly than others. 

This variance, however, was also found to be moderated by the type of test used, with 

significant heterogeneity in outcomes found across the nine different tools being employed to 

measure executive function. The variance in impairment in this area, therefore, could reflect 

test sensitivity, rather than necessarily reflecting differential levels of impairment within the 

domain of executive function.  

 

A study by Antshel and Waisbren (2003) found no differences between 46 CwPKU 

and healthy controls on measures of IQ but did find impairments in tasks sensitive to 

executive functions including word learning and semantic clustering, both thought to be 

related to executive function. This cohort of CwPKU also demonstrated impaired 

performance in the Rey-Osterreich Figure Copying and Stroop tasks, also found to measure 

executive function in terms of inhibition and planning and organisation. This study further 

found that parents of CwPKU reported more difficulties with executive function related tasks, 

such as working memory, self-monitoring, and planning and organising, than parents of 

control children. Correlation analyses found that executive function performance and general 

processing speed were significantly correlated with concurrent Phe levels. Meanwhile, Janos 

et al. (2012) found that performance on executive function tasks in 42 CwPKU was 

significantly mediated by processing speed and variability, however, once these impairments 
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were controlled for, working memory and inhibitory control deficits remained apparent in this 

cohort as compared to performance of matched controls. 

 

Studies investigating the impact of PKU on executive function in early-treated 

AwPKU have found tasks requiring planning and task-switching abilities, such as the 

Wisconsin Card Sorting Task and the Tower of Hanoi, are significantly impaired (Brumm et 

al., 2004; Nardecchia et al., 2015; Romani et al., 2018), however, no reliable impairment has 

been found in measures of inhibition such as Stroop and Trail Making B tasks (Jahja, 

Huijbregts, et al., 2017; Jahja, van Spronsen, et al., 2017; Moyle et al., 2006; Palermo et al., 

2017). Meanwhile, studies investigating working memory have frequently reported poorer 

accuracy in working memory tasks from AwPKU compared to controls (Bartus et al., 2018; 

Bik-Multanowski et al., 2011; Brumm et al., 2004; Channon et al., 2004; Jahja, van 

Spronsen, et al., 2017; Palermo et al., 2017), whilst concurrent Phe levels have also been 

found to result in increased RTs in measures of working memory such as feature integration 

and memory search tasks (Bik-Multanowski et al., 2011; Jahja, Huijbregts, et al., 2017). 

 

A similar pattern of impairment has also been observed in older adults. The impact of 

ageing upon executive function was investigated by Bucur and Madden (2010), using verbal 

fluency, Trail Making, Stroop and digit symbol coding tasks. Participants were split into 3 

groups: younger adults (aged 19-31ys, N=47), middle-aged adults (aged 41-58yrs, N=44), 

and older adults (60-79yrs, N=43). Task completion times were found to significantly 

increase across each adjacent age group, suggesting a continual slowing throughout 

adulthood, however a significant main effect of age upon composite processing speed 

scores (comprised of reaction time data from Digit Symbol Coding, Stroop, and Trail-Making 

A tasks) was only evident between older adults and younger adults. A significant main effect 

of age upon composite executive function scores (comprised of Stroop interference score, 

Trail-Making B-A, and verbal fluency scores) was also observed between younger adults 

and both middle-aged and older adults, suggesting a drop in executive function abilities, 

specifically in middle-age. It is key to note, however, that both digit symbol coding and Trail 

making tasks also require a significant visuo-motor control component, therefore a decline in 

fine visuo-motor control with age may also have contributed to the age differences observed 

in this study. 

 

A meta-analysis by Verhaeghen and De Meersman (1998) examined 20 studies 

comparing older adults (aged >=60 years) and younger adults (aged <=30 years) on Stroop 

task performance. Their analyses found no significant differences in Stroop interference 

effect between age groups, beyond the general slowing of RTs that is normally associated 
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with ageing. The lack of any moderating impact of Stroop interference on RTs between 

groups indicates a lack of impact of ageing on inhibition, supported by the absence of 

significant differences found between middle-aged and older adults in performance on the 

Flanker Inhibitory Control and Attention Test by Hamilton et al. (2017). Similar results were 

found in a study conducted by Delaloye et al. (2009), with 81 participants in groups aged 20-

34yrs (N=21), 35-47 (N=21), 50-64yrs (N=21), and 65+ (N=18). This study found no linear 

relationship between age and performance on measures of inhibition (Stroop and Hayling 

tasks), but a significant age-related decline on task-switching measures (number-letter 

shifting and global-local shifting tests) and updating measures (letter updating and cube 

updating tasks). It is key to note that affected tasks in this study were specific to the visuo-

spatial domain, and required a working memory component, therefore it is possible that task-

switching and updating abilities may only be impacted in circumstances where concurrent 

memory and visuo-spatial processing is required. 

 

Speed of processing 
 

Beyond the impact of PKU on IQ and executive function, a key area found to be 

impaired in this population is speed of processing (Moyle, Fox, Arthur, et al., 2007; Ris et al., 

1994; Weglage et al., 2013). Huijbregts, de Sonneville, Licht, et al. (2002) reported impaired 

speed of processing in early-treated CwPKU, with speed of response found to improve as 

participants’ Phe levels decreased. Meanwhile, Hofman et al. (2018) carried out a systematic 

review of 16 studies which compared performance of AwPKU to that of either healthy 

controls (n=14 studies) or standardised/normative data (n=2 studies). This review reported 

that impairments in AwPKU were primarily found in measures of speed rather than accuracy, 

with simple reaction time task performance found to be specifically poor in off-diet 

participants. Heterogeneity across studies, however, limits the reliability of this review, as 

cut-off levels for “high” vs. “low” Phe groups varied across studies, and no clear definitions of 

what “off-diet” means were available. 

 

Similarly, a meta-analysis of 11 neuropsychological studies investigating cognitive 

function in early-treated adults and adolescents with PKU compared to that of healthy 

controls, found differences between groups to be the largest in measures of speed of 

processing, including simple and choice reaction time tasks, speed trail making, continuous 

performance RTs, and dot-pattern completion times (Moyle, Fox, Bynevelt, et al., 2007). The 

attribution of slowed RTs to a specific deficit in processing speed, however, remains 

contentious, as a number of studies have failed to find PKU-related impairments in 
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measures of simple processing speed including the Stockings of Cambridge (Bartus et al., 

2018), simple detection and detection with distractors (Palermo et al., 2017). 

 

Studies with healthy older adults have reported similar findings, with this cohort of 

participants also demonstrating slowed response times across a number of different tasks. 

Der and Deary (2006) reanalysed data from 7,130 British adults (aged 18-94yrs) who 

completed a simple reaction time (simple RT) and a choice reaction time (choice RT) task 

assessed as part of the United Kingdom Health and Lifestyle Survey conducted between 

1984 and 1985. When this data was plotted on a line graph, there was clear evidence of 

slower responses to simple RT tasks from the age of 50 onwards. Choice RT, meanwhile, 

was found to both slow and become more variable throughout the ageing process.  

 

Sliwinski and Buschke (1999) conducted a longitudinal study with 302 older adults 

(aged 66-92yrs) who were assessed across the domains of memory, verbal fluency, 

processing speed, verbal comprehension, and short-term memory span. A cross-sectional 

comparison of results at baseline found significant age effects across domains, with only 

verbal comprehension spared. An accelerating decline with increasing age was further found 

in performance on sentence repetition, letter fluency, digit symbol coding, and vocabulary 

tasks, with slowed RTs with age across tasks indicating an increasingly severe decline in 

speed of processing in these domains with age. Notably, when baseline results were 

compared longitudinally within-participants, age effects were found to be larger than those 

observed in cross-sectional analyses, with significant age effects apparent across all 

cognitive domains. Furthermore, processing speed at baseline was found to be a significant 

predictor of performance across all cognitive domains at baseline, whilst within-participant 

changes on measures of processing speed were a significant predictor of changes across all 

other measured domains, with the exception of verbal comprehension. It is important to note, 

however, that processing speed had a considerably smaller mediating effect on overall 

longitudinal age effects than on cross-sectional age effects. This suggests that age alone 

may not impact processing speed as dramatically as cross-sectional studies may suggest. 

Age was, in fact, not the only impacting factor on scores across domains, as level of 

education also had a significant effect on all scores, with higher education associated with 

better performance on tasks. 

 

Visuo-spatial attention 
 

Slowed processing has been found to be noticeably evident in tasks tapping visuo-

spatial attention in AwPKU, including choice reaction time and visual search tasks. Romani 
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(2018) found no significant differences between early-treated AwPKU and control 

participants in terms of accuracy on tasks tapping visuo-spatial attention, such as simple 

detection, choice reaction, detection with distractors, and visual search tasks. AwPKU, 

however, were significantly slower than controls across all tasks, supporting some level of 

impaired processing speed in tasks requiring visuo-spatial attention. Interestingly, this study 

found no difference in RTs in simple detection tasks with and without distractors, with 

peripheral motor speed appearing to be unaffected in PKU. Choice RTs, however, were 

significantly slower in AwPKU, indicating that the increased cognitive burden of making a 

choice in these tasks had a significant impact upon visuo-spatial processing speeds. The 

lack of accuracy impairment in visual search tasks suggests that slowed RTs are likely due 

to a specific processing speed deficit in the domain of visuo-spatial attention, rather than 

being due to an impairment in general visuo-spatial processing ability. Brumm et al. (2004) 

assessed performance on the block design, picture arrangement, and picture completion 

subtests of the WAIS-R, and found no evidence of impaired visuo-spatial ability in AwPKU. 

This study further found no effect of concurrent Phe on performance in visuo-spatial 

processing tasks, a finding supported by Nardecchia et al. (2015) and Ris et al. (1994).  

 

CwPKU have been found to be unimpaired in visual search tasks, with no 

correlations apparent between concurrent Phe and visuospatial abilities in this cohort (e.g. 

Antshel & Waisbren, 2003; Leuzzi et al., 2004). 

 

Similarly to AwPKU, age has been found to have a particularly pronounced effect on 

RT performance in the domain of visuo-spatial ability, in particular with regards to visuo-

spatial attention, as measured through visual search tasks. It has been suggested, however, 

that poor performance in tasks measuring these abilities in older adults could be due to a 

combination of a decrease in processing speed and poorer visual acuity in this population 

rather than due to specific impairments in these cognitive domains (Salthouse, 1996). 

However, whilst both RTs and task accuracy have been found to be negatively impacted by 

age in conjunction visual search tasks (Harpur et al., 1995; Kramer et al., 1996), accuracy in 

feature search tasks appears to remain unaffected by age (Folk & Lincourt, 1996; Foster et 

al., 1995; Greenwood & Parasuraman, 1999; Plude & Doussard-Roosevelt, 1989). This 

suggests that poor performance on visuo-spatial tasks does not result primarily from a deficit 

in visual acuity, however nor does it result from a deficit in processing speed alone. 

Specifically impaired performance in conjunction search tasks suggests that the extra 

requirement for executive function in this task, such as monitoring and updating, in 

combination with visuo-spatial ability, may be responsible for the observed impairment in 

conjunction search performance. 
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Sustained attention 
 

The performance of early-treated CwPKU and AwPKU on measures of sustained 

attention have consistently been found to be impaired across a number of studies (e.g. 

Burgard et al., 1997; Channon et al., 2004; Channon et al., 2007; Jahja, Huijbregts, et al., 

2017; Palermo et al., 2017; Weglage et al., 2013) with low scores on concentration tasks 

reported in CwPKU, and sustained attention found to increase in CwPKU as Phe levels 

decrease (Holtzman et al., 1975; Huijbregts, de Sonneville, Licht, et al., 2002).  

 

Brumm et al. (2004) looked at performance on a continuous performance task in 

early-treated AwPKU and found no impairment in accuracy scores when compared to 

normative data. However, AwPKU with high concurrent Phe levels were found to perform 

significantly poorer than those with low concurrent Phe on attentional measures. Romani et 

al. (2017), meanwhile, reported significant correlations between concurrent Phe and 

sustained attention performance in the same group of AwPKU (r=0.49), supporting 

arguments for the impact of Phe levels on sustained attention suggested by previous studies 

(e.g. Bik-Multanowski et al., 2011; Jahja, van Spronsen, et al., 2017). A recent study by 

Palermo et al. (2017), however, measured sustained attention using a rapid visual 

information processing (RVP) task in AwPKU with an average Phe level below 850µmol/L 

and found significant accuracy impairments in a sample of 37 early-treated AwPKU when 

compared to 30 healthy controls, suggesting that poor metabolic control may not be the only 

cause of sustained attention impairments in PKU. 

 

Contrary to findings in AwPKU, recent studies have suggested that sustained 

attention appears to be spared, or even improved, in older compared to younger adults. 

Robison et al. (2022) measured speed of processing and sustained attention in 60 younger 

(mean age 19.9), and 62 older (mean age 75.4) adults using the Psychomotor Vigilance 

Task (PVT) in combination with thought probes (in which participants were asked to 

“characterise [their] current conscious experience”) and pupillometry. Thought probes found 

fewer task-unrelated thoughts in older compared to younger participants, as well as 

increased levels of motivation and alertness, and larger task-evoked pupillary responses 

which remained stable throughout the task. Additionally, whilst older adults were overall 

slower in their responses than younger adults, their RTs also remained stable throughout the 

task, rather than slowing over time as demonstrated by the younger cohort. Taken in 

combination, these findings suggest that older adults’ sustained attention was superior to 

that of younger adults in this study.  
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This finding was supported by a meta-analysis of age differences in performance on 

the go-no-go Sustained Attention to Response Task (Vallesi et al., 2021) which found that 

older adults performed overall more slowly than younger adults on this task in both go and 

no-go conditions, but demonstrated fewer no-go errors, suggesting a more prudent 

allocation of attentional resources in the older cohort. Some negative impact of increasing 

age on sustained attention, however, has been demonstrated by McAvinue et al. (2012), 

who assessed 133 participants aged 12 to 75 on a short continuous performance task. This 

study found that, whilst attentional capacity demonstrated a significant decline with age, 

sustained attention and attentional selectivity demonstrated a relatively small decline, with 

attentional control appearing to be relatively preserved in older adults (although still 

demonstrating some level of decline). 

 

Visuo-motor coordination 
 

Visuo-motor coordination has also been found to be significantly impacted by PKU in 

both child and adult participants. A study of 20 CwPKU found these participants performed 

significantly more poorly than matched controls in fine motor subtests of the Motor 

Performance Series (Weglage et al., 1995). This study further found that poorer performance 

in tasks requiring fast and precise fine motor movements were significantly correlated with 

high blood-Phe levels in children with PKU. Similarly, Romani et al. (2019) found significant 

differences between performance of 56 AwPKU and 30 healthy controls on measures of 

visuo-motor coordination and fine motor control, including the grooved pegboard, digit 

symbol coding, and trail making A tasks. Significant correlations were also found between 

pegboard and digit symbol coding performance, and concurrent blood-Phe levels in 37 early-

treated AwPKU (Romani et al., 2017). Finally, Moyle, Fox, Arthur, et al. (2007)’s meta-

analysis compared motor control performance between 104 AwPKU and 100 matched 

controls across three studies. Motor control was measured using the Peg Transfer Task 

(Griffiths et al., 1995), a finger motor speed exercise (Pietz et al., 1995), and a task requiring 

participants to touch visual targets quickly and accurately on a computer screen (Luciana et 

al., 2001). Analysis of performance across these three studies found an overall Hedge’s g 

effect size of 0.35, indicating a notably poorer performance on these tasks from AwPKU 

compared to matched controls. 

 

Declining visuo-motor coordination has further been observed in ageing populations, 

with older adults again demonstrating a similar pattern of impairment to AwPKU. A meta-

analysis of differences in performance on the Digit Symbol Substitution subtest of the WAIS 

and WAIS-R between younger and older adults was conducted by Hoyer et al. (2004) 
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including data from 141 studies, with 3,731 younger adults (aged <30 years), and 3,876 

older adults (aged >60 years). A significant predictive effect of age group on digit symbol 

completion times was found, and this effect was further found to be independent of 

education level (overall model R2=.85, predictive value of age β=-0.95, p<.05). Similarly, a 

study by Joy et al. (2000) assessed motor control in 177 older adults (aged 55-90yrs) and 

found significant main effects of both age and education on digit symbol and symbol copy 

scores, with response times increasing as age increased and years of education decreased. 

Finally, a more recent study by Hamilton et al. (2017), measured motor coordination in 25 

middle-aged (44-58 years) and 25 older adults (66-80 years) using the 9-hole pegboard and 

grooved pegboard tests. They found that older adults took significantly longer to complete 

both tasks, with older participants taking on average 13.3% longer than middle-aged 

participants to complete the 9-hole pegboard, and 25.7% longer to complete the grooved 

pegboard. Completion times were also found to be significantly correlated with age.  

 

Language 
 

Language abilities in CwPKU have been reported to be impacted to some extent, 

with Koch et al. (1982) finding significantly lower WRAT reading scores as well as lower 

spelling scores in 50 CwPKU when compared to their matched sibling controls. When 

participants were split into on-diet and off-diet groups, however, significant differences in 

reading and spelling were only apparent between off-diet CwPKU and their sibling controls, 

with on-diet CwPKU performing at equivalent, or improved, levels compared to their siblings, 

indicating that language may be unimpacted by PKU when treatment adherence in childhood 

is good. 

 

Language in AwPKU has been found to be unimpaired in terms of accuracy in 

spelling, reading, and vocabulary tasks (Brumm et al., 2004; De Felice et al., 2018). Verbal 

IQ scores, however, have been found to be impaired in AwPKU, in particular in verbal 

reasoning tasks such as the similarities subtest of the WAIS (Palermo et al., 2017). 

Furthermore, Brumm et al. (2004) reported significant differences in performance on verbal 

fluency and naming tasks between AwPKU with current blood-Phe levels >1000µmol/L and 

those with levels <1000µmol/L, as well as a significant correlation between performance on 

these measures and current metabolic control in AwPKU. This suggests that, whilst lexical 

access is unaffected by PKU, tasks requiring interactions with executive function show some 

level of impairment. 
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Similarly to findings with AwPKU, lexical abilities have consistently been found to be 

spared in older adults. In Park et al.’s (2002) study, language was assessed using the 

vocabulary section of the Shipley scale, as well as synonym and antonym vocabulary tasks. 

Performance on both tasks demonstrated a significant improvement in knowledge-based 

verbal ability with increasing age. These findings were supported by Salthouse et al.’s (2004) 

meta-analysis which reported a positive influence of age on measures of vocabulary across 

included studies. 

 

A meta-analysis by Moers et al. (2017) looked at the effects of age on reading aloud. 

The effects of older age were assessed by comparing latency data from 64 older adults 

(aged 62-95) with that of 41 adolescents (aged 12-18) who were presented with the same 

materials to read aloud. When the data for older adults was considered in isolation, ageing 

effects were apparent within this population, with the length of time taken to read words 

found to increase in line with increasing age. Frequency effects were also observed, with 

frequent words produced more quickly than infrequent words. No interaction was found, 

however, between age and frequency. When older adults’ performance was compared to 

that of adolescents, older adults were found to read words more slowly overall than 

adolescents, and frequent words were produced faster than infrequent words. When 

predictability of words (i.e., how predictable a word is from the prior text) was removed from 

analyses as a predictor of reading latency, an interaction between age and frequency did 

emerge, with older adults found to show less of an impact of frequency on reading latency 

than adolescents. These findings, therefore, suggest that any increasing impact of lexical 

difficulty with age is marginal. Consequently, age-related differences in response times in 

reading aloud tasks appear to be due to generalised slowing, either of perceptual or motor 

processes, in older adults, rather than lexical processing. 

 

Memory & learning 
 

Studies investigating memory and learning abilities in CwPKU have found some 

impaired performance with Holtzman et al. (1975) reporting low scores on memory tasks in a 

cohort of CwPKU. Smith et al. (2000) also found that CwPKU performed more poorly than 

control participants on a verbal memory task. However, similar to findings with language 

abilities, once children on- and off-diet were considered separately, these differences only 

remained for off-diet CwPKU, with on-diet CwPKU performing at a level equivalent to 

controls. 
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A number of studies with AwPKU have found no impact of PKU on performance in 

memory tasks. Channon et al. (2004) compared the performance of 20 early-treated AwPKU 

with that of 20 matched controls on the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test and Complex 

Figure Test. No significant differences between groups were found in delayed recall or 

recognition performance on either task. Similarly, Palermo and colleagues’ (2017) study 

found no significant difference between performance of 37 early-treated AwPKU, and 30 

healthy controls in immediate or delayed recall on the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test, or 

in a paired associated verbal learning test. Neither were significant differences evident in 

visuospatial delayed matching to sample or paired associate learning tasks. Comparisons 

between AwPKU with good and poor metabolic control, have reported differences in 

performance on verbal memory and learning tasks, however, with Romani et al. (2017) 

reporting a significant correlation between current Phe levels and verbal memory and 

learning performance in AwPKU (Brumm et al., 2004; Romani et al., 2017). 

 

In contrast to findings with AwPKU, a clear decline in performance in the domain of 

LTM and learning has been reliably observed with increasing age. Park et al. (2002) 

investigated memory abilities in 345 participants aged 20-92 years. Participants completed a 

series of tasks investigating visuo-spatial and verbal short-term memory (STM) (visuo-spatial 

tasks: forward and backward Corsi span and spatial span task; verbal tasks: forward and 

backward digit span), long-term memory (LTM) (visuo-spatial tasks: Rey Visual Design 

Learning and Benton Visual Retention Test; verbal tasks: free and cued recall) and working 

memory (visuo-spatial tasks: line span and letter rotation; verbal tasks: reading span and 

computation span). A continuous age-related decline was found across all memory tasks, 

with no accelerated decline in later years. In particular, patterns of decline in processing-

intensive memory tasks (i.e., those tapping processing speed, LTM and working memory 

abilities) were found to be notably similar to one another. No significant differences were 

found between performance in visuo-spatial and verbal domains, although age-related 

decline was more evident in visuo-spatial than verbal STM. Age-related decline was evident 

in STM span measures; however, it was more apparent in LTM tasks, with visuo-spatial LTM 

performance declining at a significantly faster rate than digit span. 

 

Similarly, Gorbach et al. (2017) measure episodic memory in 155 adults (aged 55-80 

years) over a 15-year period. Episodic memory was measured using five different free recall 

tasks, along with processing speed (digit-letter coding, letter-string comparison, and figure 

comparison), fluid intelligence (block design) and word fluency. Significant decline with age 

was found on all cognitive measures, with processing speed and fluid intelligence found to 
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decline steadily throughout the study period. Episodic memory also showed a clear decline 

with age, and the rate of this decline was found to accelerate from the age of 65 years. 

 

Summary 
 

Table 1.1. – Summary of cognitive domains impaired and impacted by metabolic control in children 
and adults with PKU and in healthy older adults. X’s marked in bold indicate a high density of 
available literature supporting impairment for a particular domain. One vs. two x’s indicate high vs. low 
consistency of findings in the literature respectively. 

Cognitive Domain 

CwPKU AwPKU Older Adults 

Impaired 
Impacted by 

metabolic 
control 

Impaired  
Impacted by 

metabolic 
control 

Impaired 

Intelligence x xx x    

Executive function* xx x x x x 

Speed of processing xx xx xx xx xx 

Visuo-spatial attention     x x x 

Sustained attention xx xx xx xx  

Visuo-motor coordination x x xx xx xx 

Language  x x    

Memory & Learning  x x  x xx 

*excluding inhibition 

 

Impact of PKU and ageing on neuropathology  
 

PKU has been closely linked, not only to cognitive performance, but also to 

neuropathological abnormalities. Early animal studies have found that elevated Phe levels 

during early development can result in abnormal gene expression in oligodendroglia cells, 

such that these cells are unable to produce myelin (Dyer et al., 1996). These findings have 

been supported by human neuropathological investigations, which have found evidence of 

hypomyelination and gliosis in white matter of patients with late-treated PKU (Alvord Jr et al., 

1950; Bauman & Kemper, 1982; Dyer et al., 1996). Whilst early treatment of PKU can 

drastically reduce the neuropathological trauma caused by excess Phe in the developing 

brain, some cortical abnormalities are still apparent, with studies with this cohort of 

participants reporting findings of white matter lesions and demyelination in periventricular 

parietal-occipital and frontal regions (Cleary et al., 1994; Hawks et al., 2019; Jaulent et al., 

2020; Lou, 1994; Mastrangelo et al., 2015; Nardecchia et al., 2015; Rubin et al., 2013; 

Thompson et al., 1993; Villasana et al., 1989; Wesonga et al., 2016; White et al., 2013). 

 

Studies investigating the association between neuropathological abnormalities and 

metabolic control have found associations between elevated Phe levels and increased white 
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matter abnormalities in individuals with PKU of all ages (Cleary et al., 1994; Mastrangelo et 

al., 2015; Nardecchia et al., 2015; Thompson et al., 1993). Thompson et al. (1993) 

conducted a cross-sectional study with 25 early-treated children and adults with PKU aged 8 

to 30 years, all of whom were on a low-Phe diet until at least 7 years old. The study 

completed MRI scans of participants 1 to 17 years after they had discontinued their low-Phe 

diet and identified cortical white matter abnormalities in 22 of the 25 participants. No 

significant associations were found between white matter abnormalities and mean lifetime 

blood-Phe levels in this study, however, significant associations were found with number of 

years off diet, and concurrent blood-Phe levels. Regression analyses further found that, 

when other factors in the model were controlled for, the likelihood of more severe MRI 

abnormalities increased 1.5 times for every 100µmol/L rise in concurrent blood-Phe levels, 

and 1.3 times for every additional year off a low-Phe diet. 

 

A similar study by Cleary et al. (1994) investigated neuropathological abnormalities in 

adults and adolescents with PKU, aged 10 to 50 years using MRI. 71 of the 74 participants 

scanned demonstrated white matter abnormalities, in particular in the posterior occipital-

parietal and frontal lobes. These abnormalities were found to be significantly more severe in 

older participants who had abandoned their treatment diet than in younger participants who 

were still following a low-Phe diet. Abnormalities were also found to correlate significantly 

with both concurrent blood-Phe levels, and Phe levels over the last 5 years, suggesting that 

age alone does not explain the differences in abnormalities between these two groups. 

Neurophysiological abnormalities were also investigated, with visual evoked potentials of 

participants found to differ significantly from controls in terms of latencies, and 8/77 

participants with PKU producing latencies above the upper limit of normal. 

 

A more recent longitudinal study was carried out by Nardecchia et al. (2015) who 

compared MRI abnormalities in 14 participants with PKU scanned twice over a 14-year 

period. Participants were children during their first scan (age range 7.8-13.5 years) and 

adults during their second scan (age range 22.2-27.7 years) therefore the authors noted 

that, not only was age an influencing factor between scans, but also most participants had 

relaxed their diet during upon reaching adolescence, and their blood-Phe levels had 

increased accordingly. MRI scans of participants detected no white matter abnormalities 

during their first scan, however, second scans identified moderate to severe white matter 

alterations, with worse abnormalities exhibited by participants with worse life-long metabolic 

control. Similar findings were reported by Mastrangelo et al. (2015) who retrospectively 

analysed serial MRIs from participants with PKU aged 12 to 37 years. Again, participants 

were children during their first scan (mean age 9 +/- 4.4 years) and mostly adults during their 
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last scan (mean age 20 +/- 6 years). Regression analyses of white matter severity scores 

(WMSS - Leuzzi et al., 1993) found that change in severity of white matter abnormalities was 

significantly influenced by both dietary control and age, with each increase in blood-Phe of 

100µmol/L associated with an 0.46 increase in WMSS, and each increase of 1 year in age 

associated with a 0.29 increase in WMSS. Changes were not so apparent over a smaller 

time period, however, with a long-term study by Weglage et al. (2013) failing to find any 

difference in MRI scans of 57 early-treated AwPKU (aged 19 to 41 years) who were scanned 

twice within a 5-year period, despite a significant increase in blood-Phe levels occurring 

during this time. 

 

The relationship between cerebral white matter abnormalities and metabolic control 

in PKU has been recognised by a number of scoping reviews (Anderson & Leuzzi, 2010; 

Ferreira et al., 2020; van Spronsen et al., 2011). Anderson and Leuzzi (2010)’s review of the 

literature provides an effective summary of neuropathological findings in PKU, noting 

consistent reports of increased signal intensity in periventricular white matter in early-treated 

participants with PKU, which appear to reliably increase with increasing age and blood-Phe 

levels. They also note that severe cases have demonstrated extensions of abnormalities to 

subcortical regions, the brain stem, and the cerebellum. This review also suggests that white 

matter pathologies may be reversible through strict dietary control of Phe intake, with the 

authors postulating that a minimum of 2 months may be required for this reversal of 

neuropathological changes to occur.  

 

Recent systematic reviews of the literature surrounding neuropathological changes in 

PKU have been carried out by Jaulent et al. (2020) and Burlina et al. (2019). Burlina et al.’s 

systematic review of neuroimaging results in early-treated AwPKU compared MRI and DTI 

findings from 35 publications, finding consistent reports of increased MRI signal in 

periventricular white matter, the brain stem, and the cerebellum, as well as an overall 

reduced diffusion coefficient. Similarly, Jaulent et al. reviewed neurological complications in 

22 cases of AwPKU, 9 of which were early-treated. 20 of the 22 participants reported 

abnormal MRI results, with extensive demyelination occurring in periventricular regions. 17 

participants also underwent a second MRI scan after initiating a low-Phe diet, with 3 showing 

a complete regression and 5 showing a partial regression of imaging abnormalities. This 

paper indicates that neuropathological abnormalities may be reversible through increased 

metabolic control in some circumstances.  

 

Similarly to AwPKU, white matter lesions (WMLs) have consistently been found to be 

significantly more prevalent in elderly populations than in younger populations, with their 
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occurrence ranging from 5% to ≥90%, and increasing exponentially with age (Galluzzi et al., 

2008; Grueter & Schulz, 2012; Hopkins et al., 2006; Launer et al., 2006; Vernooij et al., 

2007; Wen & Sachdev, 2004). These WMLs have been reliably associated with cognitive 

impairment, as well as with an increased risk of stroke and dementia, and are believed to be 

indicative of altered interstitial fluid mobility and water content, a possible precursor to 

demyelination and axonal damage (Wardlaw et al., 2015). Further to this, it has been 

estimated that, after 60 years of age, total cerebral volume loss increases by approximately 

half a percent of the total brain volume per year (Enzinger et al., 2005; Hedman et al., 2012; 

Sigurdsson et al., 2012).  

 

With regards to associations between brain atrophy and cognition with increasing 

age, associations have been found between total white and grey matter volume and visuo-

spatial function, as well as between total white matter volume and speed of processing, with 

periventricular WMLs found to play a particular role in cognitive impairment with age (Bracco 

et al., 2005; Jiang et al., 2018) a finding similar to that observed in AwPKU (see Anderson 

and Leuzzi, 2010; Burlina et al., 2019 for reviews). Grey matter atrophy specifically, 

meanwhile, has been associated with impaired language, visuo-spatial, and global cognitive 

function, as well as with the classification of impaired or cognitively normal status of older 

adults (Jiang et al., 2018). Additionally, grey matter changes in the hippocampus, 

parahippocampal gyrus, and lateral occipital cortex have been associated with episodic 

memory decline in participants aged 65+ (Gorbach et al., 2017). 

 

The cerebellum has also been found to play a key role in age-related cognitive 

decline, in particular with regards to visuo-motor coordination and processing speed 

impairments (Archibald et al., 2004; Eckert et al., 2010; Genova et al., 2009; Koppelmans et 

al., 2015). Eckert et al. (2010) conducted MRI scans with 42 healthy adults, aged 19-79, who 

also completed the Connections Test (a variant of the better-known Trail-making tasks, 

measuring both perceptual and motor processing speed) as well as a number of tasks from 

the Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Achievement and Cognitive Abilities. Processing speed was 

found to decrease with age for all tasks except the Picture Vocabulary subtest of the 

Woodcock-Johnson battery, with perceptual and motor processing speed decline occurring 

in participants aged 40 and above. MRI scanning found grey matter atrophy within a specific 

frontal network to be more predictive of declining performance on simple processing speed 

tasks with age, than global grey matter volume was. This network specifically included the 

anterior cingulate cortex and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Additionally, a separate 

cerebellar network was found to play a significant predictive role in simple processing speed 

performance, with cerebellar volume found to significantly decrease with increasing age.  
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The role of the cerebellum in cognitive impairments with age has been further 

supported by Koppelmans et al. (2015) who investigated neuropathological associations 

between increasing age and performance on a number of motor coordination tasks. 217 

healthy older adults aged 64-87 complete the Digital Tapping and Two-hand Coordination 

subtests from the Vienna Test System, and the grooved pegboard test, as well as 

completing MRI scans. MRI results found that cerebellar left and right, grey, and white 

matter volume significantly decreased with age. A significant association with performance 

on the motor coordination task was only found with left cerebellar grey matter volume, 

however, whilst grooved pegboard and digital tapping performance was significantly 

associated with right cerebellar white matter volume. These findings further support the role 

of both white and grey cerebellar matter in modulating cognitive performance in the domains 

of visuo-motor coordination and fine motor skills. 

 

Impact of PKU and ageing on neurophysiology 
 

Beyond the structural damage caused by excess Phe in the brain, dysfunction of the 

dopaminergic and serotonergic neuronal systems due to PKU has also been reported. PKU 

is known to have a significant impact on dopamine production in the brain due to a lack of 

metabolism of Phe into tyrosine (a necessary substrate of dopamine). Whilst a low-Phe 

treatment diet is effective in dramatically reducing blood-Phe levels in PKU, it does very little 

to address the plasma-tyrosine reduction caused by a lack of metabolisation of Phe, 

meaning that AwPKU are largely reliant upon tyrosine consumed directly through the diet to 

produce dopamine (Diamond et al., 1997). The prefrontal cortex is known to be particularly 

sensitive to tyrosine fluctuations, with even the smallest reduction in tyrosine having a 

significant effect on dopamine production in this region (Bradberry et al., 1989).  

 

Additionally, early studies found notably decreased blood serotonin levels in people 

with PKU (Pare et al., 1957), as well as decreased brain serotonin levels in PAH-deficient 

mice (Yuwiler et al., 1965). Phe and other large neutral amino acids, including tyrosine and 

tryptophan (a precursor of serotonin), are known to use the same transport proteins to cross 

the blood-brain barrier, and these transport proteins are known to have a higher affinity for 

Phe than both tyrosine and tryptophan (Oldendorf, 1973). Reduced levels of dopamine and 

serotonin, therefore, have been argued to be the result of increased levels of Phe in the 

blood competing with available tyrosine and tryptophan for passage across the blood brain 

barrier (Curtius et al., 1972; McKean, 1972; Pardridge, 1998; Pietz et al., 1999). Additionally, 

it has been argued that high Phe values inhibit tyrosine hydroxylase and tryptophan 

hydroxylase activities, resulting in decreased availability of dopamine and serotonin as Phe 
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levels increase (de Groot et al., 2010; Ogawa & Ichinose, 2006; van Spronsen et al., 2009). 

These reduced levels of dopamine and serotonin have been implicated in memory 

deficiencies exhibited by PAH-deficient mice (Bruinenberg et al., 2016; Zagreda et al., 1999), 

as well as in impaired executive function (see Christ et al., 2010; de Groot et al., 2010 for 

reviews) and decreased well-being (Scala et al., 2020) in AwPKU, whilst observed 

deficiencies in FDOPA influx and distribution in the striatum of early-treated AwPKU with 

blood Phe levels of 1260mol/L (Landvogt et al., 2008) may contribute to observed visuo-

motor deficits in PKU. 

 

Impaired cognition in older adults has also been linked to altered neurotransmission 

in the ageing brain, mirroring neurotransmitter depletions associated with PKU. Ageing has 

been associated with a loss of striatal and extrastriatal dopamine biomarkers from early 

through to later adulthood (Kaasinen et al., 2000; Wang et al., 1998), with healthy ageing 

found to be associated with a notable decline in dopaminergic neuromodulation (Backman et 

al., 2010; Bannon & Whitty, 1997; see Reeves et al., 2002 for a review). A review of three 

studies by Kaasinen and Rinne (2002) found age-related decline in dopamine receptor 

availability to be significantly associated with impaired performance on a range of cognitive 

functions, in particular those requiring executive functions (such as the Wisconsin Card 

Sorting Task, and the Stroop test), similar to that observed in AwPKU. Increased striatal 

dopamine release has also been found to occur during card-sorting tasks (Monchi et al., 

2006). Conversely to observations in PKU, age-related striatal dopamine depletion has also 

been linked to episodic memory impairments (Crosson, 1992), a domain known to be spared 

in AwPKU. Erixon-Lindroth et al. (2005) found significant links between age-related loss of 

striatal dopamine transporter density and memory impairments in 12 adults aged 34-81, with 

loss of dopamine transporter binding in later adulthood found to be associated with poorer 

performance in tasks tapping LTM (namely word and figure recall) and face recognition 

tasks. Transporter density was also found to be associated with performance in executive 

function tasks, such as visual working memory and verbal fluency, with performance on 

these tasks decreasing as transporter density decreased with age. This suggests that there 

may be some difference in how dopamine depletion translates to cognitive ability (especially 

with regards to memory) with increasing age compared to due to PKU. 

 

Age-related memory deficits have not only been associated with striatal dopamine 

depletion, but also with reductions in hippocampal dopamine and glutamate levels with 

increasing age. N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) glutamate receptor efficacy has been found 

to decline with age in both human and animal studies (see Magnusson et al., 2010 for a 

review), with blockage of these receptors in humans found to impair learning and memory 
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abilities in healthy adults (Morgan et al., 2004). Prefrontal serotonin levels have also been 

suggested to play some role in LTM impairments with age, as the serotonin system has 

been found to play a key role in performance in long-delay recall tasks (de Quervain et al., 

2003; Koppel & Goldberg, 2009) and PET previously found a reduced number of prefrontal 

cortical 5-HT2A serotonin receptors in older adult participants (Sheline et al., 2002). It could, 

therefore, be the interaction between reduced levels of multiple neurotransmitters across a 

range of brain areas that results in impaired memory in older adults that is not observed in 

AwPKU. 

 

Table 1.2. – Summary of neuropathological and neurophysiological impairments in healthy older 
adults and adults with PKU. X’s marked in bold indicate a high density of available literature 
supporting impairment for a particular domain. One vs. two x’s indicate high vs. low consistency of 
findings in the literature respectively. 

 AwPKU Older adults 

Neuropathology Observed 
Impacted by 

metabolic 
control 

Observed 

White matter atrophy xx xx xx 

Grey matter atrophy   xx 

Neurophysiology    

Frontal/striatal dopamine depletion xx  xx 

Hippocampal dopamine depletion   xx 

Frontal serotonin depletion xx  xx 

Hippocampal glutamate depletion   xx 

 
Impact of PKU on well-being 
 

 Beyond the effects of PKU on cognition and neurology, untreated PKU has been 

found to elicit severe emotional and behavioural differences, including psychotic and autistic 

conditions, aggression, erratic behaviour, irritability, severe temper tantrums, affective lability 

and hyperkinesis (Bjornson, 1964; Hackney et al., 1968; Jervis, 1954; Koch et al., 1964; 

Wood Jr et al., 1967; Wright & Tarjan, 1957). Whilst the introduction of the low-Phe diet 

alleviated many of the characteristics of psychosis and autism associated with PKU (Sullivan 

& Chang, 1999), early-treated patients with PKU still exhibit a number of emotional and 

behavioural difficulties, including high levels of sadness, fear, anxiety, phobic reactions, 

hyperactivity, inattention, feelings of being different, poor self-image, a sense of isolation, 

withdrawal, and a lack of autonomy and drive in comparison to healthy controls (see Bilder 

et al., 2016; Smith & Knowles, 2000 for reviews; van Spronsen et al., 2011). 
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Although less well-established than with cognition, the role of childhood metabolic 

control in emotional and behavioural development has been documented by a number of 

cross-sectional studies. One such study conducted by Holtzman et al. (1986) measured well-

being in 82 early-treated CwPKU, aged 8 years, using the Louisville Behaviour Checklist, 

and found a significant correlation between the age at which participants lost dietary control, 

and higher behaviour problem scores. Similarly, Smith et al. (1988) measured atypical 

behaviour in 544 early-treated, 8-year-old CwPKU, using teacher’s responses on the Rutter 

Behaviour Questionnaire and found significantly more abnormal behaviours in CwPKU than 

in matched controls, in particular in those with poor metabolic control. Furthermore, whilst 

CwPKU with good metabolic control were found to be 1.6 times more likely to show 

behavioural difficulties than healthy controls, this increased to a level of 2.2 times more likely 

in CwPKU with poor metabolic control. More recently, emotional problems associated with 

PKU in childhood have been reported by Landolt et al. (2002), who found a reduction in 

positive emotions and psychological adjustment reported by caregivers of early-treated 

CwPKU compared to controls, and by Ford et al. (2018), who surveyed 293 parents and 

caregivers of early-treated CwPKU (89% of whom were still on their treatment diet) and 

reported a range of behavioural and emotional difficulties including difficulty maintaining 

focus, anxiety, depression, social exclusion, and difficulty maintaining relationships. 

 

The relationship between childhood metabolic control and well-being is further 

supported by Matthews et al. (1986) who found that scores on the Vineland Social Maturity 

Scale dropped by an average of 10 points in CwPKU who had been off their treatment diet 

for 2-4 years, with scores dropping in particular in the domains of self-help behaviours, 

socialisation, and communication skills. Matthews and colleagues further found significant 

correlations between scores and blood-Phe levels in CwPKU off-diet, whilst no such 

correlation was observed in CwPKU still on diet. Childhood metabolic control was also 

demonstrated to impact adulthood well-being by Koch et al. (2002) who found increased 

difficulties, including phobias, depression, hyperactivity, and lethargy, in AwPKU who had 

discontinued their low-Phe diet aged 10 compared to on-diet AwPKU, with AwPKU who had 

stopped their diet before the age of 6.5 showing more predominant symptoms. 

 

Associations between adult well-being and childhood Phe were also reported by 

Waisbren and Zaff (1994) who investigated responses to the Minnesota Multiphasic 

Personality Inventory in 28 adult and adolescent women with PKU, aged between 11 and 35 

years. They found that participants who had not continuously followed a diet (either starting 

the diet late or discontinuing the diet for a period of at least 5 years) scored higher on scales 

of depression, rebellion (defined on scale as “psychopathic deviance”), paranoia, obsessive-
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compulsive disorder, schizophrenia, hypomania, and social introversion, than those who had 

not deviated from their treatment diet. Furthermore, of 9 participants who had sought 

professional help for emotional problems at some point in their life, 8 of these had lost 

dietary control at some period in their life.  

 

With regards to well-being in adulthood, Bilder et al. (2013; 2017) and Manti et al. 

(2016) have reported increased clinical indications of depression, anxiety, and obsessive-

compulsion in early-treated AwPKU compared to healthy controls and population norms. 

More recently, Burton et al. (2013) reported higher levels of psychiatric distress (including 

obsessive-compulsion, anxiety, depression, phobic anxiety, somatization, interpersonal 

sensitivity, psychoticism, paranoid ideation, and hostility) in 57 children, 34 adolescents, and 

72 adults with PKU with higher median (582µmol/L) and concurrent (683µmol/L) Phe levels, 

than in those with lower levels (median: 354µmol/L, concurrent: 442µmol/L).  Jahja, 

Huijbregts, et al. (2017) also measured depression, anxiety, somatic problems, avoidant 

personality traits, ADHD, and antisocial personality traits in 57 early-treated AwPKU using 

the Adult Self Report measure of the Achenbach System of Empirically Based Assessment, 

finding significantly more depressive and avoidant personality traits in AwPKU than controls, 

in particular in AwPKU with a mean lifetime blood-Phe level of >=360mol/L, although no 

significant correlation with concurrent blood-Phe levels was found. This group of participants 

also reported more depressive and somatic problems than either AwPKU with low childhood 

Phe (<360mol/L) or healthy controls. 

 

Findings of decreased well-being in adulthood, and their association with metabolic 

control, however, have been contested (e.g. Aitkenhead et al., 2021; Brumm et al., 2004; 

Palermo et al., 2020; Pietz et al., 1997). Palermo et al. (2020) measured well-being in terms 

of quality of life relating to emotional, mental, and physical health in 26 early-treated AwPKU, 

6 of whom were on an unrestricted diet and 20 of whom were following a low-protein diet. 

Well-being was measured using the Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II), the Mental and 

Physical Health Quality of Life Scales from the SF-36, the Interpersonal Reactivity Index 

(IRI; measuring empathy), and the Comprehensive Affect Test System (CATS; measuring 

emotion recognition). Scores from AwPKU did not differ from matched controls on any of the 

assessed well-being measures, other than speed of response on the CATS test of emotional 

recognition. Only two correlations were found between well-being scores and metabolic 

control. These correlations were in the opposite to expected direction, with better 

perspective taking significantly associated with higher childhood and adolescent blood-Phe 

levels and reduced personal distress scores associated with higher adolescent and 
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concurrent blood-Phe levels. A positive correlation was found, however, between better 

metabolic control and more Vitality. The negative correlations between metabolic control and 

well-being in the study may reflect a direct negative impact of Phe levels on well-being, 

however they may also be reflective of the severe restriction imposed by following a low-Phe 

diet, and the social and emotional difficulties associated with such restrictions. Similarly, 

Aitkenhead et al. (2021) found no differences in well-being between AwPKU and control 

participants in terms of anxiety and depression as measured by the HADS, although they did 

find that AwPKU demonstrated a more anxious relationship style than controls. With regards 

to the relationship between metabolic control and well-being, Aitkenhead et al. found 

significantly lower quality of life, both physical and mental, was demonstrated by AwPKU 

who only partially adhered to a treatment diet, as compared to those who were either 

completely on, or completely off, diet. This further supports the assertion that poor well-being 

in AwPKU may be more reflective of the lifestyle elements surrounding trying to maintain a 

low-Phe diet, than of the specific impact of blood-Phe levels. 

 

Summary 
  

Overall, evidence regarding the impact of dietary control on well-being in AwPKU is 

less clear than that with CwPKU, with studies finding differing levels of emotional and 

behavioural difficulties in participants who have abandoned a low-Phe diet post-childhood.  

The effects of losing metabolic control on cognition in childhood are well-established, with 

impairments found in the domains of sustained attention, speed of processing, IQ, visuo-

motor coordination, and executive function (working memory, planning, task-switching, and 

inhibition) in CwPKU. Some of these difficulties persist into adulthood, with high adulthood 

Phe levels associated with deficits in sustained attention, speed of processing (in particular 

in tasks requiring visuo-spatial attention), and some executive functions (namely working 

memory, planning, and task-switching). Inhibition and IQ, however, seem to be fairly robust 

to altering Phe levels once people with PKU reach adulthood, whilst language and memory 

and learning appear to be largely spared, with decreased accuracy on measures in these 

domains only appearing in tasks requiring interactions with executive function. This pattern 

of cognitive impairment in AwPKU is notably similar to that observed in healthy ageing, with 

both populations demonstrating reduced speed of processing, deficits in flexibility and 

sustained attention, and impaired visuo-motor coordination, but exhibiting milder deficits in 

reasoning and inhibitory control, and spared lexical access. 

 

Cognitive abilities have proven to be sensitive to changing blood-Phe levels, and as 

such can be an effective indicator of the effects of metabolic control, and interactions with 
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ageing, on brain health in people with PKU. Neuropathological studies have found 

interactions between impaired cognition and brain abnormalities. PKU has been consistently 

associated with white matter atrophy, in particular in periventricular regions, which has been 

found to increase with age and blood-Phe levels. These abnormalities have also been 

associated with slower processing speeds due to a combination of hypomyelination and 

demyelination caused by the toxic effects of Phe in the brain. Additionally, 

neurophysiological investigations have reported that increased Phe levels are linked to 

depletions of dopamine and serotonin in the frontal lobes, leading to impaired cognition 

(including memory and executive function deficits) and decreased well-being. Increasing age 

has been similarly associated with white matter atrophy as well as frontal and striatal 

dopamine depletion and frontal serotonin depletion. However, ageing has further been linked 

to depletion of dopamine and glutamate in the hippocampus, as well as to cerebellar and 

hippocampal atrophy, areas not typically impacted by PKU. 

 

Early-treated PKU has been associated with a range of emotional and well-being 

difficulties, with high childhood Phe levels linked to behavioural difficulties (including 

hyperactivity, inattention, and a difficulty maintaining relationships), and to emotional 

difficulties (such as anxiety and depression). Links between increased Phe and emotional 

problems are also apparent in adulthood, with higher depression, anxiety, and psychiatric 

distress reported in adults with higher Phe levels, as well as increased personality problems. 

However, findings with well-being are more heterogenous than those with neurophysiology, 

neuropathology, and cognition, with numerous reports of increased well-being after diet 

termination, and partially-adherent AwPKU suggested to be the most at risk of well-being 

difficulties. 

 

More knowledge is required to inform guidelines about what levels of Phe are safe for 

people with PKU to maintain, especially into adolescence and adulthood, when many people 

with PKU choose to relax or discontinue their low-Phe diet. Importantly, use of the same 

assessments to measure impairment across the lifespan (i.e. in childhood, adolescence, 

early adulthood, and middle-age) must be ensured, to allow clinicians to fully understand the 

differential effects of PKU on outcomes at critical ages, without results being impacted by 

differential assessment sensitivities. As the first cohort of early-treated AwPKU move into 

middle- and older-age, an increased knowledge of the effects of prolonged, high Phe levels 

on the brain, along with the possible interactions that this may have with ageing, is required, 

as well as a consideration of the effect that the socially restrictive nature of following a low-

Phe diet can have on well-being, and the trade-off between these two effects of maintaining 

metabolic control throughout the lifespan. 
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Thesis aims and objectives 
 

This thesis has two main aims. The first is to increase our understanding of the 

impact of early-treated PKU on cognition and well-being in middle-aged AwPKU, whilst also 

considering the possible interactions between increasing age and PKU-related impairments 

as these adults move into older-age. Whilst considerable research has taken place 

investigating outcomes in children, adolescents, and young adults with early-treated PKU, 

the relatively recent introduction of treatment from birth has limited the research that can 

take place with older adults with early-treated PKU. We will combine data gathered directly 

from middle-aged AwPKU with information extrapolated from comparisons between young 

AwPKU and healthy older controls to investigate the potential effects that PKU may have on 

cognitive health as early-treated AwPKU continue to age. The second aim of this thesis is to 

increase our understanding of the direct impact of metabolic control on cognitive, 

neurological, and well-being outcomes, in within-participant studies where the impact of 

external influences (such as socioeconomic background and Phe tolerance) is mitigated. 

This includes investigating the potential reversibility of damage caused by high Phe levels 

through increased metabolic control in adulthood. 

 

In Chapter 2, the methodology for delivering a comprehensive cognitive assessment 

battery will be detailed. The assessment battery used was intended to mirror assessments 

given to young AwPKU and controls in previously published studies. Due to the impact of the 

Covid-19 pandemic, however, cognitive assessments had to be modified in some instances 

for remote delivery. This chapter will outline the parameters of, and differences between, 

tasks delivered face-to-face and online to control and clinical participants. 

 

In Chapter 3, existing comparisons between cognition in young AwPKU and matched 

controls are extended to include a comparison of performance with healthy older controls, 

aged 53-88. Impairment profiles of older controls and young AwPKU are contrasted to 

identify similarities and differences between deficits caused by ageing and those caused by 

PKU. These comparisons, along with considerations of impairment severity, allow for a 

better understanding of how cognitive impairments due to increasing age may interact with 

those caused by PKU as early-treated AwPKU reach later life.  

 

In Chapter 4, the results of Chapter 3 are built upon by carrying out in-depth 

investigations of the impact of task difficulty on performance across the domains of visuo-

spatial processing and language. The relative impact of task difficulty across these domains 

is compared to identify whether a generalised speed of processing impairment is apparent, 
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or whether impairments are domain-specific, in one or both cohorts. Comparing the 

outcomes of these investigations for both cohorts further allows us to understand whether 

the mechanisms underlying slowed responses due to ageing and PKU are the same, and 

therefore likely to interact as AwPKU age, or whether they are different, and therefore 

unlikely to impact upon one another. 

 

In Chapter 5, an online version of the cognitive assessment battery is delivered to 

middle-aged AwPKU and healthy controls to investigate how differences between these two 

cohorts may mirror, or differ from, those between younger adults with and without PKU. 

These comparisons provide an opportunity to assess the cognitive health of the first cohort 

of early-treated AwPKU as they move from young adulthood to middle-age. It also aims to 

increase our understanding of how, and when, age-related cognitive deficits may interact 

with those caused by PKU, as well as how these interactions may be mitigated by metabolic 

control in later life. In addition to cognitive investigations, the impact of PKU and metabolic 

control on well-being and quality of life in this cohort is assessed. 

 

In Chapter 6, a systematic review is conducted to assess the impacts of metabolic 

control on cognition, well-being, and neurology in children and adults with PKU. Within-

participant studies are reviewed to control for the significant individual differences that are 

apparent between individuals with PKU. This review further examines the reversibility of 

negative outcomes in individuals with PKU with high Phe levels if metabolic control is 

tightened, and concurrent Phe levels decreased. These findings provide valuable insight into 

the potential for older adults with PKU to reverse impairments caused by relaxing or 

terminating their low-Phe diet during adulthood (and to prevent further damage being caused 

through interactions between PKU and ageing) by resuming a low-Phe diet in later life. This 

chapter also emphasises the importance of maintaining tight metabolic control during 

childhood. 

 

 In summary, this thesis aims to increase our understanding of how early-treated PKU 

affects cognition, well-being, and neurology in adults with PKU, how these outcomes are 

likely to interact with increasing age and metabolic control, and whether impairments caused 

by high Phe levels are reversible through decreasing Phe levels in later life. 
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Chapter 2: Cognitive Testing Methodology 
 

Participants for Chapters 3, 4 and 5 of this thesis were assessed using a 

comprehensive cognitive assessment battery. As this battery was extensive, detailed 

descriptions of all included tasks are laid out here, allowing more concise methodological 

descriptions to be included in individual chapters. Participants in Chapters 3 and 4 (older 

controls, young adult controls, and young AwPKU) were assessed by previous members of 

the research group, using a face-to-face version of this assessment battery. Analyses 

comparing performance in young adult controls and young AwPKU have previously been 

published in Palermo et al. (2017) and Romani et al. (2018). These comparisons were then 

extended upon to include older controls in Chapters 3 and 4. Participants in Chapter 5 

(middle-aged controls and middle-aged AwPKU) were assessed for the purposes of this 

PhD, and comparisons were then made between data collected from these participants, and 

that collected from participants in previous chapters. Initial study designs for this chapter 

intended to use the same cognitive assessment battery as was used previously by Palermo 

et al. (2017) and Romani et al. (2018), to allow direct comparisons of data collected from 

participant groups before and during this PhD. Due to the outbreak of the global pandemic 

during the execution of this research, however, some tasks within the assessment battery 

required re-designing to allow testing to continue during periods of national lockdown and 

social distancing. Eight tasks, therefore, were moved online whilst 13 tasks were conducted 

remotely via video call (two of which also included an online component to deliver task 

materials). Unfortunately, seven assessments (plus one subtest of the WAIS) were not 

possible to complete remotely, therefore they were necessarily removed from the testing 

batteries for these studies. Adaptations of tasks for remote delivery are also laid out within 

this chapter. Some tasks were also redesigned to allow for redelivery of matched 

assessments to participants on 3 occasions during a longitudinal study however, due to the 

pandemic, the study requiring redelivery of assessments was placed on indefinite hold.  

 

Summary of Procedures 
 

Face-to-face testing was conducted over two separate testing sessions, each lasting 

2.5 to 3 hours, including a break in the middle of each session. Remote assessment 

sessions were completed over 2 or 3 sessions, the first of which lasted 45 minutes. The 

second session was then completed in one 1.5 to 2hr session, or across two 1hr sessions. 

All participants were asked to complete a uniform battery of neuropsychological tests 

investigating cognitive abilities in the following areas: executive function, memory and 

learning, visual attention, sustained attention, language, and motor control. All face-to-face 
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tasks were table-top or computerised. Computerised tasks were created using E-Prime and 

Python Experiment Builder. Cognitive assessment was completed over two sessions, 

approximately 1 week apart. Data included in comparisons between young adult controls, 

young adults with PKU, and older adult controls (Chapters 3 and 4) was collected through 

face-to-face assessment. 

 

Online materials were created using the PsychoPy3 Experiment Builder and hosted 

online by Pavlovia. Remotely delivered tasks were designed to match face-to-face 

assessments as closely as possible, but some differences were unavoidable due to software 

and programming constraints. Cognitive assessment was completed over two or three 

sessions, approximately one week apart. The first session took approximately 45mins to 

1hour to complete and consisted entirely of online-delivered tasks hosted on Pavlovia. The 

remaining assessments were then conducted as ‘pen and paper tasks’ via video call, where 

researchers delivered and scored assessments during the video call. These tasks were 

delivered either in a single 1.5 to 2hour session, or over two 45min to 1hr sessions, 

dependent on participant availability/preference. Data from remote assessments was 

included in comparisons between middle-aged adults with and without PKU (Chapter 5). In 

all studies, clinical and control groups within the same age group were administered the 

same tasks. 

 

For the purposes of the methods description below. Original designs of cognitive 

tasks (delivered in a face-to-face environment) are described. Any adaptations for remote 

delivery are then detailed. 

 

Cognitive Tasks Across Domains 
 

General intelligence  
 

Weschler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI; Weschler, 1999).  

The vocabulary, block design, and similarities subtests from the WASI were 

administered to all participants being assessed face-to-face.  

Remote delivery – Included only the vocabulary and similarities subtests. The block 

design subtest was not possible to complete in remote assessments as it requires 

participants to interact with physical blocks and arrange them in different patterns. 
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Visuo-spatial attention and processing speed 
 

Choice reaction time. An arrow was presented on the screen pointing either to the left or to 

the right. Side of presentation and direction of pointing were always congruent. Stimuli were 

presented for a maximum of 3100ms. Trials where no response was given were recorded as 

errors. Participants had a response box in front of them and were asked to press the button 

on the left of the press pad when they saw the arrow pointing to the left, and the button on 

the right of the press pad when they saw the arrow pointing to the right. Inter-stimulus 

intervals ranged from 1 to 750ms, with intervals randomly selected. 

Remote delivery – This task was re-created in PsychoPy and delivered to 

participants via a Pavlovia link. Instead of a response box, participants were asked to 

respond to arrows by pressing the corresponding arrow key on their keyboard. Inter-stimulus 

intervals ranged from 750 to 1000ms, with intervals randomly selected. Inter-stimulus 

intervals differed from face-to-face conditions due to set limitations within PsychoPy 

Experiment Builder. 

 

Simple reaction time. The screen was divided into quadrants, with an empty box in each 

quadrant. Participants were asked to press the space bar as quickly as possible whenever a 

ladybird appeared in one of the boxes. The ladybird appeared after a variable delay of 500 

to 3000 msec. 

Remote delivery – This task was re-created in PsychoPy and delivered to 

participants via a Pavlovia link. All elements were identical to the original version of the task. 

 

Detection with distractors (go-no-go). The screen was divided into quadrants, with 

an empty box in each quadrant. In different trials, a fixation cross was presented in the 

middle of the screen, followed by a ladybird and/or green bugs presented in 1 or 2 of the 

boxes. Participants were asked to press the space bar as quickly as possible when the 

ladybird was presented on the screen and not to respond when the green bug appeared.  In 

the “go” condition, the ladybird was presented on its own, with a second ladybird, or with a 

green bug. In the “no-go” condition, the green bug was presented either on its own, or with a 

second green bug. The ladybird was present in 32 of 64 trials. The presentation order of 

trials was randomised. Of the trials without the ladybird, 16 had one distractor, and 16 had 

two distractors. After all 64 trials had been completed, the task was run again with the 

required responses reversed (i.e., participants were asked to respond when the green bug 

was present and withhold responses when only the ladybird was present. This is discussed 

in further detail in the ‘Executive function’ tasks section below). Trials were presented 

for 3000ms or until a response was made. Inter-stimulus intervals were 1500ms. During the 
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first 500ms only a fixation cross was present in the centre of the screen. This was followed 

by 1000ms of the fixation cross as well as 4 empty boxes in target locations. 

Remote delivery – This task was re-created in PsychoPy and delivered to 

participants via a Pavlovia link. During inter-stimulus intervals, the fixation cross was present 

in the centre of the screen as well as with 4 empty boxes at target locations (rather than the 

boxes appearing later) due to the researcher’s programming limitations with PsychoPy 

Experiment Builder. 

 

Visual search. In visual search tasks, participants were asked to search for a red ladybird 

(the target) amongst several other bugs on the screen. Participants were asked to press the 

‘m’ key on their keyboard when the target was present, and the ‘z’ key on their keyboard 

when the target was absent (this was switched in cases where participants were left-

handed). In a feature search condition, distractors were all green bugs differing from the 

target both in colour and shape. In a conjunction search condition, distractors also included 

red bugs, which differed from the target only in shape. In conjunction trials, equal numbers of 

green and red distractors were presented. Each search-type (feature and conjunction) 

consisted of 36 trials. Reaction time to find the target was measured, along with accuracy. A 

fixation cross appeared at the beginning of each trial and was displayed for 1sec before the 

stimulus array was presented. Stimulus arrays consisted of 4, 8, or 12 distractor items in 

target-absent trials, with one distractor replaced by the target in target-present trials. In 

target-absent conjunction search trials, equal numbers of green and red distractors were 

presented. In target-present conjunction search trials, one red bug distractor was replaced 

by the target. The array was displayed for 10secs or until a response was made. 

Remote delivery - This task was re-created in PsychoPy and delivered to 

participants via a Pavlovia link. Due to the researcher’s programming limitations with 

PsychoPy Experiment Builder, stimulus arrays consisted of 4, 8, or 12 distractor items in all 

trials, with an additional ladybird presented in target-present trials. In conjunction trials, equal 

numbers of green and red distractors were presented in all conditions. The array was 

displayed until a response was made. 

 

Sustained Attention  
 

Rapid Visual Information Processing (RVP). This task assessed the ability to maintain 

attention over time. Digits ranging from 2 to 9 appeared on the screen, one at a time, at a 

rate of 100 digits per minute. Participants were asked to detect sequences of 3 digits (i.e., 2-

4-6, 3-5-7, 6-4-8) by pressing the response key when the last number of the sequence 

appeared on the screen. There were 3 different target sequences to watch for. An error was 
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scored for each incorrect answer (e.g., pressing the response key at the wrong time) or 

omission (i.e., not pressing the response key for the last number of a sequence) within a 

window including the following 2 digits (1800ms). There were 76 ‘trials’ in total, split into four 

‘blocks’ of 19 trials in E-Prime. Each ‘trial’ contained a variable number of stimuli (from 3 to 

10). For each ‘block’, 9 trials contained a target sequence and 10 did not. 36 target 

sequences were included in total.  

Remote delivery - This task was re-created in PsychoPy and delivered to 

participants via a Pavlovia link. Due to the different set-up of the experiment in PsychoPy 

and E-Prime, the number of total trials and target trials differed slightly between the face-to-

face and online conditions but were kept as close as possible. As PsychoPy does not allow 

for ‘blocks’ of trials in the way that E-Prime does, stimuli were instead made up of 134 

individual sequences of 3 digits between 1 and 9. 29 target sequences were included in 

total. The order of the 29 target trials within the presentation of 134 trials was randomised 

initially. All participants were then presented with the same order of trials.  

 

Visuo-motor coordination 
 

Grooved Pegboard Task. The pegboard task involves both visual-motor coordination and 

fine motor control.  Participants were required to put 25 pegs into 25 holes in a board as 

quickly as possible. Each of the pegs have fins so they must be rotated to match slots at 

different angles. Participants were asked to fill the board with pegs as quickly as possible 

using only one hand. Dominant and non-dominant hands were used for two trials each. 

Number of seconds to complete the tasks and number of dropped pegs were recorded. 

Remote delivery - This task was not included in the remote assessments, as it 

requires participants to physically manipulate pegs and place them in the board. 

 

Digit symbol-coding. Participants were given a key that matches numbers to symbols. 

They were asked to write symbols in boxes arranged below numbers on a test page, filling 

each box with the corresponding symbol in serial order. They were given 90 seconds to fill 

as many boxes as possible. Each incorrectly matched number–symbol and each empty box 

was counted as an error (max. number of errors = 93).  

Remote delivery - This task was not included in the remote assessments, as it 

requires participants to have a physical key and response sheet in front of them on which 

they can write their responses.  
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Trail Making Task A (Reitan & Wolfson, 1985). This task required participants to draw a trail 

with a pencil to join a number of circles. In version A of the task, the circles only contained 

numbers. Participants were instructed to connect the circles in ascending order as quickly as 

possible. The time taken to complete the task was recorded.  

Remote delivery - This task was not included in the remote assessments, as it 

requires participants to have a physical response sheet in front of them on which they can 

draw with a pen/pencil.  

 

Short-term and working memory tasks 
 

Digit span. Participants were asked to repeat back sequences of digits read to them by the 

experimenter at a rate of approximately one per second. Ten lists were presented starting at 

a length of 4 digits. If an error was made within the presentation of 4 digits, sequences of 3 

digits were presented. If the participant recalled more than half of the sequences correctly, a 

longer sequence was presented (up to a maximum length of 8 items). Otherwise, the test 

was stopped. To calculate span, each correctly repeated sequence was assigned a value of 

0.1. Each length, therefore, was scored one point if all sequences of that length were 

correct. Three points were added for any lengths not administered (i.e., 1, 2, and 3 digits) as 

these were assumed correct.  

Remote delivery - This task was delivered via video call. All elements were identical 

to the original version of the task. 

 

Non-word repetition. Participants were asked to repeat several sequences of non-words. 

There were 10 sequences each of 2, 3, and 4 non-words. All non-words respected the 

phonotactic constraints of the English language. The task was discontinued if more than half 

of the sequences of a given length were repeated incorrectly. Each sequence incorrectly 

repeated was scored as 1 error (max. number of errors = 30). Performance was also scored 

by individual item, resulting in scores out of 20, 30, and 40, for lists of 2, 3, and 4 non-words 

respectively.  

Remote delivery - This task was delivered via video call. All elements were identical 

to the original version of the task. 

 

Corsi Block Span. Assessed participants’ ability to remember spatial sequences. 

Design A - The examiner tapped a sequence of blocks at a rate of one per second. 

Immediately afterwards, the participant attempted to reproduce the sequence in the same 

order. Sequences of increasing length (from 2 to 9) were presented with three trials for each 

length. The task was stopped when the participant failed to reproduce any sequences of a 
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given length. Points were awarded for the number of individual sequences repeated 

correctly. The number of correct sequences were then totalled and divided by three to 

calculate Corsi span. 

Remote delivery - This task was re-created in PsychoPy and delivered to 

participants via a Pavlovia link. Participants were presented with 9 white squares on their 

computer screen. The array of squares was designed to bear as close a resemblance as 

possible to the distribution of blocks on the Corsi board used in the face-to-face version of 

this task. A sequence of blocks would flash red for 1 second each. Immediately afterwards, 

the participant attempted to reproduce the sequence in the same order by clicking on the 

appropriate boxes on the screen.  

 

Language tasks 
 

Picture naming (lexical access). Participants were asked to do a picture naming task similar 

to that originally used by Howard et al. (2006), measuring both speed of lexical access and 

effect of semantic interference (see Executive Function tasks below). A total of 165 

pictures were displayed on a computer screen, one at a time. 120 images were split into 24 

semantic categories, whilst the remaining 45 were filler images. Participants were asked to 

name each picture as quickly as possible. Errors and self-corrections were noted, and RTs 

were recorded via a Cedrus Voice-key. The overall reaction time was taken as a measure of 

speed of lexical access. Each picture remained on screen until a verbal response was made. 

Remote delivery – This task was delivered via video call. It was redesigned to be 

shorter, therefore containing less images. This was originally to allow for redelivery of this 

task with matched images at a later date as described above. A total of 120 pictures, split in 

24 semantic categories, were displayed on a computer screen, one at a time. Participants 

were presented with a fixation cross followed by a stimulus image in the centre of the 

screen. An auditory beep was played at the onset of each stimulus and recorded through the 

computer speakers along with the participant’s responses. Each picture remained on screen 

until the space bar was pressed. Sound files were then uploaded to Audacity to compute 

RTs between the beep (i.e., stimulus onset) and participant’s responses (Figs.2.1. and 2.2.). 
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Figure 2.1. – an example of a sound file demonstrating the space between the stimulus onset 
beep and the participant’s verbal response to the stimulus. 

 

 

Figure 2.2. – an example of the output given when the space between the stimulus onset 
beep and the participant’s verbal response to the stimulus is highlighted. The final figure represents 
the timeframe of a given selection, and therefore provides the participant’s response time. 

 

 

Word and non-word spelling.  Participants were given a list of words to spell to dictation. 

Homophones were presented with a disambiguating sentence. All non-words were derived 

from real words by substituting one or two phonemes. 140 regular and irregular words of 

various frequencies and lengths were presented as well as 40 non-words. For each word, 

the participant was asked to repeat the word and then write it down on a blank sheet of 

paper. 

Remote delivery - This task was delivered via video call. It was redesigned to be 

shorter, therefore containing fewer words. This was originally to allow for redelivery of this 

task with matched words at a later date as described above. 30 regular and irregular words 

were presented as well as 40 non-words. For each word, the participant was asked to repeat 

the word and then type it into an online Qualtrics form which was submitted at the end of the 

task. Participants were asked to ensure that spell checker was turned off. For participants 

who were unable to disable their spell checker, they were asked to write the word on a piece 

of paper and then hold the paper up to the camera for the researcher to transcribe their 

response.  

 

Word and non-word reading. Participants were asked to read aloud, and as fast an 

accurately as possible, 140 individually presented words. Words were varied along 

measures of regularity, frequency, and length. An additional 40 non-words were created by 

changing one or two letters in corresponding high-frequency words. Words appeared one at 
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a time at the centre of a computer screen following a fixation cross.  RTs were recorded 

using a Cedrus Voice-key. The same procedure was then used with 40 non-words, 

constructed by changing one or two letters in corresponding high frequency words. Non-

words were split into the same length categories as real words. Stimuli were presented one 

at a time in the centre of a computer screen, following a fixation cross lasting 1000ms. 

Stimuli disappeared 500ms after a response was recorded. Stimuli remained on screen 

indefinitely until a response was made. RTs were recorded via a Cedrus Voice-key.  

Remote delivery - This task was not included in remote assessments. It was not 

possible to employ the Cedrus Voice-Key technology via video call. Whilst a similar method 

to that used in the picture naming and Stroop tasks could have been employed (playing an 

audible beep then manually extracting reaction times from soundwave data), the additional 

processing time that this would add in terms of task redesign and analysis led to researchers 

agreeing to remove this task from the remote assessment battery. 

 

Phonological awareness. In a phoneme deletion task, participants heard a spoken English 

word (e.g., table) and one sound (/t/). Participants were asked to repeat back the word, but 

without the sound (e.g., able).  There were 40 trials in total. Taking away the sound resulted 

in a real word in half of the trials, and in a nonsense word for the other half (e.g., powder; /d/ 

>power; cabbage; /k/ > abbage).  In a spoonerisms task, participants heard two words. They 

were asked to exchange the first sounds of the pair. For example, for the pair “bad sin,” the 

correct response is “sad bin.” Both sounds in each pair had to be exchanged correctly for 

participants to score a point. There were 24 trials in total. Switching the first sounds of the 

given words resulted in 2 new, real words for half of the trials, and in 2 nonsense words for 

the other half. Participants were informed in advance whether the correct switching of 

sounds would produce real, or nonsense, words. 

Remote delivery - This task was delivered via video call. All elements were identical 

to the original version of the task. 

 

Sentence completion.  This task was not included in original assessments. It was 

added to remote assessments as an additional measure of language and inhibition. 

Two sets of 15 sentences were read aloud to participants, each with a missing final word. In 

the logical condition of the task, the participant was asked to complete the sentence with a 

logical final word as quickly as possible. The researcher timed responses using a stopwatch. 

In the illogical condition, sentences were read aloud again, but this time participants were 

asked to complete a sentence with a word NOT connected to the rest of the sentence in any 

way, providing a measure of response time and inhibition (see Executive Function section 

below). Two types of errors were recorded; a) direct completion (where the obvious missing 
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word was given) or b) indirect completion (where a different word was chosen, but the 

chosen word still related to the content of the sentence such that the sentence still made 

sense). Sentences in logical and illogical completion conditions were matched on length and 

Cloze completion probability scores (Block & Baldwin, 2010).  

 

Stroop Task (colour naming). Participants were asked to name the colour of stimuli 

presented on the screen. Participants were presented with a fixation cross, followed by a 

stimulus from one of 3 different congruency conditions: Congruent (e.g., ‘GREEN’ written in 

green ink), Incongruent (e.g., ‘GREEN’ written in blue ink), and Neutral (i.e., “XXXX” written 

in coloured ink). Stimuli appeared in the centre of the computer screen and participants were 

required to say, out loud, the colour that the word/letters were printed in as quickly as they 

could. Each condition consisted of 24 trials. RTs for congruent and neutral conditions, 

measured using a Cedrus Voice-key, were reported as a language speed measure. 

Responses to incongruent trials were used as a measure of inhibition (see Executive 

Function section below). Stimuli remained on the screen indefinitely until a verbal 

response was made. 

Remote delivery - This task was delivered via video call. An auditory beep was 

played at the onset of each stimulus and recorded through the computer speakers, along 

with the participant’s responses. Stimuli remained onscreen until the space bar was pressed. 

Sound files were then uploaded to Audacity to computer RTs between the beep (i.e., 

stimulus onset) and participant’s responses (Figs.2.1. and 2.2.).  

 

Long-term memory and learning tasks 
 

Delayed Matching to Sample.  Participants were shown a complex visual pattern (the 

target) on a computer screen and asked to select the target when it was presented along 

with three similar patterns. The patterns to choose from were either shown at the same time 

as the target (10 trials), after a delay of 4 seconds (10 trials), or after a longer delay of 12 

seconds (10 trials).  

 Remote delivery – This task was not included in remote assessments. The original 

task was designed in E-Prime. The complexity and specificity of the task meant that it could 

not be recreated in PsychoPy/Pavlovia by the researcher within the given timeframe for this 

project. 

 

The Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test. Participants were orally presented with a list of 15 

nouns (List A) and asked to recall as many words as they could, in any order, immediately 

after presentation. List A was repeated five times to assess learning.  A second list (List B) 
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was then presented for recall, to assess interference.  Recall of list A was assessed again 

immediately after recall of list B. After a 20-minute delay, participants were asked to recall as 

many items as possible from list A. In a delayed recognition task, participants were 

presented with a grid of 50 words as asked to circle any of the words that were included in 

lists A and/or B, testing both long-term verbal recall and recognition. 

Remote delivery – This task was delivered via video call. Participants were only 

presented with words from list A in recall and recognition tasks. This was to allow for 

repeated assessments (as discussed previously). Researchers had access to matched 

versions of list A but only one version of list B, therefore list B was removed from the 

repeated assessment battery. Removal of this additional measure also ensured that the 

remote assessment battery did not become excessively time-consuming to complete. The 

recognition portion of this task was delivered using an online form hosted by Qualtrics. All 

recognition words were presented in a list, and participants were asked to select all words 

that they recognised from list A.  

 

Visual Paired Associate Learning (PAL). Participants were shown a number of white 

boxes on a computer screen which were ‘opened’, one at a time in a random order, to reveal 

visual patterns. Each ‘open’ box was presented for 1500ms. Participants were instructed to 

remember which pattern belonged to which box. After the last box is opened, the patterns 

were displayed in the middle of the screen, one at a time, and participants were asked to 

point to the box where the pattern was originally located.  If the participant made an error, 

the patterns were re-presented (maximum 10 attempts at each game size). There are 2 trials 

with 3 patterns, 1 with 6 patterns, and 1 with 8 patterns (N = 80 patterns; max. number of 

errors = 200).  

Remote delivery – This task was not included in remote assessments. The original 

task was designed in E-Prime. The complexity and specificity of the task meant that it could 

not be recreated in PsychoPy/Pavlovia by the researcher within the given timeframe for this 

project. 

 

Verbal Paired Associate Learning. In an initial phase, participants were presented with 

nine pictures, each associated with a written novel word, and asked to write down the words.  

They were then asked to write the correct word on presentation of the picture alone (testing 

phase). In case of errors, the correct word was presented, and the participants asked to 

copy it down. The task was discontinued when all the words in the list were recalled correctly 

or after a maximum of five attempts at the whole list. Where testing finished after a 

completely correct list, but before all five attempts were necessary, all subsequent attempts 

were assumed to be correct (maximum score = 45). After 20 minutes (delayed recall) 
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participants were presented with the nine pictures again and asked to write the correct words 

(maximum score = 9). Participants were presented with a piece of paper and pen to write 

down their responses for the researcher to see. 

Remote delivery – The task was delivered via video call. Images and novel words 

were presented to participants by the researcher via the video chat camera. Participants 

wrote down their responses, and then held these up to the camera for researchers to see.  

 

Executive function tasks (Inhibition, planning, and task-switching, and reasoning). 

 

WCST – 64 Card Version. Participants were presented with four place-holding cards 

depicting symbols differing in colour (green, red, blue, and yellow), number (1-4), and shape 

(circles, triangles, crosses, and stars). Participants were then given a deck of standardised 

WCST-64 cards, organised in numerical order (as per the printed numbers on the backs of 

the cards). Each of these cards depicted symbols differing in colour (green, red, blue, and 

yellow), number (1-4), and shape (circles, triangles, crosses, and stars). Participants were  

asked to match each card with the corresponding place-holding card by placing each card 

below the place-holding card representing the category that they had chosen. The order of 

the cards in the deck was the same for each assessment. Participants were not told what 

dimension (colour, number, or shape) to use to match the cards, but feedback was provided 

after each choice. Once the participant made 10 consecutive correct matches in one 

category (e.g., colour), the sorting rule was changed (e.g., shape) without telling the 

participant. The participant then had to discover the new rule, assessing both their ability to 

derive rules, and use of feedback to shift a cognitive set. Participants were presented with 64 

cards in total. Performance was scored in terms of number of correct responses, number of 

errors (cards not sorted according to the current rule), categories completed, and number of 

perseverative responses. Perseverative responses refer to participants continuing with the 

same response strategy after a rule has changed and were assessed using the standardised 

WCST scoring manual. 

Remote delivery - This task was re-created in PsychoPy and delivered to 

participants via a Pavlovia link. A publicly available ‘WCST demo’ programme hosted on 

Pavlovia was used as a coding template for this task. In the online version of this task, 

participants were presented with images of four place-holding ‘cards’ on their screen. 

Participants were then presented with images of different ‘cards’ and asked to match each 

one with the corresponding place-holding card by clicking on the relevant place-holding 

image. The order that the ‘card’ images were presented to participants was randomised.  
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Trail Making Tasks B-A. This task requires participants to draw a trail with a pencil to join a 

number of circles. In version A of the task, the circles only contain numbers (see visuo-

motor tasks above). In version B, circles contain either numbers (1 – 13) or letters (A – L) 

and participants are instructed to alternate between the numbers and the letters (i.e., 1-A-2-

B, etc.). Time taken to complete the task was recorded. Completion time for task A was then 

subtracted from completion time for task B, providing a difference score representative of the 

increased planning and task-switching abilities required for task B.  

Remote delivery - This task was not included in the remote assessments, as it 

requires participants to have a physical response sheet in front of them on which they can 

draw with a pen/pencil.  

 

Tower of Hanoi puzzle. Participants were asked to move a tower of rings (i.e., 3, 4 or 5 

rings) stacked on one peg in a pyramid of decreasing sizes. They were required to follow 

rules that allowed only certain moves to move the stack to a different peg (i.e., a larger ring 

can never be placed on a smaller ring and only one ring can be moved at a time). Problems 

of increasing complexity were presented, defined by the minimum number of moves 

necessary to solve the problem (from a 7-move to a 31-move problem). A trial was ended if, 

after 6 minutes, the participant was not able to reach the goal configuration. Performance 

was scored in terms of total number of unresolved trials, rather than in terms of number of 

moves (max. errors = 9).  

Remote delivery – This task was not included in remote assessments. The original 

task used a physical, wooden version of the task. The complexity and specificity of the task 

meant that it could not be coded into an online format by the researcher within the given 

timeframe for this project. 

 

Verbal Fluency. In a letter fluency condition, participants were required to produce as many 

words as possible beginning with a given letter in a minute of time. Participants were 

instructed not to use proper nouns or words sharing the same root. In a semantic fluency 

condition (Rosen, 1980), participants were required to generate as many words as possible 

belonging to a specific semantic category in a minute of time. Scores were based on the 

number of acceptable words produced. Participants were presented with 3 different letter 

conditions (‘c’, ‘f’, and ‘l’), and one semantic category (animals). 

Remote delivery – This task was delivered via video call. Assessment stimuli 

differed from the original task, to allow for matched repeated assessments (as previously 

discussed). Participants were presented with 2 different letter conditions (‘c’ and ‘p’), and 2 

semantic categories (animals and clothing). 
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Detection with distractors (go-no-go). In addition to its role as a visuo-spatial attention 

assessment (see visuo-spatial attention and processing speed tasks above), the 

detection with distractors task was employed as a measure of inhibition. In the “go” 

condition, the ladybird was presented on its own, with a second ladybird, or with a green 

bug. In the “no-go” condition, the green bug was presented either on its own, or with a 

second green bug. After all 64 trials had been completed, the task was run again with the 

required responses reversed (i.e., participants were asked to respond when the green bug 

was present and withhold responses when only the ladybird was present). Differences in 

responses times and accuracy between the original task, and the reversed task, were then 

taken as a measure of inhibition, as previously learned responses had to be suppressed. 

 

Sentence completion.  This task was not included in original assessments. It was 

added to remote assessments as an additional measure of language and inhibition. 

In addition to its role as a language assessment (see language tasks above), the sentence 

completion task was employed as a measure of inhibition. In the logical condition of the task, 

the participant was asked to complete the sentence with a logical final word as quickly as 

possible. In the illogical condition, sentences were read aloud again, but this time 

participants were asked to complete the sentence with a word NOT connected to the rest of 

the sentence in any way, therefore requiring participants to suppress a logical response. 

Differences in response time between the logical and illogical conditions were calculated as 

a measure of inhibition. 

 

Picture naming (semantic interference). In addition to its role as a language assessment 

(see language tasks above), the picture naming task was employed as a measure of 

inhibition. 120 picture naming stimuli were presented, belonging to 24 different semantic 

categories (5 items in each category). Previous results have shown that RTs increase with 

the ordinal position of a stimulus in a set of semantically related pictures (Howard et al., 

2006; Oppenheim, Dell, & Schwartz, 2007). Reaction time increases and accuracy 

differences between the first two presented stimuli and the last two presented stimuli in each 

semantic category, therefore, were taken as measures of inhibitory control. 

 

Stroop Task. In addition to its role as a language assessment (see language tasks above), 

the Stroop task was employed as a measure of inhibition. The difference in accuracy and 

RTs between congruent and incongruent trials of the Stroop task was taken as a measure of 

inhibitory control. To succeed in the incongruent condition, participants were required to 

suppress their instinctive tendency to read the word rather than describe the ink colour. 
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Assessment delivery 
 
Face-to-face assessment sessions were delivered in the Psychology labs on campus 

at Aston University. Participants were asked to switch their phones to silent, and only the 

participant and the researcher were present during the assessment. Participants were 

reminded that they could take a break at any time. Assessments were conducted in two 

separate testing sessions, each lasting 2.5 to 3 hours, conducted approximately one week 

apart. Tasks were delivered in the same order to all participants, and all efforts were made to 

administer all tasks to all participants. 

 

Online assessment sessions took place remotely via video call, using either Zoom or 

Microsoft Teams. All participants were asked to find a quiet place to complete the 

assessments, where they would not be disturbed, and to switch their phones to silent for the 

duration of the session. All participants with PKU completed assessments in their homes. 

Most control participants completed assessments in their home, but two participated at their 

place of work. Whilst every effort was made to ensure that participants were completing 

assessments in an appropriately controlled environment, remote assessment sessions were 

occasionally interrupted (e.g., by landlines ringing, pets/people entering the room etc.,). In 

these instances, the researcher would pause the session if possible and wait until the 

participant was able to return their full attention to the assessment. Assessments were 

conducted in two separate testing sessions. Session one lasted approximately 1 hour. 

Session two was either conducted over a single 2-hour session or split further into two 1- 

hour sessions, dependent on the participant’s schedule. Sessions were conducted 

approximately one week apart. Where possible, tasks were administered in a fixed order to 

all participants, however some flexibility in task order was required dependent on 

participants’ schedules and engagement levels (e.g., if time restraints meant that the next 

task in the assessment order would take too long to complete in the current session, this 

may be swapped out for a shorter task, and the longer task then completed in the second 

session). All efforts were made to administer all tasks to all participants. 

 

Data Analysis 

 
It is recognised that, whilst every effort was made to keep face-to-face and remote 

assessments as similar as possible, direct comparison of raw data gathered through differing 

testing modalities would be subject to a number of confounding influences (such as differing 

levels of environmental control, differences in test procedures etc,). To address the impact of 

these factors, z-scores were calculated for each group ([individual score] – [average of 
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control group]/[control group SD]). This provided a standardised measure of impairment 

relative to controls (tested using the same modality) for each task which could then be 

compared between participant groups even if they were tested using different modalities. Z-

scores were then directly compared between groups using t-test comparisons, and 

comparisons of Cohen’s D measures of effect size. 

 

Summary 

 
Taken together, these tasks form a comprehensive cognitive assessment battery, 

assessing abilities in the domains of general intelligence, executive function, memory and 

learning, visual attention, sustained attention, language, and visuo-motor coordination. Due 

to the global pandemic, we were not able to deliver identical tasks to all participants included 

in this thesis. Remotely delivered assessments, however, were designed to match those 

delivered face-to-face as closely as possible, allowing comparisons across participant 

groups assessed at different times to be carried out. Unfortunately, the limitations of 

remotely-delivered assessments meant that fewer tasks were included in the remote version 

of the assessment battery than in the original, face-to-face version. Therefore, data for 

certain domains (in particular visuomotor control and some measures of executive function) 

could not be obtained for participants assessed using this testing modality. 

 

In the next two chapters, data gathered using the original, face-to-face assessment 

battery is used to conduct secondary analyses, adding results from older controls to 

previously published comparisons between younger adults with and without PKU. In Chapter 

5, data gathered using the remote assessment battery is then added to analyses. 

Importantly, control vs. PKU participant cohorts in all age groups were assessed using 

identical materials, therefore standardised scores indicating levels of impairment in AwPKU 

compared to matched controls should remain relatively unaffected by the changes in 

assessment modality. 
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Chapter 3: Investigating the Impacts of PKU and Healthy 
Ageing on Cognition 
 

Introduction 
 

Since the 1950s, PKU has been treated through pharmacological intervention and/or 

a low-Phe diet, started immediately after diagnosis in the neonatal period at approximately 5 

days old (Moyle, Fox, Arthur, et al., 2007). This treatment approach has proven to be an 

effective means of reducing blood-Phe levels in people with PKU (Scriver & Kaufman, 2001), 

however, some cognitive impairment is still evident in individuals following the diet. 

Furthermore, whilst the life expectancy of individuals with untreated PKU has previously 

been estimated to be around 56 years (Jancar, 1998), the introduction of the low-Phe 

treatment diet has resulted in people with PKU now living past this age and maintaining 

comparatively good neurological health. The relatively recent introduction of the treatment 

diet, however, means that little is known about the impact that old age will have upon the 

cognitive function of early-treated individuals with PKU. 

 

Patterns of impairment associated with healthy ageing and PKU 
 

As discussed in the introductory chapter of this thesis (Chapter 1), AwPKU have 

been shown to demonstrate impaired cognitive function compared to healthy populations in 

the domains of general intelligence, executive function, speed of processing, visuo-spatial 

attention, sustained attention, and visuo-motor coordination. Abilities in the domains of 

language, and long-term memory and learning, however, have been reported to be spared in 

this population. The profile of cognitive impariment in PKU also bears a striking similarity to 

that observed in healthy older adults as a natural product of ageing. Significant impairments 

have been found to be associated with both age and PKU across a range of cognitive 

functions, including visuo-spatial attention (for PKU see Brumm et al., 2004; Nardecchia et 

al., 2015; Romani et al., 2018; for ageing see Kramer et al., 1996), processing speed (Bucur 

& Madden, 2010; Der & Deary, 2006), visuo-motor coordination (for PKU see Moyle et al., 

2007; Weglage et al., 1995; for ageing see Hamilton et al., 2018; Volkow et al., 1998) and 

executive function (for PKU see Brum et al., 2004; DeRoche & Welsh, 2008; Nardecchia et 

al., 2015; for ageing see De Beni & Palladino, 2004; Delaloye et al., 2009). There are, 

however, some key differences between the profiles of cognitive impairment in these two 

populations, with older adults frequently demonstrating impaired memory, whilst IQ in this 

population (a domain known to be impacted by PKU, e.g., Burgard, 2000; Burlina et al., 
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2019; Waisbren et al., 2007) appears to remain unaffected (Craik, 1994; Salthouse 2004; 

Park et al., 2002; see Chapter 1, pgs.14-27 for a detailed review of the literature). 

 

Cognitive impairment in PKU has been linked to neuropathological damage caused 

by PKU, including white matter damage such as hypomyelination/demyelination and 

decreased diffusivity in periventricular regions of the brain (Cleary et al., 1994; Hawks et al., 

2019; Jaulent et al., 2020; Lou, 1994; Mastrangelo et al., 2015; Nardecchia et al., 2015; 

Rubin et al., 2013; Thompson et al., 1993; Villasana et al., 1989; Wesonga et al., 2016; 

White et al., 2013). The role of myelin in speed of neural transmission has led researchers to 

hypothesise that the toxic impact of excess Phe on myelin integrity may be a cause for the 

slow speed of processing demonstrated by AwPKU. White matter lesions have further been 

consistently linked with ageing, with significant associations found between white matter 

atrophy and cognitive impairments in ageing populations, and associations reported between 

decreasing white matter volume and slowed speed of processing (Bracco et al., 2005; 

Galluzzi et al., 2008; Grueter & Schulz, 2012; Hopkins et al., 2006; Jiang et al., 2018; Launer 

et al., 2006; Vernooij et al., 2007; Wen & Sachdev, 2004). In contrast to the 

neuropathological profile typically observed in AwPKU, however, cognitive impairments in 

older populations have further been linked to grey matter atrophy, in particular in the 

hippocampus and cerebellum, with atrophy in these areas associated with deficits in the 

domains of memory, visuo-motor coordination, and speed of processing (Eckert et al., 2010; 

Gorbach et al., 2017; Koppelmans et al., 2015). 

 

Beyond the structural damage caused by excess Phe in the brain, PKU has been 

found to result in neurophysiological dysfunction of the dopaminergic and serotonergic 

neuronal systems (de Groot et al., 2010; Ogawa & Ichinose, 2006; Pare et 1957; van 

Spronsen et al., 2009; Yuwiler et al., 1965). Reduced levels of dopamine and serotonin in 

PKU, as well as deficiencies in striatal FDOPA influx and distribution, have been implicated 

in impaired memory, executive function, and visuo-motor function in PKU (Bruinenberg et al., 

2016; Christ et al., 2010; de Groot et al., 2010; Landvogt et al., 2008; Zagreda et al., 1999). 

Similar effects of age on serotonergic and dopaminergic transmission have also been 

reported, with neurotransmitter depletion due to ageing found to occur in striatal and 

prefrontal regions (Kaasinan et al., 2000; Sheline et al., 2002; Wang et al., 1998), but with 

additional reduced hippocampal serotonin, dopamine, and glutamate transmission, not 

apparent in PKU, reported in older populations (see Magnusson et al., 2010 for a review). 

Age-related decline in dopamine receptor availability has been reported to have a similar 

negative impact on executive function as that observed in AwPKU (see Kaasinen & Rinne, 

2002 for a review). In contrast to AwPKU, however, neurotransmitter depletions due to age 
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have also been significantly associated with impaired learning and memory abilities 

(Crosson, 1992; Erixon-Lindroth et al., 2005; Morgan et al., 2004), suggesting that there may 

be some difference in how neurotrasmitter depletion translates to cognitive ability with 

increasing age compared to due to PKU. 

 

Summary 
 

In summary, there are a number of overlaps between both the neurological and the 

cognitive impacts of ageing and PKU (Table 3.1.). In particular, the domains of processing 

speed, visuo-spatial attention, visuo-motor coordination, and executive function (planning, 

updating, task-switching), show evidence of impairment in both these populations, as do the 

physiological substrates thought to underly them. Despite this clear overlap, however, a 

number of differences are also present between these two populations, with PKU studies 

finding no evidence of impaired memory and learning, an area consistently found to be 

impaired in ageing populations. Differences are also apparent in the opposite direction. 

General intelligence, in particular areas of crystallised knowledge such as vocabulary 

knowledge, have often been found to be unaffected, or even improved by normal ageing, 

whilst evidence of some impairment compared to matched controls is apparent in multiple 

studies with PKU participants.  

 

Table 3.1. – Summary of cognitive, neuropathological, and neurophysiological impairments in healthy 
older adults and adults with PKU. X’s marked in bold indicate a high density of available literature 
supporting impairment for a particular domain. One vs. two x’s indicates high vs. low consistency of 
findings in the literature respectively. 

Cognitive Domain AwPKU  Older adults 

Intelligence x  

Executive function x x 

Speed of processing xx xx 

Visuo-spatial attention x x 

Sustained attention xx  

Visuo-motor coordination xx xx 

Language   

Memory & Learning  xx 

Neuropathology   

White matter atrophy xx xx 

Grey matter atrophy  xx 

Neurophysiology   

Frontal/striatal dopamine depletion xx xx 

Hippocampal dopamine depletion  xx 

Frontal serotonin depletion xx xx 

Hippocampal glutamate depletion  xx 
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Objectives and hypotheses 
  

Whilst a large amount of research has been conducted investigating the impact of 

both age and PKU on cognition individually, a direct comparison has yet to be made. 

Furthermore, the heterogeneity of tasks used to assess cognition across studies prohibits an 

effective comparison of performance of participants in different study cohorts. A comparison 

such as this is imperative to allow clinicians and individuals with PKU alike to prepare for the 

possible impact that older age will have upon cognitive function in PKU as the first 

generation of early-treated AwPKU reach middle- and old-age.  

 

Data from AwPKU and young adult controls has previously been compared in this 

manner by members of our research group, and these comparisons can be found in a 

number of publications (published in Palermo et al., 2017, Romani et al., 2018, 2019). For 

this study, previously gathered data from young adult controls and AwPKU was compared 

with data gathered from older control participants, using the same battery of cognitive tests, 

to assess the impact of age and PKU on performance across cognitive domains. 

Performance of both young AwPKU and older adult controls were compared to that of 

younger adult controls on the same cognitive assessments, to identify any influences of age 

or PKU on performance in these populations. This research provides a unique opportunity to 

directly compare the impact of ageing and PKU on cognition across domains, and to 

ascertain the areas of overlapping impairment that are likely to be significantly impacted by 

ageing in older adults with PKU. 

 

Hypotheses: 

 

1. Cognitive impairment associated with white matter abnormalities (namely speed of 

processing) and with prefrontal or striatal cortical neurotransmitter depletion (namely 

executive function, and visuo-motor coordination) will be visible in both AwPKU and 

older control populations. 

 

2. Cognitive impairment associated with hippocampal neurotransmitter depletion will be 

observed in older controls only. We expect older controls to perform poorly on 

memory and learning tasks, but that this domain will be spared in AwPKU. 

 

3. We expect to see some evidence of impaired general intelligence in AwPKU, relative 

to younger controls, whilst general intelligence in older controls will be spared.  
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4. We expect to see impaired performance from AwPKU in measures of sustained 

attention, but that this domain will be spared in older controls. 

 
5. We expect to find no impairment in tasks measuring inhibition and vocabulary 

knowledge in either population, due to crystallised knowledge remaining intact, and 

the use of compensatory strategies. 

 

Methods 
 

PKU Participants.  
 

Thirty-seven early-treated young adults, aged 18 to 41 years (mean=27.5, SD=7.3), 

with classical PKU were recruited from the Department of Inherited Metabolic Disorders at 

the University Hospitals Birmingham. All participants were diagnosed through new-born 

screening conducted 5–7 days after birth and were continuously treated with a low-Phe diet 

from diagnosis. Data on historical Phe levels was gathered via the PKU database at The 

Clinical Chemistry Department at Birmingham Children’s Hospital. These participants were 

recruited and assessed prior to the start of this PhD. At time of testing, seven participants 

were on an unrestricted diet and 30 were following a low-Phe diet. All early-treated PKU 

individuals attending the clinic were invited to participate, as well as a number of individuals 

who were not currently attending clinic follow-up appointments but were still contactable. All 

individuals who responded to the invitation were tested.  

 

Participants for this group were recruited and assessed prior to the undertaking of 

this PhD. Data from this cohort has previously been published in Palermo et al. (2017) and 

Romani et al. (2017, 2019).  

 

Control Participants 
 

Controls consisted of a group of 30 young, healthy adults aged 18-41 (mean=27.6, 

SD=7.4), matched with PKU participants for age, gender, and educational status, and a 

group of older, healthy adults aged 53 to 88 years (mean=69.2, SD=7) (Table 3.2.). Older 

and younger controls were matched for years of education and gender. Healthy volunteers 

were recruited through the Aston University volunteering website.  

 

Participants for this group were recruited and assessed prior to the undertaking of 

this PhD. Data from the cohort of young controls has previously been published in Palermo 
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et al. (2017) and Romani et al. (2017, 2019). Data from the cohort of older controls has not 

previously been analysed or published.  

Table 3.2. – Demographic information for each participant group 
 

  Sex Age (yrs.) Education (yrs.) 

Participant Type N % Male % Female Mean SD Range Mean SD 

AwPKU 37 35 65 27.5 7.3 18-41 14.4 2.0 

Younger control 30 33 67 27.6 7.4 18-41 15.2 1.7 

Older control 56 37.5 62.5 69.2 7.0 53-88 16.2 3.5 

  

Assessments 
 

Cognitive assessments were conducted in two separate testing sessions, each 

lasting 2.5 to 3 hours. This research was approved by the NHS and Aston University ethics 

committees. All participants gave voluntary informed consent to take part. All efforts were 

made to administer all tasks to all participants in the same order; however, some data points 

are missing due to data collection errors, and participant attrition between the first and 

second sessions. 

  

All participants were asked to complete the same battery of neuropsychological tests 

previously delivered by Palermo et al. (2017) and Romani et al. (2017, 2019), investigating 

cognitive abilities in the following areas: IQ, executive function, memory and learning, visual 

attention, sustained attention, language, and visuo-motor coordination. All tasks were table-

top or computerised, and adjustable to suit the age of each participant. Cognitive 

assessment was completed over 2 sessions, approximately 1 week apart. For a detailed 

descriptions of task design, delivery, and scoring see the methodology chapter of this thesis 

(Chapter 2). 

 

IQ 
 
 WASI – The vocabulary, block design, and similarities subtests from the WASI were 

administered. Verbal IQ, Procedural IQ, and Full-Scale IQ were scored.  

 
Executive function 
 

WCST (64-card version) – Participants were asked to correctly match 64 cards with 

symbols on them with corresponding place-holding cards. Sorting rules (colour, form, or 
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number) were not disclosed to participants, and were changed following 10 correct 

responses. Number of correct responses was scored. 

 

Trail making tasks B-A – Participants joined a number of circles in order using a 

pencil. In task A, circles contained only numbers. In task B, circles contained numbers or 

letters and participants were asked to alternate between numbers and letters in ascending 

order. Time taken to complete task A was then subtracted from time taken to complete task 

B. 

 

Tower of Hanoi – Participants were asked to move a stack of rings from one peg to 

another following a set of rules (i.e., a larger ring can never be placed on a smaller ring and 

only one ring can be moved at a time). Increasing numbers of rings were included in the 

stack (3, 4, or 5 rings), increasing the minimum number of moves required to solve the 

problem for each trial. Number of unsuccessful trials was scored. 

 

Verbal fluency – Participants were asked to name as many words as possible, either 

starting with a particular letter or belonging to a specific category, within 1 minute. The task 

included three letter fluency conditions (with letters ‘c’, ‘f’, and ‘l’) and one semantic fluency 

condition (with category ‘animals’). Number of correct responses was scored. 

 

Picture naming – Inhibitory control was measured through comparing response times 

to images presented later in a semantic category to those presented earlier in the same 

category to assess the effect of semantic interference on speed of response in the picture 

naming task (see language tasks). 

 

Stroop task – Inhibitory control was measured through measuring differences in 

response times to congruent and incongruent stimuli in the Stroop task (see language 

tasks). 

 

Memory and learning 

 
 Digit span – Participants were asked to repeat back sequences of digits read to 

them. Lists started at a length of four digits. If the participant recalled more than half of the 

10 sequences presented for a given length, they were presented with a longer sequence (up 

to a maximum of eight digits). Number of correct responses was scored. 
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 Corsi span – Participants were presented with nine square, wooden blocks. The 

examiner tapped the blocks in a particular sequence, immediately after which participants 

were asked to tap the blocks in the same order. Three trials were presented for each 

sequence length (from 2 to 9). If the participant responded correctly to at least one trial of a 

given length, they were presented with the next length, otherwise the task was stopped. 

Number of correct responses was scored. 

 

 Non-word repetition – Participants were asked to repeat sequences of non-words. 

Ten trials were presented for each sequence-length (2, 3, and 4 non-words). The task was 

stopped if more than half of the sequences for a given length were incorrect. Number of 

correct responses was scored. 

 

 Delayed matching to sample – Participants were shown a complex visual pattern (the 

target) and asked to select the target when it was presented along with three similar patterns 

either at the same time as the target, after a delay of 4 seconds, or after a delay of 12 

seconds. Number of correct responses was scored. 

 

 Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Task – Participants were read a list (List A) of 15 

nouns and asked to recall as many words as they could, in any order. The list was repeated 

five times and participants were asked to repeat what they could remember after each 

presentation. A second list (List B) was then presented for recall, to assess interference.  

Recall of list A was assessed again immediately after recall of list B. After a 20-minute delay, 

participants were asked again to recall as many items from List A as they could remember. 

 

 Visual paired associated learning – Participants were presented with white boxes on 

a computer screen which ‘opened’ to reveal visual patterns. After all patterns were revealed, 

patterns were presented again in isolation ad participants were asked to point to the box 

where the pattern was originally located. Trials were made up of 3 patterns, 6 patterns, then 

8 patterns. A maximum of 10 attempts was allowed for each trial. Number of correct 

responses was scored. 

 

 Verbal paired associate learning – Participants were presented with nine pictures, 

each associated with a written non-word. They were then presented with the images again 

and asked to write down the associated non-word. The task ended when all nine words were 

recalled correctly, or after five presentations of the whole list. Number of correct responses 

was scored. 
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Visual attention 

 
Choice reaction time – Participants were presented with an arrow pointing to either 

the left or the right of the computer screen. They were asked to respond by pressing the 

corresponding arrow on their keyboard as quickly as possible. Reaction time and number of 

correct responses was scored. 

 

Detection with distractors – Participants were asked to respond as quickly as 

possible when a target (ladybird) was presented on a screen, with or without a distractor 

(green bug), and not to respond if only distractors (green bugs) were presented. Upon 

completion of 64 trials, the task was run again but required responses were reversed (i.e., 

participants were asked to respond for the green bug and not respond for the ladybird). 

Reaction time and number of correct responses was scored. 

 

Visual search – Participants were asked to search for a target (the red ladybird) 

among a number of distractors (4, 8, or 12 other bugs) on their screen. They were asked to 

press the ‘m’ key on their keyboard if the target was present, or the ‘z’ key if it was absent 

(responses were reversed for left-handed participants). In a feature search condition, 

distractors were green bugs only. In a conjunction search condition, distractors were both 

green and red bugs. Reaction time and number of correct responses was scored. 

 
Sustained attention 
 

Rapid Visual Information Processing (RVP) – Participants were asked to detect 

target sequences of three digits (3-5-7, 2-4-6, or 4-6-8) in a rapidly presented string of digits 

between ‘1’ and ‘9’. Reaction time and number of correct responses was scored. 

 

Language 

 
 Picture naming – Participants were asked to name 120 images, split into 24 semantic 

categories, presented on the screen, one at a time. They were asked to respond as quickly 

as possible. Reaction time and number of correct responses was scored. 

 

 Word and non-word spelling – Participants were given a list of words to spell to 

dictation. 140 regular and irregular words of various frequencies and lengths were 

presented, as well as 40 non-words. Number of correct responses was scored. 
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 Word and non-word reading – Participants were asked to read aloud, as quickly as 

possible, individually presented words on a screen. 140 regular and irregular words of 

various frequencies and lengths were presented, as well as 40 non-words. RT and number 

of correct responses was scored. 

 

 Phoneme deletion – Participants were read a word (e.g., table), and then one sound 

from within that word (e.g., /t/). They were then asked to repeat back the word without the 

given sound. The task included 20 trials which resulted in real words (e.g., powder, /d/ = 

power) and 20 which resulted in non-words (e.g., cabbage, /k/ = abbage). Number of correct 

responses was scored. 

 

 Spoonerisms – Participants were read two words. They were asked to exchange the 

first two sounds and repeat the words back (e.g., bad, sin = sad, bin). The task included 12 

trials which resulted in two real words, and 12 trials which resulted in two nonsense words. 

Number of correct responses was scored. 

 

 Stroop task – Participants were asked to name the colour of stimuli presented on a 

screen. In a neutral, condition they were presented with a string of X’s. In a congruent 

condition, they were presented with a word in the same colour text as the word (e.g., the 

word ‘Green’ in green text). In an incongruent condition, they were presented with a word in 

a different colour text than the word (e.g., the word ‘Blue’ in red text). 

 

Visuo-motor coordination 
 

Grooved Pegboard – Participants were asked to put 25 pegs with fins in 25 slots in a 

board as quickly as possible using one hand, rotating the pegs to match slots at different 

orientations. Each participant completed two trials with their dominant hand, and two trials 

with their non-dominant hand. Number of drops, and time to complete the task was scored. 

 

Digit-symbol coding – Participants were asked to write symbols in boxes below 

numbers using a key. They were given 90 seconds to fill as many boxes as possible. 

Number of correct responses was scored. 

 

Trail Making Test A – Participants were asked to join numbered circles in ascending 

order into a trail. Time taken to complete the task was scored. 
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Data handling and analysis 
 

Whilst the data for this study had been gathered prior to commencement of this PhD, 

all data required checking and cleaning by the thesis author before analyses could be 

conducted. Outcomes on all measures were scored and input into one database. Z-scores 

were calculated for individual scores by taking the young-adult control group as a baseline 

for both the PKU participants and the older controls ([individual score] – [average of control 

group]/[control group SD]), allowing direct comparisons between PKU participants (AwPKU), 

younger controls (YC) and older controls (OC) to be made across different tasks in different 

cognitive domains. Due to this study’s interest in group, rather than individual, z-scores, as 

well as the particular focus on differences in z-scores between groups, a relatively low 

threshold for identifying mild impairments was applied. As such, for this study, z>-0.5 = no or 

minimal impairments, z=-0.5 to -2 = mild to moderate cognitive impairments, and z≤-2 = 

severe cognitive impairment. Similar z-score impairment categories have previously been 

applied in studies investigating mild cognitive impairments in clinical cohorts (Bohnen et al., 

2015; Rowe et al., 2013). Data was cleaned across participants to remove any individuals 

with ≥20% non-valid responses from all reaction time (RT) and error analyses (see Table 

3.A1 in Appendix F). Individual participant RTs were also cleaned to exclude error responses 

and non-valid responses (responses <100ms or ±3SD from participant mean; see Tables 

3.A2 and 3.A3 in Appendix F). 

 

 Composite scores were calculated for accuracy and RT performance of AwPKU and 

OC in each cognitive domain using the task categories outlined in the method section, apart 

from executive function which was split into two categories: inhibition and executive 

functions (i.e., planning, reasoning, and task-switching). These two categories for executive 

function were created based on the current literature, which has consistently found inhibition 

to be spared in AwPKU and older adults, whilst the remaining executive functions show 

evidence of impairment in these cohorts. 

 

Between-subjects t-tests were then carried out to investigate the differences in 

individual task performance between OC and YC to assess the pattern of impairment in OC 

across tasks. These were then compared to previous t-test comparisons between AwPKU 

and YC (published in Palermo et al., 2017) to identify similarities and differences in patterns 

of impairment in these two cohorts compared to healthy younger adults. Cohen’s D effect 

sizes have also been computed, to contextualise the strength of results. It must be noted 

that the large number of individual assessments puts these analyses at risk of a Type I error, 

where seemingly significant differences may emerge due to chance. We have reported 
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significance with a standard p-value, without applying corrections. Significant differences in 

individual tests may warrant follow up in further research. However, it is important to stress 

that individual significant results are of limited value. What is important is whether patterns of 

impairment can be identified, where impairments in one task are corroborated by 

impairments in similar tasks. For this reason, composite z-scores have been computed so 

that scores across heterogenous tasks in different cognitive domains can be directly 

compared using a single value representing ‘level of impairment’. Finally, comparisons 

between z-scores of AwPKU and OC were carried out, to assess the relative severity of 

impairment in these two cohorts.   

 

Results 
 

Composite scores 

 
To address hypotheses 1 to 4 of this chapter, comparisons of composite scores 

across cognitive domains were initially carried out. These can be seen in Table 3.3. Older 

controls (OC) were moderately to severely impaired in measures of verbal and visuo-spatial 

RTs, LTM and learning, and visuo-motor coordination. Conversely, they performed 

significantly better than younger controls (YC), in measures of general intelligence, and at 

the same level in accuracy measures across domains of language, visuo-spatial attention, 

and inhibition. Contrary to hypothesis 4, however, OC also showed moderate impairment in 

the domain of sustained attention. 

 

AwPKU also demonstrated expected mildly to moderately impaired performance in 

the domains of verbal and visuo-spatial RTs, sustained attention, and visuo-motor 

coordination, along with unimpaired performance in the domains of verbal and visuo-spatial 

accuracy, and inhibition. STM was found to be impaired to some extent in both cohorts, but 

differences in performance from YC did not reach significance.  

 

AwPKU, however, differed from OC with regards to full-scale IQ (in which they 

demonstrated a mild impairment whilst OC performed at an equal or higher level than YC), 

executive function (in which both cohorts were mildly to moderately impaired, but 

comparisons between OC and YC did not reach significance) and LTM and learning (in 

which AwPKU performed well and OC were moderately impaired). Comparisons of z-scores 

in impaired domains between OC and AwPKU suggest that, although both cohorts 

demonstrated moderate to severe impairments in the domains of verbal and visuo-spatial 
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RTs and visuo-motor coordination, these impairments were significantly more pronounced in 

OC than in AwPKU, suggesting that ageing more severely impacts these domains than PKU.  

 
To further investigate the nature and severity of impairments in affected domains (as 

demonstrated by composite score comparisons), and to investigate the impact of age and 

PKU on the specific abilities set out in hypothesis 5 (namely crystallised intelligence, 

inhibition, and vocabulary knowledge), performance on individual tasks was compared 

between participant groups (Table 3.4.). 

 
Table 3.3. - Comparison of composite z-scores across cognitive domains. Z-scores have been 
reversed in some instances so that lower z-scores indicate worse performance across tasks. Z-scores 
of 0.6 or above in either direction have been highlighted in bold. Unless indicated otherwise, p-values 
indicate significance of t-tests between each population and Younger Controls. Differences in z-
scores are calculated by subtracting AwPKU from OC z-scores. 
 

Cognitive 
domain 

Older Control (OC) Adult with PKU (AwPKU) OC vs. AwPKU 

  
Mean z-
score 

p-value 
Mean z-
score 

p-value 
Difference in 

z-scores 
p-value 

Full Scale IQ 0.9 <.001** -0.9 <.001** -1.8 <.001** 

Language 
accuracy 

0.0 .46 -0.2 .69 -0.2 .20 

Language RT -2.1 <.001** -0.9 <.001** 1.2 <.001** 

Visuo-spatial 
accuracy 

0.0 .65 0.0 .79 0.0 .83 

Visuo-spatial RT -3.0 <.001** -0.8 <.001** 2.2 <.001** 

Sustained 
attention 

-1.4 <.001** -0.6 .04* 0.8 .02* 

STM -0.9 .09 -0.6 .50 0.3 .31 

Inhibition -0.1 .36 0.2 .46 0.3 .17 

Executive 
Function 

-0.9 .75 -1.4 .02* -0.5 .04* 

LTM & learning -1.3 <.001** -0.1 .36 1.2 <.001** 

Visuo-motor 
coordination 

-2.5 <.001** -1.1 <.001** 1.4 <.001** 

* T-test is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
** T-test is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 
Composite scores:  
Visuo-spatial attention and processing speed = choice RT, simple RT, detection with distractors, 
visual search 
Sustained attention = RVP 
Visuo-motor coordination = grooved pegboard, digit symbol-coding, Trail Making Task A 
STM and Working memory = digit span, non-word repetition, Corsi block span 
Language = picture naming, word and non-word spelling, word and non-word reading, phoneme 
deletion, spoonerisms, Stroop neutral and congruent conditions, letter fluency 
LTM and learning = delayed matching to sample, visual and verbal paired associate learning and 
delayed recall, Rey delayed recall 
Inhibition = Stroop incongruent-congruent conditions, Trail Making Tasks B-A, detection with 
distractors bug-ladybird 
Executive function = WCST, Tower of Hanoi, semantic fluency. 
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Older controls vs. younger controls  
 

Results of individual task performance supported hypotheses 1, with OC 

demonstrating expected moderately to severely impaired performance on all executive 

function tasks and visuo-motor tasks, as well as consistently slower RTs across domains. 

Hypothesis 2 was also supported, with OCs performance found to be moderately impaired 

on all LTM and learning tasks. With regards to hypotheses 3 and 5, comparisons of 

individual tasks demonstrated superior vocabulary knowledge in OC compared to YC (as 

demonstrated by VIQ, reading word accuracy, and picture naming accuracy scores) as well 

as higher full-scale IQ and unimpaired inhibition (as demonstrated by Stroop incongruent 

accuracy), supporting expected findings in these domains. Hypothesis 4, however, was not 

supported, with OC demonstrating significantly poorer accuracy scores on the RVP measure 

of sustained attention than YC. Scores on individual tasks can be seen in Table 3.4. 

 

AwPKU vs. younger controls 
 

 Hypothesis 1 (that AwPKU and OC would both demonstrate visuo-motor, speed of 

processing, and executive function performance) was supported, with AwPKU demonstrating 

mild to moderately impaired z-scores and significantly slower RTs than YC across domains. 

AwPKU also demonstrated some impairment across visuo-motor coordination tasks, 

although not to the same level as that exhibited by OC participants. Impairments were also 

observed in measures of executive function, in particular in tasks such as the Tower of 

Hanoi, which require a significant amount of goal-oriented planning.  

 

 Hypothesis 2 was also supported, with a similar distribution of scores found between 

AwPKU and YC in the domain of LTM and learning, suggesting that this area of cognitive 

function is unaffected by PKU in early adulthood. Hypothesis 3 was similarly supported by 

AwPKU’s full-scale IQ score which, although remaining within the range of unimpaired 

scores, was significantly lower than those exhibited by the matched controls. 

 

 Hypothesis 4 was supported in terms of AwPKU performance, with this cohort 

demonstrating expected poorer accuracy on the RVP task than YC. Finally, hypothesis 5 

was only partially supported, with inhibition scores found to be unimpaired in AwPKU. 

Vocabulary knowledge, however, was found to be lower than that of YC with regards to the 

vocabulary and similarities subtests of the WAIS, although word reading and spelling 

accuracy was at the same level of controls. Scores on individual tasks can be seen in Table 

3.4. 
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Older controls vs. AwPKU  
 

A number of similarities were observed between the cognitive profiles of OC and 

AwPKU, with a significant correlation found between z-scores for the two cohorts (Pearson 

r=.39; p=.002). Differences between OC and AwPKU, however, were present in both 

directions, thus excluding the possibility that differences simply reflected different severity 

levels. As hypothesised, both groups demonstrated moderate to severe impairments in the 

domains of speed of processing, executive function, and visuo-motor coordination. OC were 

significantly more impaired than AwPKU in the domains of speed of processing and visuo-

motor coordination, however, performing significantly worse than AwPKU across RT 

measures (excluding reading tasks), and visuo-motor tasks (excluding trail-making A). Both 

cohorts also demonstrated equal or superior performance to YC in tasks tapping vocabulary 

knowledge and inhibition abilities, although this was more evident in OC than AwPKU.   

 

AwPKU, however, performed worse than OC in terms of IQ, verbal accuracy, and 

executive function, whilst OC performed worse than AwPKU in terms of verbal and visuo-

spatial IQ, LTM and learning, visuo-motor coordination. Contrary to hypotheses, both cohorts 

demonstrated impaired performance in the RVP measure of sustained attention, with OC 

also performing significantly less accurately than AwPKU on this task. Scores on individual 

tasks can be seen in Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4. - Comparison of scores on all tasks across cognitive domains. Z scores reflect differences from younger controls. They have been reversed for 
some tasks so that lower z-scores always indicate worse performance. Z-scores of 0.5 or more have been highlighted in green. Z-scores of -0.5 or less have 
been highlighted in red. For the comparison between AwPKU and OC, positive z scores (in yellow) indicate better performance of OC; negative z-scores (in 
grey) indicate better performance of the AwPKU. Effect sizes of 0.8 or above have been highlighted in bold text. YC = Younger Controls, OC = Older 
Controls, AwPKU = Adults with PKU.  

 

Cognitive task   YC   OC    
AwPKU  

  
 

AwPKU vs.  OC 

 

Mean SD 

 

Mean SD 
z-

score 
 p-value  

Cohen’s 
d 

 

Mean SD z-score  p-value 
Cohen’s 

d 

 
diff in z-
scores 

 p-
value      

IQ General 
Knowledge 

                
 

          
   

    

Procedural IQ  112.0 11.7  121.5 14.9 0.8 <.001** 1.0  104.5 15.1 -0.6 .02* 0.8  1.4 <.001** 

Verbal IQ  112.2 10.2  119.2 10.2 0.7 <.001** 1.0  102.3 12.9 -1.0 <.001** 1.2  1.7 <.001** 

Vocabulary 
subtest 

 64.2 7.1  68.5 6.2 0.6 .008** 0.9  58.4 8.7 -0.8 .004** 1.0 
 

1.4 <.001** 

Similarities 
subtest 

 39.2 3.6  39.0 5.3 0.0 .86 0.1  36.0 5.8 -0.9 .008** 0.9 
 

0.9 .013 

Full-Scale IQ  113.8 10.9  123.3 12.5 0.9 <.001** 1.1  103.9 14.3 -0.9 <.001** 1.1  1.8 <.001** 

Spelling 
accuracy 

                
 

          
  

    

Word spelling % 
errors 

 4.8 5.7  5.7 19.7 -0.2 .75 0.1  4.0 4.6 0.2 .52 0.2 
 

-0.4 0.52 

Non-word spelling 
% errors 

 11.9 7.6  22.4 20.1 -1.4 <.001** 1.0  13.5 8.2 -0.2 .43 0.3 
 

-1.2 <.001** 

Reading 
accuracy 

                
 

          
  

    

Reading words 
total % errors 

 0.6 0.8  0.1 0.4 0.7 <.001** 1.1  0.7 1.1 -0.1 .56 0.1 
 

0.8 <.001** 

Reading regular 
words % errors 

 0.6 1.6  0.1 0.7 0.3 .15 0.6  0.2 0.9 0.3 .26 0.4 

 

0.0 .64 

Reading irregular 
words % errors 

 1.3 2.3  0.1 0.5 0.5 .01* 1.0  2.3 3.7 -0.4 .22 0.5 

 

0.9 <.001** 

Reading non-
words % errors 

 5.8 5.7  3.9 6.8 0.3 .19 0.4  7.7 10.6 -0.4 .88 0.3 

 

0.7 .08 

Language/lexical 
access 
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Cognitive task   YC   OC    
AwPKU  

  
 

AwPKU vs.  OC 

 

Mean SD 

 

Mean SD 
z-

score 
 p-value  

Cohen’s 
d 

 

Mean SD z-score  p-value 
Cohen’s 

d 

 
diff in z-
scores 

 p-
value      

Verbal fluency 
(letters) total 

 41.8 12.9  47.3 11.3 0.4 .06 0.6  36 11.4 -0.4 .06 0.7 

 

0.8 <.001** 

Stroop congruent 
% errors 

 0.0 0.2  0.0 0.2 0.1 .76 0.0  0.0 0.0 0.2 .33 0.0 
 

-0.1 .32 

Stroop 
incongruent % 
errors 

 0.8 1.0  0.1 0.3 0.6 <.001** 1.3  0.7 1.1 0.1 .76 0.1 

 

0.5 .02* 

Stroop neutral % 
errors 

 0.1 0.3  0.0 0.0 0.3 .08 0.7  0.1 0.4 -0.1 .76 0.0 
 

0.4 .1 

Picture naming % 
errors 

 6.5 4.0  4.6 4.3 0.5 .08 0.6  7.4 3.8 -0.2 .45 0.3 
 

0.7 .01* 

Phoneme deletion 
% errors 

 11.2 8.7  12.9 15.5 -0.2 .51 0.2  14.4 13.0 -0.4 .24 0.4 
 

0.2 .64 

Spoonerism % 
errors 

 6.8 6.6  9.9 16.2 -0.5 .25 0.4  10.8 14.5 -0.6 .18 0.5 
 

0.1 .8 

Visual search 
accuracy 

                
 

          
  

    

Simple detection 
% errors 

 1.3 2.2  1.5 3.0 -0.1 .75 0.1  1.5 2.3 -0.1 .84 0.1 
 

0.0 .91 

Choice RT % 
errors 

 0.4 0.8  0.9 1.3 -0.6 .07 0.7  0.5 0.8 -0.1 .68 0.2 
 

-0.5 .12 

Detection with 
distractors 
(Ladybird) % 
errors 

 1.0 0.9  0.8 1.2 0.3 .33 0.3  1.4 2.1 -0.3 .45 0.4 

 

0.6 .19 

Attentional switch 
(Bug) % errors 

 0.2 0.5  0.5 1.3 -0.5 .21 0.4  0.3 0.6 -0.1 .76 0.3 

 

-0.4 .3 

Detection with 
distractors overall 
% errors 

 0.6 0.6  0.7 1.0 0.0 .71 0.2  0.8 1.1 -0.3 .44 0.3 

 

0.3 .66 

Feature search 
overall % errors 

 2.0 2.3  0.7 1.4 0.6 .01* 1.0  1.6 2.6 0.2 .5 0.2 

 

0.4 .1 

Conjunction 
search overall % 
errors  

 3.1 4.4  5.6 11.6 -0.6 .21 0.4  2.4 2.7 0.2 .44 0.3 

 

-0.8 .12 
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Cognitive task   YC   OC    
AwPKU  

  
 

AwPKU vs.  OC 

 

Mean SD 

 

Mean SD 
z-

score 
 p-value  

Cohen’s 
d 

 

Mean SD z-score  p-value 
Cohen’s 

d 

 
diff in z-
scores 

 p-
value      

Short Term 
Memory 

                
 

          
  

    

Digit span  6.5 0.9  6.3 1.1 -0.3 .18 0.3  6.1 1.0 -0.5 .05 0.6  0.2 .45 

Non-word 
repetition % err. 

 39.3 10.4  52 17.2 -1.2 <.001** 1.3  48.2 12.5 -0.9 <.001** 1.1 

 

-0.3 .27 

Corsi span  5.7 0.9  4.6 1.3 -1.2 <.001** 1.4  5.3 0.9 -0.4 .1 0.6  -0.8 <.001** 

Inhibition                                  

Stroop 
incongruent-
congruent % 
errors 

 0.7 1.0  0.1 0.3 0.6 .01* 1.1  0.7 1.1 0.0 .87 0.0 

 

0.6 .01* 

Stroop 
incongruent-
congruent RT 

 92.4 51.6  130.8 122.9 -0.7 .07 0.6  117.8 80.1 -0.5 .15 0.5 

 

-0.2 .58 

Trail Making B-A  20.7 13.3  26.2 20.6 -0.4 .14 0.4  19.0 10.8 0.1 .58 0.2  -0.5 .03* 

Detection with 
distractors bug-
ladybird % errors 

 -0.8 0.9  -0.3 1.6 0.6 .08 0.5  -1.1 2.2 -0.3 .52 0.3 

 

0.9 .09 

Detection with 
distractors bug-
ladybird RT 

 4.2 38.4  13.9 58.1 -0.3 .39 0.3  13.8 33.0 -0.2 .3 0.4 

 

-0.1 .99 

Executive 
Function 

                

 

          

  

    

WCST Total 
errors 

 10.8 4.9  15.2 10.3 -0.9 .01* 0.8  14.0 8.2 -0.7 .05 0.7 
 

-0.2 .56 

Tower of Hanoi 
solved trials 

 8.7 0.7  8.2 1.6 -0.7 .08 0.6  7.3 2.5 -2.8 <.001** 1.1 

 

2.1 .07 

Tower of Hanoi % 
errors 

 2.9 7.9  8.5 18.3 -0.7 .08 0.6  24.7 31.6 -2.8 <.001** 1.3 
 

2.1 .02* 
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Cognitive task   YC   OC    
AwPKU  

  
 

AwPKU vs.  OC 

 

Mean SD 

 

Mean SD 
z-

score 
 p-value  

Cohen’s 
d 

 

Mean SD z-score  p-value 
Cohen’s 

d 

 
diff in z-
scores 

 p-
value      

Verbal fluency 
(semantic) 

 25.0 5.0  20.1 4.8 -1.0 <.001** 1.4  21.4 6.2 -0.7 .01* 0.9 

 

-0.3 0.3 

Sustained 
attention 

                
 

          
  

    

RVP % errors  13.2 8.8  25.7 16.1 -1.4 <.001** 1.4  18.9 11.3 -0.6 .02* 0.8  -0.8 .04* 

LTM & Learning                                   

Picture non-word 
paired associates 
% errors 

 47.0 24.9  64.6 19.5 -0.7 <.001** 1.1  43.5 22.9 0.1 .58 0.2 

 

-0.8 <.001** 

Picture non-word 
paired associates 
delayed recall % 
errors 

 29.3 24.5  59.4 34.0 -1.2 <.001** 1.4  20.4 23.7 0.4 .16 0.5 

 

-1.6 <.001** 

Rey A learning % 
errors 

 20.5 8.4  36.0 11.8 -1.8 <.001** 2.1  24.1 11.2 -0.4 .17 0.5 
 

-1.4 .05 

Rey A immediate 
recall % errors 

 15.8 16.1  35.1 22.6 -1.2 <.001** 1.4  18.3 15.6 -0.2 .54 0.2 

 

-1.0 <.001** 

Rey A delayed 
recall % errors 

 15.1 15.1  30.9 23.4 -1.6 <.001** 1.1  16.3 15.9 -0.1 .76 0.1 

 

-1.5 <.001** 

Rey B % errors  52.2 11.6  67.0 12.7 -1.3 <.001** 1.7  56.6 11.8 -0.4 .15 0.5  -0.9 <.001** 

Delayed match to 
sample % errors 

 10.5 8.3  20.5 11.5 -1.2 <.001** 1.4  14.1 8.5 -0.4 .08 0.6 

 

-0.8 .01* 

Picture location 
learning % errors 

 1.9 1.9  5.1 4.8 -1.7 <.001** 1.2  3.1 3.8 -0.6 .14 0.6 

 

-1.1 .04* 

Visuo-Motor 
Control 

                
 

          
  

    

Grooved 
pegboard 

 62.7 5.9  84.2 19.2 -3.6 <.001** 2.1  69.4 12.7 -1.1 .01* 1.0 
 

-2.5 <.001** 

Digit symbol % 
errors 

 27.1 10.2  44.1 12.0 -1.7 <.001** 2.2  37.3 11.3 -1.0 <.001** 1.3 
 

-0.7 .01* 

Trail Making A  19.9 4.7  29.2 8.7 -2.0 <.001** 1.9  25.1 9.9 -1.1 .01* 0.9  -0.9 .05 
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Cognitive task   YC   OC    
AwPKU  

  
 

AwPKU vs.  OC 

 

Mean SD 

 

Mean SD 
z-

score 
 p-value  

Cohen’s 
d 

 

Mean SD z-score  p-value 
Cohen’s 

d 

 
diff in z-
scores 

 p-
value      

Language RTs                                  

Reading words 
overall RT 

 519.5 93.9  622.4 122.7 -1.1 <.001** 1.3  576.8 123.2 -0.6 .08 0.7 
 

-0.4 .12 

Reading regular 
words RT 

 522.4 89.7  625.6 133.2 -1.2 <.001** 1.3  582.8 133.6 -0.7 .05* 0.8 
 

-0.3 .64 

Reading irregular 
words RT 

 551.3 128.8  641.2 129.3 -0.7 .01* 1.0  626.2 180.2 -0.6 .08 0.7 
 

-0.1 .07 

Reading non-
words RT 

 624.3 104.3  840.1 248.0 -2.1 <.001** 1.6  818.9 312.8 -1.9 .005* 1.2 
 

-0.2 .77 

Stroop neutral RT   604.5 92.0  836.1 174.3 -2.5 <.001** 2.4  701.6 129.6 -1.2 <.001** 1.2  -1.3 <.001** 

Stroop congruent 
RT  

 639.2 111.0  913.7 217.4 -2.5 <.001** 2.2  758.9 151.7 -1.1 <.001** 1.3 
 

-1.4 <.001** 

Stroop 
incongruent RT  

 731.6 134.9  1044.5 226.0 -2.3 <.001** 2.4  876.7 206.1 -1.1 <.001** 1.2 
 

-1.2 <.001** 

Picture naming 
RT 

 825.7 125.3  981.6 171.1 -1.2 <.001** 1.5  890.0 130.8 -0.5 .02* 0.7 
 

-0.7 .01* 

Visual search RT                                  

Simple detection 
RT 

 315.9 57.0  453.0 114.1 -2.4 <.001** 2.1  331.7 52.9 -0.3 .27 0.4 
 

-2.1 <.001** 

Choice reaction 
RT 

 281.3 31.3  387.5 108.5 -3.4 <.001** 1.9  306.9 420.0 -0.8 .01* 0.1 
 

-2.6 <.001** 

Detection with 
distractors 
(Ladybird) RT 

 405.1 83.6  513.0 98.3 -1.3 <.001** 1.7  431.2 68.4 -0.3 .19 0.5 

 

-1.0 <.001** 

Attentional switch 
(Bug) RT 

 409.3 64.6  526.9 110.0 -1.8 <.001** 1.8  445.0 76.3 -0.6 .05 0.7 

 

-1.2 <.001** 

Detection with 
distractors overall 
RT 

 407.2 72.2  519.4 99.1 -1.6 <.001** 1.8  438.1 70.6 -0.4 0.1 0.6 

 

-1.2 <.001** 

Feature search 
RT 

 498.4 71.7  818.9 245.3 -4.5 <.001** 2.5  606.0 167.6 -1.5 <.001** 1.2 
 

-3.0 <.001** 

Conjunction 
search RT 

  840.5 126.3   1318.7 383.0 -3.8 <.001** 2.4   1007.9 239.7 -1.3 <.001** 1.2 
 

-2.5 <.001** 

 
* T-test is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
** T-test is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Discussion 
 

This study aimed to increase our understanding of the likely impact of increasing age 

on cognition in AwPKU. Based upon the existing literature surrounding cognition, 

neuropathology, and neurophysiology in older adults and AwPKU, we posited 5 key 

hypotheses: 

 

1. Cognitive impairment associated with white matter abnormalities (namely speed of 

processing) and with prefrontal or striatal cortical neurotransmitter depletion (namely 

executive function, and visuo-motor coordination) will be visible in both AwPKU and 

older control populations. 

 

2. Cognitive impairment associated with hippocampal neurotransmitter depletion will be 

observed in older controls only. We expect older controls to perform poorly on 

memory and learning tasks, but that this domain will be spared in AwPKU. 

 

3. We expect to see some evidence of impaired general intelligence in AwPKU, relative 

to younger controls, whilst general intelligence in older controls will be spared.  

 
4. We expect to see impaired performance from AwPKU in measures of sustained 

attention, but that this domain will be spared in older controls. 

 
5. We expect to find no impairment in tasks measuring inhibition and vocabulary 

knowledge in either population, due to crystallised knowledge remaining intact, and 

the use of compensatory strategies. 

 

Overlap in impairment between populations 

 
As predicted in hypothesis 1, a large overlap in impairments associated with either 

white matter abnormalities, or prefrontal neurotransmitter depletion, was observed in OC and 

AwPKU cohorts. Both AwPKU and OC showed significantly slower RTs than YC across 

tasks, consistent with previous studies (for OC see Der & Deary, 2006; Salthouse 2004; 

Sliwinske & Buschke, 1999; Volkow et al., 1998; for AwPKU see Moyle et al., 2007; Ris et 

al., 1994; Weglage et al., 2013). This may be due to a reduction in speed of processing, 

caused by white matter degradation which has been reported in both populations (for OC 

see Bracco et al., 2005; Jiang et al., 2018; for AwPKU see Dyer, 2000). Furthermore, 

AwPKU showed normal RTs in a simple detection task, where participants had to press a 

key when a stimulus appeared on the screen, while OC were impaired in this task, 
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suggesting that there is a difference in severity of processing speed impairments in these 

two populations. Alternatively, differences in simple RT performance could be due to 

differential patterns of atrophy, as PKU has been found to specifically impact white matter 

(the oligodendroglia) and peripheral axons (Schwann cells; Dyer, 2000), while ageing has 

more pervasive effects, impacting periventricular and cerebellar white matter, as well as 

cerebellar grey matter, found to be associated with processing speed impairments due to 

increasing age (Bracco et al., 2005; Eckert et al., 2010; Gorbach et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 

2018; Koppelmans et al., 2015). 

 

 Both AwPKU and OC were impaired in tasks tapping visuo-motor coordination, as 

previously demonstrated (for OC see Hamilton et al., 2017; Hoyer et al., 2004; Joy et al., 

2000; Volkow et al., 1998; for AwPKU see Moyle et al., 2007; Weglage et al., 1995), with 

both groups performing slower than YC on grooved pegboard and Trail Making A tasks, as 

well as having a significantly higher error rate in digit symbol coding. This slowing may, in 

part, reflect striatal dopamine depletion in both populations (for evidence of dopaminergic 

depletion in OC see Backman et al., 2010; Kaasinen et al., 2000; Wang et al., 1998; for 

evidence in AwPKU see Diamond et al., 1997; De Groot et al., 2010; Ogawa & Ichinose, 

2006; Van Spronsen et al., 2009). This impairment, however, was significantly more severe 

in OC than in AwPKU across tasks (excepting Trail Making A, p=.05) suggesting these 

impairments in OC may also be partially attributable to cerebellar abnormalities associated 

with increasing age, which have previously been found to be linked to impaired motor 

coordination and fine motor skills in this population (Eckert et al., 2010; Koppelmans et al., 

2015). 

 

 Finally, both AwPKU and OC were impaired in tasks tapping executive function. 

Impairments were evident in the WCST, Tower of Hanoi, semantic fluency and digit symbol 

coding tasks, which require planning, updating, and task-switching abilities (digit symbol 

coding was previously included among the tasks requiring visuo-motor coordination 

discussed above, however this is a complex task which also requires working memory and 

updating abilities) supporting existing findings of executive function deficits in both of these 

populations (for OC see Bucur & Madden, 2010; De Beni & Palladino, 2004; Delaloye et al., 

2009; for AwPKU see Brum et al., 2004; DeRoche & Welsh, 2008; Nardecchia et al., 2015).  

This time, however, more severe impairments were apparent in AwPKU, possibly indicative 

of a more severe impact of prefrontal cortical dopamine depletion in AwPKU.  
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Differences between populations 

 
Whilst there was a large overlap in the tasks spared and impaired in AwPKU and OC, 

there were also a number of significant differences. As predicted by hypotheses 2 and 3, 

certain cognitive domains were found to be impaired in one group only, with IQ only impaired 

in AwPKU, and LTM and learning only impaired in OC. These findings are consistent with 

results from previous studies which found no learning and memory impairment in AwPKU 

(Channon et al., 2004; Moyle et al., 2007; Nardecchia et al., 2015; Palermo et al., 2017). 

Instead, impairments in these domains have been consistently associated with increasing 

age (Craik, 1992; Gorbach et al., 2017; Joy et al., 2000; Park et al., 2002; Salthouse, 2002) 

and possibly linked to hippocampal abnormalities not typically found in individuals with PKU 

(Gorbach et al., 2017; Papenberg et al., 2014). It is noteworthy, however, that prefrontal 

serotonin depletion and striatal dopamine depletion have also been associated with LTM 

deficits in older adults (de Quervain et al., 2003; Erixon-Lindroth et al., 2005; Koppel & 

Goldberg, 2009), and similar depletions have also been observed in younger AwPKU. It may 

be, therefore, that prefrontal neurotransmitter depletions (found in both populations) interact 

with hippocampal depletions (including serotonin, dopamine, and glutamate) associated only 

with ageing, therefore resulting in LTM impairments not observed in PKU populations. 

 

Contrary to our predictions in hypothesis 4, sustained attention was found to be 

significantly impaired in both OC and AwPKU in comparison to YC. An impairment in this 

domain in AwPKU is consistent with existing literature which has found that high Phe levels 

in AwPKU are associated with poorer performance on sustained attention tasks (Bik-

Multanowski et al., 2011; Jahja, van Spronsen, et al., 2017; Romani et al., 2017). Existing 

literature with older adults, however, has suggested that sustained attention in older adults is 

spared, or even improved with age (Robison et al., 2022; Vallesi et al., 2021). These studies, 

however, utilised a psychomotor vigilance task, and a go-no-go task respectively, therefore 

slowed speed of processing did not impact upon participants ability to complete the task, just 

the speed with which they could respond to stimuli. Our RVP task consisted of quickly 

changing numbers presented on screen, wherein participants had to press a button when 

particular sequences of numbers appeared. Participants, therefore, had to not only sustain 

their attention to the task, but also quickly process the information being presented to them 

to allow them to press the response key before the window for identifying the sequence had 

passed. It could then be that OCs severely impaired speed of processing is largely 

responsbile for the high number of errors and missed responses on this task, rather than an 

impairment in sustained attention specifically. This theory is supported by findings by 
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McAvinue et al. (2012) reported a small but significant decline in sustained attention when 

pariticpants were assessed using a continuous performance task, similar to our RVP task. 

 

Domains spared in both populations 
 

As predicted by hypothesis 5, both AwPKU and OC generally demonstrated good 

accuracy across domains, as well as good inhibition abilities when compared to YC, 

consistent with previous results (for OC see Verhaeghen & De Meersman, 1998; Hamilton et 

al., 2017; Delaloye et al., 2009; for AwPKU see Brumm et al., 2004; Craik, 1994; Salthouse, 

2004; Sliwinski & Buschke, 1999). Excellent performance from OC in the verbal IQ subtest of 

the WAIS (particularly in the vocabulary subscale), as well as in letter fluency (which has a 

strong lexical access component), word spelling, reading irregular words, and accurate 

picture naming indicate that OC maintain very good lexical knowledge as demonstrated by 

previous studies (Craik, 1994; Park et al., 2002; Salthouse, 2004). Similar results were also 

apparent in AwPKU, although to a lesser extent than in OC. 

 

Summary 
 

In summary, although, there was a large overlap in the domains and tasks spared 

and impaired in both groups, there were differences in severity, sometimes favouring OC 

(with better performance in IQ, executive function, and language accuracy in this group) and 

other times favouring AwPKU (with better speed of processing, learning and memory and 

visuo-motor coordination in this group). There were also domains where only one group was 

impaired. Double dissociations were apparent between IQ and memory tasks, with IQ 

impaired in AwPKU but not in OC, whilst memory was impaired in OC but not in AwPKU. 

These differences are important because they show that the pattern of spared and impaired 

abilities seen in AwPKU and in OC is not just a result of severity and task difficulty (with the 

task more impaired being the most difficult), but due to specific ways in which neurological 

circuits and associated cognitive functions are affected by PKU and ageing.  

 

High levels of Phe in PKU seem to specifically affect frontal lobes and associated 

executive functions. Ageing, instead, seems to affect less the frontal lobes and more the 

hippocampal system involved in memory and learning, and the cerebellum involved in visuo-

motor coordination. Both groups share a reduction in speed of processing, although this is 

more marked in OC, which may be related to white matter abnormalities in both populations.   
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Limitations 
 

Whilst this study provides some insight into how increasing age may affect cognition 

in AwPKU, it is purely extrapolatory at this stage. Close monitoring of AwPKU as they reach 

middle and older age will provide a much clearer picture of how decreasing brain health due 

to old age may interact with existing abnormalities caused by PKU. 

 

Additionally, results of exploratory analyses comparing the performance of different 

cohorts on individual tasks are also limited, due to the increased risk of a Type I error when 

t-test analyses are conducted across a large number of individual measures. Whilst this 

limitation was recognised, the potential to identify key differences within a cohort of 

participants with a rare clinical disorder was considered sufficiently important to conduct 

analyses across the entire assessment battery with a more liberal p-value than may 

otherwise have been applied to such a large number of analyses. Rather than being taken 

individually, these differences could then contribute towards a better understanding of the 

overall patterns of impairment demonstrated by each cohort. 

 

Implications and future directions 
 

These findings suggest that, whilst some domains are likely to remain unaffected by 

age in individuals with PKU, we can expect some interaction between increasing age and 

PKU with regards to impairments caused by white matter atrophy and both prefrontal and 

striatal neurotransmitter depletion. It may be the case that executive functions and 

processing speeds, in particular, are dramatically affected by ageing in AwPKU as already 

damaged white matter atrophies further. Similarly, peripheral abilities, such as visuo-spatial 

attention and motor control, may also prove to be particularly vulnerable to the effects of 

ageing in people with PKU. There is evidence, however, that white matter abnormalities in 

PKU can be reversed (to some extent), and dopamine depletion mitigated, by strict dietary 

adherence (Bick et al., 1993; Cleary et al., 1995; Palermo et al., 2017; Thompson et al., 

1990), suggesting that it may be possible to attenuate the dramatic impairments that could 

otherwise result from ageing in PKU. 

 

Future research is needed to better understand the differences in neurological 

atrophy and neurotransmitter depletions due to age and PKU as this may help clinicians to 

develop a clearer understanding of how these neurological abnormalities may interact with 

one another as AwPKU start to reach old age. Additional longitudinal studies will also be of 

paramount importance in the near future, to allow researchers to monitor cognition and brain 
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health in AwPKU as they move into older age, and to investigate the potential mitigating 

impact of resuming a low Phe diet in later life. 
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Chapter 4: Speed of Processing and Executive Function 
in Ageing and PKU 
 

Introduction 

 
In the previous chapter, our results indicated that there is a significant overlap 

between the patterns of cognitive impairment demonstrated by young AwPKU those 

associated with ageing. One key area of impairment in both of these cohorts was an 

apparent slowed speed of processing across tasks tapping visuo-spatial attention, such as 

choice reaction time and visual search tasks (plus Simple RT tasks in OC), as well as in 

tasks tapping language (i.e., picture naming, reading words and non-words, and Stroop 

congruent and neutral conditions) and visuo-motor coordination (i.e., digit symbol coding and 

grooved pegboard). Slower responses across these tasks were found to be more 

pronounced in OC participants than in AwPKU, with OC demonstrating large z-scores and 

effect sizes compared to YC across tasks in these domains, whilst AwPKU demonstrated 

moderate to large z-scores and effect sizes across tasks. In addition to an apparent slowed 

processing speed, both cohorts demonstrated an independent deficit in the domain of 

executive function, in particular in tasks requiring planning, reasoning, and cognitive 

flexibility (i.e., WCST, Tower of Hanoi, and semantic fluency), with both groups 

demonstrating large z-scores across these tasks. In contrast to findings with visuo-spatial 

attention, however, slowing in these tasks was more severe in AwPKU than in OC, with OC 

demonstrating moderate to large effect sizes across tasks, whilst AwPKU demonstrated 

large effect sizes throughout. Of particular importance, deficits in executive function were 

apparent in both cohorts, even in tasks that did not contain any timed element that may be 

affected by speed of processing impairments. 

 

The prefrontal-executive hypothesis of age decline (West, 1996) posits that changes 

in frontal brain areas (such as the neurotransmitter depletions observed with age and PKU) 

can cause specific executive function deficits, which can then go on to cause more general 

deficits, including impaired speed of processing (see Albinet et al., 2012). It could be, 

therefore, that slowed RTs in AwPKU and OCs are due to deficits in planning and inhibitory 

control, rather than resulting from a generalised processing speed impairment. Slow 

response times in verbal fluency and visual search tasks reported in the previous chapter, 

then, may not be the result of an overall slowed speed of processing across domains, but 

rather due to an impaired ability in these populations to carry out an effective search of either 
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the mental lexicon or of a visual display, and/or a deficit in inhibitory control preventing 

participants from ensuring that they do not revisit locations that have already been explored. 

 

Executive function and processing speed abilities are closely linked to one another, 

with both abilities developing from childhood through to adulthood, and then showing 

evidence of a decline in later life (for processing speed see: Cerella & Hale, 1994; Jenkins et 

al., 2000; Kail 1991a, 1991b; Nettlebeck & Burns, 2010; for executive function see: 

Anderson, 2002; Best & Miller, 2010; Romine & Reynolds 2005), as well as improvements in 

one ability often contributing to improvement in the other (e.g. Christ et al., 2001; Fry & Hale, 

1996). Whilst deficits in processing speed and executive function often co-occur across 

populations, this does not necessarily mean that they are causally related to one another, 

nor that they depend on the same underlying neurological mechanisms. Disentangling the 

relative contribution of these two cognitive domains to impaired performance across 

difference tasks, however, is a difficult task. 

 

The relative contribution of speed of processing and executive function to increased 

response times in visuo-spatial and language tasks in AwPKU was previously investigated 

by Romani et al. (2018). That study compared how the performance of AwPKU and YC 

changed as a function of task difficulty, in particular using variables which reflect the need to 

inhibit distractors while searching either a visual display or a lexical space. If AwPKU are 

slower at processing in a particular task, therefore, differences with controls would be 

expected to increase with variables of increasing difficulty. Thus, in visuo-spatial tasks, 

comparisons in performance were made considering the number of distractors and whether 

or not the target was present in the display. In a picture naming task, comparisons 

considered the number of semantic distractors that preceded the target. In reading tasks, the 

effects of frequency, regularity, and word length were considered.  

 

In visual search tasks, AwPKU showed an enhanced effect of variables which are 

known to increase response times in a visual search (i.e., longer response times in displays 

with increased numbers of distractors and an absent target), with differences between 

AwPKU and controls found to increase exponentially in line with task difficulty. This is 

consistent with AwPKU having a reduced ability to allocate visual attention. In picture 

naming tasks, however, differences in RTs between AwPKU and controls remained stable 

across difficulty conditions (i.e., ordinal position of semantically related items) suggesting 

that no specific processing deficit exists for language tasks in AwPKU. Differences in reading 

times for high and low frequency, high and low regularity, and very short to long words were 

also stable for AwPKU compared to YC. In contrast, AwPKU showed increased reading 
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times with non-words of increased length, again consistent with a deficit in allocating 

attention (in this case to orthographic units).   

 

Romani et al. (2018) suggested that slow RTs across tasks may reflect domain-

specific impairments, rather than resulting exclusively from a generalised speed of 

processing deficit. In particular, slow RTs and good accuracy in language tasks from AwPKU 

may, therefore, be due to AwPKU exercising more caution in their responses but remaining 

largely unimpaired in their lexical processing abilities. This is in contrast to visuo-spatial 

abilities, where differences in RTs may reflect a specific impairment in the speed at which 

visuo-spatial attention is allocated.  

 

 Chapter 3 demonstrated that, similar to AwPKU, older adults demonstrate slowed 

responses in tasks tapping both the visuo-spatial and lexical domains, as well as showing 

impaired executive function abilities. If impaired performance in older adults is, therefore, 

caused by similar mechanisms as those observed in AwPKU, we should expect to see the 

same differences in the mechanisms underlying slowed performance in lexical vs. visuo-

spatial tasks reported by Romani et al. (2018) in both cohorts. 

 

Objectives 
 

This chapter aims to provide further evidence of similarities between AwPKU and OC 

by carrying out comparisons similar to those carried out by Romani et al. (2018). In other 

words, we will expand on that study by adding analyses with OC to analyses comparing 

AwPKU with YC. We investigate distributions of RTs across trials for visuo-spatial and 

language tasks, to provide key information about the nature of potential speed impairments 

in these populations, whilst also comparing the similarities and differences in the underlying 

cause of slower response times in both groups. 

 

If results from these analyses indicate similar effects of exponentially increasing 

impairment with increased difficutly across both language and visuo-spatial tasks in OC, this 

could indicate either a generalised speed of processing deficit in OC, or a supra-modal 

impairment in inhibitory control, affecting tasks across domains. This would then suggest 

that the mechanisms underlying slow RTs in OC and AwPKU are differential, and less likely 

to interact as AwPKU get older. 

 

Alternatively, findings of cumulative impairment with task difficutly in the visuo-spatial 

domain only (as reported by Romani et al., 2018) would indicate that there may be a 
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domain-specific speed of processing impairment in this domain, affecting the ability to 

allocate attention and/or inhibit repeated searches of previously visited areas. If language 

RTs, meanwhile, show a fixed delay in RTs relative to younger controls, this would indicate 

that there is no specific impairment in the language domain, with slower RTs possibly 

reflective of an executive deficit, linked to the ability to weigh evidence and make decisions, 

and possibly leading to increased caution in responses of affected cohorts.  

 

Hypotheses 
 

We believe that the mechanisms underlying cognitive impairments in OC and AwPKU 

are strongly linked, therefore we hypothesise that:  

 

1.  Both AwPKU and OC will demonstrate a fixed delay in the lexical domain, with the 

difference in RTs from YC remaining stable across difficulty conditions in language 

tasks. 

 

2. Both AwPKU and OC will demonstrate an exponential impact of task difficulty on RTs 

in the visuo-spatial domain, with differences in RTs from YC getting progressively 

larger as task difficulty in visual search tasks increases. 

 

3. We expect to find correlations between performance in executive function tasks and 

RTs in tasks of increasing difficulty in both visual and language tasks, reflecting the 

fixed impact of executive function impairments on RTs across domains. 

 

Method 
 

 

PKU Participants.  
 

Thirty-seven early-treated young adults, aged 18 to 41 years (mean=27.5), with 

classical PKU were recruited from the Department of Inherited Metabolic Disorders at the 

University Hospitals Birmingham. All participants were diagnosed through new-born 

screening conducted 5–7 days after birth and were continuously treated with a low-Phe diet 

from diagnosis. Data on historical Phe levels was gathered via the PKU database at The 

Clinical Chemistry Department at Birmingham Children’s Hospital. These participants were 

recruited and assessed prior to the start of this PhD. At time of testing, seven participants 

were on an unrestricted diet and 30 were following a low-Phe diet. All early-treated PKU 
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individuals attending the clinic were invited to participate, as well as a number of individuals 

who were not currently attending clinic follow-up appointments but were still contactable. All 

individuals who responded to the invitation were tested.  

 

Participants for this group were recruited and assessed prior to the undertaking of 

this PhD. Data from this cohort has previously been published in Palermo et al. (2017) and 

Romani et al. (2017, 2019). It has also been previously presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis. 

 

Control Participants 
 

Controls consisted of a group of 30 young, healthy adults aged 18-41 (mean=27.6), 

matched with PKU participants for age, gender, and educational status, and a group of older, 

healthy adults aged 53 to 88 years (mean=69) (Table 4.1.). Older and younger controls were 

matched for years of education and gender. Healthy volunteers were recruited through the 

Aston University volunteering website.  

 

Participants for this group were recruited and assessed prior to the undertaking of 

this PhD. Data from the cohort of young controls has previously been published in Palermo 

et al. (2017) and Romani et al. (2017, 2019). Data from the cohort of older controls has not 

previously been published. Data from both control cohorts has previously been presented in 

Chapter 3 of this thesis. 

 

Table 4.1. – Demographic information for each participant group 
 

  Sex Age (yrs.) Education (yrs.) 

Participant 
Type 

N % Male 
% 

Female 
Mean SD Range Mean SD 

AwPKU 37 35 65 27.5 7.3 18-41 14.4 2.0 

Younger control 30 33 67 27.6 7.4 18-41 15.2 1.7 

Older control 56 37.5 62.5 69.2 7.0 53-88 16.2 3.5 

  

Assessments 
 

Visuo-spatial attention 
 

Visual search – Participants were asked to search for a target among a number of 

distractors on their screen. They were asked to press the ‘m’ key on their keyboard if the 

target was present, or the ‘z’ key if it was absent (responses were reversed for left-handed 
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participants). The target in all trials was a red ladybird, whilst distractors in feature search 

trials were green bugs, and distractors in conjunction search trials were made up of both 

green and red bugs. The target was presented on screen in 50% of trials, along with either 4, 

8, or 12 distractors. A number of conditions were varied within the visual-search tasks, 

including target feature/conjunction search, target presence/absence, and the number of 

distractors present (4, 8, or 12). Reaction time and number of correct responses was scored.  

 
Language 
 

 Picture naming – Participants were asked to name 120 images, belonging to 24 

different semantic categories (5 items in each category). They were asked to respond as 

quickly as possible. Previous results have shown that RTs increase with the ordinal position 

of a stimulus in a set of semantically related pictures due to the need to inhibit previous 

responses from the same semantic category. This is known as ‘semantic interference’ 

(Howard et al., 2006; Oppenheim, Dell, & Schwartz, 2007). Task difficulty was then 

measured in terms of ordinal position of presented images within their semantic category. 

Reaction time and number of correct responses was scored. 

 

Word and non-word reading – Participants were asked to read aloud, as quickly as 

possible, individually presented words on a screen. Word stimuli included 140 regularly and 

irregularly spelled words. 60 words were contrasted in terms of orthographic regularity, 30 

being regular, and 30 being irregular (i.e., containing at least one very uncommon 

grapheme-phoneme correspondence). The remaining words were all regular and split into 

groups of 40 high frequency and 40 low frequency words. Within each frequency category, 

there were 10 words of each length category: very short (4 letters), short (5 letters), medium 

(6 letters), and long (7-9 letters). An additional 40 non-words were created by changing one 

or two letters in corresponding high-frequency words. Non-words were then divided into 

length categories of very short, short, medium, and long, with 10 words in each category. RT 

and number of correct responses was scored. 

 

 Stroop task – Participants were asked to name the colour of stimuli presented on a 

screen. In a neutral, condition they were presented with a string of X’s. In a congruent 

condition, they were presented with a word in the same colour text as the word (e.g. the 

word ‘Green’ in green text). In an incongruent condition, they were presented with a word in 

a difference colour text than the word (e.g. the word ‘Blue’ in red text). RT and number of 

correct responses was scored. 
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Data handling and analysis 
 

 This chapter carried out secondary analysis on data collected as part of the previous 

chapter (for data collection procedures, see Chapter 3 pgs 59-64).  

 

Planned analyses 
 

Brinley plot analyses 
 

Brinley plot analyses were carried out to assess the relationship between 

performance in language and visuo-spatial domains. Brinley plots entail plotting the mean 

latencies of one population (Group A) vs. another (Group B) for different tasks/conditions. If 

measures vary from one another only because of a single dimension, for example task 

difficulty, that is the same across the two groups, then the dots should fall close to a linear 

line, because longer RTs in one group will correspond to longer RTs in the other group in a 

systematic way. Therefore, if there is no difference between the two groups, the plotted dots 

will fall close to a linear line with slope=1 and an intercept=0 (Fig.4.1.A). If there is a fixed 

difference, for example because one group has a fixed hesitation before deciding on a 

response or because of a fixed delay in the motor response, then the dots will fall close to a 

linear line with slope=1, but with an intercept >0 (Fig.4.1.B). Finally, if one group is faster 

than the other, then the dots will still fall along a linear line, but with a slope >1 (Fig.4.1.C). 

This is because the more difficult the task is (i.e., as more processing stages are required) 

the larger the difference between the two groups should be as delays cumulate.  

 

The below examples all demonstrate Brinley plots wherein participant responses are 

affected differentially by a single factor. If RTs in different groups are affected by different 

factors, however, not all dots will fall close to a linear line. For example, as reading and 

picture naming are affected by language processing abilities, while visuo-spatial RTs are 

affected by visuo-attentional skills, these abilities will be different in the two groups, therefore 

we would expect Brinley plots of this data to demonstrate a non-linear function, with the 

different conditions of language tasks on one line and the different conditions of visuo-spatial 

tasks on a different line (Fig.4.1.D). 

 

Linear plots, therefore, suggest that a single dimension/impairment (such as motor 

slowing or hesitation in carrying out a decision) is causing a proportionate increase in RT 

across conditions in a domain. Conversely, ‘fanned out’ plots suggest that an additional 
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speed of processing impairment is enhancing the impact of task difficulty on speed of 

response in a particular domain.  

 

 
Figure 4.1. – Example Brinley plots demonstrating no difference in RTs between the control group 
and the experimental group (A), a fixed delay in the experimental group compared to controls (B), 
slower processing abilities in the experimental group (C) and increasing task difficulty in tasks tapping 
different domains (D). 
 

Brinley plots for visuo-spatial conditions included simple detection, detection with 

distractors, choice reaction time, and target present and absent conditions with 4, 8, and 12 

distractors for feature and conjunction search tasks. Brinley plots for language conditions 

included neutral and congruent Stroop conditions, semantic positions 1-5 and fillers for 

picture naming, reading of irregular and regular words of high and low frequency, and 

reading of non-words. 

 

General linear analyses 

 

For comparisons where difficulty conditions were categorical (i.e. for language tasks: 

word frequency, word regularity, word and non-word length; for visual search: target 

presence) ANOVA analyses were carried out, with difficulty condition as the independent 

A B 

C D 
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variable and either RT or error rate as the dependent variable. For comparisons where 

difficulty conditions were continuous (i.e. for language tasks: picture naming item position; 

for visual search: number of distractors), Mixed Model Linear (MML) analyses were carried 

out, with difficulty condition as the independent variable and either RT or error rate as the 

dependent variable. Where relevant, post-hoc ANOVA or MML analyses were then carried 

out to further investigate differences between individual group pairings. Line graphs were 

also plotted to visually represent the relationship between task difficulty and performance 

across conditions. 

 

Correlation analyses 
 

Finally, to further investigate the interaction between executive function deficits and 

slower responses across domains, correlation analyses were carried out between 

performance differences between high and low difficulty conditions in visual search and 

language tasks, and performance on tasks tapping executive function abilities including 

inhibition (incongruent vs. congruent Stroop RTs), task switching (WCST errors) and 

planning (Tower of Hanoi errors).  

 

Supplementary analyses 
 

 If performance is affected by a reduced speed of processing in a particular task, slow 

participants should be more affected by difficulty of condition than fast participants for that 

task. Instead, if the participants do not have a particular difficulty in the task, but only display 

a fixed delay in responding, differences across conditions should remain stable across the 

different groups. Therefore, in line with analyses carried out in Romani et al. (2018), 

participants within the experimental groups were further split into ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ sub-groups 

using a performance-based median split. Fast and slow participants were identified by 

averaging scores across conditions within each task, and then sorting participants into the 

fastest 50% and the slowest 50%. To demonstrate appropriate rigour in analyses, general 

linear and Brinley plot analyses as described above were further carried out between 

conditions and sub-groups for each task to investigate the impact of increasing difficulty on 

performance. These additional analyses are presented in supplementary materials 

(Appendix G). 
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Results 

 
Language tasks 

 
To investigate hypothesis 1, that AwPKU and OC will both demonstrate a fixed delay 

in language tasks compared to YC, error rates and RTs across difficulty conditions in picture 

naming and spelling tasks were compared across participant groups. Accuracy and RT 

results across language tasks are presented in Tables 4.2. and 4.3. Significant differences in 

RT from YC were demonstrated across all tasks and conditions by OC and across both 

Stroop and reading task conditions by AwPKU. No significant differences in accuracy were 

found between AwPKU and YC, whilst only a few differences were apparent between OC 

and YC in task conditions requiring concomitant executive function abilities. A number of 

significant differences between OC and AwPKU were found across tasks and conditions 

both in terms of RT and accuracy. 

 

Picture naming 

 
The impact of semantic interference on performance in picture naming tasks was 

assessed by carrying out MML analyses with ordinal item position as a continuous within-

subjects factor, group as a categorical between-subjects factor, and either RT or error rate 

as the dependent variable. Analyses of accuracy data found a significant effect of item 

position on error rate (F(1,273)=22.7, p<.001) but no main effect of group (F(2,172)=0.92, 

p=.40) and no interaction between the two (F(2,273)=0.26, p=.77) (Fig4.2.A). Analyses of 

RTs also found a significant main effect of both item position (F(1,263)=41.7, p<.001), and 

group (F(2,198)=11.9, p<.001), but no interaction between these two factors 

(F(2,263)=0.52, p=.59) (Fig4.2.B). These findings indicate that semantic interference did not 

disproportionally affect OC or AwPKU compared to YC in terms of either accuracy or speed.  

 

The main effect of group on RTs was further investigated through post-hoc MML 

analyses between individual group-pairings. These analyses found no significant differences 

between YC and AwPKU (F(1,124)=2.5, p=.12), but significant differences were apparent 

between YC and OC (F(1,137)=22.0, p<.001), and between OC and AwPKU (F(1,135)=9.8, 

p=.002). No significant interactions between individual group pairings and item position 

were found, indicating that all cohorts were equally impacted by increasing task difficulty. 
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Table 4.2. - Comparison of z-scores across RTs in language tasks from OC and AwPKU. Z-scores have been reversed in some instances so that higher z-
scores indicate worse performance across tasks. Z-scores of 0.6 or above in either direction have been highlighted in bold. Differences in z-scores are 
calculated by subtracting AwPKU from OC z-scores. 
 

Language task 

RTs 

Younger Control 

(YC) 
Older Control (OC) 

YC vs. 

OC 
Adults with PKU (AwPKU) 

YC vs. 

AwPKU 
OC vs. AwPKU 

  Mean SD Mean SD 
Mean  

z-score 
p-value Mean SD 

Mean z-

score 
p-value 

Diff in  

z-scores 
p-value 

Reading words 507.1 93.3 622.4 122.7 1.2 <.001** 579.6 115.8 0.8 .007** 0.4 .11 

Reading non-

words 
604.3 103.6 840.1 248.0 2.3 <.001** 803.3 296.0 1.9 .001* 0.4 .57 

Stroop neutral 

condition 
604.5 92.0 836.1 174.3 2.5 <.001** 701.6 129.6 1.2 .001** 1.3 <.001** 

Stroop congruent 

condition 
639.2 111.0 913.7 217.4 2.5 <.001** 758.9 151.7 1.1 .001** 1.4 .001** 

Stroop incongruent 

condition 
731.6 134.9 1044.5 226.0 2.3 <.001** 876.7 206.1 1.1 .002** 1.2 .002** 

Picture naming 835.1 138.1 989.0 144.0 1.1 <.001** 901.8 139.1 0.5 .07 0.6 .02* 

Naming position 1 755.0 131.7 925.1 147.5 1.3 <.001** 819.7 131.8 0.5 .06 0.8 .004* 

Naming position 2 829.3 155.9 999.7 166.0 1.1 <.001** 903.7 152.9 0.5 .07 0.6 .02* 

Naming position 3 838.1 142.2 1007.8 158.0 1.2 <.001** 896.5 154.6 0.4 .13 0.8 .006** 

Naming position 4 862.0 145.6 973.7 146.1 0.8 <.001** 910.8 144.0 0.3 .20 0.5 .09 

Naming position 5 899.5 150.7 1057.4 149.1 1.0 <.001** 992.6 168.1 0.6 .03* 0.4 .11 

Filler items 827.0 145.0 980.4 143.6 1.1 <.001** 887.7 150.4 0.4 .012 0.7 .02* 

 

 

* T-test is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

** T-test is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 4.3. - Comparison of z-scores across accuracy scores in language tasks from OC and AwPKU. Z-scores have been reversed in some instances so that 
higher z-scores indicate worse performance across tasks. Z-scores of 0.6 or above in either direction have been highlighted in bold. Differences in z-scores 
are calculated by subtracting AwPKU from OC z-scores. 

 
Language task error 

rates 

Younger 

Control (YC) 
Older Control (OC) 

YC vs. 

OC 

Adult with PKU 

(AwPKU) 

YC vs. 

AwPKU 
OC vs. AwPKU 

  Mean SD Mean SD z-score p-value Mean SD 
z-

score 
p-value 

Diff in z-

scores 
p-value 

Reading words 0.6 0.8 0.0 0.2 -0.7 <.001** 0.7 1.1 0.1 .75 -0.8 .001** 

Reading non-words 5.8 5.7 3.1 4.2 -0.5 .03* 7.7 10.6 0.4 .36 -0.9 .02* 

Stroop neutral condition 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 -0.3 .08 0.1 0.4 0.1 .76 -0.4 .10 

Stroop congruent 

condition 
0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 -0.1 .76 0.0 0.0 -0.2 .33 0.1 .32 

Stroop incongruent 

condition 
0.8 1.0 0.1 0.3 -0.6 .004** 0.7 1.1 -0.1 .76 -0.5 .02* 

Picture naming 7.1 5.1 4.6 4.3 -0.5 .04* 6.9 3.7 0.0 .90 -0.5 .02* 

Naming position 1 1.1 1.3 0.6 0.9 -0.4 .07 1.3 1.2 0.2 .54 -0.8 .01* 

Naming position 2 1.9 1.4 1.5 1.6 -0.3 .24 1.7 1.5 -0.2 .54 -0.1 .66 

Naming position 3 1.8 1.4 1.4 1.4 -0.3 .23 2.0 1.5 0.1 .59 -0.4 .10 

Naming position 4 2.0 1.6 1.5 1.8 -0.3 .27 1.8 1.4 -0.1 .67 -0.2 .46 

Naming position 5 2.3 2.0 1.2 1.7 -0.6 .02* 2.5 2.0 0.1 .70 -0.7 .007** 

Filler items 2.5 2.4 2.1 2.0 -0.2 .39 2.1 1.7 -0.2 .46 0.0 .87 

 

 

 

 

 

* T-test is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

** T-test is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Figure 4.2. – Error rates by item position in semantic category for YC, OC, and AwPKU (A). RTs by 
item position in semantic category for YC, OC, and AwPKU (B) in picture naming task. 

 

To investigate whether increased RTs for OC and AwPKU were due to an accuracy-

speed trade off (wherein increased search times could be attributed to participants 

exercising more caution before giving their responses) Pearson correlational analyses were 

carried out between accuracy scores and RTs across groups for picture naming tasks. 

These analyses found no significant correlation between errors rates and RTs in YC 

(r(150)=.15, p=.08) although moderate correlations were found for AwPKU (r(150)=.26, 

p=.001) and OC (r(170)=.28, p<.001). In both instances of significant correlations, slower 

RTs were associated with higher error rates, demonstrating that slower responses from 

AwPKU and OC across tasks did not result from a speed-accuracy trade off. 

 

Word Reading 

 
The impact of task difficulty in word and non-word reading tasks was investigated by 

assessing the effects of regularity and frequency of words, as well as length of words and 

non-words on accuracy and response times. ANOVAs were carried out using regularity and 

frequency as within-subject factors, group as the between-subject factor, and RT or error 

rate as the dependent variable. 

 

Regularity. ANOVA analyses of error rates found no significant main effects of 

regularity (F(1,108)=0.14, p=.71, ηp2=.001). A significant main effect of group was found 

(F(2,108)=11.3, p<.001, ηp2=.17). No significant interaction between group and regularity 

was found (F(2,108)=0.9, p=.41, ηp2=.02)(Fig.4.3.A). The main effect of group on accuracy 

was further investigated through post-hoc ANOVA analyses between individual group-

pairings. These comparisons found that OC produced significantly less errors than both 

A B 
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AwPKU (p<.001) and YC (p=.005), but no difference was found between YC and AwPKU 

(p=.90), nor any interaction between individual group pairings.  

 

RT analyses found a significant main effect of regularity (F(1,108=23.1, p<.001, 

ηp2=.18) with irregular words producing significantly slower RTs than regular words in all 

groups (Fig.4.3.B). A main effect of group was also found (F(2,108)=6.9, p=.001, ηp2=.11). 

There was no significant interaction between regularity and group (F(2,108)=1.4, p=.25, 

ηp2=.03) demonstrating that all groups were equally impacted by increasing difficulty in 

terms of word regularity. The main effect of group on RT was further investigated through 

post-hoc ANOVA analyses between individual group-pairings. These comparisons found 

significant differences between YC and both AwPKU (p=.03) and OC (p=.001), with both 

groups responding significantly slower than YC. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3. – Error rates by word regularity for YC, OC, and AwPKU (A). RTs by regularity for YC, OC, 
and AwPKU (B) in word reading task. 

 

Frequency. ANOVA analyses of accuracy data between groups found a trend main 

effect of frequency on error rates (F(1,108)=3.8, p=.054, ηp2=.03), however the effect was in 

the opposite direction than expected, with more errors made on high frequency than low 

frequency words in YC and AwPKU (Fig.4.4.A). A significant effect of group was also found 

(F(2,108)=9.9, p<.001, ηp2=.16) but no significant interaction between group and word 

frequency (F(2,108)=1.1, p=.33, ηp2=.02). The main effect of group on accuracy was further 

investigated through post-hoc ANOVA analyses between individual group-pairings. These 

comparisons found that OC produced significantly fewer errors than both YC (p<.004) and 

AwPKU (p<.001). No differences in error rates were found between AwPKU and YC, nor 

any interactions between individual group pairings and word frequency effects. 

 

A B 
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RT analyses found a significant main effect of frequency (F(1,107=11.8, p=.001, 

ηp2=.10) and group (F(2,107=11.1, p<.001, ηp2=.17), but no significant interaction 

between group and frequency (F(2,98)=0.12, p=.89, ηp2=.002). As expected, higher 

frequency words elicited faster responses than lower frequency words, demonstrating a 

possible speed-accuracy trade-off in performance from all groups (Fig.4.4.B). The main 

effect of group on RT was further investigated through post-hoc ANOVA analyses between 

individual group-pairings. These comparisons found that YC were significantly faster that 

AwPKU (p=.047) and OC (p<.001). No significant difference was found between AwPKU and 

OC (p=.10). No interactions between frequency effects and individual group pairings 

were found, indicating that all groups were equally impacted by increasing difficulty in terms 

of word frequency. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. – Error rates by word frequency for YC, OC, and AwPKU (A). RTs by frequency for YC, 
OC, and AwPKU (B) in word reading task. 

 

Word Length. The effects of word length on accuracy and RT of word reading were 

assessed through ANOVA analyses, with word length (very short: 4 letters, short: 5 letters, 

medium: 9 letters, long: 7-9 letters) as the within-subject variable, and group as the between-

subjects variable. Accuracy analyses found no significant main effect of word length 

(F(3,321)=1.8, p=.15, ηp2=.02) on error rates. A main effect of group was found 

(F(2,107)=11.4, p<.001, ηp2=.18), but no significant interaction between these variables 

(F(6,321)=1.6, p=.15, ηp2=.03) (Fig.4.5.A). The main effect of group on accuracy was further 

investigated through post-hoc ANOVA analyses between individual group-pairings. These 

comparisons found that OC performed significantly more accurately than both AwPKU 

(p<.001) and YC (p=.02). No interactions were found between individual group pairings and 

word length effects. 

 

RT analyses found significant main effects of word length (F(3,324=9.5, p<.001, 

ηp2=.08), and group (F(2,108)=11.9, p<.001, ηp2=.18) on performance, but no interaction 
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between these variables (F(6,324)=1.3, p=.28, ηp2=.02)( Fig.4.5.B). The main effect of group 

on RT was further investigated through post-hoc ANOVA analyses between individual group-

pairings. These comparisons found significant differences in RTs between YC and both 

AwPKU (p=.04) and OC (p<.001), but no difference between AwPKU and OC (p=.07). No 

interactions were found between individual group pairings and word length effects. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5. – Error rates by word length for YC, OC, and AwPKU (A). RTs by word length for YC, OC, 
and AwPKU (B) in word reading task. 
 

 

Non-Word Length. ANOVA analyses investigating the effects of non-word length on 

accuracy between groups found a significant main effect of non-word length on error rates 

(F(3,312)=5, p=.002, ηp2=.05) with a general positive trend of increasing errors with 

increasing non-word length (Fig.4.6.A). A significant main effect of participant group on 

accuracy was also found (F(2,104)=6.8, p=.002, ηp2=.12). No significant interaction 

between the two variables was found (F(6,312)=1.4, p=.21, ηp2=.03) indicating that accuracy 

was affected by increasing non-word length equally for all groups, although graphical 

representation of accuracy by non-word length suggests that AwPKU were notably more 

impacted by the increase in task difficulty between medium and long words than YC 

(Fig.4.6.A). The main effect of group on accuracy was further investigated through post-hoc 

ANOVA analyses between individual group-pairings. These comparisons found that OC 

performed more accurately than both YC (p=.007) and AwPKU (p=.008), but no significant 

interactions between individual group pairings and non-word length effects were found. 

 

Analyses of RTs in non-word reading tasks found significant main effects of non-word 

length (F(3,312)=73.8, p<.001, ηp2=.42) with RT increasing with increasing word length. A 

significant main effect of group was also found (F(2,104)=9.7, p<.001, ηp2=.16), but no 

significant interaction between non-word length and group (F(6,312)=1.3, p=.25, ηp2=.03). A 

significant interaction between non-word length and group was, however, found when YC 

A B 
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and AwPKU were compared individually (F(3,180)=2.8, p=.04, ηp2=.04) with AwPKU 

significantly more impacted by increasing non-word length than YC. The main effect of group 

on RT was further investigated through post-hoc ANOVA analyses between individual group-

pairings. These comparisons found that YC performed significantly faster than both AwPKU 

(p=.003) and OC (p<.001). No significant interactions were found for non-word length 

effects between YC and OC (F(3,219)=1.3, p=.28, ηp2=.02) or between YC and AwPKU 

(F(3,225)=0.5, p=.70, ηp2=.01) (Fig.4.6.B). 

 

 

 
Figure 4.6. – Error rates by non-word length for YC, OC, and AwPKU (A). RTs by non-word length for 
YC, OC, and AwPKU (B) in word reading task. 

 

Visuo-spatial tasks 
 

To investigate hypothesis 2, that AwPKU and OC will both demonstrate an exponential 

impact of task difficulty on RTs in visual tasks, error rates and RTs across difficulty 

conditions in these tasks were compared. Accuracy and RT results across visual search 

tasks are presented in Tables 4.4. and 4.5. Significant differences in RT from YC were 

demonstrated across all conditions by both OC and AwPKU. No significant differences in 

accuracy were found between AwPKU and YC, whilst only two differences were apparent 

between OC and YC, one of which was in the condition requiring arguably the highest 

impact of concomitant executive function abilities (conjunction search with absent target). No 

significant differences between OC and AwPKU were found across conditions in terms 

accuracy. Significant differences in RT between these two groups, however, were found 

across all conditions.

A B 
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Table 4.4. - Comparison of z-scores across RTs in visual search tasks from OC and AwPKU. Z-scores have been reversed in some instances so that higher 
z-scores indicate worse performance across tasks. Z-scores of 0.6 or above in either direction have been highlighted in bold. Differences in z-scores are 
calculated by subtracting AwPKU from OC z-scores. 

 

Visual search RTs 
Younger Control 

(YC) 
Older Control (OC) YC vs. OC Adults with PKU (AwPKU) 

YC vs. 
AwPKU 

OC vs. AwPKU 

 Mean SD Mean SD 
Mean 

z-
score 

p-value Mean SD 
Mean z-
score 

p-
value 

Difference 
in z-scores 

p-
value 

Feature search 498.4 71.7 815.1 246.8 4.4 <.001** 606.0 167.6 1.5 .002** 2.9 <.001** 

Feature target 
present 

506.6 74.5 808.8 246.2 4.1 <.001** 589.1 143.6 1.1 .01* 3.0 <.001** 

Feature target 
absent 

491.3 77.1 823.3 280.6 4.3 <.001** 622.6 200.4 1.7 .002** 2.6 .001** 

Conjunction search 840.5 126.3 1307.6 380.1 3.7 <.001** 1007.9 239.7 1.3 .001** 2.4 <.001** 

Conjunction target 
present 

754.2 110.5 1126.7 319.6 3.4 <.001** 878.2 191.8 1.1 .003** 2.3 <.001** 

Conjunction target 
absent 

926.2 148.8 1468.3 465.5 3.6 <.001** 1136.1 297.0 1.4 .001** 2.2 <.001** 

Feature search 4 
distractors 

495 82.7 788.5 231.3 3.5 <.001** 581.7 131.8 1.0 <.001** 2.5 <.001** 

Feature search 8 
distractors 

496.6 68.5 823.3 262.5 4.8 <.001** 613.9 187.9 1.7 <.001** 3.1 <.001** 

Feature search 12 
distractors 

504 76 835.3 277.3 4.4 <.001** 622.3 193.1 1.6 <.001** 2.8 <.001** 

Conjunction search 
4 distractors 

717.4 112.7 1063 315.5 3.1 <.001** 838.9 195.4 1.1 <.001** 2.0 <.001** 

Conjunction search 
8 distractors 

848.8 130.4 1306.4 365.1 3.5 <.001** 1009.9 240.1 1.2 <.001** 2.3 <.001** 

Conjunction search 
12 distractors 

690.3 159.2 1513.6 496 3.5 <.001** 1178.2 305 1.4 <.001** 2.1 <.001** 

 * T-test is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

** T-test is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 4.5. - Comparison of z-scores across accuracy scores in visual search tasks from OC and AwPKU. Z-scores have been reversed in some instances so 
that higher z-scores indicate worse performance across tasks. Z-scores of 0.6 or above in either direction have been highlighted in bold. Differences in z-
scores are calculated by subtracting AwPKU from OC z-scores. 

 

* T-test is significant at the 0.5 level (2-tailed). 
** T-test is significant at the 0.1 level (2-tailed).

Visual search 
error rates 

Younger Control 
(YC) 

Older Control (OC) YC vs. OC Adults with PKU (AwPKU) 
YC vs. 

AwPKU 
OC vs. AwPKU 

  Mean SD Mean SD 
Mean 

z-
score 

p-value Mean SD 
Mean z-
score 

p-
value 

Difference 
in z-scores 

p-value 

Feature search 2.0 2.3 0.8 1.4 -0.6 .01* 1.6 2.6 -0.2 .50 -0.4 .10 

Feature target 
present 

2.9 11.1 1.8 5.3 -0.1 .60 1.6 2.9 -0.1 .53 3.0 .87 

Feature target 
absent 

1.3 2.4 1.3 5.2 0.0 .97 1.6 3.3 0.1 .67 -0.1 .72 

Conjunction 
search 

3.1 4.4 4.1 6.4 0.2 .45 2.4 2.7 -0.2 .44 0.4 .12 

Conjunction 
target present 

5.2 7.8 4.4 8.4 -0.1 .69 3.0 3.8 -0.3 .14 0.2 .34 

Conjunction 
target absent 

0.9 4.1 3.8 7.1 0.7 .03* 1.8 3.6 0.2 .39 0.5 .12 

Feature search 
4 distractors 

1.9 3.6 1.5 5.5 -0.1 .69 0.5 2.1 -0.4 .07 0.3 .29 

Feature search 
8 distractors 

2.2 4.3 1.3 5.4 -0.2 .43 2.7 4.5 0.1 .68 -0.3 .24 

Feature search 
12 distractors 

1.9 3.6 1.7 5.6 -0.1 .82 1.6 4.5 -0.1 .75 0.0 .93 

Conjunction 
search 4 

distractors 
1.4 4.4 2.7 6.2 0.3 .31 2.2 4.3 0.2 .50 0.1 .68 

Conjunction 
search 8 

distractors 
4.2 6.8 4.5 7.5 0.1 .82 2.7 5.0 -0.2 .27 0.3 .08 

Conjunction 
search 12 
distractors 

3.9 5.7 5.9 0.4 0.0 .85 5.9 0.3 0.0 .97 0.0 .87 
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Visual search 

 
The impact of task difficulty in visual search tasks was investigated by assessing the 

effects of feature vs. conjunction search on accuracy and response times. An ANOVA was 

carried out using search type as the within-subject factor, group as the between-subject 

factor, and RT or error rate as the dependent variable.  

 

ANOVA analyses investigating the differential impact of feature search vs. 

conjunction search tasks on error rates found a significant main effect of search type 

(F(1,1254)=666.8, p<.001, ηp2 = .01), with error rates increasing for conjunction search 

tasks, but no significant main effect of group (F(2,1254)=66.5, p=.27, ηp2 = .002) nor any 

interaction between group and search type (F(2,1254)=50.3, p=.11, ηp2 = .004). 

 

Similar analyses for RTs found significant main effects of search type 

(F(1,1254)=408.7, p<.001, ηp2 = .25) and group (F(2,1254)=216, p<.001, ηp2 = .26) as well 

as a significant interaction between search type and group (F(2,1254)=17.8, p<.001, ηp2 = 

.03). Post-hoc ANOVAs with individual group pairings found significant differences between 

all group pairs, with significant interactions found between YC and AwPKU (F(1,728)=24.4, 

p<.001, ηp2 = .03) and between OC and AwPKU (F(1,884)=31.4, p<.001, ηp2 = .03) but not 

between YC and OC (F(1,896)=2.8, p=.09, ηp2 = .003). These analyses indicate that all 

participants performed slower in conjunction than feature search tasks but that this 

difference was particularly evident in AwPKU. 

 
Feature search 

 
The impact of task difficulty in feature search tasks was investigated by assessing 

the effects of number of distractors and target presence on accuracy and response times. 

ANOVAs were carried out using target presence as a within-subject factor, group as the 

between-subject factor, and RT or error rate as the dependent variable. MML analyses, 

meanwhile, were used to assess interactions between display size as a continuous variable, 

and group as a categorical variable on RT and error rate in displays where the target was 

present, and in those where it was absent. 

 
ANOVA analyses found a significant main effect of target presence on error rates 

(F(1,102)=4.33, p=.04, ηp2 = .04) with participants unexpectedly showing higher error rates 

on average for displays where the target was present, possibly reflecting a speed-accuracy 

trade off in these displays. No significant effect of group was found (F(2,102)=0.26, p=.77, 
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ηp2 = .005) nor any interaction between the two variables (F(2,102)=1.6,p=.21, ηp2 = .03) 

with all groups demonstrating similar accuracy rates in both conditions. 

 

When error rates were analysed for displays where the target was present only, 

MML analyses found no significant effect of group (F(2,157)=0.3, p=.74) or number of 

distractors (F(1,206)=1.5, p=.22) on performance accuracy, nor any interaction between 

the two (F(2,206, =0.5, p=.61). In displays where the target was absent, there was also no 

significant effect of group (F(2,161)=0.98, p=.38) or number of distractors (F(1,205)=0.01, 

p=.92) on performance accuracy, nor any interaction between the two (F(2,205, =1.3, 

p=.28) (Figs.4.7.A and 4.8.A).  

 

ANOVA analyses of RTs found no significant effect of target presence (F(1,628)=2.1, 

p=.15, ηp2=.09) on speed of response, however a significant effect of group was found 

(F(2,102)=27.2, p<.001, ηp2=.35) but no interaction between the two (F(2,102)=1.1, p=.35, 

ηp2=.02). The main effect of group on RT was further investigated through post-hoc ANOVA 

analyses between individual group-pairings. These comparisons found that OC performed 

significantly slower overall than both YC and AwPKU (p<.001 for both). No interactions 

between target presence effects and individual group pairings were found, however, 

demonstrating that response times in all groups were equally impacted by the target’s 

presence in the display. 

  

MML analyses assessing the impact of number of distractors on RTs in displays 

where the target was present found a significant main effect of group (F(2,158)=8.7, 

p<.001) but no effect of number of distractors on response time (F(1,207)=2.8, p=.096) nor 

any interaction between the two (F(2,207)=0.5, p=.63). The main effect of group on RT 

was further investigated through post-hoc MML analyses between individual group pairings. 

These comparisons found no significant difference in RTs between YC and AwPKU 

(F(1,90)=1.8, p=.19) but a significant difference between YC and OC (F(1,112)=12.6, 

p=.001) and between AwPKU and OC (F(1,113)=6.9, p=.01), with OC performing 

significantly slower than both other groups (Fig.4.7.B). No significant interactions between 

group and number of distractors were found for any individual group pairing in target 

present displays. 
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Figure 4.7. – Error rates by number of distractors when target was present for YC, OC, and AwPKU 
(A). RTs by number of distractors when target was present for YC, OC, and AwPKU (B) in feature 
search tasks. 

 

Similarly, MML analyses for displays where the target was absent, found a 

significant main effect of group (F(2,161)=9.4, p<.001) but no effect of number of distractors 

on response time (F(1,210)=0.6, p=.45) nor any interaction between the two (2,210)=0.1, 

p=.85). The main effect of group on RT was further investigated through post-hoc MML 

analyses between individual group pairings. These comparisons found no significant 

difference in RTs between YC and AwPKU (F(1,93)=2.4, p=.13) but a significant difference 

between YC and OC (F(1,115)=14.96, p<.001) and between AwPKU and OC (F(1,115)=6.7, 

p=.01), with OC performing significantly slower than both other groups (Fig.4.8.B). No 

significant interactions between group and number of distractors were found for any 

individual group pairing in target absent displays. 

 

 

  

Figure 4.8. – Error rates by number of distractors when target was absent for YC, OC, and AwPKU 
(A). RTs by number of distractors when target was absent for YC, OC, and AwPKU (B) in feature 
search tasks. 
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Conjunction search 

 
Similarly to feature search analyses, the impact of task difficulty in conjunction search 

tasks was investigated by assessing the effects of number of distractors and target presence 

on accuracy and response times. ANOVAs were carried out using target presence as a 

within-subject factor, group as the between-subject factor, and RT or error rate as the 

dependent variable. MML analyses, meanwhile, were used to assess interactions between 

display size as a continuous variable, and group as a categorical variable on RT and error 

rate in displays where the target was present, and in those where it was absent. 

 

ANOVA analyses found a significant main effect of target presence (F(1,651)=9.6, 

p=.002, ηp2 = .02) with participants making more errors in displays where the target was 

absent. No significant effects of group (F(2,102)=1.1, p=.34) were found, nor any interaction 

(F(2,102)=2, p=.14), with all participants demonstrating similar error rates in both conditions.  

 

In terms of RT ANOVA analyses found a significant effect of target presence 

(F(1,102)=241.8, p<.001, ηp2=.70) and group (F(2,102)=23.7, p<.001, ηp2=.32), as well as 

an interaction between the two (F(2,102)=9.3, p<.001, ηp2=.15). The main effect of group 

on RT, as well as the interaction effect, were further investigated through post-hoc ANOVA 

analyses between individual group pairings. These comparisons found that OC and AwPKU 

produced slower RTs in the target absent condition whilst YC demonstrated a slightly 

positive effect in the opposite direction. 

 

MML analyses assessing the impact of number of distractors on accuracy in displays 

where the target was present found no significant effect of group (F(2,160)=0.51, p=.60), 

but a significant effect of number of distractors (F(1,212)=9.8, p=.002), with more errors in 

displays with higher numbers of distractors. No interaction between group and number of 

distractors was found (F(2,212, =1.3, p=.28). In displays where the target was absent, 

there was no significant effect of group (F(2,151)=1.1, p=.35) or number of distractors 

(F(1,204)=0.02, p=.89), nor any interaction between the two (F(2,204, =0.02, p=.98) 

(Figs.4.9.A and 4.10.A).  

 

MML analyses assessing the impact of number of distractors on RT in displays 

where the target was present found a significant main effect of group (F(2,162)=3.7, p=.03) 

and a significant effect of number of distractors (F(1,217)=41.1, p<.001), but no interaction 

between the two (F(2,217)=1.8, p=.17), with all groups showing an equal negative impact of 
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increasing number of distractors. The main effect of group on RT was further investigated 

through post-hoc MML analyses between individual group pairings. These comparisons 

found no significant difference in RTs between YC and AwPKU (F(1,94)=2, p=.16) nor 

between AwPKU and OC (F(1,116)=1.9, p=.17) however a significant difference was present 

between YC and OC (F(1,154)=28.8, p=.01), with OC performing slower than YC (Fig.4.9.B). 

No significant interaction between number of distractors and individual group 

pairings was found in target-present displays. 

 

RT Analyses for displays where the target was absent, found a trend effect of group 

(F(2,146)=3, p=.051) and a significant effect of number of distractors (F(1,183)=49.9, 

p<.001) as well as a significant interaction between the two (2,183)=6.9, p=.001), 

indicating that increasing numbers of distractors had negative effects of differing severities 

across groups. The main effect of group on RT, as well as the interaction effect, were further 

investigated through post-hoc MML analyses between individual group pairings. These 

comparisons found no significant difference in overall RTs between YC and AwPKU 

(F(1,90)=0.18, p=.67), however a significant interaction between number of distractors 

and group was found between these two cohorts (F(1,86)=73.9, p=.006), with number of 

distractors having a greater negative impact on AwPKU than YC. A significant main effect of 

group was also found between YC and OC (F(1,100)=4.9, p=.03), as well as an interaction 

between group and number of distractors (F(1,122)=10.4, p=.002), with OC performing 

significantly slower, and showing a greater negative impact of increasing numbers of 

distractors than YC. No significant main effect of group was found between OC and AwPKU 

(F(1,116)=2.5, p=.12), nor any interaction between group and number of distractors  

(Fig.4.10.B). 

 

 

Figure 4.9. – Error rates by number of distractors when target was present for YC, OC, and AwPKU 
(A). RTs in by number of distractors when target was present for YC, OC, and AwPKU (B) in 
conjunction search task. 

 

A B 
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Figure 4.10. – Error rates in by number of distractors when target was absent for YC, OC, and 
AwPKU (A). RTs by number of distractors when target was absent for YC, OC, and AwPKU (B) in 
conjunction search task. 

 

Similarly to picture naming analyses, Pearson correlational analyses were carried out 

between accuracy scores and RTs across groups for visual search tasks. These analyses 

found a significant negative correlation between errors and RTs in feature search tasks 

(r(103)=-.25, p=.009) suggesting that some speed-accuracy trade off was present in this 

condition. For conjunction search, however, there was a positive, but non-significant 

correlation indicating that, as reaction times increased, error rates were also increased 

slightly (r(103)=.18, p=.07). Increased RTs from AwPKU and OC in conjunction search 

tasks, therefore, are likely to be the results of slowed visuo-spatial processing in these 

populations, rather than solely being due to increased caution in more difficult conditions. 

When correlations were run for individual participant groups, correlations became 

insignificant for all groups, with YC and AwPKU demonstrating a non-significant negative 

association between RT and error rates in both feature (YC: r(29)=-.34, p=.07; AwPKU: 

r(28)=-.34, p=.07) and conjunction (YC: r(29)=-.05, p=.78; AwPKU: r(28)=-.11, p=.56) 

searches, whilst OC demonstrated a slight positive association between RT and error rates 

in both conditions (feature search: r(42)=.06, p=.70; conjunction search r(42)=.23, p=.14). 

These individual group analyses, therefore, suggest that slower responses in visual search 

tasks from OC, in particular, cannot reasonably be attributed to a speed-accuracy trade off.  

 

Brinley Plots 

 
Hypotheses 1 and 2 were further investigated through conducting Brinley plots 

wherein RTs of AwPKU and OC were plotted against those of YC to graphically compare the 

impact of increasing difficulty on RT slowing in AwPKU and OC in language and visual 

search tasks. The Brinley plots in Figure 4.11. show that both language and visuo-spatial 

RTs were linear across difficulty conditions, demonstrating a common cognitive dimension 

A B 
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across conditions in these tasks. However, the difference between YC RTs and both AwPKU 

and OC RTs increases as conditions become more difficult in visuo-spatial tasks, suggesting 

that the impact of task difficulty on performance in this cognitive domain is disproportionate 

compared to YC in both groups. Slopes plotting visuo-spatial RTs of AwPKU and OC against 

those demonstrated by YC accounted for 99% and 98% of the variance displayed in this 

domain by these groups respectively. They also indicate that RT increases with increased 

difficulty were 27% higher in AwPKU (y=1.27; R2=0.99), and 65% higher in OC (y=1.65; 

R2=0.98) than they were in YC, suggesting some interaction between visuo-spatial attention 

and task difficulty in these groups. In contrast, when we look at the plots for language tasks, 

RT slopes for all three populations run parallel to one another, demonstrating that, whilst 

there is a difference in RTs between groups across difficulty levels, this difference remains 

constant despite the increasing difficulty across conditions. These plots, again, explain 94% 

and 90% of the variance in RTs demonstrated by AwPKU and OC in this domain 

respectively. OC show a 3% higher increase in RT with increasing difficulty than YC across 

language tasks. AwPKU, however, demonstrate less of an impact of task difficulty on RT 

than YC, with the distance between slopes getting smaller as conditions become more 

difficult (AwPKU: y=0.93; R2=0.94, OC: y=1.03; R2=0.90). These plots suggest a fixed delay 

in OC and AwPKU across language tasks, regardless of task difficulty. 

 

 

A 
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Figure 4.11. - Brinley plots for language (A) and visuo-spatial (B) tasks. RTs of AwPKU and OC 
plotted against the YC RTs for different conditions. Each point on the graph refers to a different 
condition. In both graphs, the red dotted line represents the equality line. If the RTs slope for a 
particular population was the same as that of controls, it would fall along the dotted line. If a 
population is slower dots will fall above the dotted line. 

 

 

Correlation analyses 

 
Finally, analyses were carried out to investigate hypothesis 3, that performance in 

executive function tasks and RTs in visual search and language tasks of increasing difficulty 

will be significantly correlated, reflecting a fixed impact of executive function deficits (rather 

than a generalised speed of processing deficit) on reaction times across domains (Table 

4.6.). Performance differences between target present and target absent trials, and between 

small (4 distractors) and large (12 distractors) displays in visual search tasks, as well as 

between high and low regularity and frequency word reading tasks, long and very short word 

and non-word reading tasks, and high and low semantic interference picture naming 

conditions were correlated with performance differences known to be due to executive 

function demands including inhibition (incongruent vs. congruent Stroop RTs), task switching 

(WCST errors) and planning (Tower of Hanoi errors).  

 

Analyses found no correlations between performance in executive function tasks and 

the impact of task difficulty in feature search tasks. Significant correlations were found, 

however, between WCST performance and the effects of task difficulty in conjunction tasks 

B 
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in terms of both display size (r=.33, p=.001) and target presence (r=38, p<.001). The effects 

of increasing display size on RTs in conjunction search tasks were also found to correlate 

significantly with the effects of congruency on Stroop RTs (r=.29, p=.005), as were the 

effects of word and non-word length (r=.23, p=.02, and r=.46, p<.001 respectively), and word 

frequency, although this was in the opposite to expected direction (r=-.24, p=.04). Finally, 

significant correlations were also apparent between the difference between Trail making 

conditions A and B and the effects of word length (r=.24, p=01) and word frequency, 

although frequency effects were, again, in the opposite to expected direction (r=-.23, p=.02) 

 

These analyses therefore indicate that fixed delays across domains may be due, at 

least in part, to executive deficits leading to a fixed increase in time to respond to tasks of 

increasing difficulty. 

 

Table 4.6. – Correlations between differences between high and low difficulty conditions in visual 
search task RTs and performance in tasks measuring executive function. 
 

 Trail Making B 
- A 

Stroop 
Incongruent - 

congruent 

WCST % 
errors 

Tower of Hanoi 
% errors 

Feature Search 
Target Absent - Present 

r=-.09, p=.39 r=-.03, p=.76 r=-.15, p=.14 r=.02, p=.83 

Feature Search  
Large Display - Small 

r=-.07, p=.49 r=.02, p=.83 r=.04, p=.69 r=.12, p=.26 

Conjunction Search 
Target Absent - Present 

r=.02, p=.81 r=.17, p=.10 r=.33, p=.001** r==.19, p=.07 

Conjunction Search 
Large Display - Small 

r=.02, p=.86 r=.29, p=.005** r=.38, p<.001** r=-.14, p=.19 

Reading Words 
High – Low Regularity 

r=.16, p=.11 r=.09, p=.40 r=-.09, p=.37 r=.17, p=.12 

Reading Words 
High – Low Frequency 

r=-.23, p=.02* r=-.21, p=.04* r=-.07, p=.50 r=-.16, p=.12 

Reading Words 
Long – Very Short 

r=.24, p=.01** r=.23, p=.02* r=.07, p=.48 r=.12, p=.27 

Reading Non-Words 
Long – Very Short 

r=.12, p=.24 r=.46, p<.001** r=.11, p=.27 r=.08, p=.46 

Picture Naming 
Position 5 – Position 1 

r=-.06, p=.56 r=.00, p=.97 r=-.14, p=.18 r=-.05, p=.67 
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Discussion 

 
This chapter built on the results of the previous chapter to further investigate 

similarities in cognitive impairments between AwPKU and OC, in particular with regards to 

the nature of potential speed impairments in these populations. Analyses of interactions 

between RTs and difficulty conditions in the domains of visuo-spatial processing were 

carried out to investigate the following three hypotheses: 

 

1. Both AwPKU and OC will demonstrate an exponential impact of task difficulty on RTs 

in visual search tasks, with differences in RTs from YC getting progressively larger as 

task difficulty increases, demonstrating a domain-specific speed of processing deficit 

in this domain. 

 

2.  Both AwPKU and OC will demonstrate a fixed delay in language tasks, with the 

difference in RTs from YC remaining stable across conditions, demonstrating no 

domain-specific speed impairment in this domain. 

 

4. We expect to find correlations between performance in executive function tasks and 

RTs in tasks of increasing difficulty in both visual and language tasks, reflecting the 

fixed impact of executive function impairments on RTs across domains. 

 

Task difficulty in visual search 
 

Analyses RTs in visual search tasks supported our first hypothesis. AwPKU were 

more impacted by the increased difficulty of feature vs. conjunction searches than YC, and 

that this effect was also evident, to a more severe degree, OC. Enhanced effects of target 

presence on performance in conjunction search tasks was apparent in both AwPKU and OC, 

as well as a significantly stronger negative impact of increasing number of distractors in both 

of these groups (although this was only apparent in displays where the target as absent). 

These findings are consistent with Romani et al.’s (2018) hypothesis that impairments in 

visual search in AwPKU are due to a reduced efficiency or capacity of visuo-attentional 

spotlight mechanisms, with attentional allocation moving more slowly that in healthy controls. 

A similar impaired mechanism appears to be apparent in OC, to a more severe extent that in 

AwPKU, as this group exhibited both slower overall RTs, and a stronger exponential effect of 

increasing task difficulty on search times. 
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Task difficulty in language tasks 

 
Analyses RTs in language tasks supported our second hypothesis. Slower overall 

RTs were apparent in both AwPKU, and OC compared YC, with this effect more apparent in 

OC. No differential effects of task difficulty on response times across YC, AwPKU, or OC 

were apparent in picture naming and word reading tasks, indicating that the effects of 

semantic interference, word frequency, word regularity, and word length are the same 

across these cohorts. An exponential increase in RTs of OC and AwPKU compared to YC, 

however, was apparent when reading non-words of increasing length. This effect is likely 

indicative of an impairment in allocating attention to orthographic units, supporting the 

previous findings of Allen et al. (2011) who reported no significant interactions between age 

and either frequency or regularity in terms of response times between older and younger 

adults, but a significant effect of frequency of spatial pattern on response times from older 

participants. This is supported by previous findings of the role of visuo-spatial attention in 

non-word reading (e.g., Romani et al., 2014). 

 
Correlations between RTs and executive function 

 
 Evidence of differential effects of task difficulty on RTs across domains suggests that 

the slow response times exhibited by AwPKU and older controls are not likely to result from 

an impairment in a generalised speed of processing mechanism. Slowed responses across 

domains, therefore, may be reflective of a deficit in inhibitory control, and/or increased 

caution in executive mechanisms, wherein individuals in these cohorts require more 

evidence and/or rechecking of answers than healthy, younger controls before they feel 

confident enough to return a response to a task. An impairment of this kind would be 

consistent with the unimpaired accuracy exhibited by both cohorts (with OC performing 

significantly more accurately than YC in a number of language tasks), as well as by the 

particularly strong, negative impact of target absence on RTs in these cohorts, as responses 

in this condition are likely to be the most uncertain, and therefore the most in need of re-

checking. Correlations between the impact of increasing display size on conjunction search 

RTs, and increasing word and non-word length on reading RTs, with differences between 

congruent and incongruent Stroop RTs indicate that impaired inhibitory mechanisms may 

elicit some impact on performance in conditions of increased cognitive load. This is further 

supported by findings of significant correlations between RTs for words of increasing length 

and differences between response times on the Trail making A and B tasks. Findings of a 

negative correlation between frequency effects on RTs and inhibition effects in Trail making 

and Stroop tasks, however, suggest that impaired inhibitiory mechansims are not solely 
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responsible for the slow response times found across domains. Inhibitory mechanisms may, 

therefore, interact with other impaired executive mechanisms, such as an increased caution 

in responding, to impact speed of responses in both of these cohorts. This is supported by 

findings that conjunction search differences between groups were significantly correlated 

with increased errors on the WCST task, indicating that slowed performance in tasks of 

increasing difficulty could result from interactions with impairments in updating, planning, and 

working memory mechanisms in AwPKU and OC. 

 

Implications 
 

 The lack of evidence supporting a generalised speed deficit in these two cohorts of 

participants suggests that PKU and ageing both affect speed of processing in a domain-

specific manner, with some cognitive domains significantly more impacted than others. 

These findings support Romani et al.’s (2018) previous assertion that speed of processing is 

an intrinsic process, linked to the efficiency of specific cognitive domains, rather than being a 

general resource that is tapped equally across domains. The slower responses observed 

across domains in cohorts affected by PKU or ageing, therefore, are unlikely to result from 

the impairment of a single ‘speed of processing component’ or ‘executive mechanism’, but 

may instead reflect an interaction between mildly impaired inhibitory mechanims and a 

preference of these cohorts to respond cautiously to tasks across these domains, sacrificing 

response speed in an effort to avoid incorrect responses. 

 

 Findings of similar patterns of impairment in visuo-spatial and lexical processing 

systems in AwPKU and OC relative to YC also lend further support to the findings reported 

in Chapter 3, indicating that the mechanisms underlying impaired performance in both 

cohorts are similar and therefore may interact with one another as AwPKU get older. These 

findings, then, further emphasise the need for longitudinal research with AwPKU to allow 

monitoring of cognitive decline with ageing in this cohort, and to better prepare clinicians and 

AwPKU to address any potential interactions that may occur between pathologies 

associated with high Phe levels, and those associated with increasing age. 
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Chapter 5: Cognitive and Well-Being Outcomes in 
Middle-Aged AwPKU 
 

Introduction 
 

As has been discussed in previous chapters, the introduction of a low-Phe diet to 

treat PKU has resulted in early-treated adults with PKU (AwPKU) no longer experiencing 

significant intellectual disability or limited life expectancy as a result of their disorder. As the 

diet was only established as standard treatment for neonates with PKU in the 1950s, 

however, limited evidence exists regarding how early-treatment of PKU impacts adults’ 

cognitive and well-being outcomes in later life. As the first cohort of early-treated AwPKU 

begin to reach middle-age, it is important that we continue to investigate the impact that PKU 

and ongoing metabolic control have on cognitive and well-being outcomes in later life. A few 

studies have begun to consider the impact of increasing age on cognition and well-being in 

AwPKU, although the literature in this area remains sparse, with few direct comparisons 

between older and younger AwPKU being carried out. 

 

Cognition in AwPKU 
 

Current evidence suggests that cognitive outcomes in early-treated AwPKU are 

below those of healthy controls (for reviews see: Burlina et al., 2019; Hofman et al., 2018). 

Studies investigating cognition in early-treated AwPKU have highlighted impairments in the 

domains of speed of processing, executive function (namely planning, switching, and 

monitoring), working memory, and visuospatial attention in this cohort, with some studies 

also finding evidence of some language deficit in terms of verbal fluency and verbal 

language and memory (see Aitkenhead et al., 2021; Christ et al., 2010; Hofman et al., 2018; 

Moyle, Fox, Arthur, et al., 2007 for reviews; also see Chapter 1 for a more detailed review of 

the literature). Metabolic control in adulthood has been consistently linked to performance in 

all of these domains, as well as being suggested to play a role in inhibition abilities in 

AwPKU, although previous research suggests that visuospatial processing and verbal 

memory and learning may be more significantly impacted by childhood metabolic control 

than by concurrent Phe levels in adulthood (Aitkenhead et al., 2021; Bartus et al., 2018; Bik-

Multanowski et al., 2011; Brumm et al., 2004; Channon et al., 2004; Channon et al., 2007; 

Channon et al., 2005; Moyle, Fox, Bynevelt, et al., 2007; Pietz, 1998; Ris et al., 1994; 

Romani et al., 2017; Schmidt et al., 1994; Smith et al., 1996; ten Hoedt et al., 2011).  
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Well-being in AwPKU 

 
In addition to findings of impaired cognition in early-treated AwPKU, a number of 

studies have also reported reduced quality of life (QoL) in this cohort, with measures of well-

being often found to correlate significantly with metabolic control. Cazzorla et al. (2014) 

found significant correlations between scores on the WHOQOL and both average Phe levels 

over the past 12 months, and Phe on the day of testing, in 17 AwPKU aged 17-35. They 

further found that AwPKU had a significantly lower QoL than students with PKU, whilst long-

treated participants demonstrated a better QoL than those who had stopped treatment 

(either dietary or pharmacological), although normal levels of depression and anxiety were 

apparent in all participants. Similarly, Bosch et al. (2015) investigated health-related QoL in 

104 AwPKU (mean age 25.8) using the SF-36 Health and PKU QoL scales. They found 

lower scores in mental domains for the SF-36 compared to norms, as well as high levels of 

anxiety and guilt related to Phe levels and supplement intake from AwPKU. Notably, AwPKU 

demonstrated higher physical health scores in the SF-36 than US norms, however it is 

noteworthy that the mean age of adults included in the study was significantly lower than that 

used to calculate adult physical health norms (25.8 years vs. 50.7 years), possibly leading to 

this difference. In contrast, Bosch et al. (2009), found no differences between 32 AwPKU 

(mean age 24.6) and healthy controls in terms of course of life or health-related QoL as 

measured using the Course of Life Questionnaire.  

 

With regards to the relationship between metabolic control and mood scores in 

AwPKU, findings have been mixed. ten Hoedt et al. (2011) reported increased depression 

and fatigue, and decreased vigour in nine AwPKU during the high-Phe phase of their study, 

along with lower overall scores on the Profile of Mood States questionnaire. Similarly, 

Brumm et al. (2004) found higher mean scores on the BDI and BAI in AwPKU with Phe 

levels >1000mol/L compared to those with levels <1000mol/L, although this difference 

was not statistically significant. Correlation analyses in this study further found significant 

correlations between BDI scores and age of diet initiation, and between BAI scores and 

median Phe aged 5.5 to 6 years, but no correlations with adulthood Phe levels. Channon et 

al. (2007) found no differences between on-diet AwPKU, off-diet AwPKU, or healthy controls, 

on the short form SF-36v2 quality of life questionnaire, the Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI), or 

the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI). Aitkenhead et al. (2021) reported similar findings with 

149 AwPKU, who demonstrated no difference from controls on the HADS anxiety and 

depression measures, although they did demonstrate a more anxious relationship style than 

controls. This study further found that partially-adherent AwPKU demonstrated significantly 
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lower mental and physical QoL scores than both on-diet and off-diet groups, suggesting that 

lower well-being scores in AwPKU may be more linked to lifestyle and stability of metabolic 

control, than to blood-Phe levels specifically. 

 

Changes in impairments with age 

 
Despite some variability in cohort size and testing methods across studies 

investigating cognitive and well-being outcomes in AwPKU, a common element amongst 

many of them is the young age of the AwPKU assessed, with the majority of studies in this 

area testing early-treated AwPKU with a mean age of mid-20s to early-30s. It is well 

established that cognitive abilities and neuropathological integrity decrease with increasing 

age in a healthy population (for cognition see Craik, 1994; Der & Deary, 2006; Salthouse, 

2004 for reviews; for neuropathology e.g., Enzinger et al., 2005; Galluzzi et al., 2008; 

Grueter & Schulz, 2012; Hedman et al., 2012; Sigurdsson et al., 2012), with Der and Deary 

(2006) suggesting that slowing in simple RT tasks is evident from the age of around 50 (for a 

detailed review of the impact of increasing age on cognition and neurophysiology in healthy 

adults, see Chapter 3, pgs. 44-57). Middle- and older age, therefore, may prove to be a 

particularly vulnerable time for AwPKU, as age-related neural deterioration begins to further 

impact cognitive functions already impaired in PKU, as well as potentially affecting 

compensational mechanisms previously used to mitigate the impact of Phe accumulation in 

the brain.  

 

The impact of increasing age on neuropathological integrity in PKU has been 

demonstrated by studies assessing neural changes in CwPKU as they move into 

adolescence and early adulthood. Wesonga et al. (2016) identified an age-related decrease 

in mean diffusivity in 31 CwPKU, aged 7-18. They reported a significant negative correlation 

between age and mean diffusivity in CwPKU that was not apparent in healthy controls, with 

medium to large effect sizes apparent in all regions of interest (including the prefrontal 

cortex, centrum semiovale, posterior parietal-occipital cortex, optic radiation, putamen, 

thalamus, hippocampus, and corpus callosum) therefore suggesting a developmental 

deterioration in brain health. From a cognitive perspective, White et al. (2002) also found a 

difference in the developmental trajectory of prefrontal function in PKU. This study reported 

significant differences in working memory for letters, abstract objects, and spatial location in 

20 CwPKU aged 6 to 17 years, compared to healthy controls. Significant differences from 

controls, however, emerged only in older children, further suggesting some developmental 

deterioration or delay in cognitive abilities in CwPKU compared to controls. 
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Studies investigating neuropathological abnormalities in children/adolescents and 

adults with PKU have also reported differences between these two age groups. Mastrangelo 

et al. (2015) investigated associations between age and WM abnormalities in 47 participants 

with PKU, aged 12 to 37 years. This study reported an increased frequency and severity of 

WM alterations from the second decade of life onwards, with significant associations found 

between WM abnormalities and both age and persistent exposure to high Phe. There was, 

however, a significant amount of interindividual variability in the progression of WM 

alterations, possibly related to differences in consistency of metabolic control during 

childhood. No significant associations between WM alterations and IQ were reported in this 

study. Similar findings were reported in a longitudinal study by Nardecchia et al. (2015), 

which assessed IQ, neuropsychological function (including executive function, spatial 

planning, sustained attention, visual memory), and WM alterations, in 14 participants with 

PKU as they moved from childhood to adulthood across a period of 14 years (mean age at 

first assessment: 7.8-13.5, mean age at second assessment 22.2-27.7). This study reported 

the emergence of WM alterations, ranging from mild to severe, at follow up, which had not 

been reported during childhood. However, similar to Mastrangelo et al. (2015), 

neuropsychological assessments identified no changes in IQ performance with increasing 

age. Additionally, although impaired planning, shifting, sustained attention, and visuo-spatial 

abilities were still apparent at follow-up assessment, overall neuropsychological functioning 

was found to improve during adolescence and early adulthood, despite increased Phe levels 

and WM alterations.  

 

This finding of improved cognition with age was further supported by Jahja, Van 

Spronsen et al. (2017) who reported an improvement in motor function in a longitudinal study 

investigating cognition in 21 participants with PKU during childhood (mean age 10.4) and 

adulthood (mean age 25.8). This study also reported stable levels of impairment in inhibition 

and cognitive flexibility, despite increased Phe levels with age. These findings suggest that 

increasing age from adolescence to adulthood has a positive impact on cognition in PKU, 

despite increased WM alterations. Improvements or stability in cognitive abilities, therefore, 

may reflect the development of compensatory cognitive strategies in AwPKU. 

 

Due to the recent introduction of treatment for PKU from birth, few studies have 

investigated the impact of ageing in adulthood on cognition and brain health in early-treated 

AwPKU. Weglage et al., however, carried out a study in 2013 assessing IQ, attention, 

information processing, and WM integrity over 5 years in AwPKU age 19 to 41 years. 

Despite mean blood-Phe levels increasing with age, this study found that cognitive 

performance remained stable as participants aged, with MRI findings also indicating no 
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additional WM deterioration with age. Older AwPKU (i.e., those over the age of 32) were, 

however, found to perform slower in the Trail-making test than younger AwPKU. A similar 

longitudinal study by Feldmann et al. (2019) assessed IQ, attention, and information 

processing (measured using the WASI-IV, Tests d-2, and Trail-making tests respectively) in 

35 early-treated AwPKU aged 29 to 51. Assessments were conducted at a 5-year, and then 

a 10-year, follow up. Although performance on all three of these measures was, again, found 

to remain consistent, comparisons between older AwPKU (aged >42 years), and younger 

AwPKU (aged <42 years) found that the older cohort demonstrated significantly slower 

information processing at both assessment times.  

 

With regards to the impact of age on neurological health in AwPKU, Pilotto et al. 

(2019) assessed neuropathological integrity and neurotransmitter levels in 10 early-treated 

AwPKU aged 31 to 45 years. This study reported evidence of reduced serotonin and 

dopamine metabolites in AwPKU compared to controls which correlated significantly with 

grey matter atrophy in both frontal areas and in the precuneus. The precuneus, in particular, 

is a region known to be vulnerable to the negative effects of ageing, with atrophy in this area 

associated with mild cognitive impairment and the early phases of Alzheimer’s disease in 

healthy adults (Frisoni et al., 2017; Nathan et al., 2017; Pievani et al., 2011; Weston et al., 

2016). These impairments were also found to be associated with Phe levels in AwPKU, 

indicating that poor metabolic control in older age may lead to accelerated neurotransmitter 

depletion and neural atrophy linked with increasing age in this population. 

 

Finally, when we consider the impact of ageing on well-being in PKU, Douglas et al. 

(2013) found that PKU QoL scores were inversely correlated with age in a cohort of 37 PKU 

participants aged 10 to 49. Comparisons between groups, however, were only split into 

participants <=19 or >20 years, with differences between younger and older adults 

remaining unexplored. Meanwhile, Bilder et al. (2013) assessed well-being in 64 early-

treated AwPKU aged 17 to 48, using the Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI). Regression 

analyses found a significant association between age and BSI scores, with increasing age 

associated with worse scores, in particular on the Global Severity Index, Positive Symptom 

Distress Index, obsessive-compulsion, depression, and psychoticism sub-domains. Direct 

comparisons between older and younger AwPKU, however, were not carried out. These 

studies both indicate that well-being may be another area particularly vulnerable to the 

negative effects of ageing in AwPKU, although more research is required investigating 

differences between older and younger AwPKU. 
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In this study, we continue to investigate the impact that PKU and ongoing metabolic 

control have on cognitive and well-being outcomes in later life by comparing levels of 

impairment on a range of cognitive assessments between young and middle-aged AwPKU. 

We also explore associations between blood-Phe concentrations and cognitive and well-

being scores in middle-aged AwPKU. 

 

Remote testing 

 
Although this study was originally designed to be carried out in person (using the 

materials presented in Chapters 3 and 4), the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic required the re-

design of study materials and delivery protocols to allow cognitive assessments of 

participants to be carried out in remote conditions. Prior to the pandemic, remote delivery of 

psychological of assessments has been growing in popularity due to the opportunities and 

advantages that it presents, including cost-effectiveness, and reduced time expenditure for 

both researchers and participants (Lefever et al., 2007; Lochner et al., 2016; Tuten et al., 

2002). Remote assessments also allow for more flexibility in terms of who is able to 

participate in studies, such as those with busy schedules, or living in different parts of the 

country, which can be of particular value when recruiting specialised samples (Kraut et al., 

2004; Tuten et al., 2002). Previous research investigating the efficacy of remote 

administration of cognitive assessments has reported good correlations between results 

gathered remotely and in face-to-face conditions using both between-participant and within-

participant designs (Abdolahi et al., 2016; Brearly et al., 2017; Chapman et al., 2021; 

Dauphinot et al., 2020; Lindauer et al., 2017; Randolph et al., 2014; Stillerova et al., 2016; 

Zeghari et al., 2021).  

 

Studies comparing telephone delivery of cognitive assessments to older participants 

with mild to severe cognitive impairments have reported no significant differences in scores 

achieved in assessments delivered over the telephone and those delivered in face-to-face 

settings (Dauphinot et al., 2020; Randolph et al., 2014). Similarly, a feasibility study 

comparing performance on neuropsychological tests delivered face-to-face or via video call 

demonstrated comparable performance across the two modalities, with no significant 

difference in overall scores reported (Zeghari et al., 2021). In particular, significant 

agreement across scores between modalities were reported for the Mini Mental State 

Examination, letter fluency, and forwards digit span assessments. Some differences, 

however, were apparent between scores for semantic fluency and backwards digit span 

tasks. Notably, this feasibility study only included eight participants, therefore further 
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research is needed before clear conclusions about the efficacy of remote delivery of these 

neuropsychological assessments can be drawn.  

 

A systematic review and meta-analysis of adult neurocognitive assessments 

delivered via video call reported consistent performance in video call and face-to-face 

assessment scores across 12 studies and 497 participants (Brearly et al., 2017). These 

studies included both healthy adults and those with psychiatric or neurocognitive disorders, 

with mean participant ages ranging from 34 to 88 years. In particular, verbally-mediated 

tasks, similar to those included in our cognitive assessment battery (i.e. digit span, verbal 

fluency, and list learning), were found to be unaffected by mode of delivery, however Boston 

Naming Scores did fall by approximately 1/10th of a standard deviation below face-to-face 

scores. Although no significant differences were found between scores on assessments 

delivered via video call or face-to-face in this review, overall video call scores were 

approximately 1/33rd of a standard deviation below face-to-face scores, and there was 

significant heterogeneity between included studies.  

 

Although the majority of studies found good consistency between assessment 

delivered face-to-face and remotely, some differences have been reported in either direction. 

One between-participant study with children with mild to moderate intellectual disability due 

to William’s Syndrome reported that, whilst scores on Raven’s coloured Progressive 

Matrices were equivalent when delivered remotely vs. face-to-face, performance on the 

British Vocabulary Scale was better from those participants who were tested remotely 

(Ashworth et al., 2021). Meanwhile a study investigating online vs. face-to-face delivery of 

cognitive assessments to adults with multiple sclerosis found a consistent trend for higher 

scores during in-person administration of the automated neuropsychological assessment 

metrics, as well as significantly better performance in face-to-face conditions of the symbol 

digit modalities test (Settle et al., 2015). 

 

Our study provided an opportunity to further assess the efficacy of remotely delivered 

cognitive assessments across a large range of tasks, in particular in terms of their sensitivity 

to mild impairments (such as those usually exhibited by AwPKU) in comparison to their face-

to-face counterparts. 

 

Aim and objectives 

 
We assessed performance on a remotely-delivered battery of cognitive assessments, 

and gathered well-being and QoL information, from a cohort of middle-aged, early treated 
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AwPKU. Cognitive and well-being outcomes were then compared to age-matched healthy 

controls to assess levels of impairment. Emerging impairments were then compared and 

contrasted with impairments previously demonstrated by young AwPKU, with the aim of 

better understanding the impact of PKU in later adulthood.  

This was an exploratory study, investigating the research question, “How does increasing 

age impact cognition and well-being in AwPKU?”  

 

 

Method 
Design 

 
This study employed a between-participants, independent groups design, with two 

participant groups (middle-aged AwPKU, and middle-aged controls). Additional analyses 

were then conducted with previously collected and published data from another participant 

group (young AwPKU; Palermo et al., 2017; Romani et al., 2017, 2019).   

 

Participants 

 

Young PKU Participants  

 
Data from 37 young adults with classical PKU reported in Romani et al. (2017, 2019) 

and Palermo et al. (2017) was also included in comparisons. These participants were 

recruited from the Department of Inherited Metabolic Disorders at the University Hospitals 

Birmingham. All participants were diagnosed through new-born screening 5-7 days after 

birth and were continuously treated with a low-Phe diet from diagnosis. Data on historical 

Phe levels was gathered from the Clinical Chemistry Department at Birmingham Children’s 

Hospital. 

 

At time of testing, seven participants were on an unrestricted diet and 30 were 

following a low-Phe diet. All early-treated PKU individuals attending the clinic were invited to 

participate, as well as a number of individuals who were not currently attending clinic follow-

up appointments but were still contactable. All individuals who responded to the invitation 

were tested. 

 

Participants for this group were recruited and assessed prior to the undertaking of 

this PhD. Data from this cohort has previously been published in Palermo et al. (2017) and 
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Romani et al. (2017, 2019). It has also been previously analysed in Chapters 3 and 4 of this 

thesis. 

 

Middle-aged PKU Participants  

 
19 early-treated AwPKU, aged 40 to 56 years, with classical PKU were recruited from 

the Charles Dent Metabolic Unit at University College Hospitals London (UCLH; N=13) and 

the Mark Holland Metabolic Unit at Salford Royal NHS Foundation (SR; N=6). All 

participants were diagnosed through new-born screening conducted 5–7 days after birth and 

were continuously treated with a low-Phe diet from diagnosis. Participants from both clinics 

were approached by dieticians or clinicians during their scheduled clinic visits (either in 

person or via telephone). Additional recruitment was conducted by Salford Royal through 

sending letters and participant information sheets to eligible patients via post. Interested 

participants then contacted the research team at Aston University for more information about 

the study, and to provide consent to participate. Data on adulthood Phe levels was gathered 

from the UCLH and SR patient databases. 

 

At time of testing, six participants were on an unrestricted diet and 13 were following 

a restricted diet. All early-treated PKU individuals attending the clinic were invited to 

participate, as well as a number of individuals who were still contactable. Forty-one 

individuals responded to the invitation and were contacted by the research team. Twenty-

three patients who responded to the original study invitation did not go on to take part in the 

study due to a lack of time (N=2), a lack of access to an appropriate device to run the remote 

assessments (N=1), ill health (N=1), changing their mind about wanting to participate (N=4), 

or not responding to communications (N=15). Twenty participants were consented and 

tested. One participant was later excluded as they did not receive treatment until 3 months 

after birth.  

 

Participants for this group were recruited and assessed for the purpose of this study. 

Data from this cohort has not been analysed or presented in any previous publication or 

chapter of this thesis. 

 

Middle-aged Control Participants 

 
Controls consisted of a group of 31 healthy adults, matched with PKU participants for 

age, gender, and education (Table 5.1.). Healthy volunteers were recruited through the 

Aston University volunteering website, and through adverts posted on social media and in 

public spaces (e.g., village halls, Aston University campus). Forty control participants in total 
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were recruited and assessed. Data from nine participants was excluded due to concerns 

regarding data integrity stemming from doubts about the participants’ truthfulness in 

answering background questions and their commitment to provide quality data (these 

participants formed a group who contacted researchers at about the same time). 

 

Participants for this group were recruited and assessed for the purpose of this study. 

Data from this cohort has not been analysed or presented in any previous publication or 

chapter of this thesis. 

 
Table 5.1. – Demographic information for each participant group 

    Sex Age (yrs.) Education (yrs.) 

Participant Type N % Male % Female Mean SD Range Mean SD 

Middle-aged AwPKU 19 57.9 42.1 45.8 4.4 40-56 14.5 2.7 

Middle-aged control 31 60 40 46.5 4.3 40-55 15.8 2.7 

Young AwPKU 37 35 65 27.5 7.3 18-41 14.4 2.0 

Younger control 30 33 67 27.6 7.4 18-41 15.2 1.7 

 

This research was approved by the NHS and Aston University ethics committees. All 

participants gave voluntary informed consent to take part.  

 

Cognitive Measures 

 
Remote assessments were designed to reflect the face-to-face assessments 

previously used by Palermo et al. (2017) and Romani et al. (2017, 2019) as closely as 

possible. However, due to the limitations of technologies available, some differences were 

unavoidable. Brief descriptions of tasks used to measure performance in each domain are 

laid out below. For a detailed descriptions of task design, delivery, and scoring, as well as 

differences between face-to-face and remote versions of tasks, see the methodology chapter 

of this thesis (Chapter 2 – remote delivery). 

 

IQ 

WASI – The vocabulary and similarities subtests from the WASI were administered. 

Verbal IQ was computed. 

Executive function 
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WCST (64-card version) - Participants were asked to correctly match 64 cards with 

symbols on them with corresponding place-holding cards. Sorting rules (colour, form, or 

number) were not disclosed to participants, and were changed following 10 correct 

responses. Number of correct responses was scored. 

 

Verbal fluency – Participants were asked to name as many words as possible, either 

starting with a particular letter or belonging to a specific category, within 1 minute. The task 

included two letter fluency conditions (with letters ‘c’ and ‘p’) and two semantic fluency 

conditions (with categories ‘clothing’ and ‘animals’). Number of correct responses was 

scored. 

 

Picture naming – Inhibitory control was measured through comparing response times 

to images presented later in a semantic category to those presented earlier in the same 

category to assess the effect of semantic interference on speed of response in the picture 

naming task (see language tasks). 

 

Stroop task – Inhibitory control was measured through differences in response times 

to congruent and incongruent stimuli in the Stroop task (see language tasks). 

 

Memory and learning 

 

 Digit span – Participants were asked to repeat back sequences of digits read to 

them. Lists started at a length of four digits. If the participant recalled more than half of the 

10 sequences presented for a given length, they were presented with a longer sequence (up 

to a maximum of eight digits). Number of correct responses was scored. 

  

Corsi span – Participants were presented with nine static, white squares on their 

screen. A sequence of squares flashed red, immediately after which participants were asked 

to click on squares in the same order that they flashed. Three trials were presented for each 

sequence length (from 2 to 9). If the participant responded correctly to at least one trial of a 

given length, they were presented with the next length, otherwise the task was stopped. 

Number of correct responses was scored. 

 

Non-word repetition – Participants were asked to repeat sequences of non-words. 

Ten trials were presented for each sequence-length (2, 3, and 4 non-words). The task was 

stopped if more than half of the sequences for a given length were incorrect. Number of 

correct responses was scored. 
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 Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Task – Participants were read a list of 15 nouns and 

asked to recall as many words as they could, in any order. The list was repeated five times 

and participants were asked to repeat what they could remember after each presentation. 

After a 20-minute delay, participants were asked again to recall as many items as they could 

remember. 

  

Verbal paired associate learning – Participants were presented with nine pictures, each 

associated with a written non-word. They were then presented with the images again and 

asked to write down the associated non-word. The task ended when all nine words were 

recalled correctly, or after five presentations of the whole list. Number of correct responses 

was scored. 

 

Visual attention 

 

Choice reaction time – Participants were presented with an arrow pointing to either 

the left or the right of the computer screen. They were asked to respond by pressing the 

corresponding arrow on their keyboard as quickly as possible. Reaction time and number of 

correct responses was scored. 

 

Detection with distractors – Participants were asked to respond as quickly as 

possible when a target (ladybird) was presented on a screen, with or without a distractor 

(green bug), and not to respond if only distractors (green bugs) were presented. Upon 

completion of 64 trials, the task was run again but required responses were reversed (i.e. 

participants were asked to respond for the green bug and not respond for the ladybird). 

Reaction time and number of correct responses was scored. 

 

Visual search – Participants were asked to search for a target (the red ladybird) 

among a number of distractors (4, 8, or 12 other bugs) on their screen. They were asked to 

press the ‘m’ key on their keyboard if the target was present, or the ‘z’ key if it was absent 

(responses were reversed for left-handed participants). In a feature search condition, 

distractors were green bugs only. In a conjunction search condition, distractors were both 

green and red bugs. Reaction time and number of correct responses was scored. 
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Sustained attention 

 

Rapid Visual Information Processing (RVP) – Participants were asked to detect 

target sequences of three digits (3-5-7, 2-4-6, or 4-6-8) in a rapidly presented string of digits 

between ‘1’ and ‘9’. Reaction time and number of correct responses was scored. 

 

Language 

 

 Picture naming – Participants were asked to name 120 images, split into 24 semantic 

categories, presented on the screen, one at a time. They were asked to respond as quickly 

as possible. Reaction time and number of correct responses was scored. 

  

Word and non-word spelling – Participants were given a list of words to spell to 

dictation. Thirty regular and irregular words were presented, as well as 40 non-words. 

Number of correct responses was scored. 

  

Phoneme deletion – Participants were read a word (e.g. table), and then one sound 

from within that word (e.g. /t/). They were then asked to repeat back the word without the 

given sound. The task included 20 trials which resulted in real words (e.g. powder, /d/ = 

power) and 20 which resulted in non-words (e.g. cabbage, /k/ = abbage). Number of correct 

responses was scored. 

  

Spoonerisms – Participants were read two words. They were asked to exchange the 

first two sounds and repeat the words back (e.g. bad, sin = sad, bin). The task included 12 

trials which resulted in two real words, and 12 trials which resulted in two nonsense words. 

Number of correct responses was scored. 

  

Sentence completion – Participants were read a sentence that was missing its last 

word. In a logical condition, they were asked to finish the sentence with the correct word as 

quickly as possible. In an illogical condition, they were asked to finish the sentence with an 

unconnected word. Reaction time and number of correct responses was scored. 

  

Stroop task – Participants were asked to name the colour of stimuli presented on a 

screen. In a neutral, condition they were presented with a string of X’s. In a congruent 

condition, they were presented with a word in the same colour text as the word (e.g. the 

word ‘Green’ in green text). In an incongruent condition, they were presented with a word in 

a difference colour text than the word (e.g. the word ‘Blue’ in red text). 
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Well-being Measures 

 
After completing the cognitive assessment, all participants were asked to complete 

depression and anxiety questionnaires delivered to them via a Qualtrics form. To better 

understand how the COVID-19 pandemic may have influenced responses to these 

measures, participants were also asked about how the UK-wide lockdown had affected their 

mood and (in the case of participants with PKU) how it had impacted their ability to manage 

their PKU. In addition to these questionnaires, participants with PKU were also asked to 

complete online questionnaires assessing their health-related quality of life. Copies of all 

questionnaires administered can be found in Appendix A. 

 

Emotional well-being (delivered to all participants) 

 

 Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II; Beck et al., 1996) – Participants were presented 

with a 21-item self-reporting questionnaire. All items were presented on a 4-point Likert scale 

ranging from 0 (symptom absent) to 3 (severe symptoms). The questionnaire assesses 

affective, cognitive, somatic, and vegetative symptoms over the last 2 weeks, in line with the 

DSM-IV criteria for major depression. Participants were presented with the question “Please 

read each group of statements carefully, then fill in the circle next to the statement in each 

group that best describes the way you have been feeling over the past two weeks, including 

today”, followed by four possible statements (e.g. “0 – I do not feel sad, 1- I feel sad, 2 – I 

am sad all the time and I can’t snap out of it, 3 – I am so sad and unhappy that I can’t stand 

it”). Responses were scored by summing participants’ responses (0-3) to all items, the 

minimum score being 0 and the maximum being 63. Higher scores reflect more severe 

symptoms, with scores above 20 indicating depression in non-clinical populations. 

  

Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI; Beck et al., 1988) – Participants were presented with 

21-item self-reporting questionnaire. All items were presented on a 4-point Likert scale 

ranging from 0 (symptom absent) to 3 (severe symptoms). The questionnaire assesses 

anxiety symptoms over the last month. Participants were presented with the question “Below 

is a list of common symptoms of anxiety. Please carefully read each item in the list. Indicate 

how much you have been bothered by that symptom during the past month, including today, 

by selecting the button in the corresponding space in the column next to each symptom.”, 

followed by a list of symptoms (e.g. “numbness or tingling”) and a Likert scale of possible 

responses (“Not at all; Mildly, but it didn’t bother me much; Moderately – it wasn’t pleasant at 

times; Severely – it bothered me a lot”). Responses were scored by summing participants’ 

responses (0-3) to all items, the minimum score being 0 and the maximum being 63. Higher 
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scores reflect more severe symptoms. A score of 0-21 indicates low anxiety, 22-35 indicates 

moderation anxiety, and 36+ indicates potentially concerning levels of anxiety. 

  

COVID-19 questionnaire – a non-validated questionnaire was presented to 

participants asking them to rate how the UK-wide lockdown due to the ongoing pandemic 

had affected their mood. There were 7 questions asking about stress, isolation, anxiety, 

exhaustion, sadness, anger, and concern about their health. Questions were answered on a 

7-point Likert scale with 0 indicating no change, scores +1, +2, +3 indicating progressive 

increases in a given emotion, and scores -1, -2 and -3 indicating progressive decreases in a 

given emotion (e.g., “Please rate how you feel since the UK-wide lockdown was declared on 

23rd March 2020. 1) Stressed” – Significantly more, Moderately more, Slightly more, No more 

or less, Slightly less, Moderately less, Significantly less). Thus an overall score of -1 to -21 

indicated better emotional health since the lockdown, a score of 0 indicated no impact of the 

lockdown, and a score from 1 to 21 indicated a negative impact of the lockdown. Participants 

with PKU were asked to answer two further questions regarding their PKU management, 

and access to supplements, during the lockdown (rated on a scale from significantly more 

difficult – significantly less difficult). Responses were scored similarly to mood scores, with a 

score of -1 to -3 indicating that they had found managing their PKU easier during the 

lockdown, 0 indicating that there had been no change, and 1 to 3 indicating that PKU 

management had become more difficult. 

 

Health-related quality of life (delivered to AwPKU only) 

 

Two health-related quality of life questionnaires were delivered to AwPKU only. The 

purpose of these questionnaires was to investigate how blood-Phe levels, and following a 

PKU diet, affected the areas of quality of life known to be impacted by living with a chronic 

condition. For this reason, control participants did not complete these questionnaires. 

  

PKU Quality of Life Questionnaire (PKU-QoL; Regnault et al., 2015) – Participants 

were presented with a 65-item questionnaire split into four modules: PKU symptoms (e.g., 

“In the past 7 days, I had headaches” – Never, A little of the time, Sometimes, Often, Very 

often, “If you had this, do you think it was related to PKU?” – Yes, No, I don’t know), PKU in 

general (e.g., “In the past 7 days, it was hard to do everything I needed to do for my PKU” – 

Never, A little of the time, Sometimes, Most of the time, Always), Administration of Phe-free 

protein supplements (e.g., “In the past 7 days, I missed taking some supplements” – Never, 

1 or 2 times, 3 to 5 times, 6 or 7 times, More than 7 times, I don’t take a supplements), and 

Dietary protein restriction (e.g., “In the past 7 days, I followed my PKU diet” – Never, A little 
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of the time, Sometimes, Most of the time, Always, I don’t follow a PKU diet). Responses to 

each item of the questionnaire were scored from 0-4. Domain scores were then calculated 

by summing the response scores and applying a linear transformation to the sum so that all 

domain scores ranged from 1 to 100. Higher scores were associated with more frequent 

symptoms, poorer adherence, or a greater impact of PKU on quality of life. Domain scores 

were only calculated if 70% of the questions in a domain were answered, otherwise the 

domain score was set as missing.  

  

36-Item Short Form Health Survey (SF-36; Ware Jr & Sherbourne, 1992) – 

Participants were presented with a 36-item questionnaire split into eight domains: physical 

functioning (e.g., “During the past 4 weeks, have you had any of the following problems with 

your work or other regular daily activities as a result of your physical health? Cut down the 

amount of times you spend on work or other activities” – Yes, No), bodily pain (e.g., “How 

much bodily pain have you had during the past 4 weeks?” – None, Very Mild, Mild, 

Moderate, Severe, Very Severe), role limitation due to physical health problems (e.g., “Does 

your health limit you in these activities? If so, how much? Lifting or carrying groceries” – Yes, 

Limited a Lot; Yes, Limited a Little; No, Not Limited at all), role limitation due to personal or 

emotional problems (e.g., “Emotional problems interfered with your normal social activities 

with family, friends, neighbours, or groups?” – Not at all, Slightly, Moderately, Severe, Very 

Severe), emotional well-being (e.g., “[during the last 4 weeks] Have you been a very nervous 

person?” – All of the time, Most of the time, A good bit of the time, Some of the time, A little 

bit of the time, None of the time), social functioning (e.g., “During the past 4 weeks, how 

much of the time has your physical health or emotional problems interfered with your social 

activities?” – All of the time, Most of the time, some of the time, A little bit of the time, None 

of the time), energy/fatigue (e.g., “[during the last 4 weeks] Did you have a lot of energy?” – 

All of the time, Most of the time, A good bit of the time, Some of the time, A little bit of the 

time, None of the time), and general health perceptions (e.g., “I am as a healthy as anybody 

I know” – Definitely true, Mostly true, Don’t know, Mostly false, Definitely false). The 

questionnaire also includes a single question which provides an indication of perceived 

change in health (“Compared to one year ago, how would you rate your health in general 

now?” – Much better now than one year ago, somewhat better now that one year ago, About 

the same, Somewhat worse now than one year ago, Much worse than one year ago). 

Reponses to the questionnaire were scored following the RAND 36-Item Health Survey 

(version 1.0) guidelines (Hays et al., 1993). Numeric values of responses were recoded so 

that all responses were scored on a range of 0 to 100 with a higher score representing a 

more favourable health state. Values for all individual responses were then averaged 

together to create a single score representing each of the eight domains. Scores were then 
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reversed so that higher scores reflected a worse health state (for accurate comparison with 

other well-being measures). 

 

Procedure 

 

Remote assessment sessions were completed over two or three sessions, all of 

which were conducted over video call (either through Zoom or Microsoft Teams). During the 

first session, eight online tasks were completed via links sent through the chat function of the 

video call platform. The researcher explained each task to the participant in advance of 

sending across the relevant link. The researcher was then available to answer any queries 

that participants had whilst completing these tasks. Online materials were created using the 

PsychoPy3 Experiment Builder and hosted online by Pavlovia. Online tasks included: Simple 

Reaction Time, Choice Reaction Time, Detection with Distractors, Visual Search, Wisconsin 

Card Sorting, Rapid Visual Processing (RVP), and Corsi Span tasks. 

 

Once all online tasks had been completed, the second session was booked for a 

date convenient to the participant. Where possible second (and third) sessions were 

scheduled for within 1 week of completing the first assessment, although timeframes of up to 

3 weeks were permitted. During the second session, assessments were conducted via video 

link. Tasks completed during this session were: WASI Vocabulary and Similarity subtests, 

Digit Span, Non-word Repetition, Picture Naming, Word and Non-word Spelling, Phoneme 

Deletion, Spoonerisms, Sentence Completion, Stroop, Rey Auditory Verbal Learning, Verbal 

Non-word Paired Associate Learning, and Verbal Fluency. The second session took 

approximately 2 hours to complete, including a break for participants in the middle of the 

session. Participants were also given the option to split the second session into two, shorter, 

sessions (to be completed within a week of one another) if this was more convenient for their 

schedule. Where possible, tasks were administered in a fixed order to all participants, 

however some flexibility on task order was required dependent on participants’ schedules 

and engagement levels (e.g., if time restraints meant that the next task in the assessment 

order would take too long to complete in the current session, this may be swapped out for a 

shorter task, and the longer task then completed in the second session). 

 

Where possible, all participants were assessed on all measures. Technical difficulties 

when first moving tasks online for remote delivery resulted in RT data being unavailable for 

12 controls and seven AwPKU for the Stroop and picture naming tasks. Four control 

participants only attended the first assessment session and did not return for their second 
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assessment session leading to further missing data. Administration errors and technical 

difficulties also resulted in some missing data across tasks (see Table 5.2.).  

 

Data handling and scoring 

 

Outcomes on all measures were scored and input into one database. Z-scores were 

calculated for each group ([individual score] – [average of control group]/[control group SD]),  

allowing direct comparisons to be made of levels of impairment across different tasks in 

different cognitive domains and across different testing modalities. Due to this study’s 

interest in group, rather than individual, z-scores, as well as the particular focus on 

differences in z-scores between groups, a relatively low threshold for identifying mild 

impairments was applied. As such, for this study, z>-0.5 = no or minimal impairments, z=-0.5 

to -2 = mild to moderate cognitive impairments, and z≤-2 = severe cognitive impairment. 

Similar z-score impairment categories have previously been applied in studies investigating 

mild cognitive impairments in clinical cohorts (Bohnen et al., 2015; Rowe et al., 2013). 

Where necessary, z-scores were reversed to ensure that lower z-scores always reflected 

poorer performance. Individual participant reaction times (RTs) were cleaned to exclude 

error responses and outliers (responses <100ms or ±3SD from participant mean). Due to the 

low participant numbers, and the nature of the varied impact of PKU on cognitive 

performance, outliers within participant groups were generally not excluded. One control 

participant, however, was removed from detection with distractors attentional switch RT 

analyses as an outlier, as their RT was >10SD away from the mean. Both composite and 

individual scores demonstrated high levels of skewness and kurtosis, therefore Kolmogorov-

Smirnov tests of normalcy were run for all measures, and those which violated the 

assumption of normalcy were assessed using both parametric (t-test) and non-parametric 

(Mann-Whitney U) comparisons between groups. As Mann-Whitney U tests did not impact 

significance in any of these instances compared to t-tests, all reported results are for t-test 

comparisons between groups. 

 

Composite scores for speed of response, accuracy, executive function, and well-

being were calculated for comparison between participants groups. Composite speed of 

processing scores were calculated by averaging z-scores across the simple detection, 

choice RT, detection with distractors, feature search, conjunction search, RVP, Stroop, and 

picture naming tasks. Composite accuracy scores were calculated by averaging mean z-

scores for error rates across choice RT, detection with distractors, feature search, 

conjunction search, RVP, Stroop, and picture naming tasks. Composite executive function 
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scores were calculated by averaging mean z-scores for WCST error rate; sentence 

completion differences in error rates and RTs between illogical minus logical conditions;  

Stroop differences in error rates and RTs between incongruent minus congruent conditions; 

detection with distractors differences in error rates and RTs between the condition where the 

green bug was the target and the conditions where the ladybird was switched as the target; 

picture naming differences in error rates and RTs between items presented 4th and 5th within 

a semantic category and items presented1st and 2nd. Composite well-being scores were 

calculated by averaging z-scores for BAI and BDI responses. 

 

Statistical analysis 

 

Exploratory analyses were carried out with t-test comparisons between middle-aged 

AwPKU and both middle-aged controls and young AwPKU for individual tasks, however it 

must be noted that the large number of individual assessments puts these analyses at risk of 

a Type I error, where seemingly significant differences may emerge due to change. We have 

reported significance with a standard p-value, without applying corrections. Cohen’s D effect 

sizes have also been computed, to contextualise the strength of results. Significant 

differences in individual tests may warrant follow up in further research. However, it is 

important to stress that individual significant results are of limited value. Our primary interest 

lies in whether patterns of impairment can be identified, where impairments in one task are 

corroborated by impairments in similar tasks. For this reason, composite z-scores have been 

computed so that scores across heterogenous tasks in different cognitive domains can be 

directly compared using a single value representing ‘level of impairment’. T-test comparisons 

were therefore conducted for composite scores between middle-aged adults and both 

middle-aged controls and young AwPKU. For measures where Levene’s Test for Equality of 

Variance was found to be significant, t-test comparisons were carried out under conditions 

where equal variances were not assumed. 
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Table 5.2. – Number of and reason for missing data points for each participant cohort 
 
Reason for Missing Data Control AwPKU 

Participant attrition     

Did not return for second session 4 0 

Did not complete all questionnaires 4 4 

Data collection error     

Stroop 1 0 

Nonword repetition 1 0 

Technological issues     

Detection with distractors 4 0 

Visual search 1 0 

Stroop RT 11 5 

Stroop accuracy 3 3 

RVP 3 0 

Picture naming RT 11 5 

Picture naming accuracy 2 3 

Did not understand/complete task     

Phoneme deletion 0 1 

Spoonerisms 1 1 

Word spelling 0 1 

RVP 0 1 

Picture non-word paired associates 0 1 

Visual search 1 0 

 

Results 
 

Middle-Aged AwPKU vs. Controls 

 
Middle-aged AwPKU produced an overall cognition z-score of -0.04 relative to age-

matched controls, indicating no overall cognitive impairment in this cohort. When 

comparisons between middle-aged AwPKU and age-matched controls were made across 

individual cognitive tasks, AwPKU demonstrated mildly impaired performance (defined as z-

scores <-0.5) in measures of speed of processing, orthographic language, and short-term 

memory. See Table 5.4. 

 
Mildly impaired z-scores for RVP, visual search, and picture naming RTs 

demonstrate some slowed response times across domains in middle-aged AwPKU 

compared to age-matched controls, although t-test comparisons were only significant for 

picture naming RTs for items presented fifth (last) within a semantic category (t(27)=-2.2, 

p=.04) and conjunction search RTs (t(46)=-2.7, p=.01; see Table 5.4). Further analyses into 

individual task conditions found that, similar to patterns previously observed in young 

AwPKU, differences in RT were compounded by the effects of additional cognitive load. A 

measure of semantic interference (difference in RT between the final two items and the first 

two items presented within a semantic category) demonstrated a mildly negative z-score 

(z=-0.5), whilst display size impacted RTs in conjunction search tasks, with significant 
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differences found between RTs for displays with four distractors (t(46)=-1.97, p=.005), eight 

distractors (t(46)=-2.52, p=.015), and 12 distractors (t(46)=-2.43, p=.019), although the 

difference between groups decreased slightly as display sizes increased (z=-0.9, z=-0.8, z=-

0.7 respectively).  

 
In addition to differences in RT, negative z-scores in AwPKU were apparent in word 

spelling errors and Corsi span accuracy (Table 5.4.). Further investigation of spelling 

differences found that differences in spelling ability were non-significant and were only 

apparent for irregular words (z=-0.8) with error analyses finding a higher number of insertion 

and substitution errors, in particular, from AwPKU compared to controls. A significant 

proportion (27.5%) of all word spelling errors demonstrated by AwPKU, however, were made 

by a single participant (LS120). When this participant was removed from analyses, z-scores 

reduced significantly to -0.3 for both overall word spelling errors, and irregular word spelling 

errors. Assessment of Corsi span scores found that AwPKU showed impaired spatial short-

term memory in comparison to controls, with a significantly lower average Corsi span of 5.3 

compared to 5.9 in controls (t(48)=2.1, p=.045).  

Composite scores 

 
Comparisons of composite scores between middle-aged AwPKU and controls are 

shown in Table 5.3. Between-subjects t-tests were carried out between z-scores for each 

composite measure. Middle-aged AwPKU were significantly mildly to moderately impaired in 

overall measures of RT (z=-0.5, t(48)=-3.1, p=.003) and well-being (z=-1.7, t(19)=-2.8, 

p=.01) but not in accuracy and executive function.   

Table 5.3. - Composite z-scores and SDs for middle-aged AwPKU compared to control participants. 
Z-scores have been normalised so that lower z-scores indicate worse performance across tasks. Z-
scores of 0.5 or above in either direction have been highlighted. T-test analyses were carried out 
between z-scores for each composite score. 

Composite Scores Middle-Aged AwPKU 
p value of t-

test 

  N z-score SD  

Speed of processing 19 -0.5 0.8 .03* 

Accuracy 19 0.0 0.4 .95 

Executive function 19 0.1 0.3 .34 

Well-being 16 -1.7 2.2 .002** 

 
* T-test is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
** T-test is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 5.4. - Comparison of scores on all tasks across cognitive domains. Z-scores reflect differences from age-matched controls. They have been reversed 
for some tasks so that lower z-scores always indicate worse performance. Z-scores of 0.5 or less have been highlighted in green. Z-scores of -0.5 or more 
have been highlighted in red. Effect sizes of 0.8 or above have been highlighted in bold text. AwPKU = Adults with PKU. Err = errors 

Cognitive task    Middle- Aged AwPKU 

 

Middle-Aged 
Controls 

Middle-Aged 
AwPKU vs. 

Controls  
t-test  

Young AwPKU (z-score relative 
to young controls) 

 Young Controls 
Young AwPKU 

vs. Controls t-test 

 

 N Mean SD 
z-

score  
N Mean SD  p-value  

Cohen’s 
D  

N Mean SD 
z-

score  
N Mean SD p-value 

Cohen’s 
D 

IQ          
 

          
 

        
 

     

Verbal IQ  19 111.4 11.5 0.1  27 110.1 11.7 .73 0.2 
 

37 102.3 12.9 -1.0 
 

30 112.2 10.2 <.001** 1.2 

Vocabulary subtest  19 67.1 8.1 0.3  27 65.1 7.1 .37 0.4 
 

37 58.4 8.7 -0.8 
 

30 64.2 7.1 .004** 1.0 

Similarities subtest  19 39.5 4.2 0.2  27 38.3 5.3 .44 0.4 
 

37 36 5.8 -0.9 
 

30 39.2 3.6 .008** 0.9 

Spelling accuracy                    
 

        
 

     

Word spelling % err.  18 7.4 9 -0.7  27 3.7 6.4 .11 0.7 
 

31 4 4.6 0.2 
 

30 4.8 5.7 .52 0.2 

Non-word spelling % err.  19 16.2 12.2 0.5  27 22.4 13 .11 0.7 
 

36 13.5 8.2 -0.2 
 

30 11.9 7.6 .43 0.3 

Language/lexical 
access 

                            
 

     

Verbal fluency (letters)  19 16.2 4.9 0.5  27 14.3 4.1 .16 0.6  37 36 11.4 -0.4 
 

30 41.8 12.9 .06 0.7 

Stroop congruent % err.  16 0.1 0.3 -0.1  24 0 0.2 .77 0.6  30 0 0 0.2 
 

28 0.0 0.2 .33 0.0 

Stroop incongruent % 
err. 

 16 0.3 0.5 0.2  24 0.6 1.5 .45 0.4  30 0.7 1.1 0.1 
 

28 0.8 1.0 .76 0.1 

Stroop neutral % err.  16 0.1 0.3 -0.1  24 0.1 0.3 .68 0.0  30 0.1 0.4 -0.1 
 

28 0.1 0.3 .76 0.0 

Logical Sentence 
completion % err 

 19 0.5 2.3 0.3  27 3.3 8.3 .16 0.7  - - - - 
 

- - - - - 

Picture naming % err.  16 6.9 3.2 0.2  25 8.2 6.8 .47 0.3  30 7.4 3.8 -0.2 
 

30 6.5 4.0 .45 0.3 

Phoneme deletion % err.  18 8.5 8.1 0.3  27 11 8.8 .33 0.4  36 14.4 13 -0.4 
 

30 11.2 8.7 .24 0.4 

Spoonerism % err.  18 6.3 6 0.1  26 6.8 6.7 .78 0.1  31 10.8 14.5 -0.6 
 

30 6.8 6.6 .18 0.5 

Visual search 
accuracy 

                            
 

     

Choice RT % err.  19 2.1 2.2 -0.3  31 1.5 2.1 .37 0.4  37 0.5 0.8 -0.1 
 

30 0.4 0.8 .68 0.2 

Detection with 
distractors (Ladybird) % 
err.  

 19 4.9 5.8 -0.2  28 3.7 6.4 .50 0.3  31 1.4 2.1 -0.3 

 

30 1.0 0.9 .45 0.4 

Attentional switch (Bug) 
% err.  

 19 4.9 8.8 0.1  28 5.7 11.8 .78 0.1  31 0.3 0.6 -0.1 
 

30 0.2 0.5 .76 0.3 
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Detection with 
distractors overall % err. 

 19 9.8 14 0.0  27 9.3 16.7 .91 0.0  31 0.8 1.1 -0.3 
 

30 0.6 0.6 .44 0.3 

Feature search overall 
% err. 

 19 3.1 2.9 0.0  29 3.3 5.1 .89 0.1  31 1.6 2.6 0.2 
 

30 2.0 2.3 .5 0.2 

Conjunction search 
overall % err. 

 19 3.5 3.3 0.2  29 6.5 13.2 .34 0.4  31 2.4 2.7 0.2 
 

30 3.1 4.4 .44 0.3 

Short Term Memory                             
 

     

Digit span  19 6.3 1.5 0.0  27 6.3 1.3 .93 0.0  37 6.1 1 -0.5 
 

30 6.5 0.9 .05 0.6 

Non-word repetition % 
err. 

 19 49.5 12.7 0.1  25 51.3 21.2 .74 0.1  31 48.2 12.5 -0.9 
 

30 39.3 10.4 <.001** 1.1 

Corsi span  19 5.3 1.2 -0.7  31 5.9 1 .045* 0.8  37 5.3 0.9 -0.4 
 

30 5.7 0.9 .1 0.6 

Inhibition                             
 

     

Stroop incongruent-
congruent % err. 

 16 0.3 0.9 0.3  24 0.6 1.3 .38 0.4  30 0.7 1.1 0.0 
 

30 0.7 1.0 .87 0.0 

Stroop incongruent-
congruent RT 

 12 167.8 106.2 -0.2  15 146 96.3 .58 0.3  30 117.8 80.1 -0.5 
 

30 92.4 51.6 .15 0.5 

Illogical Sentence 
completion % err. 

 19 17.9 18.1 0.2  27 23 21.1 .40 0.4  - - - - 
 

- - - - - 

Illogical-logical sentence 
completion err. 

 19 17.4 18.8 0.1  27 19.6 22.3 .72 0.2  - - - - 
 

- - - - - 

Illogical-logical sentence 
completion RT 

 19 1600 1800 0.0  27 1600 1200 .96 0.0  - - - - 
 

- - - - - 

Detection with 
distractors bug-ladybird 
% err. 

 19 -0.1 5.2 0.3  27 2.7 9.2 .25 0.5  31 -1.1 2.2 -0.3 

 

30 -0.8 0.9 .52 0.3 

Detection with 
distractors bug-ladybird 
RT 

 19 -23 44.6 0.3  26 11.2 122.8 .22 0.5  31 13.8 33 -0.2 

 

30 4.2 38.4 .3 0.4 

Executive Function                             
 

     

WCST Total err.  19 16.4 7.6 0.2  31 18.4 12.8 .56 0.3  37 14 8.2 -0.7 
 

30 10.8 4.9 .05 0.7 

WCST Score  19 47.6 7.6 -0.1  31 46.3 13.2 .70 0.2  37 50 8.2 -0.7 
 

30 53.2 4.9 .05 0.7 

Verbal fluency 
(semantic) 

 19 24.2 4.3 0.1  37 23.7 7.2 .80 0.1  37 21.4 6.2 -0.7 
 

30 25.0 5.0 .01* 0.9 

Sustained attention                             
 

     

RVP % err.  18 17.6 17.1 -0.4  28 11.8 14.9 .23 0.5  37 18.9 11.3 -0.6 
 

30 13.2 8.8 .02* 0.8 

RVP RT  18 534.4 248.8 -0.7  27 445.6 121.4 .11 0.6  37 431.4 108.5 -0.5 
 

30 379.1 105.5 .05 0.7 

LTM & Learning                              
 

     

Picture non-word paired 
associates % err. 

 18 38.5 24.3 -0.1  27 35.4 23.9 .67 0.2  31 43.5 22.9 0.1 
 

30 47.0 24.9 .58 0.2 
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Picture non-word paired 
associates delayed 
recall % err. 

 18 17.9 28 0.2  27 23.5 22.5 .47 0.3  31 20.4 23.7 0.4 

 

30 29.3 24.5 .16 0.5 

Rey A learning % err.  19 27.6 15.1 -0.4  27 23.4 11.1 .28 0.4  31 24.1 11.2 -0.4 
 

30 20.5 8.4 .17 0.5 

Rey A delayed recall % 
err. 

 19 11.6 2.5 0.0  27 11.7 2.7 .96 0.1  31 16.3 15.9 -0.1 
 

30 15.1 15.1 .76 0.1 

Language RTs                             
 

     

Stroop neutral RT   13 681.7 89.7 -0.3  15 643.6 112.3 .34 0.5  30 701.6 129.6 -1.2 
 

28 604.5 92.0 <.001** 1.2 

Stroop congruent RT   13 704.4 82.7 0  15 708.8 126.6 .92 0.1  30 758.9 151.7 -1.1 
 

28 639.2 111.0 <.001** 1.3 

Stroop incongruent RT   12 867.7 103.7 -0.1  15 854.8 146.3 .80 0.1  30 876.7 206.1 -1.1 
 

28 731.6 134.9 <.001** 1.2 

Logical Sentence 
completion RT 

 19 1500 300 0.0  27 1500 400 .94 0.0  - - - - 
 

- - - - - 

Illogical Sentence 
completion RT 

 19 3000 1900 0.0  27 3100 1300 .98 0.1  - - - - 
 

- - - - - 

Picture naming RT  14 1005.6 119.8 -0.5  16 920.8 184.5 .15 0.8  30 890 130.8 -0.5 
 

29 825.7 125.3 .02* 0.7 

Visual search RT                             
 

     

Simple detection RT  19 376.2 69.6 -0.2  31 366.1 66.5 .61 0.2  31 331.7 52.9 -0.3 
 

30 315.9 57.0 .27 0.4 

Choice reaction RT  19 371 51.5 -0.1  31 367.5 58.5 .83 0.1  37 306.9 42 -0.8 
 

30 281.3 31.3 .01* 1.0 

Detection with 
distractors (Ladybird) RT 

 19 512.2 81.1 -0.2  28 499.2 72.7 .57 0.2  31 431.2 68.4 -0.3 
 

30 405.1 83.6 .19 0.5 

Attentional switch (Bug) 
RT 

 19 489.3 98.1 0.1  27 503.2 131.1 .37 0.2  31 445 76.3 -0.6 
 

30 409.3 64.6 .05 0.7 

Detection with 
distractors overall RT 

 19 500.7 87.2 0.0  26 501.7 88.3 .49 0.0  31 438.1 70.6 -0.4 
 

30 407.2 72.2 .10 0.6 

Feature search RT  19 699.3 159.6 -0.6  29 629 109.1 .08 0.7  31 606 167.6 -1.5 
 

30 498.4 71.7 <.001** 1.2 

Conjunction search RT  19 1000.4 162.9 -0.8  29 869.4 168.5 .01* 1.1  31 1007.9 239.7 -1.3 
 

30 840.5 126.3 <.001** 1.2 

Well-being                    
 

        
 

    
 

BAI 
 

16 12.2 10.4 -1.4  25 4.8 5.4 .002* 1.3 
 

- - - - 
 

- - - - - 

BDI 
 

16 10.4 8.4 -2.0  25 4.4 3 .005* 1.3 
 

- - - - 
 

- - - - - 

COVID-19 mood  16 6.8 5.1 -0.9  24 1.1 6.1 .003** 1.4 
 

- - - - 
 

- - - - - 

Overall                             
 

     

Overall Cognition  - - - -0.04  - - - -   - - - -0.4 
 

- - - - - 

Overall Well-being   - - - -1.4   - - - -   - - - - 
 

- - - - - 

* T-test is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed), ** T-test is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Well-being 
 

When scores on measures of well-being between middle-aged AwPKU and controls 

are considered, a clear difference is apparent, with AwPKU demonstrating significantly 

poorer well-being scores on all measures (Table 5.4.). AwPKU exhibited increased anxiety 

and depression, as measured by the BAI (z=-1.4; t(39), p=.002) and BDI (z=-2.0; t(39), 

p=.005), as well as an increased negative impact of the COVID-19 lockdown on their general 

mood (z=-0.9; t(39), p=.003). AwPKU reported a negative impact of the lockdown on all 

mood dimensions, whilst controls indicated a slight improvement in anger and health worries 

(Table 5.5.). Differences between the groups were significant across the dimensions of 

anxiety, exhaustion, stress, and worries about their health. AwPKU further reported a slight 

negative impact of the lockdown on their general PKU management, and on their access to 

their PKU supplements.  

Table 5.5. - Comparison of responses to COVID-19 questionnaire between middle-aged AwPKU and 
control participants. Negative scores represent an improvement since the UK lockdown, positive 
scores represent a decline. An average score of zero represents no impact of the lockdown. 

COVID-19 questionnaire Middle-Aged AwPKU Middle-Aged Controls 
Middle-Aged 
AwPKU vs. 

Controls t-test 

 Mean SD Range Mean SD Range  

Anger 0.6 1.1 -2 – 3 -0.1 1.2 -3 – 2 .06 
Anxiety 1.1 1.2 -1 – 3 0.2 1.0 -2 – 2 .02* 

Exhaustion 1.1 1.1 -1 – 3 0.0 1.4 -3 – 3 .01** 
Isolation 0.9 1.0 0 – 3 0.6 1.1 -2 – 3 .43 
Sadness 0.9 1.0 -1 – 3 0.3 1.1 -3 – 2 .053 
Stress 1.3 1.2 0 – 3 0.2 1.5 -3 – 3 .02** 

Worried for health 0.9 1.1 -1 – 3 -0.1 1.1 -3 – 2 .008** 
PKU - general management 0.1 1.2 -3 – 3 - - - - 

PKU - access to supplements 0.3 0.6 0 – 2 - - - - 
 
* T-test is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
** T-test is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

Middle-Aged AwPKU vs. Young AwPKU 

When z-scores were compared across individual tasks, middle-aged AwPKU 

demonstrated notably fewer cognitive impairments than young AwPKU (Table 5.4.). Middle-

aged AwPKU produced an overall cognition z-score of -0.04 which was significantly higher 

than the overall score of -0.4 produced by YAwPKU (t(94)=5.2, p<.001), indicating that the 

middle-aged cohort were significantly less impaired overall than their younger counterparts. 

When overall pattern of impairment between these two cohorts was considered, a small 

correlation was observed, however this was not significant (r=.24, p=.11). 

Young AwPKU were mildly impaired across executive function tasks whereas middle-

aged AwPKU were not. Although fewer language tasks were carried out in remote 

assessments than in previous face-to-face batteries, RTs on tasks that were assessed in 
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both cohorts were notably impaired in young AwPKU but were comparable to controls in 

middle-aged AwPKU (aside from a mildly impaired z-score of -0.5 in picture naming RTs). 

Furthermore, whilst young AwPKU exhibited normal performance in letter fluency and non-

word spelling, middle-aged AwPKU notably outperformed matched controls in these tasks. 

Conversely, young AwPKU exhibited slightly better performance than matched controls in 

word spelling accuracy whilst middle-aged AwPKU exhibited a mild impairment on this task. 

As discussed earlier, however, impaired spelling performance in this cohort was largely 

attributable to a single participant’s poor performance on this task. 

Composite scores 

 
Magnitude of impairment in middle-aged AwPKU was further compared to that of 

young AwPKU by considering the difference in composite scores between these two 

cohorts. Statistical comparisons of true scores between these two cohorts were not 

conducted as these may reflect differences in testing modalities (young AwPKU: face-to-

face, middle-aged AwPKU: online) and normal age-related differences, rather than specific 

impairments due to interactions between PKU and increasing age. As z-scores represent 

levels of impairment compared to age-matched controls (tested using the same materials as 

clinical cohorts), t-test comparisons used these values (Table 5.6.). Young AwPKU 

demonstrated equal or larger impairments than middle-aged AwPKU across all composite 

scores, although a significant difference was only apparent for executive function where 

young AwPKU showed a slight impairment whilst middle-aged AwPKU demonstrated no 

impairment relative to controls (middle-aged AwPKU: z=0.1, young AwPKU: z=-0.3; 

t(52)=2.7. p=.008). 

Table 5.6. - Comparison of composite z-scores between middle-aged AwPKU and young AwPKU. Z-
scores have been normalised so that lower z-scores indicate worse performance across tasks. Z-
scores of 0.5 or above in either direction have been highlighted. T-test analyses were carried out 
between z-scores for each measure. 

Composite Scores Middle-Aged AwPKU Young AwPKU 
Diff in z-
scores 

p value 
of t-test   N z-score SD N z-score SD 

Speed of processing 19 -0.5 0.8 32 -0.9 1.1 0.4 .18 

Accuracy 19 0.0 0.4 32 -0.3 0.7 -0.3 .26 

Executive function 19 0.1 0.3 30 -0.3 0.8 0.4 .008* 

 
* T-test is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
** T-test is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

Middle-Aged AwPKU; High vs. Low Phe. 

 
To assess the relationship between metabolic control and performance, AwPKU 

were split into high and low-Phe groups where ‘high-Phe’ was defined as blood-Phe levels 
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>1000µmol/L and ‘low-Phe’ was defined as blood-Phe levels <900µmol/L. AwPKU were split 

into groups based on concurrent Phe levels (high-concurrent Phe: N=7, low-concurrent Phe: 

N=9), and on mean Phe levels over the past 20 years (labelled as mean adulthood Phe; 

high-adulthood Phe: N=9, low-adulthood: Phe N=8).  

Composite z-scores for speed of processing, accuracy, executive function, and 

emotional well-being were compared between middle-aged AwPKU with high- vs. low-

concurrent Phe (Table 5.7.) and with high- vs. low-adulthood Phe (Table 5.8.). All 

comparisons between high- and low- concurrent and adulthood Phe groups were 

insignificant. Correlations with concurrent Phe and adulthood Phe were also non-significant 

across all composite scores (Table 5.9.). 

 No significant differences between high- and low-Phe groups were found in any 

dimension of the PKU QoL or SF-36 questionnaires. A significant difference between high- 

and low-adulthood Phe differences was apparent, however, on reports of the impact of the 

COVID-19 lockdown on feelings of exhaustion (t(13)=2.3, p=.04), with the low-adulthood Phe 

group reporting a larger increase in exhaustion since the start of the lockdown than the high-

adulthood Phe group. No other significant differences were found across responses 

regarding the impact of the lockdown on mood or PKU management. 

Table 5.7. - Comparison of composite z-scores between middle-aged AwPKU with low- vs. high-
concurrent Phe. T-test analyses were carried out between z-scores for each measure. 
 

Composite Scores 
Low Concurrent Phe 

(<900umol/L) 
High Concurrent Phe 

(>100umol/L) Diff in z-
scores 

p value of 
t-test 

  N z-score SD N z-score SD 

Speed of processing 9 -0.5 0.8 7 -0.3 0.8 -0.2 .71 

Accuracy 9 0.2 0.3 7 -0.3 0.5 0.5 .18 

Executive function 9 0.1 0.3 7 0.2 0.4 -0.1 .42 

Well-being 9 -1.8 2.9 5 -1.9 1.3 0.1 .90 
 
 * T-test is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
** T-test is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 
 
Table 5.8. - Comparison of composite z-scores between middle-aged AwPKU with low- vs. high-
adulthood Phe. T-test analyses were carried out between z-scores for each measure. 
 

Composite Scores 
Low Adulthood Phe 

(<900umol/L) 
High Adulthood (>100umol/L) Diff in z-

scores 
p value of 

t-test 
  N z-score SD N z-score SD 

Speed of processing 8 -0.4 0.9 9 -0.3 0.7 0.1 .76 

Accuracy 8 0.2 0.3 9 -0.2 0.5 0.4 .06 

Executive function 8 0.2 0.3 9 0.2 0.4 0.0 .90 

Well-being 8 -1.8 3.1 6 -1.6 1.3 -0.2 .86 
 
* T-test is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
** T-test is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 5.9. - Correlations between composite z-scores and concurrent and adulthood Phe levels. 
 

  Speed of processing Accuracy Executive function Well-being 

Concurrent Phe     

Pearson's r -0.21 0.27 -0.12 0.07 

p-value 0.39 0.26 0.64 0.8 

Adulthood Phe     

Pearson's r -0.22 0.23 -0.06 0.04 

p-value 0.36 0.34 0.81 0.89 

 

 

 

Discussion 

 
In this chapter, we carried out exploratory analyses with young and middle-aged 

AwPKU, along with age matched controls, to address the research question, “How does 

increasing age impact cognition and well-being in AwPKU?”  

 
Cognitive outcomes 
 

Overall, middle-aged AwPKU demonstrated significantly less impairment across 

cognitive domains than young AwPKU. These findings suggests that there is no evidence of 

accelerated ageing impacting cognitive health in AwPKU. In fact, our results suggest the 

opposite effect of ageing on cognition in this group, with severity of impairment appearing to 

decrease with age. These findings could be due to a multitude of impacting factors. For 

example, previous research has indicated that cognitive abilities in PKU improve from 

adolescence to adulthood, despite increased brain abnormalities (Jahja, Van Spronsen et 

al., 2017; Mastrangelo et al., 2015; Nardecchia et al., 2015). This may be due to the 

development of compensatory strategies in this cohort in early adulthood. These 

compensatory strategies, then, may provide a cognitive advantage to AwPKU as they start 

to age, compared to healthy controls who need to develop these strategies in later life as the 

ageing process begins to deteriorate the cognitive abilities that they have previously relied 

upon. 

Additionally, the difference in testing modalities between young and middle-aged 

cohorts may be an influencing factor in the differing impairment levels observed between 

these two age groups. Whilst previous research has found good consistency between 

cognitive assessments delivered face-to-face and remotely (Abdolahi et al., 2016; Brearly et 

al., 2017; Chapman et al., 2021; Dauphinot et al., 2020; Lindauer et al., 2017; Randolph et 
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al., 2014; Stillerova et al., 2016; Zeghari et al., 2021), there has been some evidence to 

suggest that certain tasks may elicit better performance from mild to moderately intellectually 

disabled participants when delivered online (Ashworth et al., 2021). It may be, then, that the 

clinical cohort in this study performed better when tasks were delivered remotely, than when 

they were delivered in a face-to-face setting. 

Additionally, previous research has found impairments in executive functions, such 

as planning, switching, and reasoning, in participants with PKU (for reviews see Burlina et 

al., 2019; Canton et al., 2019; Hofman et al., 2018). However, no such impairment was 

identified in middle-aged AwPKU in our study, with younger AwPKU demonstrating a 

significantly larger impairment than middle-aged AwPKU in this domain. This large difference 

in findings between age groups could be reflective of better executive function in middle-

aged AwPKU, or it may be due, at least in part, to the differing testing modalities used 

between age groups. Moving assessments online for this study necessitated the removal of 

many of the more sensitive executive function tasks included in the original face-to-face 

testing battery (i.e. Tower of Hanoi, Digit Symbol coding, Trail making). As such, only the 

WCST was included as a measure of task-switching. Other measures included in the 

executive function composite score were representative of inhibitory abilities (rather than 

planning, switching, or reasoning abilities), an area of executive function previously shown to 

be relatively unaffected in AwPKU (e.g., Palermo et al., 2017; Romani et al., 2017). 

 

A final consideration when exploring differences in impairment levels between young 

and middle-aged AwPKU is the known neurodiversity present within the PKU population 

(Romani et al., 2019). Cognitive impairment varies dramatically within populations of 

AwPKU, and it is likely that the subset of AwPKU who agreed to participate in a remotely 

delivered study, during a global pandemic, were those who felt relatively self-assured and 

confident with online processes. Additionally, participation was limited to those individuals 

who had access to the necessary hardware to complete the tasks and possessed sufficient 

understanding of technology to successfully run the tasks at home. Individuals fitting these 

criteria, then, are likely to be those with a higher level of cognitive functioning. Furthermore, 

smaller differences in performance abilities between middle-aged AwPKU and controls could 

be reflective of a difference in motivation between these two groups. Whilst control 

participants were financially motivated to take part in the study, AwPKU were motivated by a 

desire to improve understanding of their condition, as well as of their own current cognitive 

ability. Therefore it is likely that participants with PKU would try harder and be more mindful 

of their environment whilst completing online assessments. 
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Well-being outcomes 

 
 This study further hypothesised that middle-aged AwPKU would demonstrate poorer 

scores on measures of well-being than controls, therefore supporting previous findings (e.g. 

Brumm et al., 2004; ten Hoedt et al., 2011). This hypothesis was supported by self-reported 

emotional well-being measures which indicated that AwPKU were significantly more anxious 

and depressed than age-matched controls. Questionnaire data further found that AwPKU 

were more negatively impacted by the ongoing COVID-19 lockdown in terms of feelings of 

anger, anxiety, exhaustion, isolation, sadness, stress, and overall worries about their general 

health. Interestingly, controls demonstrated a decrease in anger and worries about their 

health during the lockdown, possibly reflective of an increased feeling of security due to the 

extensive application of health-protection protocols put in place during this time, leading to a 

decreased risk of health issues in those who were not considered to be significantly 

vulnerable to the Covid-19 virus. AwPKU, however, were understandably more worried 

about their health during this time. This was likely due to the unknown potential interactions 

between their existing conditions and the Covid-19 virus. These findings support those of 

recent studies which have reported that adults with chronic illnesses have been 

disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic in terms of well-being and mental 

health (Khan et al., 2021; Umucu et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2020).  

 

Impact of metabolic control 

 

 Overall, less impact of metabolic control on performance in AwPKU was found than 

was expected based upon the current literature. Some studies have reported no differences 

in performance between AwPKU with high and low blood-Phe levels (Aitkenhead et al., 

2021; Bartus et al., 2018). Aitkenhead et al. (2021) did report that higher average adulthood 

(from age 18+) and concurrent Phe levels were significantly correlated with slower 

performance and worse learning scores in their cohort of AwPKU, although once Phe 

concentrations at all other life stages were controlled for, speed of processing was only 

associated with concurrent Phe and Phe in early childhood, and learning was only 

associated with early childhood Phe. A number of previous studies have reported significant 

differences in the domains of sustained attention, working memory, speed of processing and 

executive function (Bik-Multanowski et al., 2011; Moyle, Fox, Bynevelt, et al., 2007; Romani 

et al., 2017; Schmidt et al., 1994; Smith et al., 1996; ten Hoedt et al., 2011) which was not 

replicated in the current study. This study found no significant differences when composite 

scores for speed of processing, accuracy, or executive function were compared between 

AwPKU with low- vs. high-concurrent Phe or between AwPKU with low- vs. high adulthood 
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Phe. A trend difference in overall accuracy, however, did emerge between AwPKU and with 

low- vs. high-adulthood Phe (p=.06), with the low-adulthood Phe group producing less errors 

overall than the high-adulthood Phe group. Correlation analyses found no associations 

between cognitive performance and either concurrent or adulthood Phe levels. 

 

With regards to the impact of metabolic control on well-being in middle-aged AwPKU, 

no significant differences were found between high- and low-Phe groups on standardised 

measures of emotional well-being or QoL, supporting Aitkenhead et al.’s (2021) assertion 

that metabolic control does not impact anxiety or depression in adulthood. Correlation 

analyses further found no relationship between concurrent or adulthood Phe levels and 

measures of emotional well-being or QoL.   

 

Limitations 

 
A number of limitations must be considered when interpreting the findings of this 

study, in particular those caused by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent 

lockdowns in place throughout the data collection period. Power-calculations provided an 

initial recruitment target of 25 AwPKU and 50 controls. However NHS recruitment holds, 

alteration of assessment modalities, and the increased stressors associated with the 

pandemic (e.g., home-schooling) meant that many participants could not spare the time to 

participate, resulting in recruitment numbers for this study being much lower than this. This 

was particularly true for the cohort of clinical participants. As such, the participants recruited 

from clinics may not have been representative of the clinical population as a whole. 

 

Results of exploratory analyses comparing the performance of different cohorts on 

individual tasks are also limited, due to the increased risk of a Type I error when t-test 

analyses are conducted across a large number of individual measures. Whilst this limitation 

was recognised, the potential to identify clinically significant differences within a cohort of 

participants with a rare clinical disorder was considered sufficiently important to conduct 

analyses across the entire assessment battery with a more liberal p-value than may 

otherwise have been applied to such a large number of analyses. The potential impact of 

Type 1 error on the interpretation of results, however, was mitigated by focussing our results 

on comparisons of overall pattern of performance, and differences in composite scores 

across domains. 

  

In addition to recruitment issues stemming from the pandemic, the adaptation of 

assessments to allow remote testing further limits the reliability of data gathered for this 
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study. The requirement for all participants to have access to, and knowledge of how to use, 

a computer with internet and video call capabilities will have likely biased recruitment to 

those from a higher socioeconomic background and those with fewer concerns about their 

cognition. This bias, therefore, may be responsible for the apparent smaller impairments 

observed in participants tested through this modality compared to those assessed using 

face-to-face assessments.  

  

Finally, the impact of the pandemic on participants’ reported well-being must be 

considered when interpreting responses to questionnaires. It may be that, whilst PKU does 

have some detrimental impact on well-being in middle-aged AwPKU, this effect was inflated 

by the increased negative impact of the pandemic and lockdown on well-being in this 

population, as demonstrated by increased negative responses of AwPKU compared to 

controls when asked about the impact of the COVID-19 lockdown on their mood. 

 

Directions for future research 

 

 This study highlights the need for future research in two areas. First, more research 

is required to better understand the impact of early-treated PKU on neurological health in 

middle-aged AwPKU. Assessments with larger cohorts of clinical participants are needed, as 

well as longitudinal studies that investigate the ongoing impact of PKU on cognition, 

neuropathology, and neurophysiology throughout the lifespan, ideally utilising a combination 

of cognitive assessments and scanning technologies. Furthermore, early-treated AwPKU 

who are currently in their 40s and 50s should continue to be monitored, using uniform 

assessment batteries, to allow assessment of impairments as these participants move into 

older age and start to experience additional cognitive decline as a result of normal ageing. 

Interactions between cognitive decline and metabolic control during this period are also 

important, to allow clinicians to give the best possible advice to AwPKU who are reaching old 

age. 

  

In addition to research assessing the impact of PKU on adults of increasing age, this 

study has highlighted the need for new research investigating the efficacy of remote 

assessment of cognitive abilities. The COVID-19 pandemic has led to the widespread 

adoption of telemedicine and has caused many researchers to move their studies online 

(Iyer et al., 2021). This has particularly been the case for studies with clinical cohorts (Elbaz 

et al., 2021; Rohr et al., 2021; Sathian et al., 2020). Due to the unique circumstance of the 

last few years, this shift towards remote assessments has happened rapidly, resulting in 
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many unanswered questions remaining about the most effective modalities for this type of 

testing, and their comparability to face-to-face equivalents. Whilst studies are now starting to 

compare the efficacy of cognitive assessments delivered remotely via video call vs. 

telephone call (see Elbaz et al., 2021 for a review; Goodman-Casanova et al., 2020; Lai et 

al., 2020), research directly comparing cognition data gathered in face-to-face vs. remote 

environments is vital to ensure that data quality does not suffer as a result of the ongoing 

trend towards conducting assessments remotely rather than in laboratory settings. Initial 

research comparing online teleconsultations to in-person assessments has found no 

significant differences in scores (Arighi et al., 2021; Zeghari et al., 2021), however, additional 

research comparing findings across a range of different assessment batteries, and a range 

of cohorts with varying needs, is vital moving forward. 
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Chapter 6: The Impact of Metabolic Control on 
Cognition, Neurophysiology, and Well-Being in PKU: A 
Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis of the Within-
Participant Literature 

 
This chapter has been published by Molecular Genetics as a self-contained manuscript 

(DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ymgme.2022.106969). As such, there may be a degree of 

redundancy and repetition, especially with respect to the introductory section.  

 
Phenylketonuria (PKU) is a metabolic disease where Phenylalanine (Phe) rises much 

above normal levels.  Cross-sectional and correlational studies provide valuable information 

on the importance of maintaining low blood-Phe to achieve good outcomes, but they may be 

confounded, at least partially, by differences in participant demographics.  Moreover, the 

effect of Phe at older ages is difficult to ascertain because of strong associations between 

Phe levels across ages.   Within-participant studies avoid confounding issues.  We have 

reviewed these studies.   

 

We followed PRISMA guidelines to search the literature for studies reporting the 

impact of Phe changes within participants.   Phe was either increased or decreased through 

diet relaxation/resumption or through pharmacological interventions.   Forty-six separate 

articles reported, singly or in combination, results on cognition (N=37), well-being (N=22) 

and neurophysiological health (N=14).  For all studies, we established, in a binary way, 

whether a benefit of lower Phe was or not demonstrated and compared numbers showing 

benefit versus a null or negative outcome.  We then analyzed whether critical parameters 

(e.g., length of the study/condition for the change, size of Phe change achieved) influenced 

presence or absence of benefit.  For a subset of studies that reported quantitative cognitive 

outcomes, we carried out a meta-analysis to estimate the size a change in cognitive 

performance associated with a change in Phe and its significance.   

 

There were significantly more studies with benefits than no benefits, both for 

cognitive and well-being outcomes, and a trend in this direction for neuro-physiological 

outcomes.  The meta-analysis showed a highly significant effect size both overall (.55) and 

when studies with adults/adolescents were considered separately (.57). There was some 

indication that benefits were easier to demonstrate when differences in Phe were larger and 

achieved across a longer period, but these effects were not always consistent.   

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ymgme.2022.106969
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These results reinforce results from the literature by demonstrating the importance of 

lower Phe in children as well as in adolescents and adults, even when confounding factors in 

group composition are eliminated.  The field would benefit from further studies where Phe 

levels are contrasted within-participants to ascertain how much Phe needs to be changed 

and for how long to see a difference and which measures demonstrate a difference (e.g., 

which cognitive tasks).   

Introduction 
 

Phenylketonuria (PKU) is a metabolic disorder affecting between 1 in 10,000 to 1 in 

12,000 births (Christ, 2003; Scriver & Kaufman, 2001). Individuals with PKU have mutations 

in the genes which code for the enzyme phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH) which is essential 

for the hydroxylation of phenylalanine (Phe) into tyrosine in the liver. Since tyrosine is a 

precursor of dopamine, this reduces the availability of this neurotransmitter. Moreover, large 

amounts of Phe in the blood stream reduce the chances of other essential amino acids such 

as tryptophan (a precursor of serotonin) being able to pass through the blood-brain barrier 

as they must compete with the Phe, leading to neurotransmitter imbalances. This, in addition 

to the accumulation of Phe in the brain, which is toxic for white matter, impairs brain 

functioning (Blau et al., 2010; Surtees & Blau, 2000). If left untreated, PKU causes significant 

neurological impairment including intellectual disability, microcephaly, seizures, and 

behavioural difficulties (Albrecht et al., 2009; Blau et al., 2010). Fortunately, early and 

continuous treatment (e.g., via reducing Phe intake) prevents much of the neurocognitive 

damage associated with untreated PKU.  

 

The importance of maintaining low blood-Phe levels from infancy is well documented, 

with several reviews reporting findings of cognitive impairments being particularly evident in 

individuals with poor metabolic control (see Canton et al., 2019; Christ et al., 2010; Hofman 

et al., 2018 for reviews). Beyond cognition, early-treated patients with PKU have been found 

to exhibit a number of emotional and behavioural deficits, including high levels of 

depression, anxiety, hyperactivity, inattention, poor self-image, withdrawal, and a lack of 

autonomy and drive (see Bilder et al., 2016; van Spronsen et al., 2011; Smith & Knowles, 

2000 for reviews). Metabolic control has also been linked to these cognitive and emotional 

impairments (e.g., Brumm et al., 2004; Bik-Multanowski et al., 2011; ten Hoedt et al., 2011; 

Romani et al., 2017). Finally, the high prevalence of cerebral white matter abnormalities in 

PKU has been recognised by several scoping reviews, with consistent findings of an 

association between increased blood-Phe levels and more severe abnormalities (Anderson 

& Leuzzi, 2010; Ferreira et al., 2020; van Spronsen et al., 2011).  
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Whilst the importance of metabolic control for maintaining cognition, mental health, 

and brain health in children with PKU (CwPKU) has been widely accepted, the importance of 

maintaining low blood-Phe levels during and after adolescence is less clear.  European 

guidelines recommend maintaining Phe levels between 120 and 360 µmol/L up to 12 years 

of age and <600 µmol/L after that (van Spronsen et al., 2017; van Wegberg et al., 2017).  

US guidelines are even more strict, recommending maintaining Phe levels <360 µmol/L 

throughout life (American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics, ACMG, Vockley et al., 

2014).  Many individuals with PKU, however, choose to relax their treatment diet in 

adolescence or early adulthood so that Phe levels often exceed what is recommended.  For 

example, Phe levels were found to remain steady in Dutch CwPKU until around 13 years of 

age, after which they started to increase (Crone et al., 2005) and 34% of 13-18-year-olds in 

the US were found to no longer attend PKU clinics (Berry et a., 2013).  Walter and White 

(2002) reported that 30%  of Phe samples were above 700 µmol/L  (the target 

recommended at the time by the United Kingdom's National Society for Phenylketonuria or 

NSPKU) in children younger than 10 years, but this figure rose to 80% in people aged 15 

and older, with levels reaching a mean of 800 µmol/L by the age of 15 and increasing after 

that (Walter & White, 2004). A clearer understanding of the potential impact of reduced 

metabolic control throughout the lifespan, therefore, is needed. This will allow clinicians to 

provide their patients with the necessary guidance to make an informed decision about 

continuing, relaxing or abandoning their treatment diet post-childhood. Also, the parameters 

of blood-Phe required to maintain optimal cognitive, emotional, and neurophysiological 

health in children and adults with PKU, are unclear, as well as the extent to which damage 

caused by excessively high levels can be reversed.   

 

Most of the existing evidence on the importance of metabolic control comes from 

studies which have used either a correlational methodology or a contrast between groups of 

participants with high vs. low metabolic control. The problem with these studies is that 

variability in cognition, emotional health and brain health will be determined, not only by 

metabolic control, but also by individual differences in genetic endowment, educational 

opportunities, socio-economic status, etc., which are difficult to control. Within-participant 

study designs offer a gold-standard way to overcome these limitations, but results from the 

literature are limited. The aim of this paper is to carry out a systematic review of studies 

which have used a within-participant design to see whether results can be accrued in a 

meaningful way. Before detailing our aims and methodology, however, we will briefly review 

existing evidence from studies using between-participant designs. We will concentrate, in 

particular, on evidence regarding levels of Phe that can be considered safe. We will review 

evidence in the cognitive, well-being and neurophysiological domains. 
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Studies involving both children and adults with PKU have found worse performance 

in groups of individuals with higher Phe levels, but interpretations are limited by the fact that 

different criteria have been used for group selection. Studies considering IQ in CwPKU have 

reported impaired intelligence in groups with average Phe levels between 800 µmol/L and 

1300 µmol/L (Azen et al., 1991; Holtzman et al., 1986; Smith et al., 1990; Waisbren et al., 

2007). In other cognitive domains, performance has been found to be impaired at lower Phe 

levels. For example, Schmidt et al. (1996) found that, in CwPKU, 1-9 year-olds with mean 

blood-Phe levels >620 µmol/L were more impaired in sustained attention and calculation 

than children with mean Phe <=240 µmol/L. Similarly, Huijbregts et al. (2002) found that 7-

14 year-olds with blood-Phe levels >360 µmol/L made more errors in focussed attention 

tasks and were slower at feature identification than children with mean Phe <=360 µmol/L. 

Waisbren et al. (2007) looked at correlations between IQ and childhood blood-Phe levels 

across 40 different studies. Meta-analytic results showed significant correlations between IQ 

and blood-Phe levels within the first 12 years of life, with each increase in blood Phe of 100 

µmol/L during this age range predicting a decrease in IQ of 1.9 to 4.1 points. Concurrent 

blood-Phe levels equally correlated significantly with IQ, with each increase of 100 µmol/L 

predicting a drop in IQ of 0.5 to 1.4 points, (over a range of Phe from 394-666 µmol/L in the 

studies included in the meta-analyses).    

 

Between-subject studies with adults and adolescents with PKU (AwPKU) suggest 

that they may be able to maintain higher blood-Phe levels than children without 

compromising cognitive abilities. Romani et al. (2019) assessed cognitive impairment in 56 

early-treated AwPKU, and found that maintaining Phe levels <600 µmol/L post-childhood 

reduced the risk of cognitive impairment in this cohort by approximately 30%, with AwPKU 

with current levels below this threshold demonstrating little to no cognitive impairment. 

Analyses of the impact of childhood Phe levels on adult outcomes, meanwhile, found a lower 

threshold of 360 µmol/L, after which cognitive impairments became apparent. Romani et al. 

(2017), compared performance in AwPKU with mean adult blood-Phe levels of >950 µmol/L, 

to those with mean levels of <650 µmol/L, and reported differences across a range of tasks 

including differences in executive function (excluding inhibition), and in measures of visuo-

spatial attention, short-term/working memory, sustained attention, written and spoken 

language, and verbal memory and learning. When compared to controls, those with Phe 

<650 µmol/L showed a modest, but still significant, impairment. Furthermore, this study 

found that both lifetime and concurrent adult Phe levels were correlated significantly with 

performance on most tasks (excluding inhibition, short-term memory, and language tasks).  
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However, Jahja, et al. (2017) reported differences in performance between groups of 

AwPKU contrasting at lower Phe levels. AwPKU with lifetime Phe >=360 µmol/L performed 

worse than both controls and AwPKU with Phe <360 µmol/L in working memory and 

sustained attention. Moreover, concurrent blood-Phe levels correlated with slower 

performance in several tasks, including a feature integration task (all conditions), a memory 

search task (high working memory condition only), and a sustained attention dots task. 

Lifetime Phe also correlated negatively with accuracy in the high working memory load 

condition of the feature integration task. Finally, Aitkenhead et al. (2021) assessed 

correlations between metabolic measures and performance in several cognitive tasks in a 

sample of 154 early-treated AwPKU with Phe levels ranging from 200-800 µmol/L. They 

found that performance on digit symbol coding was best predicted by concurrent Phe, with a 

decrease of 1.05 SD for every increase of 1000 µmol/L. This test requires participants to 

write down symbols under corresponding digits following a key, and it assesses a variety of 

skills impaired in PKU including speed of processing, visuo-motor coordination, and working 

memory. Importantly, correlations with concurrent Phe were maintained even when Phe 

levels at previous ages were taken into consideration. Similarly, a task involving learning of 

lists of words was best predicted by concurrent Phe, although this contribution did not 

remain significant when Phe at previous ages was taken into consideration. These findings 

suggest that, even in adulthood, maintaining Phe at lower levels is beneficial for certain 

domains.  

 

Metabolic control has also been found to influence emotional well-being. For 

example, Smith et al. (1988) measured behaviour in 544 early-treated, 8-year-old CwPKU by 

asking school teachers to assess the frequency of abnormal behaviours using the Rutter 

Behaviour Questionnaire. Those with good metabolic control (average levels <600 µmol/L) 

had fewer problems than those with worse control (>600 µmol/L) although they were still 

impaired compared to healthy controls (1.6 vs. 2.2. times more likely to show deviant 

behaviours). Relaxing dietary control in childhood has also been reported to impact well-

being later in life. Koch et al. (2002) reported more well-being difficulties (including phobias 

and depression) in AwPKU who had discontinued their diet aged 10, compared to those who 

were still following the diet, with 8/58 participants who were off-diet suffering from 

hyperactivity and 11/57 from lethargy. No such symptoms were reported by the nine 

participants who remained on diet. These findings support those of Holtzman et al. (1986), 

who found a significant correlation between the age at which participants lost dietary control 

(defined as levels reaching 908 µmol/L), and higher behaviour problem scores.  
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With regards to well-being in adulthood, Jahja, et al. (2017) found that increased 

depressive and avoidant personality traits in AwPKU compared to controls were only 

apparent when lifetime blood-Phe level was >=360 mol/L, with no significant correlation 

found with concurrent blood-Phe. Burton et al. (2013) reported higher levels of psychiatric 

distress in children, adolescents, and adults with PKU with higher median Phe and 

concurrent Phe, (582 and 683 µmol/L respectively) compared in those with lower levels (354 

and 442 µmol/L). These findings suggest that negative effects on well-being may become 

apparent as soon as levels rise above 350-400mol/L. However, other studies have reported 

no effect, or a negative effect, of metabolic control on emotional well-being (e.g., Aitkenhead 

et al., 2021; Brumm et al. 2004, Palermo et al., 2020; Pietz et al., 1997). These contrasting 

findings may reflect the fact that following a PKU diet may have mixed effects because, on 

the one hand, reduced Phe will improve brain health with positive effects on well-being but, 

on the other hand, following a strict diet may be stressful and unsociable, causing emotional 

difficulties.   

 

Finally, outcomes in PKU can be measured in terms of brain abnormalities and 

neurological symptoms beyond cognitive impairments. White matter pathology has been 

commonly observed in people with PKU, with significant associations with elevated Phe 

levels reported across all ages (for studies with adults only see Cleary et al., 1994, Hellewell 

et al., 2021, Nardecchia et al., 2015; for studies with mixed cohorts see Hawks et al., 2019; 

Mastrangelo et al., 2014; Thompson et al., 1993). For example, Thompson et al. (1993) 

assessed white matter changes in early-treated (N=25) and late-treated (N=9) adults and 

children with PKU aged 8 to 33 years who had been treated until a minimum age of 7 years 

and found that, when other factors in the model were controlled for, the likelihood of more 

severe MRI abnormalities increased 1.5 times for every 100 µmol/L rise in concurrent blood-

Phe levels, and 1.3 times for every additional year off a low-Phe diet (current Phe range: 

350-2000 µmol/L). Mastrangelo et al. (2015) reported that, in AwPKU with concurrent Phe 

levels ranging from 148mol/L to 1900 µmol/L, each increase in blood-Phe of 100 µmol/L 

was associated with a 0.46 increase in participants’ white matter severity score1. Use of 

modern neuroimaging techniques, such as diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) have further 

expanded our understanding of the impact of PKU on white matter integrity. With this 

technique, Hellewell et al. (2021) reported findings of subclinical white matter abnormalities 

in AwPKU, as well as a significant relationship with metabolic control, with AwPKU with 

                                  
1 WMSS - see Leuzzi et al. 1993; Severity scores 0-4 points for increasing T2 signal alterations, plus 
1 point for each location, plus 1 point for presence of patchy lesions, plus 1 point for decreased T1 
signal. 
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lower adult Phe levels demonstrating more preserved white matter microstructure (mean 

lifetime Phe 461 vs. 609 µmol/L; mean adulthood Phe 487 vs. 1645 µmol/L). Importantly, 

there were suggestions that white matter damage mediates cognitive impairments. In a 3-

year longitudinal study, Hawks et al. (2019) using DTI and MRI found different trajectories of 

white matter development in 35 participants with PKU aged 7-21 years compared to 

controls, as well as whole-brain and regional white and grey matter abnormalities. 

Importantly, mediation analyses found that whole-brain diffusivity, as well as regional 

diffusivity in the corpus callosum and centrum semiovale, mediated the relationship between 

metabolic control and executive functioning.   

 

Neurological symptoms beyond cognitive impairments involve mainly motor and 

visual disturbances (e.g., tremors, motor stereotypies, tics, epilepsy blurred vision). These 

symptoms occur often in untreated people with PKU (see Mainka et al., 2021), but also, 

occasionally, in early-treated people (e.g., see González et al. 2011, who found respectively 

in early- vs. late-treated % -- epilepsy: 1.1% vs. 31%; tremor: 12% vs. 93%; clumsiness: 

11% vs. 90%). White matter abnormalities and neurological symptoms were present in 97% 

of late-treated participants, and in 25% of early-treated participants (González et al. 2011). 

Other studies have reported cortical blindness and vision loss associated with periventricular 

white matter and cortico-subcortical occipital lesions, and neuromyelitis optica2 in early-

treated AwPKU (Anwar et al., 2013; Rubin et al., 2013). Importantly, when these symptoms 

appear later in life they have been found to regress or ameliorate after the reintroduction of a 

PKU diet, or after introduction of a PKU diet in a few cases of participants with missed 

diagnosis who had never been on diet (see Jaulent et al., 2020). 

 

To summarize, cross-sectional and correlational studies provide valuable information 

about associations between blood-Phe levels and outcomes in PKU. However, this evidence 

suffers from several limitations. Firstly, it is difficult to derive conclusions about the Phe 

levels which are safe at different ages because of the differences in the cut offs used by 

different studies to compare participants with good vs. poor metabolic control. Secondly, 

between-group comparisons may be confounded by differences in demographics and other 

individual variables. For example, AwPKU and parents of CwPKU with better metabolic 

control may have more education and a higher socio-economic status than those with worse 

control (for evidence in this sense see Channon et al., 2007; Koch et al., 2002; MacDonald 

et al., 2008). Therefore, better cognition, and possibly better mental health and brain health, 

could reflect a more stimulating environment instead of (or in addition to) better metabolic 

                                  
2 A demyelinating autoimmune inflammatory process affecting the central nervous system 
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control (but for evidence of effects of Phe controlling for education see Cazzorla et al., 2014; 

Romani et al., 2019).  As another example, sensitivity to Phe can vary from one individual to 

the next, and this may increase noise in correlational and between-groups studies (e.g., 

some individuals with untreated PKU seem to escape the worse effects of Phe; see van Vliet 

et al., 2018 for a review). Thirdly, comparisons between participants with PKU and healthy 

controls do not account for differences caused by living with a chronic disease (such as 

perceived social exclusion or the stress of arranging to eat special foods) and/or the 

potential nutritional deficiencies caused by a PKU diet which can contribute to poor 

outcomes beyond high Phe levels. Finally, between-participant studies do not address the 

question of the extent to which existing deficits are reversed or exacerbated by changes in 

Phe and provide little insight into additional factors (e.g., length of treatment, magnitude of 

metabolic change) that contribute to the likelihood of observing changes in outcome.   

 

Within-participant studies offer the ideal conditions for addressing questions related 

to the effects of changes in Phe, while at the same time controlling for any confounding 

individual variables. Studies of this type are limited in number and have used participants 

with different levels of Phe at different times. However, carrying out a systematic review can 

both accrue results, and capitalise on between-study differences in metabolic levels to 

provide evidence for the levels at which Phe becomes detrimental, and for the differences in 

Phe able to produce a difference in outcomes. One can carry out correlations between Phe 

variables and outcomes but also compare the parameters of studies where differences in 

Phe did, or did not, produce differences in outcomes. In particular, one can compare 

baseline Phe and differences in Phe. This will provide us with some indication of the 

parameters within which Phe manipulations can be effective.      

 

Whilst several scoping and systematic reviews of cross-sectional studies exist, no 

systematic comparisons of within-participant effects of altering Phe levels have been carried 

out so far.  We reviewed within-subject studies reporting cognitive, well-being, and/or 

neurophysiological outcomes in early- and late-treated children, adolescents, and adults with 

PKU, whose blood-Phe levels changed through dietary or pharmaceutical intervention.  We 

wanted to establish, first, whether increasing or decreasing Phe had significant effects, 

respectively worsening, or improving outcomes and whether this was true both in child and 

adult samples.  Additionally, we wanted to assess how effects were related to metabolic 

parameters, both by carrying out correlations, and by comparing the parameters of studies 

which did/did not find significant effects.  For well-being and neurophysiological/neurological 

outcomes we could only carry-out systematic reviews and provide descriptive statistics of 

results since it was not possible to accrue results in a quantitative way.  However, this was 
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possible for a subset of the studies reporting cognitive outcomes and a meta-analysis was 

carried out on this subset. 

 

Method 

 
Where applicable, our review was conducted in adherence with the updated 

guidelines of the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis 

(PRISMA) Statement (Page et al., 2020). 

 

Literature search 

 
A literature search was conducted using the Web of Science, PubMed, Cochrane 

Library and PsychArticles databases (from inception to August 2022).  Abstracts, titles, and 

author keywords were searched with the combination of terms:    

 

PKU OR Phenylketonuria  

AND Phe OR Phenylalanine OR metaboli* 

AND manipulat* OR load* OR diet* OR pharmacolog* OR interven* OR treat* OR restrict* 

OR resum* 

 

 ‘*’ functions as a wildcard symbol to broaden the search by finding words that start with the 

same letters.     

 

The inclusion criteria for a study were that it:  

1) Included human participants with phenylketonuria (children, adolescents, or adults; 

classical or mild PKU); 

2) Changes in participants’ blood-Phe concentrations either through termination, 

relaxation, resumption, or restriction of a low-PKU diet, or through pharmacological 

interventions (e.g., treatment with BH4, Pegvaliase, Phe loading); we included both 

longitudinal studies and ‘proper’ intervention studies; 

3) Included post-change cognitive, well-being, or neurophysiological results; 

4) Included baseline and/or post-change blood-Phe levels; 

5) Was written or available in English. 

 

The exclusion criteria for a study were that it: 

1) Was a review, meta-analysis, or conference abstract; 
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2) Phe change observed over an average period of more than 4 years to limit the 

impact of more general long-term influences. 

 

Titles and abstracts of returned papers were initially screened by the first author to 

exclude duplicate and clearly ineligible studies. After the initial screening, all retrieved papers 

were read in full. Further references were obtained from the reference lists of reviews and 

relevant papers.  

 

 From the selected papers, the following data were extracted for the PKU groups: 

1) Type of intervention: dietary or pharmacological; 

2) Number and age of participants; 

3) Age at initiation and termination of treatment; 

4) Length of study-related Phe change – this is the time span over which the change in 

Phe was achieved; 

5) Blood Phe concentrations pre- and post-change, and average difference between 

these two measures; 

6) Outcome measures: cognitive, well-being, and neurophysiological (including 

neurological symptoms other than cognitive), at baseline and post Phe change. 

 

All studies were checked for inclusion criteria and data extraction by the third author 

(C.Romani)3. Where papers did not include all data of interest, we included all papers that 

met a minimum information requirement of number of participants, age, Phe pre and/or post 

change, and outcome(s) in at least one cognitive, neurophysiological, or well-being domain. 

Where articles compared outcomes in two or more different Phe conditions (e.g., increasing 

and decreasing Phe) or outcomes from different domains (cognitive, well-being, or 

neurophysiological), these were considered separately as individual ‘studies’. When only 

results in graph format were available, we used digitization software (PlotDigitizer) to 

calculate actual scores. Where blood Phe concentrations were given in mg/L or % mg, these 

were converted into µmol/L. Where the range of blood-Phe concentrations was given instead 

of the standard deviation, standard deviations were approximated using sd = (maximum-

minimum)/4. 

 

 

                                  
3 The study by Ficicioglu et al. (2013) was not included in our review because, although it aimed to 
reduce Phe level through the introduction of sapropterin, it was not successful in this endeavour as 
the five participants did not show any decrease in Phe level before/ after sapropterin.  
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Data analyses   
 

Most studies reported well-being or neurophysiological health outcomes only in 

qualitative terms or in varied formats which did not allow quantitative aggregation.  The same 

was true for a number of studies reporting cognitive outcomes. In these instances, we 

computed descriptive statistics in terms of number of studies showing a benefit of lower Phe 

levels vs. those showing no benefit or an effect in the opposite direction.  Studies were 

defined as showing a benefit if changes in outcomes were all in the expected direction or, 

when changes were in both directions, if significant changes were only in the expected 

direction or, when statistical analyses were not reported, if positive changes were reported 

for at least 50% of participants and changes in the opposite direction for less than 20% of 

participants.  

 

We ran different types of analyses.  We compared numbers of studies showing 

benefit vs. no benefit for each outcome type (cognitive, well-being, neurophysiological) using 

2 tests.  We assessed differences between the parameters for studies showing or not 

showing benefits using univariate analysis of variance; and we assessed whether size of 

Phe-difference and/or length of study/condition predicted outcomes using binomial logistic 

regression.  It is unclear whether results are better reflected by considering arithmetic 

averages or averages weighted by number of participants.  Weighted averages favour large 

studies, which are more trustworthy, but underestimate the information provided by smaller 

studies which give converging sources of information from different paradigms/groups of 

participants.  Arithmetic means have the opposite advantages and disadvantages: they 

properly consider results of diverse studies but fail to give more weight to studies with more 

participants.  Therefore, we have analysed results both using arithmetic average and 

weighted averages, but taking care, in this last case, not to inflate results. This was 

managed by ensuring degrees of freedom reflected number of studies and not number of 

participants. If convergence is achieved with different analyses this will increase our 

confidence.    

 

Finally, for the subset of cognitive studies which reported quantitative data, we 

computed effect sizes and ran a meta-analysis of those. 

 

Meta-analysis. We standardised differences in performance before and after 

changes in Phe using Hedge’s g effect sizes (ESs). A Hedges’ g ES is computed by dividing 

the difference in measures taken before and after a change in Phe by the pooled standard 

deviation of the two conditions and then applying a correction for small sample sizes:   
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Hedges’ g = (
�̅�𝑙𝑜𝑤−�̅�ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ

𝑠𝑝
) × (1 − (

3

4(𝑑𝑓)−1
)) 

 

Where ‘�̅�low’ is cognitive performance when Phe is low; ’�̅�high’ is performance when 

Phe is high; ‘sp’ is the pooled standard deviation calculated as  √
1

2
(𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑤

2 + 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ
2 ); ‘s’ is the 

SD of each condition; and n is the number of participants.  Df is an estimate of the degrees 

of freedom from Pustejovsky (2016): 

 

2(𝑛 − 1)

1 +  𝑟2
 

 

To make sure that positive effect sizes always reflected a benefit of lower Phe, we 

subtracted outcomes in high Phe conditions from outcomes in low Phe conditions and then 

multiplied the effect size by -1 when higher values indicated worse performance (e.g., error 

or RT measures). Thus, positive ESs always reflected better performance in the low-Phe 

condition. 

 

The meta-analysis derived a weighted, cumulative ES for change in cognitive 

performance after a change in Phe and assessed its significance. Individual ESs were 

entered into a mixed-effect meta-analysis.  The model included random effects for ‘study’ 

and ‘measure’ nested within study. This accounted for studies where the same cohort of 

participants was tested with different tasks (or measures). A random effects model was 

appropriate because we assumed that the cumulative effect size reflected a population of 

effects which differed depending on the characteristics of the PKU group tested and the type 

of cognitive measure used.  In contrast, a fixed effects model would assume that variation is 

solely due to random error (see Hunter & Schmidt, 2000 for a detailed account of fixed vs. 

random effects models in meta-analyses). Finally, since results were within-participants, the 

Phe conditions are, by definition, not independent of each other.  Because the correlation 

between pre and post Phe-change measures could influence the estimate of the variance of 

effect sizes, we included a term for the correlation between measures (see Pustejovsky, 

2016, citing Borenstein, 2009).  Pre/post correlations were typically not reported in the 

studies we reviewed, so we ran a sensitivity analysis with estimated correlations of 0.2, 0.5, 

and 0.8 (see Higgins et al., 2019). If our estimate of the ES was relatively insensitive to 

different levels of correlation, this reassured us of the stability of our estimate.  
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With all meta-analyses there is a risk of a publication bias inflating the estimated ES 

(Begg, 1994). The ‘file drawer problem’ is a label for the tendency not to publish non-

significant findings, or findings in the direction opposite from those expected.  This is more 

likely for studies with small samples. We assessed the potential influence of a publication 

bias through a funnel plot and the influence of small studies through a sensitivity analysis. 

The funnel plot plotted ESs on the x-axis and a measure of precision (in our case, sample 

sizes) on the y-axis, with high precision at the top. This should produce a plot with a funnel 

shape because ESs should cluster tightly around the estimated mean at the top, where the 

sample size is large and precision is high, and distribute more widely at the bottom, where 

measures have less precision. If there is no publication bias, ESs should be distributed 

symmetrically around the mean, even when sample sizes are small. In the case of 

publication bias, instead, there may be more measures from small studies on the positive 

side of the mean, with missing studies on the other side. Funnel plots often use standard 

error as a measure of precision, but, in our case, the number of participants is more 

appropriate since standard errors can be affected by variability in metabolic control which 

could have a larger range in larger studies. Thus, a smaller standard error may not 

automatically signal a more precise estimate of population values.   

 

A sensitivity analysis (or cumulative meta-analysis) assessed whether our cumulative 

estimate of ES was influenced by studies with small samples (see Borenstein, Hedges, 

Higgins & Rothstein, 2009; Chapter 30, p. 288). In this analysis, we ordered our ESs 

according to the number of participants and subdivided them into bins. The first bin included 

the largest studies and the following bins added progressively smaller studies. There were 

six bins, with each bin adding 4 studies. If effects were unduly biased by small sample 

studies, the cumulative effect size should increase as smaller studies are added. Instead, if 

the effect size stays the same or gets smaller, we can be confident that the estimate is not 

inflated by small samples or publication bias (see logic outlined in Borenstein, et al., 2009, 

Chapter 30). 

 

Results 
 

The initial keyword search yielded 4,620 results. 1,571 were excluded as duplicates 

and a further 2,914 were excluded through inspection of titles and abstracts. The remaining 

162 articles were subject to full text review and an additional 27 studies were added through 

examination of reference lists or reviews. 116 records were excluded for a number of 

reasons (see Figure 6.1; flow chart). Forty-six articles were finally included for review. As 

described above, articles were split into separate ‘studies’ if there were multiple Phe-change 
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conditions (e.g. increasing vs. decreasing Phe), or multiple participant groups were 

assessed. Overall, we considered 73 different studies, 37 of which reported cognitive 

outcomes, 22 well-being outcomes, and 14 neurophysiological outcomes and effects on 

neurological symptoms.  We were particularly interested in assessing results in 

adolescents/adult cohorts.  We used a cut-off age of 15 years to split participants into child 

vs. adolescent/adult cohorts.  This is based on the suggestion that diets start to be relaxed 

and Phe levels begin to rise in mid-late adolescence (Berry et al., 2013; Crone et al., 2005; 

Walter et al., 2002; Walter & White, 2004).  Studies including children (<15 years old), both 

alone and in combination with adults/adolescents, were grouped together under the heading 

‘mixed-age’. 

 

Cognitive outcomes: Results and discussion 
 

We reviewed 37 studies reporting cognitive outcomes. Twenty-three were conducted 

with mixed-age cohorts (15 were children only) and 14 with adults/adolescents. Tables 6.A1 

and 6.A2 (in Appendix H) show parameters and outcomes in qualitative terms for individual 

studies. Both arithmetic and weighted averages across studies are reported.    

 

Table 6.A1 shows results for studies where Phe was decreased. This was mainly 

through diet resumption (N=11) and, in a few cases, through Sapropterin or Pegvaliase 

treatment (N=2 and 2). Most studies (11/15) involved early-treated participants only. Study-

length varied widely, between 1 and 209 weeks (mean=112, SD=68). Panel A shows results 

for mixed-age studies (N=9), and panel B for adult/adolescent studies (N=6).  Weighted 

Average Phe at baseline was 931 µmol/L for the mixed-age studies and 1246 µmol/L for the 

adult studies. After decrease, average Phe was 488 µmol/L for the mixed-age studies, and 

562 µmol/L for the adult studies, with respective reductions in Phe of 387 µmol/L and 688 

µmol/L. (arithmetic averages: 717 and 885).  Overall, significantly more studies (13/15; 

86.7%) showed a positive effect of decreasing Phe levels than showed no benefit (χ2(1) = 

8.1, p=.005).   

 

Table 6.A2 shows results for studies where Phe was increased either through diet 

discontinuation (N=15), or Phe loading (N=7).  Panel a) shows results for mixed-age studies 

(N=14), panel b) for adult/adolescent studies (N=8). Again, most studies (17/22) involved 

early-treated participants only.  Study-length varied from 0.01 to 209 weeks (Mean=101, 

SD=89). Weighted average Phe at baseline was 543 µmol/L for the mixed-age studies and 

763 µmol/L for the adult studies. Average Phe after increase was 1327 µmol/L for the mixed-

age studies and 1535 µmol/L for the adult/adolescent studies with respective increases in  
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Figure 6.1. – Flowchart for systematic review of articles reporting cognitive, well-being, and/or 
neurophysiological outcomes of within-participant Phe manipulation; Sz=Schizophrenia, WS=West 
Syndrome. 

 

Phe of 783 µmol/L and 772 µmol/L (arithmetic averages 918 and 710 µmol/L). Overall, most 

studies (14/22; 63.6%) showed a negative effect of increasing Phe levels (thus a positive 

effect of lower Phe levels), although this difference was not statistically significant (χ2(1) = 

1.6, p=.20). 

 

Considering all studies with cognitive outcomes, one can note that the higher Phe 

condition was well above levels recommended by both European and US guidelines, both in 

studies where Phe decreased and in those where it increased (but more so in the second 

case).  Instead, lower Phe conditions for adult studies approached recommended levels at 

least according to European guidelines (562 µmol/L and 763 µmol/L for studies decreasing 

and increasing Phe, when European guidelines recommend target levels of 600 µmol/L). 
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With few exceptions, differences in Phe across conditions were >500 µmol/L. In 

studies showing a benefit with decreasing Phe, the smallest difference was –208 µmol/L in a 

mixed cohort study (Burton et al., 2008) and -668 µmol/L in an adult study (Thomas et al., 

2018).  Among studies where Phe was increased, the smallest difference in studies showing 

worse performance was 635 µmol/L among studies with children (reported by Holtzman et 

al., 1975) and 571 µmol/L among adult/adolescent studies (reported by ten Hoedt et al., 

2011). This gives us a rough indication of the amount of difference in Phe that will result in a 

difference in cognitive outcomes. 

 

Table 6.1 compares the number of studies showing vs. not showing a cognitive 

benefit when Phe is lower (using 2) and compares the respective parameters (Phe values, 

Phe-difference, length of study). Results are subdivided by age of cohort (here mixed-age 

studies were removed so that studies where participants were all <15 years old were 

compared with studies where participants were all >=15 years old) and by direction of Phe 

change (increase vs. decrease). Statistical comparisons of parameters were carried out only 

when there were >=5 studies in both the ‘benefit’ and ‘no benefit’ groups. However, we also 

report parameters for these subsets as they are informative on the range of values where 

cognitive effects were or were not demonstrated.  We will do the same in the other tables 

showing results in the other domains. 

 

When all studies were considered together, significantly more studies (and more 

participants) showed benefits than a null result (number of studies showing a benefit over 

total number, 27/37 = 73%, 2(1) = 7.8, p=.005). The same was true when children and 

adult/adolescent studies were considered separately (rate of studies showing a benefit: 

children: 73%; adults: 79%). When studies where Phe was decreased/increased were 

considered separately, 87% and 62% of studies, respectively, showed a benefit, with only 

studies where Phe was decreased reaching significance. Studies showing a benefit 

numerically lasted longer, although the difference was not significant. This was true for all 

sub-comparisons considering weighted means. Also, studies showing a benefit had 

numerically a larger difference in Phe (significant only with unweighted means). This was 

true numerically for all sub-comparisons except for the comparison involving 

adult/adolescent studies where studies showing no benefit appear to have a larger 

difference in Phe. However, there were only three studies in this group (see Table 6.A2 

panel B). They all involved an increase in Phe from baseline, but, perhaps notably, in 2/3 of 

these studies Phe, even at baseline, was well above what is recommended by current 

guidelines (1033 µmol/L and 1180 µmol/L compared with a recommendation of <600 µmol/L 
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by European guidelines, van Wegberg et al., 2017). This may indicate that negative effects 

of Phe do not increase linearly (i.e., the same difference in Phe does not have the same 

effect when Phe is higher overall). However, this is only speculative in the absence of more 

studies and corroborating evidence.  

 

   There was no difference in the proportion of studies showing a benefit when they 

involved children vs. adult/adolescents (2= 0.11; p=.74). Equally, there was no difference in 

the parameters used by children and adult/adolescent studies showing a benefit both using 

unweighted means (study-length: t-test =-1.6; p=.13: Phe-difference t-test=1.8; p=0.9) and 

weighted means (study-length: F=1.6; p=.21; Phe-difference: F=2.0; p=.17). These results 

provide no evidence that the effects of Phe change at different ages, but one has to stress 

that they are null results, gathered post-hoc, and from otherwise very diverse studies.   

Binary logistic regression predicting benefit/no benefit using the Phe difference was 

significant using unweighted means (=-.003; Wald 3.89; p=.05), but not with weighted 

means (because two large studies with average Phe differences dominate the results; =-

.005; Wald 0.32; p=.57).  When adding study length as a predictor the significance of Phe 

difference in an unweighted analysis reduces to .07 (=-.003; Wald 3.31; p=.07). Study 

length was not significant (=.001; Wald .08; p=.78). 

 
 

Meta-analyses.  Twenty of the 37 cognitive studies provided quantitative outcomes 

allowing computation of effect sizes. A forest plot showing included studies, measures, and 

results is shown in Figure 6.2. Table 6.A3 (Appendix H) outlines the parameters of all 

included studies. We calculated models using assumed pre-post correlations of 0.2, 0.5, and 

0.8. Results were always similar. The results presented here and in Figure 6.2 assume a 

correlation of 0.5. Overall, there was a positive and significant ES which tells us that 

cognition was better when Phe was lower.  The pooled effect size, which captures the 

general effect of changing Phe, was 0.55, and clearly different from zero (95% confidence 

interval = 0.17– 0.94, z=2.8, p = .005).   
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Table 6.1. - Comparison of studies reporting a benefit vs. no benefit of lower Phe on cognitive outcomes in terms of their number (compared with χ2), and treatment 
parameters (compared with univariate analysis of variance using either weighting or unweighted means, but keeping degree of freedom the same). ‘Phe difference’ is the 
difference in Phe mol/L achieved within studies. Note: values for Phe difference do not exactly match differences calculated from the table values because Phe post 
manipulation value was missed for one adult study decreasing Phe so difference could not be calculated. *significant at the .05 level, **significant at the .01 level 
 
 

  Cognitive Studies (N=37)     

 Benefit  No benefit  2/t-test/GLM 

Overall                                                                  Value  SD  Range  Value  SD  Range  p value 

N studies 27  -  -  10  -  -  .005** 
Sum participants  758  -  -  134  -  -  <.001** 
Mean N participants  28  45  1-178  13  7  4-24  .31 

N studies with early treated ppts 18  -  -  9  -  -  .08 
             

 
Study length (weeks) - weighted 104  78  0.01-209  54  89  1-209  .19 
Study length (weeks) - arithmetic 63  84  0.01-209  63  83  1-209  .99 

              
 Low Phe - weighted  563  122  121-993  588  301  284-1180  .73 
 Low Phe - arithmetic 562  197  121-993  626  288  284-1180  .46 

              
 High Phe - weighted  1230  283  618-2365  1210  539  470-2170  .89 
 High Phe - arithmetic 1448  400  618-2365  1206  481  470-2170  .13 

              
 Phe Difference  - weighted  691  303  208-1751  622  260  186-990  .58 
 Phe Difference - arithmetic 916  431  208-1751  580  280  186-990  .03*               
Studies with Children (<15years only)                           
N studies  11  -  -  4  -  -  .05* 
Study length (weeks) - weighted 133  78  1-209  113  99  1-209   

Study length (weeks) - arithmetic 94  96  1-209  118  107  1-209   
              

 Low Phe - weighted  556  180  358-993  407  125  284-666   

 Low Phe - arithmetic 529  196  358-993  443  161  284-666   
              

 High Phe - weighted  1378  367  618-2365  960  404  470-1544   

 High Phe - arithmetic 1590  472  618-2365  1012  463  470-1544   
              

 Phe Difference - weighted  823  317  260-1751  554  295  186-878   

 Phe Difference - arithmetic 1061  470  260-1751  570  319  186-878   

Studies with Adults (>=15 years only)                           
N studies  11  -  -  3  -  -  .046* 
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Study length (weeks) - weighted 89  62  0.01-104  14  29  3-164   

Study length (weeks) - arithmetic 33  54  0.01-104  37  58  3-164   
              

 Low Phe - weighted  576  80  121-863  823  313  536-1180   

 Low Phe - arithmetic 583  224  121-863  916  337  536-1180   
              

 High Phe - weighted  1263  71  1108-1600  1653  408  1337-2170   

 High Phe - arithmetic 1358  169  1108-1600  1618  478  1337-2170   
              

 Phe Difference - weighted  690  72  571-1443  829  186  315-990   

 Phe Difference - arithmetic 800  250  571-1443  702  348  315-990   

Studies decreasing Phe                           
N studies  13  -  -  2  -  -  .005** 
Study length (weeks) - weighted 97  74  1-209  20  8  9-26   

Study length (weeks) - arithmetic 47  72  1-209  18  12  9-26   
              

 Low Phe - weighted  544  84  121-761  521  151  409-713   

 Low Phe - arithmetic 498  196  121-761  561  215  409-713   
              

 High Phe - weighted  1147  248  618-2365  901  334  653-1327   

 High Phe - arithmetic 1301  447  618-2365  990  477  653-1327   
              

 Phe Reduction - weighted  622  232  208-1751  380  183  244-614   

 Phe Reduction - arithmetic 846  488  208-1751  429  262  244-614   

Studies increasing Phe                           
N studies  14  -  -  8  -  -  .20 
Study length (weeks) - weighted 123  83  1-209  60  86  .01-209  .13 
Study length (weeks) - arithmetic 75  92  1-209  75  90  .01-209  .99 

              

 Low Phe - weighted  604  168  381-993  599  287  284-1180  .97 
 Low Phe - arithmetic 613  190  381-993  642  314  284-1180  .82 

              

 High Phe - weighted  1450  230  1200-2192  1261  494  470-2170  .36 
 High Phe - arithmetic 1584  306  1200-2192  1260  498  470-2170  .13 

              

 Phe Increase- weighted  846  239  571-1729  662  268  186-990  .15 
 Phe Increase - arithmetic 971   389   571-1729   618   288   186-990   .03* 
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We also ran separate analyses using age, Phe difference and study length as 

moderators.  The best model had an interaction between Study-length and Phe-difference 

and a main effect of Age.   Studies with larger Phe differences produced larger effects and 

this difference was clearest in longer studies (interaction: G2(1) = 13.4, p=.0002).  The best 

model was clearly better than a model that did not have any terms with Phe differences and 

included only Study Length + Age, showing the importance of Phe differences (G2(2) = 13.6, 

p=.001).  The main effect of Age was significant (G2(1) = 12.6, p = .0004). The ES was also 

significant when adult/adolescent studies were considered on their own (ES= .57, z=2.4, 

p=.01;).  

 

To check for bias due to studies with fewer participants we plotted a funnel plot 

(Figure 6.3), that displays ES against sample size.  Small N studies did not cluster on the 

right of the mean, which would be the hallmark of bias introduced by small N studies. An 

Egger’s test, which uses number of participants as a moderator of effect size, was not 

significant (z=0.52, p=.61), showing that participant numbers did not influence ES estimates.  

There was no evidence, therefore, that smaller studies with null/opposite effects had been 

excluded because of a publication bias, nor that the overall estimate of ES was biased by 

small N studies. 

 

Finally, to check whether the overall effect size changed as studies with smaller N 

were added to the model, we ran a sensitivity analysis. The four largest studies were used 

for an initial estimate, and then studies were added in sets of 4. At each stage, a new 

cumulative estimate of effect size was calculated.  Figure 4 shows the results, assuming a 

correlation between ‘pre’ and ‘post’ conditions of 0.5.  There was no indication that the 

estimate of the effect size was distorted by smaller studies and the overall estimate 

remained stable throughout. 
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Figure 6.2. – Forest plot of studies included in the meta-analyses with an assumed correlation between studies of 0.5. Mean and SD for results on cognitive 
measures in low Phe and high Phe conditions are presented, along with number of participants (N) and study weightings (% Wt). Effect sizes for individual 
studies are indicated by the squares on the horizontal axis. Horizontal bars indicate 95% confidence intervals for each effect size. The black diamond 
indicates the overall point estimate and confidence interval across all studies.
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Figure 6.3. – Funnel plot of effect sizes as a function of sample size. The dash-dot vertical line 
marks the position of no benefit. The solid vertical line shows the overall effect size returned by 
the meta-analysis. The dashed diagonal lines are approximate 95% confidence limits around the 
overall effect size. These connect the confidence limit width from the study with the highest N to 
the confidence limits from the average of the 5 studies with the lowest N. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 6.4. – Cumulative effect size estimates when studies with fewer participants are added 
across five bins. 
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Well-being outcomes: results and discussion 

 
We reviewed 22 studies reporting well-being outcomes. Eight were conducted with 

mixed-age cohorts (5 of which were with children only) and 14 with adults/adolescents. 

Tables 6.A4 and 6.A5 in the Appendix H show results when Phe was respectively decreased 

and increased. Both weighted and arithmetic means are reported. 

 

Table 6.A4 shows the results for studies where Phe was decreased.  This was mainly 

through diet resumption (N=15) and, in two cases, through Sapropterin or Pegvaliase 

treatment (N=1 and 1). Most studies (12/17) involved late-treated participants.  Study-length 

was between 8 and 209 weeks (mean=109, SD=58). Panel A shows results for mixed-age 

studies (N=5), and panel B for adult studies (N=12).  Weighted average Phe at baseline was 

1011 µmol/L for the mixed-age studies and 1365 µmol/L for the adult studies.  After 

decrease, it was 619 µmol/L for the mixed-age studies and 588 µmol/L for the adult studies, 

with respective reductions in Phe of 406 µmol/L and 783 µmol/L.   

 

Table 6.A5 shows the results for studies where Phe was increased, either through 

diet discontinuation (N=4) or Pegvaliase discontinuation (N=1). Given the small number of 

studies, all age cohorts are presented together. 3/5 studies involved early-treated 

participants only. Study-length varied from 0.9 to 37 weeks (Mean=11, SD=12). Weighted 

average Phe at baseline was 536 µmol/L; Phe after increase was 1354 µmol/L, with an 

average increase of 818 µmol/L.   

 

More studies (3/5; 60%) showed a negative effect of increasing Phe levels (thus a 

positive effect of lower Phe levels) although this is not significant given the small number of 

studies (χ2(1) =0.2, p=.66). Notably, one study reported results in the opposite direction, with 

reduced emotional problems with diet relaxation. There were large variations in the size of 

Phe differences.  

 

Considering the difference in Phe achieved by studies showing a benefit, the 

smallest difference in studies decreasing Phe was -188 µmol/L in a mixed-age cohort 

(Douglas et al., 2013) and –297 µmol/L in adults (Williams 1998).  In studies showing 

decrements with increasing Phe the smallest difference was 1611 µmol/L in children (Leuzzi 

et al., 1997) and 571 µmol/L in adults (ten-Hoedt et al., 2011).   
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Table 6.2. - Comparison of studies reporting a benefit vs. no benefit of lower Phe on well-being, in terms of their number and treatment parameters. 
‘Phe difference’ is the difference in Phe mol/L achieved within studies. Note: values for Phe difference do not exactly match differences calculated from 
the table values because Phe post manipulation value was missed for one adult study and one child studies decreasing Phe so difference could not be 
calculated. *significant at the .05 level, **significant at the .01 level 
 

  Well-Being Studies (N=22) 

 Benefit  No benefit 

Overall                                                                  Value  SD  Range  Value  SD  Range 

N studies 19  -  -  3  -  - 
Sum participants  451  -  -  36  -  - 
Mean N participants 103  66  1-178  18  9  5-24 
N studies with early treated ppts 7  -  -  1  -  - 
            

Length of study (weeks) - weighted 107  59  0.9-209  14  12  8-37 
Length of study (weeks) - arithmetic 46  50  0.9-209  18  17  8-37 
            

Low Phe - weighted  595  67  121-940  490  67  381-536 
Low Phe - arithmetic 611  183  121-940  447  80  381-536 
            

High Phe - weighted  1290  348  690-5448  1343  390  793-2143 
High Phe - arithmetic 1753  1161  690-5448  1424  679  793-2143 
            

Phe Difference - weighted  758  354  188-4722  852  385  412-1719 
Phe Difference- arithmetic 1234  1190  188-4722  977  671  412-1719 
Studies with Children (<15years only)                     
N studies  4  -  -  1  -  - 
Length of study (weeks) - weighted 199  45  0.9-209  37  -  - 
Length of study (weeks) - arithmetic 61  100  0.9-209  37     

            

 Low Phe - weighted  601  144  476-726  381  -  - 
 Low Phe - arithmetic 643  144  476-726  381     

            

 High Phe - weighted  1153  630  1027-5448  793  -  - 
 High Phe - arithmetic 3155  1978  1027-5448  793     

            

 Phe Difference - weighted  2819  1506  1611-4722  412  -  - 
 Phe Difference- arithmetic 3221  1558  1611-4722  412      
Studies with Adults (>=15 years only)                     
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N studies  15  -  -  2  -  - 
Length of study (weeks) - weighted 88  33  4-108  8  -  - 
Length of study (weeks) - arithmetic 42  28  4-108  8  -  - 

            

 Low Phe - weighted  593  59  121-940  517  43  424-536 
 Low Phe - arithmetic 589  209  121-940  480  79  424-536 

            

 High Phe - weighted  1349  205  1105-1705  1476  310  1337-2143 
 High Phe - arithmetic 1401  234  1105-1705  1740  570  1337-2143 

            

 Phe Difference - weighted  763  214  297-1443  959  353  801-1719 
 Phe Difference- arithmetic 839  375  297-1443  1260  650  801-1719 
Studies decreasing Phe                       
N studies  16  -  -  1  -  - 
Length of study (weeks) - weighted 111  57  11-209  8  -  - 
Length of study (weeks) - arithmetic 55  50  11-209  8     

            

 Low Phe - weighted  594  67  121-940  424  -  - 
 Low Phe - arithmetic 609  196  121-940  424     

            

 High Phe - weighted  1278  284  690-4056  2143  -  - 
 High Phe - arithmetic 1520  759  690-4056  2143     

            

 Phe Reduction - weighted  747  280  188-3330  1719  -  - 
 Phe Reduction- arithmetic 988  801  188-3330  1719     

Studies increasing Phe                       
N studies  3  -  -  2  -  - 
Length of study (weeks) - weighted 3  1  0.9-4  15  12  8-37 
Length of study (weeks) - arithmetic 2  2  0.9-4  23  21  8-37 

            

 Low Phe - weighted  627  74  476-726  501  66  381-536 
 Low Phe - arithmetic 617  128  476-726  459  110  381-536 

            

 High Phe - weighted  1717  1222  1220-5448  1214  231  793-1337 
 High Phe - arithmetic 2918  2233  1220-5448  1065  385  793-1337 

            

 Phe Increase - weighted  1090  1212  571-4722  713  165  412-801 
 Phe Increase arithmetic 2301   2160   571-4722   606   275   412-801 
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Table 6.2 compares numbers and parameters of studies reporting better well-being 

with lower Phe with those reporting no benefit. For the age comparison, mixed-age studies 

were removed from analyses.  When all studies were considered together, significantly more 

studies (and more participants) showed benefits than a null result:  number of studies 

showing a benefit over total number 19/22 = 86% (χ2(1)=11.6, p=.001).  There were more 

studies showing benefits for all sub-comparisons.  However, because of small numbers, we 

only assessed separately the rate of studies showing benefits for adult/adolescent studies: 

15/17= 88% (χ2(1) = 9.9, p=.002) and for studies decreasing Phe: 16/17; 94.1% (χ2(1) =13.2, 

p=<.001).  Parameters could not be statistically compared because of the low number of 

studies showing no benefit. In numerical terms, there were no notable differences between 

high or low Phe levels or magnitude of Phe differences between studies with benefit vs. no 

benefit.  Length of study, however, was much higher in studies reporting a benefit 

(Mean=80, SD=65) compared to those reporting no benefit (Mean=14, SD=12).  

 
Neurophysiological outcomes: results and discussion 

 
We reviewed 14 studies reporting neurophysiological outcomes after a Phe change. 

Ten were conducted with mixed-age cohorts (5 of which were with children only) and three 

with adults. Measures were obtained using MRI (N=5), fMRI (N=1), visual field examination 

(N=1), EEG (N=5), diffusion tensor imaging (DTI; N=2) and automated fibre-tract 

quantification (AFQ; N=1). We included Jaulent et al.’s (2020) review as a single study, 

summarising parameters and outcomes for the eight new participants and 22 pre-existing 

case studies. This study considered neurological symptoms as well as MRI results. Tables 

6.A6 and 6.A7 in Appendix H show results when Phe was respectively decreased and 

increased. Both weighted and arithmetic means are reported. 

 

Table 6.A6 shows parameters and effects for studies looking at effects of decreasing 

Phe through diet resumption (N=4) and Sapropterin treatment (N=2). Most studies (5/6) 

involved early-treated participants only. Study-length was between 26 and 126 weeks 

(mean=39, SD=15). Weighted Phe at baseline was 1240 µmol/L; after decrease it was 770 

µmol/L, with an average reduction of 463 µmol/L.  
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Table 6.3. - Comparison of studies reporting a benefit vs. no benefit of lower Phe on neurophysiological outcomes, in terms of their number and treatment parameters. 
‘Phe difference’ is the difference in Phe mol/L achieved within studies. Note:  values for Phe difference do not exactly match differences calculated from the table values 
because Phe post manipulation value was missed for one adult study decreasing Phe so difference could not be calculated. *significant at the .05 level, **significant at the .01 
level. + = 2 studies reported a benefit of lower Phe levels in adult/adolescents, but only 1 provided details of Phe levels post-manipulation (reported in table)  
 
 

  Neurophysiological Studies (N=14)     

 Benefit  No benefit  T-test/X2 

Overall                                                                
  

Value  SD  Range  Value  SD  Range  p value 

N studies  9  -  -  5  -  -  .29 
 Sum participants  105  -  -  50  -  -  <.001** 
 Mean N participants 17  7  1-25  15  6.3  2-21  .72 
 N studies with early treated ppts 8  -  -  5  -  -  .41 
              
Length of study (weeks) - weighted 94  87  0.01-209  31  29  0.01-104  .19 
Length of study (weeks) - arithmetic 99  89  0.01-209  38  43  0.01-104  .18 

              

 Low Phe - weighted  588  222  300-969  982  198  476-1180  .01* 
 Low Phe - arithmetic 490  196  300-969  871  290  476-1180  .01* 

              

 High Phe - weighted  1211  331  653-1613  1635  390  1300-2170  .09 
 High Phe - arithmetic 1121  356  653-1613  1690  412  1300-2170  .02* 

              

 Phe Difference - weighted  620  214  244-1000  653  378  300-1611  .85 
 Phe Difference- arithmetic 607  268  244-1000  819  544  300-1611  .36 
Studies with Children (<15years only)                           
N studies  3  -  -  2  -  -  - 
Length of study (weeks) - weighted 209  0  209  42  22  1-52  - 
Length of study (weeks) - arithmetic 209  0  209  27  36  1-52   

              

 Low Phe - weighted  476  33  400-509  628  80  476-666  - 
 Low Phe - arithmetic 462  56  400-509  571  134  476-666   

              

 High Phe - weighted  1244  167  835-1362  1653  229  1544-2087  - 
 High Phe - arithmetic 1160  284  835-1362  1816  384  1544-2087   

              

 Phe Difference - weighted  768  135  435-853  1025  309  878-1611  - 
 Phe Difference- arithmetic  698  229  435-853  1245  518  878-1611   

Studies with Adults (>=15 years only)                           
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N studies  2+  -  -  2  -  -  - 

Length of study (weeks) - weighted 55  15  52-126  22  44  0.01-104  - 
Length of study (weeks) - arithmetic 89  52  52-126  52  74  0.01-104   

              

Low Phe - weighted  943  131  300-969  1149  62  1033-1180  - 
Low Phe - arithmetic 635  473  300-969  1107  104  1033-1180   

              

High Phe - weighted  1613  -  -  1997  344  1348-2170  - 
High Phe - arithmetic 1613  -  -  1759  581  1348-2170   

              

Phe Difference - weighted  644  -  -  848  283  315-990  - 
Phe Difference- arithmetic 644  -  -  653  477  315-990   

Studies decreasing Phe                           
N studies  5  -  -  1  -  -  - 
Length of study (weeks) - weighted 42  17  26-126  33  -  -  - 
Length of study (weeks) - arithmetic 53  42  26-126  33       

              

Low Phe - weighted  675  292  300-969  1000  -  -  - 
Low Phe - arithmetic 491  271  300-969  1000       

              

High Phe - weighted  1214  454  653-1613  1300  -  -  - 
High Phe - arithmetic 1090  489  653-1613  1300       

              

 Phe Decrease- weighted  531  238  244-1000  300  -  -  - 
 Phe Decrease- arithmetic 552  346  244-1000  300       

Studies increasing Phe                           
N studies  4  -  -  4  -  -  - 
Length of study (weeks) - weighted 143  98  0.01-209  29  38  0.01-104  - 
Length of study (weeks) - arithmetic 157  105  0.01-209  39  50  0.01-104   

              

 Low Phe - weighted  506  53  400-572  969  261  476-1180  - 
 Low Phe - arithmetic 490  71  400-572  839  324  476-1180   

              
 High Phe - weighted  1208  148  835-1362  1878  348  1348-2170  - 
 High Phe - arithmetic 1152  233  835-1362  1787  404  1348-2170   

              
 Phe Increase- weighted  702  149  435-853  909  299  315-1611  - 
 Phe Increase- arithmetic 663   200   435-853   949   531   315-1611     
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Table 6.A7 shows the results for studies where Phe was increased either through 

diet discontinuation (N=6) or Phe loading (N=2). All studies involved early-treated 

participants only. Study-length varied from 0.01 to 209 weeks (Mean=103, SD=99). 

Weighted average Phe at baseline was 668 µmol/L; after increase, it was 1442 µmol/L, with 

an average increase of 774 µmol/L. Overall, 4/8 (50%) of studies showed a negative effect 

of increasing Phe levels (thus a positive effect of lower Phe levels).  

 

Among the studies which demonstrated a benefit, the smallest difference in Phe for 

studies decreasing Phe was 244 µmol/L in a mixed age study (White et al., 2013). In studies 

increasing Phe it was 435 µmol/L in a child study (Cabalska et al., 1977c; – Group C with 

mild PKU or Hyperphenylalanemia).   

 

Table 6.3 compares the number of studies and the parameters of studies reporting 

better neurophysiological health with lower Phe levels with those reporting no benefit. For 

the age comparison, mixed-age studies were removed from analyses. Numerically, all 

comparisons showed more studies reporting benefit. However, even considering all studies 

together, the difference did not reach significance: 64% (χ2(1) =1.1, p=.29). The only 

marginal comparison was with studies decreasing Phe. 5/6 studies showed a benefit 

(83.3%; χ2(1) =2.7, p=.10). Statistical comparisons of parameters were not carried out 

because of the low number of studies. At least numerically, studies reporting a benefit were 

longer, both when considered all together and in the individual sub-comparisons. Studies 

with a benefit did not show a larger difference in Phe (if anything, results were in the 

opposite direction). 

 

Discussion 

 
The current literature surrounding the effects of metabolic control on outcomes in 

PKU is strongly led by between-participant reports. These studies demonstrate the impact of 

Phe levels on cognition in children (see Canton et al., 2019; Christ et al., 2010; Hofman et 

al., 2018) and in adolescents and adults (Aitkenhead et al., 2021; Jahja, van Spronsen et al., 

2017; Romani et al., 2017; 2019). However, they suffer from important limitations related to 

the fact that individuals with the best control may be those with better education and socio-

economic status (variables which may also affect cognitive abilities) and with the best 

general health (which would affect brain health, mental well-being, and cognitive health). 

Studies with adults/adolescents are particularly problematic since metabolic control at these 

ages is strongly correlated with metabolic control at younger ages. Therefore, the 

correlations seen between current Phe and cognitive abilities, mental health, or brain 
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measures may be due to collinearity with Phe levels during childhood. The strongest 

evidence to demonstrate an impact of Phe on outcomes, therefore, would come from within-

participant studies, where outcomes are measured in the same participants at different times 

after the level of Phe has been altered. These studies are few, but a systematic review can 

allow us to collate results and reach firmer conclusions. In this paper, we reviewed studies 

investigating the effects of changes to Phe that take place within-participants, either through 

dietary changes or pharmacological interventions. We considered effects on cognitive, well-

being, and neurophysiological measures. Where possible, we considered adult/adolescent 

studies, and studies with children or mixed-age cohorts separately. Because of difficulties in 

computing quantitative effects sizes, most of our analyses have involved a qualitative 

classification of studies showing vs. not showing a benefit when Phe levels were lower.   

 

Our first, most important result was that, across domains, significantly more studies 

reported benefits of lower Phe than no benefit. This was true for cognition (27/37=73%), and 

well-being (19/22=86%), with a non-significant result in the same direction for 

neurophysiological /neurological outcomes (9/14 studies=64%).  

 

Cognitive benefits of lower Phe were reported in the domains of attention, executive 

function, and speed of processing, whilst more mixed outcomes were reported for general 

intelligence and working memory. A meta-analysis of 20 quantitative cognitive measures 

across 12 articles/publications demonstrated an overall estimated ES of 0.55, which was 

highly significant and indicates a sizeable effect. To illustrate what this means, this 

corresponds to a drop of 21 positions in a normally distributed population of 100 individuals 

from a starting position at the mean. These results support, and extend, reports from 

between-participant studies (for adults see Aitkenhead et al., 2021 Romani et al., 2017; for 

children see Huijbregts et al., 2002; Jahja, van Spronsen et al., 2017; Schmidt et al. 1996). 

 

In terms of mental well-being, benefits of lower Phe levels were reported on 

measures of anxiety, depression, aggression, and hyperactivity.  The great majority of 

studies reported benefits.  This is consistent with between-participant and correlational 

studies which have found that poor metabolic control is associated with more behavioural 

difficulties and personality problems in children and adults with PKU (Burton et al., 2013; 

Holtzman et al., 1986; Jahja, Huijbregts et al., 2017; Koch et al., 2002; Smith et al., 1988).  It 

is important to consider, however, that most assessments were carried out through 

questionnaires/self-report or observations. Our reviewed studies involved caregiver reports 

(e.g., by parents, teachers, clinicians; N=6), self-report via questionnaire or interview (N=10), 

and systematic observations (N=9; note some studies used multiple methods).  Among the 
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observational studies, four relied on observations by nursing staff/key workers at residential 

institutions (Giffin et al., 1980; Harper & Reid, 1987; Hoskin et al., 1992; Lee et al., 2009), 

one on observations by “trained inconspicuous observers” (Marholin et al., 1978), one on 

observations made by teachers, parents, play-leaders, psychiatrists and/or nurses (Leuzzi et 

al., 1997), and three did not specify how behavioural observations were made (Anwar et al., 

2013; Riordan et al., 1955 - conditions A & B; Dion et al., 2001). These measures are more 

subject to bias and expectation than quantitative, controlled, performance measures. Only 

three studies were carried out with measures taken under double-blind conditions. Of these, 

one reported some positive outcomes following diet initiation in late-treated AwPKU (Lee et 

al., 2009), one reported negative outcomes following Phe loading in early-treated AwPKU 

(ten Hoedt et al., 2011), and one reported no meaningful changes in a cohort of untreated 

adults (Marholin et al., 1978).  Therefore, results on well-being should be interpreted with 

more caution. Not all between-participant studies have reported difficulties with well-being in 

AwPKU or correlations with Phe levels (e.g., Aitkenhead et al. 2021; Channon et al., 2007; 

Romani et al., 2021). In fact, some studies have highlighted that following a PKU diet can 

have not only positive, but also negative effects on well-being since the diet is unsociable 

and time-demanding (e.g., Bik-Multanowski et al., 2008; Palermo et al., 2020; Pietz et al., 

1997). 

 

Finally, neurophysiological/neurological benefits of lower Phe levels were reported in 

terms of reduced white matter abnormalities, increased diffusivity, reduced EEG 

abnormalities, improved motor responses, and reduced neurological symptoms (including 

upper limb tremors, brisk tendon reflexes, dysarthria, and blurred/loss of vision). This is 

consistent with findings from between-participant and correlational studies which have 

reported that white matter lesions and abnormalities in a number of brain areas are 

associated with elevated Phe levels (Cleary et al., 1994; Hawks et al., 2019; Hellewell et al., 

2021; Mastrangelo et al., 2015; Nardecchia et al., 2015; Thompson et al., 1993). 

 

A secondary aim of our review was to gather information on the metabolic 

parameters which elicited a change in outcomes. We had some indication that benefits were 

easier to demonstrate when differences in Phe between conditions were larger and when 

this difference was maintained for longer, but effects were not always consistent. With 

cognitive outcomes: 1. studies reporting a benefit of lower Phe (compared to no benefit) 

showed larger Phe differences between conditions, 2. Phe difference was a predictor of 

benefit/no-benefit in a binary logistic regression (but only with unweighted means) and 3. 

Phe difference predicted the size of effect in the meta-analysis. The same effects were not 

shown with well-being and neurophysiological studies, but this could be due to the small 
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number of studies included in this comparison. We could only provide a rough estimate for 

the size of the Phe difference which elicited benefit. We can note that it was =>600 mol/L in 

all three domains. The average weighted difference was 691 mol/L (SD=278) for cognitive 

outcomes, 758 mol/L (SD=354) for well-being outcomes, and 620 mol/L (SD=214) for 

neurophysiological/neurological outcomes. Higher Phe levels for studies showing a benefit 

were also similar across domains: 1230 mol/L (SD=278), 1290 mol/L (SD=348) and 1211 

mol/L (SD =356) for cognitive, well-being and neurophysiological outcomes respectively, 

showing the negative impact of Phe above 1000 mol/L 

 

In terms of length of studies, across domains and sub-comparisons, studies 

demonstrating a benefit were numerically longer than studies showing no benefit (weighted 

average length in weeks, cognitive: 104 (SD=78) vs. 54 (SD=89); well-being: 107 (SD=59) 

vs. 14 (SD=12); neurophysiological: 94 (SD=87) vs. 31 (SD=29)). This was true for all sub-

comparisons (except for studies looking at the effects of increasing Phe on well-being 

outcomes) although differences were either not statistically significant, or there were not 

enough results to assess significance.   

 

These results give us an indication of the level of Phe difference that may be needed 

to demonstrate benefits. However, studies showed great variability and we really do not 

know whether smaller Phe reductions, or reductions occurring over a smaller time frame, 

would also show benefits. Positive differences have been reported in a few cases with Phe 

differences <400 mol/L (cognition: Burton et al., 2015, well-being: Bik-Multanowski et al., 

2008; Douglas et al., 2013). Some studies did compare performance across a span of only a 

few weeks, days, or hours, but they were very few (see for cognition: Hujibregts et al., 2002; 

Krause et al., 1985; for well-being: ten Hoedt et al., 2011; for neurophysiology: Leuzzi et al., 

2014).   

 

A final aim of our review was to assess outcomes separately for studies involving 

older PKU cohorts. Whilst the importance of maintaining low-Phe levels in childhood is 

undisputed, the importance of metabolic control in adulthood remains contested, with many 

adults and adolescents choosing to relax a strict diet after early adolescence (Berry et al., 

2013; Crone et al., 2005; Walter et al., 2002; Walter & White, 2004). Our results show that 

poor metabolic control, even in later life, can have a measureable negative impact. Studies 

with participants =>15 years old demonstrated better cognition with lower Phe levels (11/14 

= 79% of studies, with the great majority of studies involving early-treated participants) as 

well as better well-being (15/17= 88% of studies). There were not enough studies focusing 
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solely on older cohorts to assess effects on neurophysiological outcomes. Our meta-

analysis, assessing the effect of changing Phe levels on cognition, demonstrated a 

substantial and significant ES (0.57) when studies with adolescents/adults were considered 

separately. There was no indication that there were differences in the parameters used by 

adult/adolescent studies compared to child studies nor that adult/adolescent studies required 

a higher difference in Phe to show a benefit. There is too much variability between studies, 

however, to reach any firm conclusion. In adult/adolescent studies, cognition and well-being 

were detrimentally impacted when levels rose above above 1200 µmol/L. This does not 

mean, however, that lower levels are safe. There is a lack of studies with Phe levels in a 

lower range.  Similarly, our results show that it is possible to undo some of damage caused 

by previously high levels of Phe by decreasing Phe.  The extent of these reversals remains 

unclear, however, and it is unclear whether they can be achieved even when Phe has 

remained elevated for extensive periods of time.   

 

Limitations.  A main limitation in our review is the low number of studies reporting 

outcomes in a quantitative way, such that they could be effectively accrued using meta-

analysis.  We had to limit most of our analyses to a qualitative and binary outcome: whether 

or not the study showed benefits with lower Phe. Due to the paucity of within-participant 

studies in this field, we did not put a date limit on our literature search. The earliest studies 

included in this review were conducted in 1954, with a number of studies also conducted in 

the 60s and 70s. These studies often reported outcomes in qualitative terms, and studies 

reporting quantitative results often had only results in term of IQ.  Results on a more 

comprehensive set of cognitive abilities would, therefore, be desirable. Studies assessing 

effects on well-being often included late-treated participants (14/22=64%) limiting their 

generalisability to early-treated participants that now constitute the great majority of the PKU 

population (although 7/8 with early treated participants did indicate a positive effect of 

lowering Phe).  Moreover, well-being outcomes were generally not assessed blind to the 

dietary status of the participants. This may inflate positive results where behaviour and mood 

are more positively judged when Phe is lower, consistent with expectations. This is less of a 

concern for cognitive studies where outcomes are evaluated in terms of test performance. 

Lastly, only very few studies assessed neurophysiological changes in early-treated AwPKU 

after changes in Phe. These studies are important and hopefully more will be carried out in 

the future.   

 

Conclusions.  Our review showed significant benefits of lower Phe when Phe levels 

are changed within participants. There is some variability in the results reported by the 

literature, but the great majority of the reviewed studies reported benefits rather than null 
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results and differences in numbers were highly statistically significant for cognitive and well-

being outcomes. Results were also in the same direction, although not statistically 

significant, for neurophysiological outcomes. Moreover, meta-analyses comparing cognitive 

performance with lower vs. higher Phe showed a highly significant effect of moderate size 

(.55). Importantly, the same results were obtained when cohorts of adults/adolescents were 

considered separately. These results add to consistent results from between-participant 

studies without having the same limitations.  In between-participant studies, cognitive 

differences between groups with higher vs. lower Phe can potentially be due to differences 

in education, socio-economic status, and the underlying cognitive abilities of the participants 

and their families. These confounding influences are eliminated in studies where the same 

participants are assessed in conditions when Phe has changed.   

 

Our conclusions are more limited in terms of the parameters necessary to see 

benefits (e.g., size of Phe difference, length of study). We only had some indication that the 

size of the Phe difference and the duration that new Phe levels are maintained affected 

outcomes (in particular cognitive outcomes). In the studies we reviewed, Phe changed 

substantially between low and high conditions (in general >500 mol) and most of the 

studies had long durations, often spanning months. Thus we have no, or very limited, 

information about the effect of Phe changes which are smaller and/or are achieved and 

maintained within a smaller time span. Our review strongly highlights the need for studies 

that manipulate these parameters and evaluate effects, not only in IQ, but also in other, 

possibly more sensitive, tasks. This is important so that future intervention studies can 

provide a better understanding of the minimum metabolic changes that need to be achieved 

to see benefits. Our review also highlights the need for such studies to understand the lower 

time limit for a change in Phe to result in a meaningful change in outcomes.  
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Chapter 7: General Discussion 

 
Aims of thesis 

 

This thesis had two key aims. The first was to better understand the potential 

interactions between increasing age and early-treated PKU in later adulthood, primarily with 

regards to cognition, but also in terms of quality of life. The second was to investigate the 

extent to which cognitive, well-being, neurophysiological and neuropathological impairments 

caused by PKU are directly impacted by metabolic control throughout the lifespan. The first 

aim was addressed through empirical investigations in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Chapters 3 and 

4 sought to increase our understanding of how PKU is likely to be affected by increasing 

age, in terms of overlapping cognitive impairments and neurological deterioration caused by 

the natural ageing process and by excess Phe in PKU. Chapter 5, meanwhile, considered 

how cognition and well-being in early-treated AwPKU is impacted in middle-age compared to 

young adulthood, further investigating the potential impact of increasing age on outcomes. 

The second aim was addressed through a systematic review and meta-analysis in Chapter 

6, in which the direct impact of changing Phe levels on individuals’ cognition, well-being, and 

brain health, as measured through within-subject studies, was explored. 

 

This General Discussion will first summarise the rationales and key findings of each 

chapter. It will then discuss the overall implications of findings presented in these chapters, 

as well as considering their limitations and suggesting future directions for research in this 

field. Finally, the chapter will culminate in an overall Conclusion. 

 

Chapter summaries 
 

Chapters 1 and 2: Introduction and Methodology.  

The first chapter of this thesis outlined the existing literature surrounding cognitive, 

well-being, and neurological impairments in early-treated PKU. Outcomes in all three of 

these domains in early-treated adults and children with PKU were explored, as well as 

associations between metabolic control and outcomes in these domains during different life 

stages. Chapter 2 then laid out the comprehensive cognitive assessment battery used 

throughout this thesis to investigate the impact of ageing and PKU on cognition across a 

number of different domains. Tasks and delivery methods used in face-to-face and remote 

assessment conditions were described in detail. 
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Chapter 3. Investigating the Impacts of PKU and Healthy Ageing on Cognition 

This chapter considered performance of healthy older controls (aged 53-88) on a 

cognitive assessment battery previously delivered to healthy younger controls and young 

AwPKU (aged 18-41). Due to similarities in white matter abnormalities and neurotransmitter 

depletions caused by natural ageing and by early-treated PKU, we hypothesised that 

cognitive impairments in these two populations would overlap. In particular, we expected 

impairments in the domains of speed of processing, executive function, and visuo-motor 

coordination to be apparent in both populations. Meanwhile, differences in performance 

between the two populations were expected in the domain of long-term memory and 

learning, as impairments in this domain are associated with hippocampal neurotransmitter 

depletion caused by ageing (Gorbach et al., 2017; Papenberg et al., 2014), but not typically 

associated with PKU. 

 

 In line with our hypotheses, a significant overlap was found between cognitive 

domains exhibiting impaired performance, and those apparently spared, in older controls 

and AwPKU. Within impaired domains, however, the severity of deficits was notably different 

between groups, with older controls demonstrating less impairment than AwPKU in tasks 

assessing executive function, whilst AwPKU demonstrated less impairment than older 

controls in measures of speed of processing and visuo-motor coordination. Double 

dissociations were also apparent, with only AwPKU performing below average in measures 

of IQ, and only older controls showing impaired performance in measures of memory. These 

findings suggest that the neurological circuits impacted by PKU and ageing show some 

overlap (i.e., myelin depletion causing significantly slowed speed of processing) but also 

some distinct differentiation, with PKU having a stronger impact on frontal lobe function, 

resulting in impaired executive function, and ageing having a stronger impact on the 

hippocampal and cerebellar systems, resulting in impaired memory and learning, and visuo-

motor coordination. 

 

Chapter 4. Speed of Processing and Executive Function in Ageing and PKU 

This chapter delved deeper into the slowed response times demonstrated by both 

older controls and AwPKU, investigating the interaction between speed of processing and 

cognitive load in the domains of visuo-spatial attention and language. Distributions of 

reaction times across difficulty conditions within each of these domains were explored to 

assess the nature of the speed impairments demonstrated by both populations, and to 

compare the similarities and differences in the underlying cause of slowed response times 

for both groups. Based on the findings of the previous chapter, it was hypothesised that 

older controls and AwPKU would demonstrate a similar pattern of impairment across these 
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domains. Specifically, it was postulated that older controls would demonstrate the same 

patterns of impairment reported in young AwPKU following similar explorations by Romani et 

al. (2018), that is, a differential effect of task difficulty on speed of response in visuo-spatial 

compared to language tasks. It was expected that both cohorts would demonstrate a fixed 

delay in responses to language tasks, but an exponential impact of task difficulty on 

response times in the visuo-spatial domain. As speed of processing and executive function 

have previously been shown to be closely linked (e.g., Christ et al., 2001; Fry & Hale, 1996), 

this chapter also aimed to disentangle the relative contributions of executive function and 

speed of processing deficits to the slowed response times exhibited by both cohorts. 

Correlations between executive function impairments and slowed response times were, 

therefore, also carried out. 

 

 General linear and Brinley plot analyses of results from language and visuo-spatial 

tasks supported the hypotheses for this chapter, with both AwPKU and older controls 

demonstrating an exponential effect of task difficulty on response times in the visuo-spatial 

domain but a fixed delay across difficulty conditions for language tasks. Similarly to the 

previous chapter, however, the enhanced impact of task difficulty in the domain of visuo-

spatial processing was more pronounced in older controls than in young AwPKU. These 

findings suggest that, rather than being due to a generalised speed deficit, processing speed 

in both of these populations is affected in a domain-specific manner, whilst fixed delays 

across domains are instead reflective of an additional level of caution in executive 

mechanisms. This was supported by findings of correlations between response times for 

visuo-spatial and language tasks of increasing difficulty, and performance in measures of 

executive function for both cohorts. These findings, then, support those of the previous 

chapter, suggesting that both AwPKU and older adults demonstrate similar patterns of 

impairment, therefore indicating some overlap in the mechanisms underlying impaired 

performance in both of these cohorts. This, in turn, suggests that impairments caused by 

ageing and PKU may interact with one another as AwPKU reach older age.  

 

Chapter 5. Cognitive and Well-Being Outcomes in Middle-Aged AwPKU 

 In Chapters 3 and 4, we predicted how PKU may interact with normal neural 

degradation when early-treated AwPKU start to reach old age. Evidence of an overlap in the 

patterns of impairment in young AwPKU and healthy older controls suggests that AwPKU 

may demonstrate an accelerated effect of ageing on cognition, causing deficits associated 

with older age to appear earlier in this population. Chapter 5, therefore, recruited middle-

aged AwPKU and age-matched healthy controls to assess performance across a range of 

cognitive domains and measures of well-being. Performance on cognitive measures was 
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then compared to previously observed impairments in a cohort of younger AwPKU. The 

impact of metabolic control on outcomes in middle-aged AwPKU was also investigated by 

comparing scores across measures of cognition and well-being between middle-aged 

AwPKU with good vs. poor metabolic control and carrying out correlations between blood-

Phe levels and outcomes in both domains. 

 

Findings indicated some cognitive slowing and poorer quality of life in middle-aged 

AwPKU compared to controls, however cognitive impairments were less severe than 

expected, with middle-aged AwPKU performing statistically better than young AwPKU in 

composite executive function scores, and demonstrating non-significantly, but numerically 

better, performance in composite scores of speed of processing and accuracy. No 

associations between concurrent Phe, or Phe over the last 10 years, and cognitive 

performance were found in our cohort of middle-aged AwPKU. These findings suggest that 

there is no evidence of accelerated ageing impacting cognitive health in AwPKU, however 

the small sample size of AwPKU included in this study limits the conclusions that can be 

drawn from these analyses. The potential impact of differences in testing modalities between 

young and middle-aged cohorts (i.e., remote vs. face-to-face assessment administration) 

must also be taken into consideration when interpreting these findings. With regards to well-

being, differences between middle-aged AwPKU and controls were significant, with AwPKU 

demonstrating significantly higher depression and anxiety than controls, as well as a more 

significant impact of the pandemic on their mood. Emotional well-being and quality of life, 

however, were not found to be significantly related to concurrent Phe, or Phe over the last 

10 years. Importantly, however, only 14 AwPKU completed well-being questionnaires, 

limiting the power of these findings. 

 

Chapter 6. The Impact of Metabolic Control on Cognition, Neurophysiology, and Well-

Being in PKU: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis of the Within-Participant 

Literature 

The existing literature surrounding outcomes in PKU has established that early-

treated AwPKU do show some evidence of impaired neurological health, and that this may 

interact to some extent with current metabolic control in adulthood (see Canton et al., 2019; 

Christ et al., 2010; Hofman et al., 2018 for reviews). Chapter 6 reviewed the within-

participant literature regarding the impact of altering blood-Phe concentrations on cognitive, 

well-being, and neurological outcomes. This is significant because within-participant studies 

allow us to investigate the direct impact of blood-Phe levels on outcomes, whilst removing 

the potential confounding factors that may be present in between-participant and 

correlational studies (i.e., genetic endowment, educational opportunities, socio-economic 
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status, etc). This review investigated how metabolic control can influence outcomes in both 

early- and late-treated children, adolescents, and adults with PKU, as well as considering 

the parameters necessary to elicit changes in outcomes. In particular, the impact of the 

magnitude of change of blood-Phe concentrations, and the amount of time that they are 

maintained for, on the likelihood of observing cognitive, well-being, and neurological 

outcomes was explored. 

 

Results from the review and meta-analysis suggest that metabolic control has a 

significant impact on cognitive, well-being, and neurological outcomes, with lower levels 

associated with better outcomes in both adults and children with PKU. Consistent 

associations between cognitive ability and metabolic control were found in the domains of 

attention, executive function, and speed of processing, supporting the existing between-

participant literature, as well as our own findings. Findings across measures of well-being 

found differences in the domains of anxiety, depression, aggression, and hyperactivity, 

suggesting that metabolic control may be linked to well-being in both childhood and 

adulthood, despite the findings presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis. Finally, differences in 

white matter and EEG abnormalities were found to be associated with metabolic control in 

both adults and children with PKU. Cognitive and neurological impairments were also found 

to be reliably reversible through decreasing Phe levels, although this effect was evident at 

lower blood-Phe levels in CwPKU than in AwPKU. Results concerning the impact of 

magnitude and duration of blood-Phe changes on outcomes were varied. Larger changes in 

Phe levels were found to be more likely to elicit changes in cognitive outcomes, but not in 

well-being or neurological outcomes, whilst longer durations of altered Phe levels appeared 

to be more likely to impact all measured outcomes both in terms of worsening and 

ameliorating Phe-related impairments, although differences were either not statistically 

significant or there were not enough results to assess significance.  

 

Implications 
 

The findings presented throughout this thesis hold some key implications with regards to 

the cognitive impact of ageing and how this may differ between healthy older adults, and 

those with PKU. Differences in impairments observed between older controls and young 

AwPKU in cognitive domains associated with grey matter atrophy and hippocampal or 

cerebellar abnormalities, such as long-term memory loss, indicate that these brain regions 

are impacted by normal ageing, but not by PKU and, as such, would not be differentially 

impacted by ageing in adults with and without PKU. It remains unclear however, whether the 

chronic impact of high Phe levels on the brains of individuals with PKU will make this 
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population more susceptible to degenerative diseases primarily associated with increasing 

age in later life. A significant overlap in speed of processing impairments between these two 

cohorts is apparent, with clear evidence of demyelination and white matter atrophy in both 

groups. Despite ageing being found to affect both the central and peripheral nervous 

systems, the impact of PKU is seemingly limited to the central nervous system, suggesting 

that this system, specifically, may be more severely impacted by increasing age in AwPKU 

than in adults without PKU. Similarly, prefrontal and striatal neurotransmitter depletion with 

increasing age have been associated with a decrease in executive function abilities in older 

adults. In AwPKU, these age-related depletions may, therefore, further interact with pre-

existing neurotransmitter depletions caused by excess neurological Phe, resulting in more 

significant executive function impairments than may otherwise be associated with the normal 

ageing process. The findings of this thesis indicate that cognitive impairments due to ageing 

and PKU are likely to interact to some extent as AwPKU reach old age leading to 

accelerated cognitive decline in this population. As such, the inclusion of cognitive testing in 

the clinical management of PKU in middle- and older-aged AwPKU would be prudent. For 

example, the use of a condensed version of the assessment battery used in these studies 

could be carried out, focussing on the domains highlighted here as being particularly 

sensitive to the impacts of PKU and ageing (response times, visuo-spatial processing, 

executive function, and sustained attention). This could allow rapid identification of 

accelerated cognitive ageing in AwPKU and provide the opportunity for early intervention. 

 

This increased understanding of the similarities and differences between the profiles of 

cognitive ageing likely to be observed in older adults with and without PKU, as well as the 

potential impact of metabolic control on this process, further holds important implications for 

the future treatment of PKU, and the best recommendations for clinicians to present to 

AwPKU as they start to reach middle- and older age. Chapter 5 demonstrates that cognitive 

and well-being impairments in early-treated PKU persist through to adulthood, although they 

do not appear to increase in middle-age. Analyses investigating the extent to which 

impairments may be impacted by current metabolic control in middle-age suggest that there 

is little impact of Phe levels on outcomes in this age group, however small participant 

numbers mean that these results must be interpreted with caution. Chapter 6 challenges 

these findings, suggesting that metabolic control can impact cognitive, well-being, and 

neurological outcomes both in childhood and adulthood, and that existing impairments may 

be reversible in adulthood through a reduction of blood-Phe levels. This review found that a 

reduction in current Phe levels in adulthood has an ameliorating effect on well-being in 

severely intellectually disabled, late-treated AwPKU, as well as reducing cognitive 

impairment and white matter abnormalities in early-treated AwPKU. Importantly, decreased 
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levels are required to be maintained for at least a few months to allow reversal of 

neurological abnormalities to become apparent. Adoption of a relatively relaxed, but 

continuous, low-Phe diet in late adulthood, therefore, may serve to mitigate the impact of 

ageing on neurological health in ageing AwPKU. A key consideration, however, must also be 

the socially restrictive nature of a low-Phe diet, and the lack of palatable options currently 

available to those who follow it. The potentially negative impact of these factors on 

individual’s well-being must also be taken into consideration when weighing up the potential 

benefits of resuming a low-Phe diet in later life. 

 

Limitations 
 

Remote vs. In-Person Testing 
 

It is impossible to ignore the impact of the global COVID-19 pandemic on research practices 

during work for this thesis (2018-2022). A national UK-wide lockdown was declared in March 

2020, causing all research to be re-designed to allow remote assessment of participants. 

This was achieved through a variety of methods, with some assessments rewritten in 

PsychoPy to allow online hosting of tasks via Pavlovia, whilst other assessments were only 

slightly adjusted to allow remote delivery via video call. Some assessments, however, had to 

be removed completely as they were not suitable for online or video call delivery. Moving 

assessments to remote delivery had both advantages and disadvantages. The lack of travel 

required, and the ability to conduct testing at participants’ homes (therefore removing any 

issues finding appropriate spaces for testing across different collaborating sites) made it 

much easier to recruit and assess participants in a flexible manner to best suit their 

schedules. Unfortunately, whilst increased flexibility was a benefit, completion of remote 

assessments required participants to have appropriate equipment available (i.e., a laptop or 

tablet with sufficient memory to run online tasks and video call capabilities) and this will have 

necessarily biased recruitment of participants to those with a higher socioeconomic status, 

and those with an appropriate level of comfort with technology. As such, participants without 

access to, or understanding of, technology such as video calls, were not able to take part in 

assessments, likely biasing the results gathered through this manner of testing to those with 

higher cognitive functioning. This will have had a particularly significant effect on recruitment 

of AwPKU, as this is a population that has previously been found to demonstrate significant 

variability in cognitive impairments (Romani et al., 2019). 

Participant numbers 
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Beyond impacting the modality of testing, the COVID-19 pandemic also had a 

dramatic effect on participant recruitment, in particular for participants with PKU. During the 

peak of the pandemic in 2020 (a key recruitment period for this thesis) all non-COVID 

related research was placed on hold by the NHS for approximately 4 months. Once 

participant recruitment was re-opened, non-COVID research remained a low priority for NHS 

institutions. This, in combination with staffing issues due to redeployment, off-site working, 

self-isolation, staff illness etc., meant that significantly less patients were recruited from 

clinics than had previously been intended. Despite the circumstances, every effort was made 

to maximise recruitment, including weekly communications with on-site dieticians to identify 

eligible participants, and researchers offering as much flexibility as possible for assessment 

times, to fit in with potential participants’ schedules. Overall recruitment of AwPKU was 20 

participants, one of whom was later excluded as they were not started on a low-Phe diet 

until 3 months old and therefore did not meet our criteria for early-treatment. This sample 

size is not especially small when recruiting individuals with a rare disease, with multiple 

previously published studies of adults and children with PKU reporting similar sample sizes 

between 14 and 25 participants (e.g., Channon et al., 2004; Jaulent et al., 2020; Nardecchia 

et al., 2015; Thompson et al., 1993; Weglage et al., 1995). However, we originally intended 

to recruit a minimum of 30 AwPKU to try and match previous comparisons made between 37 

young AwPKU and controls, and to ensure sufficient statistical power as calculated through 

a-priori power analyses. As such, findings from comparisons between middle-aged adults 

with and without PKU must be interpreted with caution due to low statistical power. Similarly, 

comparisons between middle-aged AwPKU with high- and low-Phe, as well as correlations 

with Phe-levels, are considerably limited in power. 

 

Historical data 
 

Finally, it was not possible to acquire paediatric metabolic information for the middle-

aged AwPKU included in the study, aside from two participants. This prevented any 

analyses investigating the impact of childhood metabolic control, and Phe variability, on 

outcomes in adulthood. All participants consented to having their childhood metabolic 

records accessed by researchers, however staffing limitations due to the COVID-19 

pandemic meant that clinical collaborators were unable to assist with accessing these. All 

participants were therefore contacted to consent to ‘Freedom of Information Request’ letters 

being sent to their paediatric clinics requesting access to all childhood metabolic records. 

Letters were approved and sent to paediatric hospital on behalf of 10 participants. Two 

clinics responded with participants’ paediatric records, one hospital was unable to locate the 

participant’s paediatric records, and three hospitals requested further information from 
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participants but then did not respond again once information was provided. Previous 

research has found that childhood Phe levels can have a key impact on outcomes in later 

life (e.g., Aitkenhead et al., 2021; Koch, Burton, Hoganson, Peterson, Rhead, Rouse, Scott, 

Wolff, Stern, Guttler, & et al., 2002; Smith et al., 1996), therefore this is a necessary aspect 

to consider when assessing outcomes in AwPKU, and trying to disentangle the effects of 

childhood, adulthood, and concurrent Phe levels on performance. 

 

Future Directions 
 

 As is often the case with scientific research, the studies carried out for this thesis 

raised a number of questions. There is a definite need for future studies to build upon the 

research conducted here. Further investigation of outcomes in middle- and older-aged 

AwPKU is needed. Assessing more clinical participants using the same materials is 

necessary to increase the power of comparisons with middle-aged controls and allow further 

correlation analyses to be carried out investigating the relationship between blood-Phe 

levels and outcomes in PKU for adults in this age range. Additional research considering the 

impact of childhood metabolic control on middle-aged outcomes would also be beneficial. 

Hopefully, as the impact of the pandemic begins to reduce, this will be something that future 

researchers can work with clinical collaborators to access and include in analyses moving 

forward. 

 

 In addition to extra information regarding cognitive and well-being outcomes in 

middle- and older-aged AwPKU, studies utilising neuroimaging techniques with this cohort of 

AwPKU are also needed to increase our understanding of the impact of PKU on neurological 

health in AwPKU of increasing age. This research could also be conducted with middle-aged 

AwPKU, and then continued as part of a longitudinal study assessing outcomes across 

cognitive, well-being, and neurological dimensions as AwPKU move from middle- into older-

age and the effects of PKU begin to interact with those of normal ageing (in particular with 

regards to white matter integrity and neurotransmitter depletion). This could then support, or 

contradict, the predictive findings of our research with young AwPKU and healthy older 

controls. Longitudinal research with this cohort of AwPKU would also allow within-participant 

comparisons of the impact of changing Phe levels in later adulthood on outcomes to be 

carried out. This would further our knowledge of the potential negative impacts of increasing 

Phe in later life, and the potential ameliorating effects of increasing metabolic control during 

this stage of life. 
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 Finally, as the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic have been felt across the globe, a 

significant proportion of research has been moved online to allow for remote delivery. The 

impact of this move has yet to be fully investigated. Future research considering the 

comparative efficacy of cognitive assessments delivered in remote and face-to-face 

conditions is going to be vital to allow appropriate interpretation of results gathered in remote 

settings and to inform future research design to ensure the most effective data gathering 

methods are being employed. As such, a future study comparing results gathered from one 

cohort of participants assessed using the remote version of our cognitive assessment 

battery and a matched cohort assessed using the face-to-face version is essential. Such a 

study could also consider the differential outcomes of remote vs. face-to-face conditions for 

participants of different age groups, as one might expect that older participants may struggle 

to adjust to online tasks more than younger cohorts who are more familiar with remote 

setups and online working. 

 

Conclusion 
 

The introduction of a low-Phe diet to treat PKU in the neonatal period has 

dramatically changed what it means to live with this condition. Early-treatment of PKU 

prevents the severe intellectual disability, microcephaly, seizures, and behavioural difficulties 

previously associated with the disorder. A low-Phe diet does not, however, prevent 

individuals with PKU from experiencing any negative impact of their condition, nor is it a 

simple (or palatable) diet to follow. As such, many individuals with PKU choose to abandon 

their low-Phe diet in adolescence or adulthood, once the critical period of neurodevelopment 

is past. This thesis investigated the impact of metabolic control on outcomes in AwPKU, in 

particular focusing on the potential interactions between older age and PKU in terms of 

cognition and well-being, and the extent to which cognitive, well-being, neuropathological 

and neurophysiological impairments may be reversible through decreasing concurrent 

blood-Phe levels, in particular in adulthood. 

 

Our empirical investigations comparing performance in AwPKU and healthy older 

controls found a notable overlap in impairment, in particular in the domains of speed of 

processing and executive function. This study suggests that white matter degradation and 

neurotransmitter depletion due to increasing age may have a particularly dramatic effect on 

speed of processing and executive function abilities in AwPKU, as already damaged 

neurological systems begin to degrade further. Initial investigations of cognition in middle-

aged AwPKU did not find any more severe impairments in this cohort compared to young 

AwPKU, however a number of limitations including small participant numbers and differential 
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testing modalities mean that these findings warrant further investigation before clear 

conclusions about the effect of middle-age on cognition in PKU can be drawn. Our 

systematic review and meta-analysis demonstrated that cognitive, well-being, and 

neurological outcomes can all be mediated by metabolic control, both in childhood and 

adulthood. Of particular interest, this review indicates that neurological damage caused by 

previously high Phe levels can be reversed through decreasing concurrent blood Phe levels 

in adulthood, if these lower levels are maintained for a suitable length of time. As such, a 

recommendation of maintaining Phe levels below a given threshold in adulthood to mitigate 

the potentially negative impact of ageing on outcomes may seem warranted. It is important, 

however, to also consider the potentially negative impact of maintaining a socially restrictive, 

and largely unpalatable, diet upon well-being, beyond the direct impact of metabolic control 

on neurotransmitter levels and white matter integrity. As such, it will be key to ensure that 

individual needs and tolerances are considered when making recommendations with 

regards to lifestyle and metabolic control for AwPKU as they start to reach older age. 

 

Key Takeaways 

 
• There are notable similarities between the impact of ageing and PKU on white matter 

integrity and neurotransmitter availability, with both AwPKU and older adults 

demonstrating impairments in the cognitive domains of speed of processing, 

executive function, sustained attention, and visuo-spatial processing. Thus, AwPKU 

may be at risk of accelerated cognitive ageing in these domains in later life, and 

therefore would benefit from additional cognitive monitoring as part of the clinical 

management of their PKU. 

• Differences in grey matter associated cognitive abilities, such as long-term memory 

and learning, between older adults and AwPKU suggest that these abilities are 

unlikely to be at risk of accelerated decline with age due to PKU. 

• Evidence of accelerated ageing is not apparent in middle-aged AwPKU, nor is there 

any clear cross-sectional effect of concurrent Phe levels on cognition or well-being at 

this age. 

• Systematic review of within-participant studies suggests that metabolic control does 

affect cognitive, well-being, and neurological outcomes in both children and adults 

with PKU, with evidence that reducing Phe levels in adulthood can reverse Phe-

related neuropathological damage if reduced levels are maintained for at least a few 

months.  
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Appendices 
 

Appendix A. Beck Anxiety Inventory Questionnaire. 
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Appendix B. Beck Depression Inventory Questionnaire. 
 
Please read each group of statements carefully, then fill in the circle next to the statement in each group that best 

describes the way you have been feeling over the past two weeks, including today.  

Be sure to read all the statements in each group before making your choice. 

Then move on to the next group of sentences.  
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Appendix C. PKU Quality of Life Questionnaire. 
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Appendix D. SF36 Health Questionnaire. 
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Appendix E. COVID-19 Questionnaire 
 
Q1 Participant Number: 

________________________________________________________________ 

 
Q2 Please rate how you feel since the UK-wide lockdown was declared on 23rd March 2020: 

 
Significantly 

more (3) 
Moderately 

more (2) 
Slightly 
more (1) 

No 
more 

or less 
(0) 

Slightly 
less (-1) 

Moderately 
less (-2) 

Significantly 
less (-3) 

Stressed o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
Isolated o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
Anxious o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Exhausted o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
Sad o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Worried 
for my 
health o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
Short-

tempered / 
angry o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

 
 

Q3 Please rate how the UK-wide lockdown has impacted your ability to manage your PKU: 
(If you are not a patient at a PKU clinic, please select "Not applicable") 
 

 
Significantly 

more 
difficult (3) 

Moderately 
more 

difficult (2) 

Slightly 
more 

difficult 
(1) 

No 
more 

or less 
difficult 

(0) 

Slightly 
less 

difficult 
(-1) 

Moderately 
less 

difficult (-2) 

Significantly 
less difficult 

(-3) 

Not 
applicable 

General 
management 
of my PKU 

has become 
(1)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Accessing 
my 

supplements 
has become 

(2)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
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Appendix F. Older Control Data Cleaning Tables 
 
 
Table 3.A1 - Across-participant non-valid data cleaning; Number of participants removed with ≥20% non-valid RTs. 
 

Number of participants removed 

 Picture naming Word reading Non-word reading Stroop 

Younger Controls 1 4 8 2 

AwPKU 1 4 6 1 

Older Controls 10 7 1 2 

 
 
 
Table 3.A2 - Within-participant reaction time data cleaning. Mean number of errors removed for each task. 
 

Mean number removed RT responses (errors) 
 

Choice 
reaction 

Simple 
detection 

Detection 
with 

distractors 

Attentional 
switch 

Feature 
search 

Conjunction 
search 

RVP Stroop 
Picture 
naming 

Word 
reading 

Non-
word 

reading 

Younger 
Controls 

1.6 0.0 1.2 1.0 1.4 1.9 9.3 1.8 11.2 1.7 2.7 

AwPKU 1.4 0.0 1.3 1.0 1.6 1.5 11.6 2.0 12.2 2.1 2.6 

Older 
Controls 

1.9 0.0 1.2 1.0 1.1 2.3 15 1.0 9.8 2.0 2.2 

Overall 
mean 

1.9 0.0 1.2 1.0 1.1 2.2 14.8 1.0 9.4 2.0 2.3 
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Table 3.A3 - Within-participant reaction time data cleaning. Mean number of RT outliers removed for each task: responses <100ms or ±3SD from participant 
mean. 
  

Mean number removed RT responses (non-valid responses) 

 
Choice 

reaction 

Simple 

detection 

Detection 

with 

distractors 

Attentional 

switch 

Feature 

search 

Conjunction 

search 
RVP Stroop 

Picture 

naming 

Word 

reading 

Non-

word 

reading 

Younger Controls 1.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 2.7 3.8 8.8 6.5 2.3 

AwPKU 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.0 3.8 8.3 6.2 1.8 

Older Controls 1.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.3 0.9 2.5 2.4 13.2 5.1 1.1 

Overall mean 1.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.3 0.9 2.5 2.4 13.0 5.2 1.1 
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Appendix G. Additional analyses of fast and slow sub-groups for OC and AwPKU 
cohorts 
 

Participants within experimental groups in Chapter 4 were split into ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ sub-

groups using a performance-based median split. Fast and slow participants were identified by 

averaging scores across conditions within each task, and then sorting participants into the 

fastest 50% and the slowest 50%. To demonstrate appropriate rigour in analyses, general linear 

and Brinley plot analyses were then carried out between difficulty conditions and sub-groups for 

tasks in the visuo-spatial and lexical domains to investigate the impact of increasing difficulty on 

performance.  

General Linear Analyses 

 

Language tasks 

 
Picture naming 

 
In additional comparisons of performance of sub-groups (fast and slow participants 

within each group) on picture naming tasks, MML analyses again found a main effect of item 

position (F(1,249)=88.8, p<.001) and sub-group (F(5,205)=24.0, p<.001) on RTs but no 

significant interaction between the two (F(5,249)=0.84, p=.52). Post-hoc MML analyses 

between individual sub-group pairings found significant differences between all sub-group pairs 

(p-values=.028 to <.001) except for between fast YC and fast AwPKU (p=.12), between slow YC 

and slow AwPKU (p=.09), or between slow YC and fast OC (p=.72) (Fig.4.A1). No interactions 

between individual sub-group pairs and item position were found. 
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Figure 4.A1 – Error rates by item position in semantic category for fast and slow younger controls, older 
controls, and AwPKU in picture naming task. 

Word Reading 

 
Regularity. ANOVA analyses comparing RTs between fast and slow participants within 

each group found significant effects of regularity (F(1,105)=23.1, p<.001, ηp2=.18) and sub-

group (F(5,105)=21.2, p<.001, ηp2=.50), but no significant interaction between the two 

variables (F(5,105)=1.1, p=.34, ηp2=.05), with all sub-groups demonstrating slower RTs for 

irregular, compared to regular, words (Fig.4.A2). Post-hoc ANOVA analyses of all sub-group 

pairings found that fast YC were significantly faster than slow YC (p=.002), slow AwPKU 

(p<.001), and slow OC (p<.001). Meanwhile slow OC were also significantly slower than slow 

YC (p=.005), fast AwPKU (p<.001) and fast OC (p<.001). Further significant differences were 

also found between slow AwPKU and: slow YC (p=.03), fast AwPKU (p<.001) and fast OC 

(p<.001). All other sub-group comparisons were non-significant, with no interactions found 

between any sub-group pairing and regularity effects. 

 
Figure 4.A2 – Error rates by word regularity for fast and slow younger controls, older controls, and AwPKU 
in word reading task. 

 
Frequency. When RTs were compared between fast and slow participants in each group, 

significant main effects of frequency (F(1,104)=12, p=.001, ηp2=.10) and sub-group 

(F(5,104)=29.8, p<.001, ηp2=.59) were found, but no interaction between the two (F(5,104)=1, 

p=.40, ηp2=.05) (Fig.4.A3). The main effect of sub-group on RT was further investigated through 

post-hoc ANOVA analyses between individual sub-group pairings. These comparisons found 

that fast YC were significantly faster than slow YC (p<.001), slow AwPKU (p<.001), fast OC 

(p=.004), and slow OC (p<.001). Meanwhile slow OC were significantly slower than all sub-
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groups (p<.001 for all) except for slow AwPKU (p=.097). Finally slow AwPKU were significantly 

slower than fast YC (p<.001), fast AwPKU (p<.001) and fast OC (=.001). All other sub-group 

pairings were non-significant. No interactions between frequency effects and sub-group 

pairings were found. 

 
Figure 4.A3 – Error rates by word frequency for fast and slow younger controls, older controls, and 
AwPKU in word reading task. 

 
Word Length. When populations were split into fast and slow groups, analyses found a 

significant main effect of sub-group (F(5,105)=31, p<.001) and a significant effect of word length 

(F(3,315)=9.4, p<.001) but no interaction between these variables (F(15,315)=0.96, p=.50). 

The main effect of sub-group on RT was further investigated through post-hoc ANOVA analyses 

between individual sub-group pairings. These comparisons found that fast YC were significantly 

faster than all other sub-groups (range p=.004 to p<.001) except for fast AwPKU (p=.50). Slow 

OC were significantly slower than all other sub-groups (p<.001 for all) except for slow AwPKU 

(p=.08). Fast AwPKU were also significantly faster than slow AwPKU (p<.001) and slow OC 

(p<.001), whilst fast OC were significantly faster than slow AwPKU (p=.001) (Fig.4.A4). No 

significant interactions between individual sub-group pairings and word length effects were 

found. 
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Figure 4.A4 – Error rates by word length for fast and slow younger controls, older controls, and AwPKU in 
word reading task. 

 
Non-Word Length. Significant main effects of non-word length (F(3,303)=81.9, p<.001, 

ηp2=.45) and sub-group (F(5,101)=28.2, p<.001, ηp2=.58) on RTs were found, as well as a 

significant interaction (F(15,303)=3.3, p<.001, ηp2=.14). The main effect of sub-group on RT, 

and well as the significant interaction, were further investigated through post-hoc ANOVA 

analyses between individual sub-group pairings. These comparisons found that slow OC and 

slow AwPKU were significantly slower than all other sub-groups (p<.001 for all) except for each 

other (p=1) (Fig.4.A5). Significant interactions were found between non-word length effects 

and sub-group for comparisons of fast YC and: slow YC (p=.02), slow AwPKU (p=.002), and 

slow OC (p=.003), as well as for comparisons of fast OC and: slow YC (p=.02), slow AwPKU 

(p<.001), and slow OC (p<.001). Significant interactions were also found between non-word 

length effects in fast AwPKU and: slow AwPKU (p=.02), and slow OC (p=.03). These 

interactions suggest that, in general, slower sub-groups were more significantly impacted by 

increasing non-word length than faster sub-groups. 
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Figure 4.A5 – Error rates by non-word length for fast and slow younger controls, older controls, and 
AwPKU in word reading task. 

 
Visuo-spatial tasks 

 
Feature search 

 

Analyses of feature search RTs between fast and slow sub-groups for displays where 

the target was present found significant main effects of sub-group (F(5,154)=12.5, p<.001) and 

number of distractors (F(1,204)=4.9, p=.03), but no significant interaction (F(5,204)=0.5, 

p=.75). This suggests that RTs increased in line with number of distractors, but that this 

increasing difficulty affected all sub-groups equally (Fig.4.A6). The main effect of sub-group on 

RT was further investigated through post-hoc MML analyses between individual sub-group 

pairings. These comparisons found significant differences in RT between all sub-groups (p<.001 

for all) except for between fast YC and fast AwPKU (p=.09) or between slow YC and fast OC 

(p=.10). No significant interactions between sub-group and number of distractors were 

found for any individual sub-group pairing in target present displays. 
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Figure 4.A6 – Error rates by number of distractors when target was present for fast and slow younger 
controls, older controls, and AwPKU (C) in feature search tasks. 

 

RT analyses for sub-groups in displays where the target was absent found a significant 

main effect of sub-group (F(5,158)=11.2, p<.001) but no significant effect of number of 

distractors (F(1,208)=0.9, p=.35) nor any interaction between the two (F(5,208)=0.5, p=.81) 

with all sub-groups showing no significant effect of increasing numbers of distractors (Fig.4.A7). 

The main effect of sub-group on RT was further investigated through post-hoc MML analyses 

between individual sub-group pairings. These comparisons found significant differences in RT 

between all sub-groups (p<.001 for all) except for between slow YC and fast OC (p=.10). No 

significant interactions between sub-group and number of distractors were found for any 

individual sub-group pairing in target absent displays. 
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Figure 4.A7 – Error rates by number of distractors when target was absent for fast and slow younger 
controls, older controls, and AwPKU in feature search tasks. 

 
Conjunction search 

 
Analyses of conjunction search RTs between fast and slow sub-groups for target-

present displays found significant main effects of sub-group (F(5,158)=4.2, p=.001) and number 

of distractors (F(1,213)=50.8, p<.001), but no significant interaction (F(5,213)=1, p=.44) with 

RTs increasing in line with number of distractors, but this increasing difficulty affecting all sub-

groups relatively equally (Fig.4.A8). The main effect of sub-group on RT was further investigated 

through post-hoc MML analyses between individual sub-group pairings. These comparisons 

found significant differences in RT between fast AwPKU and: slow AwPKU (p=.01), slow YC 

(p=.01), fast OC (p=.004) and slow OC (p=.004), as well as between fast YC and both slow YC 

(p=.04) and slow OC (p=.02), and between fast and slow OC (p=.049). All other sub-group 

comparisons were non-significant. Only one interaction between sub-group and number of 

distractors was present, between slow AwPKU and fast OC (F(1,74)=535, p=.02), with fast OC 

significantly more negatively affected than slow AwPKU by the increase from 4 to 8 distractors in 

particular (Fig.4.A8). 
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Figure 4.A8 – Error rates by number of distractors when target was present for fast and slow younger 
controls, older controls, and AwPKU in conjunction search task. 

 
RT analyses between fast and slow sub-groups in displays where the target was absent 

found a significant main effect of sub-group (F(5,143)=2.6, p=.03) and number of distractors 

(F(1,175)=54.7, p<.001) as well as an interaction between the two (F(5,175)=3.4, p=.006) with 

increasing numbers of distractors producing negative effects of differing severities across sub-

groups (Fig.4.A9). The main effect of sub-group on RT, as well as the interaction effect, were 

further investigated through post-hoc MML analyses between individual sub-group pairings. 

These comparisons found no significant main effect of sub-group for most pairings, except for 

slow OC who were significantly slower than both fast AwPKU (F(1,51)=4.9, p=.03) and fast YC 

(F(1,56)=4.6, p=.04). Significant interactions between sub-group and number of 

distractors were found between fast AwPKU and: fast YC (p=.045), slow YC (p=.007), and fast 

OC (p<.001), as well as a trend interaction with slow OC (p=.059). Significant interactions were 

also found between slow AwPKU and both slow YC (p=.03) and fast OC (p=.002) and between 

fast YC and fast OC (p=.04), demonstrating that these sub-groups were all differentially 

impacted by increasing task difficulty in terms of increasing number of distractors, with YC least 

impacted, then AwPKU, then OC, and slower sub-groups generally more impacted than faster 

sub-groups (Fig.4.A9). 
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Figure 4.A9 – Error rates in by number of distractors when target was absent for fast and slow younger 
controls, older controls, and AwPKU in conjunction search task. 

 
Brinley Plot Analyses 

 
Slopes for visuo-spatial RTs of fast and slow AwPKUs and fast and slow OCs were 

plotted against RTs for YC (Fig.4.A10). These slopes explained between 80% and 99% of the 

variance in RTs exhibited by these sub-groups. RTs of fast AwPKU were almost identical to that 

of YC (y=1; R2=0.99), however slower AwPKU show a 53% higher increase of RT with task 

difficulty than YC (y=1.53; R2=0.96). The impact of task difficulty in visuo-spatial tasks appears 

to affect OC more dramatically than either of our other two populations, with fast OC showing a 

33% greater increase of RT with increased difficulty, and slow OC demonstrating a 92% 

increase (Fast OC: y=1.33; R2=0.99, Slow OC: y=1.92; R2=0.96). In comparisons of language 

RTs, neither fast nor slow participants from either population show a notably greater impact of 

cognitive load on RT than YC, with both fast and slow AwPKU showing a lesser impact of task 

difficulty than YC (Fast AwPKU: y=0.89; R2=0.99, Slow AwPKU: y=0.96; R2=0.81, Fast OC: 

y=1.01; R2=0.90, Slow OC: y=1.05; R2=0.80). These comparisons, then, further support a 

domain-specific interaction between task complexity and visuo-spatial processing, but no such 

interaction with language performance. 
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Figure 4.A10 – Brinley plots for language (A) and visuo-spatial (B) tasks. RTs of Fast and Slow AwPKU 
and OC plotted against the YC RTs for different conditions. Each point on the graph refers to a different 
condition. In both graphs, the red dotted line represents the equality line. If the RTs slope for a particular 
population was the same as that of controls, it would fall along the dotted line.  

 
  

A 
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Appendix H. Systematic Review Tables 
 
Table 6.A1 - Studies reporting effects of decreasing Phe on cognitive outcomes in A) mixed-age cohorts and B) adult cohorts. Outcomes which show a 
positive overall impact of lower Phe are highlighted. Weighted averages for parameters were calculated by weighting studies based on the number of 

participants.   
 
Mixed-age cohorts 

        
Treatment 

  Baseline Age 
in yrs. 

          Phe in µmol/L         

                    Baseline    After Manip.         

  
Age 

Group 

N ppts 
(Total = 

194) 
  

Early -
treated 

Until 
adolesc

ence 
  

Rang
e 

Mean   M/F   
Mean Study 

Length 
(weeks) 

  Mean SD   Mean SD   Diff   Outcome 

Diet Resumed/Restricted                                        

Anderson et 
al. (1976)a** 

Child 4   No No   7-15 12.3   
3M, 
1F 

  4   1756 48   381 36   -1375   Decreased choice RT 

Hujibregts et 
al. (2002)a** 

Child 21   Yes Yes   7-14 11.3   -   1   618 220   358 231   -260   
Improved RTs and 
sustained attention 

Krause et al. 
(1985)a** 

Child 5   Yes Mixed   6-10 8.4   
3M, 
2F 

  1   2365 1079   614 450   -1751   Decreased choice RT 

Clarke et al. 
(1987) 

Mixed 9   
Mixed 

(3 early 
infancy)  

2-11y   11-18 14.4   
3M, 
6F 

  4.5   1327 282   713 266   -614   
Significant decrease in 

choice RT only (no change 
in other tasks)* 

Giffin et al. 
(1980) 

Mixed 3   
No (av. 

2y) 
No   9-21 15   3M   11   1430 -   761 -   -669   

Improvement in visual 
attention span* 

Hogan, et al. 
(1986) 

Mixed 7   Yes 2-8y   13-18 14.5   
1M, 
6F 

  9   1327 282   713 266   -614   
No systematic or consistent 

effects 
Schuett et al. 

(1985) 
Mixed 72   Mixed No   

3.5-
19 

5.3   
36M, 
36F 

  209   1027 297   - -   -   Improved IQ 

Sapropterin 
Treatment   

                                         

Burton et al. 
(2015) 

Mixed 61   Yes -   9-29 19.6   
38M, 
23F 

  13   680 -   472 -   -208   

Improvement in ADHD- 
RS/ASRS scores in 

symptomatic ppts (N=19), 
improvement in BRIEF 

scores in all ppts 

White et al. 
(2013) 

Mixed 12   Yes -   6-35 18.2   
9M, 
3F 

  26   653 322   409 256   -244   No change* 

Arithmetic 
Average 

- 22   - -   5-20 13   -   31   1243 578   553 166   -717   - 

Weighted 
Average 

-     - -   5-20 12   -   84   931 351   488 115   -387   - 
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A) Adult/adolescent cohorts. 

        
Treatment 

  
Baseline Age in 

yrs. 

          Phe in µmol/L         

                    Baseline    After Manip.         

  
Age 
Grou

p 

N 
ppts 

(Total 
= 375) 

  
Early -
treated 

Until 
adolescenc

e 
  Range Mean   M/F   

Mean 
Study 

Length 
(weeks) 

  Mean SD   Mean SD   Diff   Outcome 

Diet Resumed/Restricted                                        

Anwar et al 
(2013) 

Adult 1   Yes 16y   41 41   1F   -   1564 300   121 -   -1443   
General improvement on 

Adenbrook Scale 

Burgess et 
al. (2021) 

Adult 9   Yes -   19-47 34   
4M, 
5F 

  54   1108 293   - -   -   
Increase in Mean 

Cognitive Performance 
Index 

Dawson et 
al. (2011) 

Adult 16   Yes Yes   - -   16F   -   1223 330   277 108   -946   
Faster eye-movement 

RTs time 

Schmidt et 
al. 

(1996)a** 
Adult 15   Yes -   17-24 20.5   

7M, 
8F 

  4.5   1320 270   630 172   -690   
Improved sustained 

attention and calculation 
speed 

Pegvaliase Treatment                                         

Bilder et al. 
(2021) 

Adult 156   Yes -   - 29.6   
80M, 
76F 

  164   1263 29   584 47   -679   
Reduced score on 

ADHD-RS IV Inattention 
subscale 

Thomas et 
al. (2018) 

Adult 178   Yes -   - 29.2   -   53   1233** 386   565** 531   -668   
Reduced score on 

ADHD-RS IV Inattention 
subscale 

Arithmetic 
Average 

- 63   - -   21-41 31   -   69   1285 153   435 224   -885   - 

Weighted 
Average 

- -   - -   21-41 29   -   99   1246 34   562 67   -688   - 

* = within-participant statistical comparisons conducted; **Phe levels estimated from larger group; ADHD-RS = ADHD Rating Scale; ASRS = Adult ADHD Self 
Report Scale; RT = Reaction Time; BRIEF = Behaviour Rating Inventory of Executive Function; Ppt = participant; RT = Reaction Time; ** Anderson et al. 
(1976)a = Low-Phe Phase, b = High-Phe phase; Huijbregts et al. (2002)a = ‘Phe-Down’ cohort; b = ‘Phe-Up’ cohort, Krause et al. (1985)a = Phe restriction 
cohort, b = Phe loading cohort; Schmidt et al. (1996)a = Phase 2 (diet restriction phase), b = Phase 1 (Diet relaxation phase) 
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Table 6.A2 - Studies reporting effects of increasing Phe on cognitive outcomes in A) mixed-age cohorts and B) adult/adolescent cohorts.  Outcomes which 
show an overall positive effect of lower Phe are highlighted. Weighted means for parameters were calculated by weighting studies based on the number of 
participants.  
 

A) Mixed-age cohorts 

        
Treatment 

  Baseline Age in 
yrs. 

          Phe in µmol/L         

                    Baseline    After Manip.         

  
Age 

Group 

N 
ppts 

(Total 
= 

236) 

  
Early -
treated 

Until 
adolescence 

  Range Mean   M/F   

Mean 
Study 

Length 
(weeks) 

  Mean SD   Mean SD   Diff   Outcome 

Diet Discontinued                                           

Brown & 
Warner 
(1976) 

Child 11   
Late-

treated 
(<2y) 

Yes   6-8.8 7   
4M, 
7F 

  191   433 200   1858 533   1425   Decrease in IQ 

Cabalska 
et al. 

(1977)a** 
Child 22   Yes Yes   - 4   -   209   478 127   1283 276   805   

Decrease in IQ 
from 2y onwards* 

Cabalska 
et al. 

(1977)b** 
Child 10   Yes Yes   - 2   -   209   509 157   1362 218   853   

Steady decrease 
in IQ 

Cabalska 
et 

al.(1977)c** 
Child 5   Yes Yes   - 3   -   209   400 73   835 412   435   No change 

Holtzman 
et al. 

(1975) 
Child 5   

Yes 
(<1m) 

Yes   - 4   
3M, 
2F 

  104   993 545   1628 248   635   Decreased in IQ 

Huijbregts 
et al. 

(2002)b** 
Child 19   Yes Yes   7-14 11.3   -   1   284 169   470 201   186   No change 

Koch et al. 
(1982) 

Child 60   
Yes 

(<4m) 
Yes   - 6   -   104   775 248   1556 333   781   

Decrease in 
scores on 

reading and 
spelling subtests 

of WRAT* 

Leuzzi et 
al.  (1997) 

Child 2   Yes Yes   11-12 11.5   2F   1   476 -   2087 183   1611   
Decreased visual 

retention 
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performance in 1 
ppt 

Pueschel et 
al. (1983) 

Child 8   Yes Yes   - 5   -   52   666 109   1544 133   878   No change 

Smith et al. 
(1978)a** 

Child 47   

Mixed 
(21 
ppts 
<4m, 

26 ppts 
<5y) 

Yes   7-10 8.5   -   209   420 -   >1200 -   -   
Drop in IQ for 
some (not all) 

ppts* 

Smith et al. 
(1978)b** 

Child 22   

Mixed 
(5 ppts 
<4m, 

17 ppts 
<5y) 

Yes   7-10 8.5   -   209   420 -   1200 -   780   No change* 

Phe Loading                                            

Anderson 
et al. 

(1976)b** 
Child 4   No -   7-15 12.3   

3M, 
1F 

  4   381 36   1774 604   1393   
Increased choice 

RT 

Griffiths et 
al. (1998) 

Mixed 16   
Yes 

(<3w) 
Yes   10-16 12.6   

10M, 
6F 

  13   619 254   1177 255   558   

No significant 
changes on all 
but Rey verbal 
learning (Rey 
attributed to 

practice effects)* 
Krause et 

al. 
(1985)b** 

Mixed 5   Yes Mixed   6-24 17.2   
4M, 
1F 

  1   463 227   2192 672   1729   
Increased choice 

RT 

Arithmetic 
Average 

- 17   - -   2-17 8   -   108   523 185   1459 482   928   - 

Weighted 
Average 

- -   - -   2-17 8   -   134   543 176   1358 390   784   - 
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B) Adult/adolescent cohorts 

        
Treatment 

  Baseline Age in 
yrs. 

          Phe in µmol/L         

                    Baseline    After Manip.         

  
Age 
Grou

p 

N ppts 
(Total 
= 87) 

  
Early -
treated 

Until 
adoles
cence 

  Range Mean   M/F   

Mean 
Study 

Length 
(weeks) 

  Mean SD   Mean SD   Diff   Outcome 

Diet Discontinued                                           

Lou et al. 
(1985) 

Adult 4   
Mixed (1w-

4y) 
-   16-23 20   

3M, 
1F 

  3   863 229   1590 509   727   
RT increase; more 

variability  

Lou, et al. 
(1987) 

Adult 9   
Mixed (5ppts 

treated > 
3m) 

-   15-24 18.4   
6M, 
3F 

  3   758 210   1410 460   652   
Increase in number of 

long RTs* 

Lou et al. 
(1994) 

Adult 4   Yes Yes   15 15   -   104   1033 34   1348 114   315   No change 

Schmidt et 
al.  

(1996)b** 
Adult 15   Yes -   17-24 20.5   

7M, 
8F 

  4.5   630 172   1410 290   780   
Worse sustained 

attention, concentration, 
and calculation speed 

Phe Loading                                            

Pietz, et al. 
(1993) 

Adult 5   Yes -   20 20   
3M, 
2F 

  4   753 194   1600 290   847   RT Increase 

Sunderman
n et al. 
(2011) 

Adult 17   Yes Yes   22-38 31   17M   0.01   1180 265   2170 320   990   No change 

ten Hoedt 
et al. (2011) 

Adult 9   Yes Yes   19-34 23.5   
3M, 
6F 

  4   649 222   1220 311   571   

More fluctuation in 
sustained attention; 

Slower RTs in a number 
of tasks 

Pegvaliase Discontinued                                           

Harding et 
al. (2018) 

Adult 24   Yes -   19-51 31.2   
16M, 
12F 

  8   536 433   1337 -   800   
No change in ADHD-RS 
IV Inattention subscale 

score* 

Arithmetic 
Average 

- 11   - -   15-31 22   -   16   800 216   1511 295   710   - 

Weighted 
Average 

- -   - -   15-31 25   -   9   763 239   1535 328   772   - 

* = within-participant statistical comparisons conducted; ADHD-RS = ADHD Rating Scale; Ppt = participant; RT = Reaction Time; WRAT = Wide Range Achievement Test; ** 
Anderson et al. (1976)a = Low-Phe Phase, b = High-Phe phase; Cabalska et al. (1997)a = ‘Group 1’ (classic PKU, discontinued diet aged 4), b = ‘Group 2’ (classic PKU, 
discontinued diet aged 2), c = ‘Group 3’ (mild PKU/hyperphenylalaninemia); Huijbregts et al. (2002)a = ‘Phe-Down’ cohort; b = ‘Phe-Up’ cohort, Krause et al. (1985)a = Phe 
restriction cohort, b = Phe loading cohort; Schmidt et al. (1996)a = Phase 2 (diet restriction), b = Phase 1 (diet relaxation) ; Smith et al. (1978)a = ‘Groups 1 & 2’ (London 
cohort), b = ‘Groups 3A & 4’ (Heidelberg cohort) 
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Table 6.A3 – Studies reporting quantitative cognitive outcomes included in meta-analysis 
 

Study authors N Ppts Domain Task 

Score/RT 
Low Phe 
condition 
Mean(SD) 

Score/RT 
High Phe 
condition 
Mean (SD) 

Hedge’s G for 
cognitive 
outcomes 

Baseline Phe 
(µmol/L) 

Phe 
difference 
(µmol/L) 

Hedge’s G 
for Phe 
levels 

Length of 
study 

(weeks) 

Difference 
(Yes/No) 

Brown & Warner 
(1976) 

11 IQ 
Stanford-Binet IQ 

& WISC 
75.4 (1.4) 66 (7.75) 1.61 433 1425 3.5 191 Y 

Cabalska et al. 
(1977)a* 

22 IQ 
Brunet-Lezine, 

Terman-Merill and 
WISC 

101.5 (10.5) 90.2 (9.7) 1.09 478 805 3.7 209 Y 

Cabalska et al. 
(1977)b* 

10 IQ 
Brunet-Lezine, 

Terman-Merill and 
WISC 

91.4 (16.2) 77.2 (6.5) 1.09 509 853 4.5 209 Y 

Cabalska et al. 
(1977)c* 

5 IQ 
Brunet-Lezine, 

Terman-Merill and 
WISC 

98.2 (10.7) 98.7 (4.9) -0.05 400 435 1.5 209 N 

Giffin et al. 
(1980) 

2** 
Visual 

attention 
Picture fixation 

accuracy 
50 (12) 32 (7.4) 0.80 1430 -669 - 11 Y 

Griffiths et al. 
(1998) 

16 
Verbal 

memory 
Rey Verbal 
Learning 

47.5 (5.6) 52.9 (6) -0.90 619 558 2.2 13 N 

Griffiths et al. 
(1998) 

16 
Verbal 

memory 
Paired-Associate 

Learning 
26.4 (2.2) 26.4 (2.7) 0.00 619 558 2.2 13 N 

Griffiths et al. 
(1998) 

16 
Verbal 

memory 
Digit span 9.9 (2.1) 9.7 (2.3) 0.09 619 558 2.2 13 N 

Griffiths et al. 
(1998) 

16 
Motor 

coordination 
Rey-Davis Manual 

Labyrinth 
15.9 (4.2) 15.2 (3.9) 0.17 619 558 2.2 13 N 

Griffiths et al. 
(1998) 

16 
Motor 

coordination 
Purdue Pegboard 

(Time to complete) 
158.1 (9.7) 155.3 (14.2) -0.22 619 558 2.2 13 N 

Griffiths et al. 
(1998) 

16 
Motor 

coordination 
Hole-type 

Steadiness Tester 
19.3 (8.8) 18.8 (11.3) -0.05 619 558 2.2 13 N 
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Griffiths et al. 
(1998) 

16 
Visuo-
spatial 

memory 

Matching Familiar 
Figures 

6.1 (1.3) 6.2 (1.4) -0.07 619 558 2.2 13 N 

Griffiths et al. 
(1998) 

16 
Visuo-
spatial 

memory 
Corsi Block Tapping 7.9 (1.6) 8.1(2.1) -0.10 619 558 2.2 13 N 

Lou et al. (1985) 4 
Speed of 

processing 
Simple RT task (RT) 253.75 (22.6) 267.8 (23.9) 0.50 863 727 1.8 3 Y 

Lou et al. (1987) 9 
Speed of 

processing 
Continuous 

detection task (RT) 
304ms (29) 329ms (51) 0.57 758 652 1.8 3 Y 

Pietz et al. 
(1993) 

5 
Sustained 
Attention 

Dot Pattern 
Exercise 

8.8s (0.9) 11.7s (2.3) 1.47 753 847 3.4 4 Y 

Pueschel et al. 
(1983) 

8 IQ Stanford-Binet IQ 100 (16) 106 (8) -0.44 666 878 7.2 52 N 

Sundermann et 
al. (2011) 

15 Inhibition 
Stroop Incongruent 

(RT) 
1016.9 
(171.3) 

1002.3 
(164.7)ms 

-0.08 1180 990 3.4 0.01 N 

Sundermann et 
al. (2011) 

15 Language Stroop Neutral (RT) 871 (146)ms 
854.3 

(139.8)ms 
-0.11 1180 990 3.4 0.01 N 

Thomas et al. 
(2018) 

178 Attention ADHD RS - IA 9.8 (6.12) 5 (4.9) 0.86 565 668 1.4 53 Y 

Ppts = Participants, RT = Reaction time, WISC = Weschler Intelligence Scale for  Children, WAIS(R) = Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale (-Revised), ADHD 
RS IA = ADHD Rating scale, Inattention subscale;  *Cabalska et al. (1997)a = ‘Group 1’ (classic PKU, discontinued diet aged 4), b = ‘Group 2’ (classic PKU, 
discontinued diet aged 2), c = ‘Group 3’ (mild PKU/hyperphenylalaninemia); **Study included 3 participants, however quantitative data was only available for 
2 participants 
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Table 6.A4 - Studies reporting effects of decreasing Phe on well-being outcomes in mixed-age cohorts and adult cohorts. Outcomes which show an overall 
positive effect of lower Phe are highlighted. Weighted means for parameters were calculated by weighting studies based on the number of participants.  
 

A) Mixed-age Cohorts: 

        
Treatment 

  Baseline Age in 
yrs. 

          Phe in µmol/L         

                    Baseline    After Manip.         

  
Age 
Grou

p 

N 
ppts 

(Total 
= 108) 

  
Early -
treated 

Until 
adole
scenc

e 

  Range Mean   M/F   

Mean 
Study 

Length 
(weeks) 

  Mean SD   Mean SD   Diff   Outcome 

Diet Resumed/Restricted                                        

Bickel et al. 
(1954)a*** 

Child 1   No 
Untre
ated 

  - 2   1F   35   4056 -   726 -   -3330   

Gained weight, brighter 
eyes, more interest in 
surroundings. Learned 

to crawl/stand. 

Schuett et 
al. (1985) 

Child 72   Mixed No   6-6.5 -   
36M, 
36F 

  209   1027 297   - -   -   
42/72 ppts Improved 
school performance, 

mood, peer acceptance 

Gassio et al 
(2003) 

Mixed 15   

Mixed 
(14 earl
y, 3 late 

- 23-
31y) 

No   11-36.5 23   10F, 5M   52   - -   717 294   -   

Majority of ppts 
reported increased 

happiness, calmness, 
alertness, less easily 
upset. (BUT 7% ppts 
reported less vitality, 
more tiredness and 
more easily upset) 

Giffin et al. 
(1980) 

Mixed 3   
No (av. 

2y) 
No   9-21 15   3M   11   1430 -   761 -   -669   

1ppt - Increased 
affection. 2/3 ppts no 

change/no data 

Sapropterin Treatment                                          

Douglas et 
al. (2013) 

Mixed 17   Yes -   10-49 22.1   -   52   690 -   502 -   -188   
Improved Impact and 
Satisfaction PKU-QoL 

sub-scores 

Arithmetic 
Average 

- 22   - -   2-23 16   -   72   1801 1534   677 108   -1396   - 

Weighted 
Average 

- -   - -   2-23 21   -   155   1011 355   619 113   -406   - 
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B) Adult/adolescent cohorts 

        
Treatment 

  
Baseline Age in yrs. 

          Phe in µmol/L         

                    Baseline    After Manip.         

  
Age 

Group 

N ppts 
(Total 
= 336) 

  
Early -
treated 

Until 
adolescence 

  Range Mean   M/F   
Mean Study 

Length 
(weeks) 

  Mean SD   Mean SD   Diff   Outcome 

Diet Resumed/Restricted                                        

Anwar et al. 
(2013) 

Adult 1   Yes Until 16y   - 41   1F   -   1564 300   121 -   -1443   Improved affect and behaviour 

Burgess et 
al. (2021) 

Adult 9   Yes -   19-47 34   4M, 5F   54   1108 293   - -   -   Decreased anxiety and depression  

Bik-
Multanowski 
et al. (2008) 

Adult 29   Yes -   18-32 24   -   39   1105 210   715 210   -390   
Decrease in distress and increased in 

well-being* 

Dion et al. 
(2001) 

Adult 1   No (av. 7y) No   - 41   1F   52   1705 -   503 135   -1202   
Decreased seclusion and aggression; 

improved mood 

Fitzgerald et 
al. (2000) 

Adult 5   No -   30-56 41   2M, 3F   37   1676 128   478 84   -1198   
Reduced problem behaviours and 
hyperactivity, increased sociability, 

alertness, and concentration 

Harper & 
Reid (1987) 

Adult 1   No -   - 54   1F   30   1450 -   940 -   -510   Reduced aggression, increased calm 

Hoskin et al.  
(1992) 

Adult 1   No (av. 2y) Until  4y   - 35   1F   18   1539 -   523 -   -1016   Reduced behavioural problems* 

Lee et al. 
(2009) 

Adult 17   No -   21-69 -   -   48   1444 255   553 158   -891   
More positive observations (from blinded 

observers) BUT no change in ABC or 
VABS scores* 

Marholin et 
al. (1978) 

Adult 5   No -   19-53 33   3M, 2F   8   2143 442   424 182   -1719   
No reliable impact on behavioural 

measures 

Williams 
(1998) 

Adult 1   No -   - 73   1M   26   1108 -   811 -   -297   
Increased social interest and smiling, 

dissipation of self-injury 

Yannicelli & 
Ryan (1995) 

Adult 88   No -   50% ppts >35yrs -   -   -   1659 333   617 438   -1042   
Decreased irritability, hyperactivity, and 

aggression 

Pegvaliase Treatment                                          

Thomas et 
al. (2018) 

Adult 178   Yes -   - 29   -   53   1233 386   565 531   -668   Reduced Profile of Mood States score 

Arithmetic 
Average 

- 28   - -   24-73 41   -   37   1478 309   568 214   -943   - 

Weighted 
Average 

- -   - -   24-73 30   -   49   1365 226   588 62   -783   - 

* = within-participant statistical comparisons conducted; **Phe levels estimated from larger group; ABC = Aberrant Behaviour Checklist; Ppts = participant;  VABS = 
Vine Adaptive Behaviour Scale; PKU-QoL = PKU Quality of Life Questionnaire; ***Bickel et al. (1954)a = Phase 1 (diet initiation), b = Phase 2 (Phe loading) 
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Table 6.A5 - Studies reporting effects of increasing Phe on well-being outcomes in mixed-age and adult/adolescent cohorts.  Outcomes which show a 
positive overall effect of lower Phe are highlighted. Weighted means for parameters were calculated by weighting studies based on the number of 
participants.  
 

        
Treatment 

  Baseline Age in 
yrs. 

          Phe in µmol/L         

                    Baseline    After Manip.         

  Age Group 
N ppts 
(Total 
= 43) 

  
Early -
treated 

Until 
adolescen

ce 
  Range Mean   M/F   

Mean 
Study 

Length 
(weeks) 

  Mean SD   Mean SD   Diff   Outcome 

Diet Discontinued                                           

Bickel et al. 
(1954)b** 

Child 1   No Untreated   - 2   1F   0.9   726 -   5448 -   4722   
Increased irritability and drowsiness, loss of 

interest in surroundings and food, loss of 
ability to stand/crawl 

Leuzzi et al. 
(1997) 

Child 2   Yes Yes   11-12 11.5   2F   1   476 -   2087 183   1611   
Increased restlessness, lability of attention 

and irritability 

Solomons et 
al. (1966) 

Child 7   Mixed 
On diet for 

1.5-7y 
  6-9 7.3   -   37   381 351   793 375   412   

5/7 ppts increased sociability, decreased 
hyperactivity, tantrums, and self-abuse. 2/7 

unchanged. 

Phe Loading                     

Ten-Hoedt 
et al. (2011) 

Adult 9   Yes Yes   19-34 23.5   3M, 6F   4   649 222   1220 311   571   
Significant increase in depression and 

fatigue, plus decrease in vigour 

Pegvaliase Discontinued                                         

Harding et 
al. (2018) 

Adult 24   Yes -   19-51 31.2   
16M, 
12F 

  8   536.1 433   1337 -   801   No change* 

Arithmetic 
Average 

- 9   - -   2-31 15   -   10   554 137   2177 1887   1623   - 

Weighted 
Average 

- -   - -   2-31 24   -   11   536 88   1354 693   818   - 

 * = within-participant statistical comparisons conducted; Ppt = participant; **Bickel et al. (1954)a = Phase 1 (diet initiation), b = Phase 2 (Phe loading) 
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Table 6.A6 - Studies reporting effects of decreasing Phe on neurophysiological outcomes in mixed and adult/adolescent cohorts. Outcomes which show an 
overall positive effect of lower Phe are highlighted. Weighted means for parameters were calculated by weighting studies based on the number of 
participants. 
 

      
Treatment 

  Baseline Age 
in yrs. 

          Phe in µmol/L         

                 Baseline   After manip.             

  
Age 

group 

N ppts 
(Total 
= 72) 

Early -
treated 

Until 
adolescence 

  Range Mean   M/F   

Mean 
Study 
length 

(weeks) 

  Mean SD   Mean SD   Diff   Measure   Outcome 

Diet Resumed/Restricted                                         

Jaulent et 
al. (2020) 

Adult 25 Mixed -   18-50 30.2   
14M, 
11F 

  52   1613 491   969 304.7   -644   
Neurologi
cal exam 

& MRI 
  

Improvement 
of symptoms 
in 24/25 ppts 
Improvement 

of MRI in 
10/18 ppts 

Walter et 
al. (1997) 

Adult 1 Yes 14y   - 29   1F   126   - -   <300* -   -   MRI   
Reversal of 

WM 
abnormalities 

Cleary et 
al. 

(1995)a** 
Mixed 21 Yes 14y   14-49 -   -   33   1300 75   1000 68   -300   MRI   No change 

Cleary et 
al. 

(1995)b** 
Mixed 5 Yes 14y   14-49 -   -   33   1400 175   400 183   -1000   MRI   

Reversal of 
WM 

abnormalities 
in 10/26 ppts 

Sapropterin Treatment                                           

Clocksin et 
al. (2021) 

Mixed 8 Yes Yes   9-35 21.2   
13M, 
9F 

  28   693 291   375 222   -318   
AFQ & 

DTI 
  

WM 
improvement 

White et 
al. (2013) 

Mixed 12 Yes -   7-35 18.2   
9M, 
3F 

  26   653 322   409 256   -244   DTI   

Significant 
improvement 
in 3/10 ROIs 

Increased 
diffusivity in 
8/10 ROIs 

Arithmetic 
Average 

- 12 - -   18-30 25   -   50   1132 434   576 319   -501   -   - 

Weighted 
Average 

- - - -   18-30 25   -   39   1240 382   770 286   -462   -   - 

*value of 300µmol/L used for means and analyses; Ppt = participant; ROI = Region of Interest; WM = White Matter; **Cleary et al. (1995)a = ‘Group 1’ (diet 
resumption – loose), b = ‘Group 2’ (diet resumption – strict) 
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Table 6.A7 - Studies reporting effects of increasing Phe on neurophysiological outcomes in mixed-age and adult cohorts. Outcomes which show an 
overall positive effect of lower Phe are highlighted. Weighted means for parameters were calculated by weighting studies based on the number of 
participants. 
 

        
Treatment 

  Baseline Age 
in yrs. 

          Phe in µmol/L         

                   Baseline   After manip.             

  
Age 

group 

N ppts 
(Total = 

83) 
  

Early -
treate

d 

Until 
adole
scen

ce 

  
Rang

e 
Mean   M/F   

Mean 
Study 

Length 
(weeks) 

  Mean SD   Mean SD   Diff   Measure   Outcome 

Diet Discontinued                                                 

Cabalska et 
al. (1977)a* 

Child 22   Yes Yes   - 4   -   209   478 127   1283 276   805   EEG   
Increased 

abnormal EEGs 

Cabalska et 
al. (1977)b* 

Child 10   Yes Yes   - 2   -   209   509 157   1362 218   853   EEG   
Increased 

abnormal EEGs 

Cabalska et 
al. (1977)c* 

Child 5   Yes Yes   - 3   -   209   400 73   835 412   435   EEG   
Increased 

abnormal EEGs 

Leuzzi et al. 
(1997) 

Child 2   Yes Yes   11-12 11.5   2F   1   476 -   2087 183   1611   MRI   No change 

Pueschel et 
al. (1983) 

Child 8   Yes Yes   - 5   -   52   666 109   1544 133   878   EEG   No change 

Lou et al. 
(1994) 

Adult 4   Yes Yes   - 15   -   104   1033 34   1348 114   315   MRI   No change 

Phe Loading                                                
Sunderman

n et al. 
(2011) 

Adult 15  Yes Yes  22-38 31  15M  0.01  1180 265  2170 320  990   fMRI   No change 

Leuzzi et al. 
(2014) 

Mixed 17   Yes >10y   10-20 14.3   
11M, 
6F 

  0.01   572 193   1129 177.3   557   EEG   

Smaller CNV and 
delayed motor 

response in 
children only 

Arithmetic 
Average 

- 10  - -  2-31 11  -  98  664 286  1470 456  806  -  - 

Weighted 
Average 

- -   - -   2-31 12   -   103   668 273   1442 399   774   -   - 

CNV = Contingent Negative Variation; * Cabalska et al. (1997)a = ‘Group 1’ (classic PKU, discontinued diet aged 4), b = ‘Group 2’ (classic PKU, discontinued 
diet aged 2), c = ‘Group 3’ (mild PKU/hyperphenylalaninemia) 


